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The material in this text has been compiled to give the Western 
Electric engineer a comprehensive survey of Bell Telephone 
Carrier and Radio Systems. 

We would like to express our sincere appreciation to past and 
present members of the Graduate Engineering Training Staff 
and to the many other individuals within the Bell System who 
have given their time and effort to the organization of this book. 

We wish to dedicate this book to the engineers of Western 
Electric who, in order to stay abreast of ever advancing tech
nologies, must judiciously select reference materials that 
provide the greatest return for the time involved. 
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CHAPTER 1 

EVOLUTION OF COMMUNICATIONS 

1. 1 INTRODUCTION 

People like to talk with each other. The Bell System is based on the be
lief that.people want to talk to other people beyond the normal range of the 
human voice, and are willing to pay for the satisfaction of that want. The 
early primitive methods used for communications, such as runners to re
lay messages, the use of drums, birds and smoke signals serve as exam
ples to substantiate this belief. The basic function of the Bell System is 
to trc;tnsmit intelligence by means of electrical signals from one location 
to another, ;near or far, for the benefit of its customers .. 

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the evolution of methods for com
munications and transmission media leading up to the use of carrier. 

1. 2 DEVELOPM.:e:;N'J;' OF COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 

Telegraph 
Due to the tremendous growth of railroads in this country and many social 
demands. stemming .from transmigration of people, the need for an efficient 
form of long distance intelligible signaling was needed. This need was 
answered by the invention 9f the telegraph. 

A telegraph circuit in its simplest form consists of a single wire between 
two points, equipped at each end with a manual telegraph set consisting of 
a relay, sounder and key. These are so arranged that one set is connected 
to ground and the other to battery, or both sets connected to grounded 
battery of opposite polarities .. 

West Station East Station 

Line Wire 

Fig. 1 .. 1 Elementary Telegraph Circuit 
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CHAPTER 1 EVOLUTION OF COMMUNICATIONS 

Fig. 1-1 illustrates su'ch a simple telegraph. To analyze its operation, 
let us assume that the west station key is closed and ready for sending. 
If now the east operator closes his key for only an instant, current flows 
through the windings of both the east and the west relays actuating both 
east and west sounder, producing a complete stroke of the sounder lever 
corresponding to a "dot''. If the key lever is held closed for a longer per
iod, a longer interval of the up and down strokes of the sounder lever is 
effected producing a "dash". Proper application of "dots and dash" to a 
code results in intelligible signalling. To send in the opposite direction 
the operation is reversed. 

A telegraph circuit of this kind was limited to short distances. The amount 
of current that could be sent over long ck ts. of this type might no_t be suffi
cient to operate the receiving relays; or the signal distortion caused by 
such a long line might introduce errors. Hence a new need arose, this 
need was satisified by the introduction of an intermediate relay at a central 
point in the ckt. in which the signal is reene!'gized by new batt~ry connected 
to its contacts. This type of ckt. unfortunately, is good for only one way 
transmission; under these conditions it was necessary to use two conduc
tors which is more expensive from the standpoint of the operating company. 
Refer to fig. 1-2. 

From the subscribers point of view, the class of service it would provide 
might or might not be preferable. Because with the two ckt. arrangement 
a subscriber could send and receive at the same time providing he had 
two operators at each station. This is known as ("full duplex") operation. 

West East 

=r~ 

Figure 1-2 
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CHAPTER 1 EVOLUT~ON OF COMMUNlCA TlONS 

The problem was overcome with the introduction and employment; of polar 
relays in a complex arrangement which is worthy of separate treatment 
and will not be discussed further. 

Telephone 
Wh~le telegraph performed, and still performs a very definite function, 
its mode of communication was such that while the service was commer

cially available, people demanded a more personal means of communica
tion. In short, the facility of ~~lking for great distances; the need was 
a~nswered by the invention of the telephone in 1876, which consisted of 
ruggedly constructed telephone receiver which served as both transmitter 
and receiver. In the simplest form of telephone ckt. two wires were ter
minated at each end with an instrument but without transmit~er or signal
ing features. Figure 1-3 shows such a circuit. 

Fig. 1-3 Elementary Telephone Circuit 

With this arrangement it was only possible to talk for short distances. 
One year after the invention of the original telephone, the Blake Trans
mitter was introduced. This works on a principle which uses external 
battery as the chief source of energy and the vibrating diaphragm acts as 
a means for regulating or modulating this energy supply rather than as a 
generating supply. This device is shown in Figs. 1-4 & 1-5. The simple 
telephone connection between two telephone sets employing transmission 
receiver and its own battery supply was known as "local battery" tele
phone. The addition of signalling eqpt. was added and the result was a 
telephone subset capable of transmitting and receiving comparatively long 
distances. Now at this stage of development in telephony, improvement · 
of the simple subset would offer little to the limitations as to the distance 
one could "talk 11 • So logically the transmission medium needed some 
improvement. But in the meantime there was a great demand for the serv
ices this electronic infant could offer. Hence the development of switching 
facilities or central offices came about. 
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CHAPTER 1 · EVOLUTION OF COMMUNICATIONS 

Fig. 1-4 Principle of the Telephone Transmitter 

Fig. 1 .. 5 Telephone Circuit with Local Battery Transmitters 
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The ~i;i;.~t i;~mrn~~(:;~~l ~1;;~~pP,~;u;J.e1;1 We~e u~~d ~a;r~y iJJr 1877 W c;op.J.1rect t'.q.e . 
o~n~~ p£ ~ J:ilq~tpil, lj>U:~i?;:U~~~11 f'n~~ \vithr hi~ res~de?lc~. ~few n:).il~s away. · 
WhUe th~:p wqr;k.Fd ~~ti~t~.~tq:i;Uy ~p.q, sev~~al i;;w:b tnstc:illations were µiq.de, 

i. t w. a. s ... s .. o.p:n. ...... ·.·· .. " .. · .e~ .... li~ ... ~.cl .... th ... ··.·a .. .t .. a.1 •. · • .. 1;~ .. ie~h ... QJ;.\ .•. · .. e· w.J~.1··.· .. ~h.·.·· · ... ~ou. l·.d conn~.c .. t ~o .only ?ne .. oth~v ~~leppqne vy~s p:t'Qn4J.~g ~!il.;i:t t:li'J;lnl 'l,Ul,J.ve:i:s~i serv1ce. TQ.e f~rst 
thou~b:,t tA~U. W~f?. t9. t;;9J;m~~t e~c:b, ~n§ .. trµme:n,.t by ~t;l i:q.div~Q.ua;l line to eVe1!y 
otb,e:1.1 J.p.~~p-q~~p,t. Fo:i.-t~~ateiy ~~mreQ;ii!~. sP9n #QunQ. out tbq.t the J~urnber of 
inQ.hri\iua;l l~ll~l;I woµ~p b~ ~qP~l ~o ~~~,,~~ i if n is the :P.\ll:nber of tele~hone 
i;;uln~~ri'Q~;i:~, q:v in; ptb~r w~~d~, th.fl.~ tP.~ m~m'ber. o~ ,lin.~s would be nearly 
ppppo~tiqn~i tQ t~e ~qµ~;r'e qt ih.~ i\umh~r of sqpscril>ers. al1.d wo11ld soon 
bec.9m~ ~"~P9Pi<?tf\iF'X .. ~~ ~~w. ~~~~<;;i(ihers ·'Ve:i;e aqqed, ';I'l:i,e i;;o1u~ion,. of 
coµre;i;h w~• 'M~ GQ~p,e~t:~~9~ t~~efijQP.~ tq ~ cent~i;i.1 switi;rhin.g poi:p.t, wh~te 
CQMeC~~qll~ 'b~ty.'~'~a.µ.y tw<;> ~~1leJ?b9;p.~s.·cqµld be estal;;ll,ished.· Thu1:1, less 
than tWP y,;r~~~ ~fle;i; l:>Ji~ ':S~U'f m~~A,9,U9t~4 su,:nrnpns to Mr;· W~tso:i;i, the 
fi;rs~ cqmro~rc;:i~l tei¢PP.9Pr~ 'tiiW~M~bi.Q,g g~t~9e···.wa~ .. ;pµ,t ·i;p.·· service at 
Ne'r" H~Y~~, C<?m~e~t.~~qt P,n ·*~;q~EirFY ·?.~, 1a7~. . · 

At th~~ s~ge th~ ~~~~pq;q~~ c.Rroi;;>~~i.e,s ~~d est;;i.blish~cl wi:re cornmunicat~<m 
systei;n~ '\YhQs~ ~~ief.att;i,;i,pµ\~ ~s .th~~ t\lrey "'e;-e)9cal. because in :no c;:i.se 
wel;'e th~ l~te:!!<;:O,Jm.~ft~ng t~l"1~4.9J7.~1=1 m,q;i;e tb~n ai ~e:ry f;ew mi~es apart. 

Jn.ci~~A~~l+y, ~b~Eie l~c~l ctj~mup.iq~t~qri systems in~luc1.ed switching systems 
for tP,e pµ;i:i~<;>~e !Pfi;p.t~~.~f'p.\l;'l~c;:tb1>.~- sub~i.::r~bers. Apa.rt from the means of 
switching, w.J?.i~b iis P,Qt t:w~~~~¢l in tP.is. textf . tl!i<r loca.~ e;ystems differed from, 
:Or. l3e~l's Ql"t~in.p.l w~:r~ CQ'iP-f:µ~ni¢~t~<;>n syslem by i11,clus~on of wire lines 
of liil)JbE:lt~:q.t;i.~l le:P.gth b.~~~e:p. ~h~ ~~le)?h,.OJ;l.@ ;i.nstrv.ment,s • Thus a new set of 

·. traf?.sm~~e~,9~ ~;t'9~l~G}ij w~s e.'ii4c;;~ tc;> tho~e of .the simpler syste.rn. 

The trj;l,n~i~iq,n f;ii~m. ~sQlCJ.tefil i~la:P.~lii of local com.i:p.un.ication systirms to a 
mo:p~ µ~j,v~~sa.i te~~~b9Pr~ s~ry~ce, .J?y ill.t~;t'c~;m.ne~ting the local systems, 
WC!,S ri~t 9-~tii~.ve~ QY~:PRt;i.ght, .. G~n~i;Q,)491,JS. e~~()~t hai;J been spe:r;it o;n the p!rob
lem ot m~ip.g sµ~h '~qMect\gq.s !;rqm th~. early beg;j.ru::i,ings qf telephony 
dowp, to ~be pii~se:q.t ~a.Vr ~~!1l;''l;ry cQmroun,~ti~s were quickly il1.terco:µnected, 
but the t;r~ni;ir;n~~~iop, p;rol;>terp,s i:nv~lving longe;r di$ta,nces were littl~ unc;ler:
stqqd ip. tb~ e~lfly q~ys., ;E"or· ~Q.~ta.r?r~e, it was not until 1881, three ye~rs 
afte1;' the ~ili'St Ct;Jn~~al 9~#iG~ !9r switt;hitirg lc:>cl3.l telephone calls wae; estab-

. lis~~d, th.~t ~h~ ~~;i:st cob;lm~~~i~l~elephoAe service pegan Qetween Boston 
<ilr.i.d frqv~f.}~p.c;:e, . 'fhis wq.111 sµc;:c;:~l\il;ifµ~ }?e~aµ,se tp.e line was qpe+ated Qn a 
rnetalHc t,:;~~~H-i~ 'Q~~·~·~ (twQ wh:·~11$) ~nE!t~.ci,!;l .of the single wire, groUlld return 
me~hoq wh~~h. };\~~~~en, ~roplf?yed µR tQ .~p~t time. · lµ 1~84 the. f~rst qonver ... 
sci.ttc;:m w~~b~~4 Qye~ ~· llPr~ f;t'Qfij ~o~~9ff to New Yo:i;-k, a servu:;e rpade 
poEJ~iQh~ l;>y .~~~ m~iliQP~~~i9p,· gf' ~i;lircill'P.;rCilrW~ Gopper wire ln pla9e (!)£ the. iron 
w~r~ w\l,~9~ ~~~ P~~~ "~~4 p~frVi091FJlY••· ~~el?, JiJ;le~ wel:'e very cositly, ~o the 
ArneP~~~µ ~eU 'f~l~:p~PPr~ .~qmF~q.y ~p;pl~eP. tQ the Massacbusetts Legisla ... 
·~~re tp ~µ~hp.rl~~ .~~ in~:rfe~~~ i~ cf!,p~ta.i fo;r th~ pl,l,;opose of ~pns.t:J;'uGting new 
inter~~U'l.ij.~~t1.A~ b~~li! 'l;>trt\V~~~ lQ9iilrl. i;!y~#e~~· Wl+en al,l,thql;'~zat:i.on. W;~s re~ 
~u!;tet:lr ~ p.~~.'1<iun~~\Q.f W~~·9~~ain~~~q Y.?l<ler the la.w.s of New.~ork for thi~ 



CHAPTER 1 : EVOLUTION OF COMMUNICATIONS 

purpose. · Thus began the American Telep-hone and Telegraph Company b1· --
1885. The lines whiCh in'terconnecfod local' telephone systems acquired·· ·. 
the nam:e oftolllines,because of'the extra char.ge imposed forconv.ersa."."'.' .
tion over long dis·tances: - Since the frequencies of electrical waves em""'- . 
ployed in transmission over'these lines were confined:t0·the range o:fi -
frequencies produced by the hurrian voice, at least in the earlier days, of 
the American Telephon·e and Telegraph Company, the company may<be.,, 
said to have operated a· voice .. frequency toll wire communication system . 

. . 
Voice-frequency toll systems have gone thl".ough a long peri'od ~f dev~iop.:. 
ment and improvement; and are still in ·use_ today. At first, ·h,eav~er .a~d _. _ 
heavier copper wires had to be used .as the distances rspa;nned-grew long~r _ 
under the apparently insatiable demand -for long distan_ce service. Unq~r -
this condition, the cost per mile rose nearly proportionally to th.~ dista!J.c.e 
covered. The economical results- of such a _situation are -ultirn:ately llll'": _ 
healthy, and the world 1s copper supply might well have been endangered. - . 
if the process had continued. A series of inventions over the years reduced . 
the attenuation per· mile of the w.ire circuits by inductive loading, in }'89,9_, ., ; . ' 
and later made it possible to compensate for attenuation loss qy amp~.i~ier 
gain, by use of :the electron 'tube repeate·r first used.inJ9J3, ,thus, r_esult';': 
ing in great savings of copper. In another development, as long distance 
routes became congested because: of the gr.owth of,demand for many cir;"". 
cuits over substantially the same route, __ cables containing many· srn,a:J.L ·-_-. 
gauge wii-es, which had been used over short di-stances in lo_cal SYf:>.tems ,.. 
for many years, were adapted to the long distance service. The trend of 
invention turned to methods for applying. more .than one circuit, or channe_l _ 
of communication, to a single pair of wires, thu_s· utilizing the. c9pper ·~ires· 
still more efficiently. Development of the phantom circuit, permitting -
three circuits on two pairs of wire, was a step in this direction. Th~ - _ 
logical outcome of the search, how.ever, was the application of the ca:r;rier 
principle· to wire lines. _The method is to convert the -audible freque~cies. , 
of a comrriunitation channel to a .·corresponding band of frequencies_ cen7 
tered about, or otherwise related to a particular frequency_ beyond the . 
audible ran'ge, known as a ca.rrier frequency. By suitably spacing such , . 
carrier frequencies over a comparatively wide range; ,several comm:uni
cation channels may be combined to transmit signals or voice over a __ sin-. 5 

gle pair of wires, without interference from one channel to another~ The 
first such carrier-frequency toll communication system went into us~ ., _ 
between Pitts-bur·gh and Balti_more iri 1918. ·Early carrier systems P!O-
vided up to three or four additional channels, as well _ai{the original _ , 
voice-frequency channel on each pair of wires;: More recent developm~nts
have provided as many as 16 channels in .carrier systems .d_Eisigned for.use .. 
on open wire lines, and in carrie·r systems .utilizing long distance cab~es .. 
In the case of open wire., two or- more different carrier systems a.re soi:ne;-. 
times applied to the sar.rie ·line, giving a total of 16 or more chan,nels.,,.,_ 'rhe. 
number of channels -which a carrier system can_ accommodate_ is l.imiit¢dr ... __ . 
by -the band ·of frequencies whi'ch can be transmi,Jt~d econoUl1,~ca..lly ov,er t~1e. _ .. 
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Cf.f,'APTER 1 EJVOJ..,UTION OF COMMUNlCAT~ONS 

con<;:l:µcting w~+'~I? wMch are. to l;>.e qsed, 'rhis limit ~ppears to bE;l betwee:p. 
12 and 20 fo;r tp.e type of condpcrtq]f'S, open wire OJ:,' ~able, a1rea,dy in 
general ~si;r in the telephone pia,n~· By making caqlee c<:>ntainin~ coaxial 
conductQ:r;s; which t:ransrni1; a ~a+ wide:,: band of f~eq;1:1.encies, th~ i;mmber 
of chap.n~~s haEi b~en. very greatly ~nc:t;'ease¢1 ( 3700 in the. L-4 c;arrier 
syl':ltern), ci.n.¢1. the limit had not yet 'J:>een ;i;-eached. 

The evolµ.tion qf comm,u,nic~tion ~y~tei;ns oannot be 09ncluded wW;1out 
some m~ntio;i+ of :radio systerµs. 'Recent years h~v~ s~en the application 
of r~diq t~+~PPrP~Y to the I?l~nt p! ~be, te~~phone cqmpa:o:ies op. an. ~ver"'! 
incre'!-S!iP.~ t=iqa.ie~ .Ra;4io .. frequeP:~y c;o.tnm,unica,tio:n, systems h~ve ?een 
deyelqne<;l fc;n; s:J?eciah!?ied u.,se in local areas~· ~ll.ch a,r? cornmun:i.cat:i,on 
over water ~q nei:!.rby itslanQ1.Ei op harbor shippiµg, ancl c;>ver land ti? moving 
vehicles, .µ~:i;ig~;r-haul raqio syst~ms prqvide servic;:e to sh~pi;i at 111ea, 
a!fd fl.P."Qs~ ~p.f;:l ·~;u:i~a,n tq fpr~ign pn:i.nt;-ies. .A,i1.9th~l' (!:\evelo:i;>men~, tp.~ . 
ra<;l~P re~~y ~yfftem, ~c;illo'IV~ ~J!I. lPgiQal sequence th~ eoa;xial c~bie carrier 
~ystem. ':(:'li1-~ 1,'~diti :t'<=1la,y ~y~t~~S' OJ?e:t"ate. in the m,~.~fQWave J:\~gio:i:i O~ tPe 
:t~·equeP,cy ~P~.%~+ium r;inP. ~f<!-USfnJ.t. ~ucq a '/VJ.Pe p~nq. Qf f;r~quenciei,; ~hat 
mari.y P,undrffc;lS of telepho:n,e pha~els can be acGQnp::r;u!)dated· .· Det~1led 
di~c;-u.ssion Qf th~m wql be cov~l".ed late;r i~ this te.~t, , 

1. 3 APELICATION OF SYSTE::IyiS TO Sll'1'itU9TUR~ Qlf EXf.ST~~G 
<?~°¥P~9Ati l?f.J\NT 

The rt?-Oderp :r;iai;ne for :).oca:). tel~phone coo:im:1.mication ~ystems is e;xcpa:p.ge 
areq. r;;y~tem~, or, mqre b:rie£iy~ exchanges. 'l'he houn~aries of an ex
changei ale~/il. P.jre flxed a:p.d def~ned legj\l.liy, havitig bElen settled µ:p9n in the 
proces~ of W9+fi;i::1;g Ol,\t with state regulatory bodies w:P,at rates are to be 
ch~rgirp.. 'l'b'1~ an .~xch~nge ~J;'eii!i system max contain a single central 
office, 01t1 ~evll!~al i:q,terc9nnecte<;1. c;entral offices. .& ex;change, tpere
fore1 is JJ,!=!t a, sy:p.onym for c~;q.trf!il o!t~.ce, bµt rather a cromplete local 
sy~t~m, W, tp,i~ ~y~tei:n the. suhs~:tiiber set is 9on,n~9ted ~o his ~.e.ntral 
off~Fe by µi~a:ri.s of a St'!,PpcnbE1;r 1me, or loop, a term; which or1gma.ted 
in tel_rgraph :p;11actice, ye'7;rs l:>~f?re ~he inv~ntio:q. of the .tel.epho:q.e, . 
Phys1catlYr ~h~ lpi;>p consists of a pa1:i:- <:>f wires mostly m cable.or~ m 
outlyin~ clts'trict~, o:r;i a po~e line. At the central office, there a;re i:p.tri
cate arr(l.:p.gei:p¢nt$ fo+ conne~ting one subscriber to any othe11. 

I . . 

Figure l,.,~ !11P.9wa the pos}~iop of toll.systc;ims il\I. th,e tele;P',b.one pli=tP,t. An 
impo:rta:q.t <H~~~f~nce l;>etwee:q. .t~ll a:ilcl exc',b.an;ge area.: sys.tenu~, fl,s tliey are 
usl;Lally thpµp~t .9£,. is that wl;leli1e.a.li' th~ latter incl-q,4e~. all appar~t~s J::leces
sa;i;yi t9 '10Jil.c;l'll~t '+ cqn,ve+satiqJi>.1 ~l'Pr;n. the calling tra~111mitte+ tq th~ caged 
receive:i;,. fi!.. ~9U .E!yEiten:i. is i:ne:r~ly a li~ or :p.art Qf .~ link between two 
i;;epitrate ~~c'Q.a;n~e area systeroi;i. No co:i:iv~rsat;i.o:ri c;Quld be held ove+ the 
toll syat~m py it~elf, witP,qµt tb.e ip.qlus~pn ©£ ~t l~P.it ;Parts of exch~nr,e 
area ~yst~ml?. Ip. tlie usµal arra:P.gei:r.i.ent of the e~c:::h~nge pla:q.t fo;r ton 
calls, i't. tol~ Go:q.nei;;tbi~ t11µnk. CO;tlnects tP:e ca.llil!l,g qe:nt:i:al offic;e yqUiJ?ment 

. . . . ' . 
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CHAPTER 1 EVOLUTION OF COMMUNICATIONS 

to the calling toll office equipment. A similar arrangement is made in 
the exchange plant at the called end. The link between the two toll offices, 
which may be in different cities many miles apart, may be a circuit {sin
gle link) or several circuits connected in tandem at intervening toll offices 
{multilink}. These circ;uits in turn may consist of a channel in either a 
voice-frequency toll system, a carrier-frequency system or a radio sys .. 
tern, or any combination of these. Thus a long circuit may be composed 
of as rnany as six or seven permanently· connected sections, each part of 
a different toll system. A multilink toll connection may have such circuits 
switched together, although most of these circuits would probably consist 
of not more than one or two different facilities. Such cases are extreme. 
A to.Li connection between, say, Joplin, Missouri and Stamford, Connecticut, 
is more representative of an average multilink connection .. This connection 
might consist of three circuits, Joplin to Kani~as City, Kansas City to 
New York, and New York to Stamford, the switched connections being made 
at .Kansas City and New York. The Joplin-Kansas City circuit may be part 
o.f .:i 4-wire voice-freqµency toll cable system, and the New York-Stamford 
circuit a 2-wire voice-frequency toll cable system. The middle link, 
Kansas City-New York in this example, consists of three sections, part 
of a 4-wire voice-frequency toll cable system from Kansas City to 
SL Louis, a channel in a type "L" coaxial carrier system from St. Louis 
[:o Chicago .. and a channel in a type ''K" cable carrier system from Chicago 
to l\(ew Yo:r,-k. Thus the multilink consists of thr~e circuits which are 
parts of five different toll systems. 

l. 4 GENERAL TERMS USED IN TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS 
I ' 

11Voic~ Frequency Systeqis 11 are those which transmit intelligence over the 
line at frequencies which fall within the useful portion of the audible spec
trum, in general that lying between about 200 and 4000 cycles per second. 

"Carrier Systems" are those which employ some form of modulation at 
each end of the circuit, so that the signal is transmitted at frequencies 
above the principal audible range. 

11Two, Wire Operation 11 - By its basic nature a telephone conversation re
quires transmissions in both directions between the customers at opposite 
ends of a transmission syst~m. In the early days of telephony, most 
tra.r;i.smtssions were made over paired conductors {or wires) and the trans
missions in opposite directions used the same electrical path between the 
customers. At switching points the two transmission path terminals of 
one circuit were cor:i.nected through cord circuits or switching mechanisms 
to the two transmission path terminals of a similar circuit. This method 
of transmission and switching was therefore designated as two-wire OJ?er
ation. Refer to Fig. l-7. 
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CHAPTER 1 EVOLUTION OF COMMUNICATIONS 
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Thus by definition, transmission and switching operations are ''two-wire" 
when oppositely directed portions of a single conversation occur over the 
same electrical transmission path or channel. 

"Four-Wire Operation" - When carrier system operation was introduced 
into the open wire plant and circuits of increasingly greater length were 
routed in cable plant, echo and singing considerations made it necessary 
to sepa.rate the electrical paths used for oppositely directed transmissions 
between the customers involved in a single conversation. This separation 
is accomplish_ed by either or both of two methods, as follows: 

a. Separate pairs in outside plant and office cabling 
b. Separate carrier frequency bands 

In the larger intertoll switching mechanisms used today such separation 
is also maintained through the switches .. 

Because two separate pairs (or 4 wires) were used for the oppositely 
directed transmission paths of many of the longer voice-frequency cir
cuits in cable, circuits operated in this manner were designated as 
"Four-Wire" circuits. 

Thus, by definition, transmission and switching operations are "Four
Wire" when the oppositely directed portions of a single conversation are 
routed over separate electrical transmission paths or channels. 

A distinction is sometimes made between the two methods of four-wire 
operation. Systems using the same frequency band in two separate paths 
for the two directions are said to give "real four-wire operation"; those 
using two frequency bands over a single path are said to provide "equiva
lent four-wire operation". Refer to Fig. 1-7. 
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CHAPTER 1 EVOLUTION OF COMMUNICATIONS 

"Frogging 11 - In railroad operations it is sometimes necessary for rails 
to cross each other. The device used at such cross-over points is known 
as a 11Frog 11 in railroad vernacular. 

In teiephone operations, it is soµietimes necessary to cross over from 
one electrical transmission path to another at some point other than at a 
switching center. Such cross-overs are made to equalize transmission 
losses or to r~duce crpss-talk between circuits. This is done by: 

a. Interchangi;ng circµits between two parallel cables at an intermediate 
repeater station. 

b. Interchangi:q.g high and low frequency carrier system allocations at an 
intermediate repeater station. 

By definition the ~nterchange, or cross-over of one transmission path or 
channel to anotht;}r at some point othe:I:' than at a switching point has been 
designated as 11Frogging 11 • 

Loadi~ 

Open Wb;e Loading 
Open wire telephone transmission lines are subject to attenuation as a 
result of th,eir characteristic impedance, capacitance and inductance. 
Attenuation is also a function of the frequency being transmitted and in 
telephony results in distortion. Thus for example frequencies at the upper 
end· of the voice range might suffer more attenuation than frequencies at 
the lower end of the range. In practice the longer the lines the worse the 
attenuation. In 1883 it was proposed that the inductance of telephone lines 
be increased above the amount natural for inter-axial spacing, with a 
view to counteracting the more harmful effects of the line capacity. This 
.;;;as in answer to the need to provide an auxiliary device which would over
come the limitation of long distance transmission, even over a copper line 
of only 900 miles. 

Increased inductance if properly chosen and applied would decrease or 
eliminate distortion by making the line 1s effect on fundamentals and har
moµics more nearly uniform, and as well should reduce the attenuation by 
neutra,lizing the action of the line capacity in dissipating energy. It wasn8t 
until 1899, however that a professor by the name of. Michael Pupin devel
oped a practical load coil. Loading was used on open wire extensively be
fore repeaters were developed. . Loading is applied by inserting inductance 
coils at regularly spaced intervals along the lines. This effectively breaks 
up the loaded ckt. into network sections. Such a network has the essential 
characteristics of a 11Low Pass Filter 11 which provides for a low 11Cut-Off 
Valuc:;i 11, wh~ch is th.at critical value, at which reactance increases very 
rapidly with any increase in frequency. This factor obviate.s the use of 
loading on high frequency carrier systems except for entrance cable 
loap.in$. 
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CHAPTER 1 EVOLUTION OF COMMUNICATION 

Loading of open wires helped make it possible in 1914 for the A. T. & T. 
to join the Pacific and the Atlantic seaboards with a transcontinental line. 
Loading however has been generally discontinued today due to changes in 
attenuation characteristics of open wire circuits, particularly leakage, 
with varying weather changes. For an example in dry weather loading 
effectively reduces attenuation, but in wet weather loading may actually 
increase the attenuation. In order to increase the overall transmission 
stability of such circuits, accordingly, most loading was removed after 
the telephone repeater came into general use, and the resulting increase 
of attenuation w·as compensated for by the employment of additional re
peaters. 

Toll Cable Loading 
The use of cable conductors for long distance telephone transmission in· 
the early days had many difficulties to resolve. For wire conductors in
side a cable, due to obvious economic reasons are much smaller than 
those used in open wire, hence the attenuation was much higher than that 
of open wire per unit length. The fact that the conductors were much· 
closer together increases the capacitance and adds to the loss. Therefore 
in general, cable conductors used for voice-frequency transmission are 
loaded. 

Before the development of telephone repeaters, toll cables of the largest 
possible. gauge conductor within the norms of practicability as #10, 13 & 16 
were used and loading was 11heavy 11 • -

Heavy Loading while effectively reducing attenuation, has some undesirable 
effects, in the first place it reduces the velocity of propagation to relatively 
low values which may seriously interfere with effective transmission over 
extremely long circuits. Also, such a loaded circuit ac,ts as a low-pass 
filter with a relatively low cut-off value which in some cases was around 
2500 cycles. 

Requirements for good fidelity in transmission requires that the cut-off 
points be higher than this. 

It is desirable that the common telephone circuit transmit frequencies up 
to at least 3000 cycles and if used for program transmission work, must 
be substantially higher. There has been because of this, a tendency to use 
lighter and lighter loading in cable circuits - that is, to employ load coils 
of lower inductance and spaced closer together. At the same time the· use 
of telephone repeaters has made it possible to use finer gauge conductors 
in toll cables, so that now practically all conductors in toll cables are now 
either 16- or 19-gauge. 
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CHAPTER 2 

CARRIER SYSTEMS - GENERAL 

2. 1 INTRODUCTION 

All of the carrier systems, except the: type 11L 11 which requires coa..xial 
cables, arEl designe~. to be applicable to one or more of the already existing 
standard types of line facilities. To apply a carrier system to a line 
requires the adclition of tlie carrier terminals and repeaters, and freque:i;itly 
also, special treatment 0£ the line itself such as the carrier transposing of 
opeJ!1,-wi;re lines or the balancing of cables. The cost of this equi;J?me;q.t anc;l 
line treatment therefore represents the cost of the telephone channels 
furnishe4 by the c:arrier system,. 

A .:.:ar:rier system would not be used UJ:1.less it proved in economically. :for 
a carrier system to prove in, the cost of obtaining additional telephone 
channels by means of the carrier system must be less than the cost of 
.:;btaining the same n:u.mber of channels on that route by other means, pucb 
as by stringing new wires or cables and equipping them with voice £reqt1.ency 
systeq1s. An important part of the cost of carrier systems is the cost of 
the terminals. This is a,. fixed cost per system regardless of its length, for 
a particular type of system, but when expressed in terms of cost per mile, 
it looms up as a much larger pc;i.rt of the total cost on short than on long 
systems. U follows that for eac;h type of carrier system, there is some 
miii.imµm length of system below which the carrier costs per telepliane 
chq.nnel mile are so great that the system does not prove in, and it is more 
econ.on;,i.ical to obtain the telephone channels. by other means. 

The fact that carrier systems have tended to prove in more naturally and by 
larger rµargins on longthanon short circuits, bas bad a large effect on the 
engineering of the telephone plaIJ.t. This effect bas been to drive voice .. 
frequency systems out of the long toll circuit field and to relegate them more 
to the shorter circuits which feed the main: toll routes, as noted in the 
preceding chapter. Today, practically all circuits over 500 miles long and 
many shorter ones,' are carrier circuits. The trend toward the use Of 
carrier for long circuits receives added impetus from the fact that better 
tran$mission perform,ance can be obtained from long carrier systems than 
from long voice ... frequency systems. 

It is evident that the carrier systems increase the efficiency of use of the 
wire lines by the principle of &uperimposition. That is, they add additional 
speech channels ·to the line, each utilizing an otherwise unused part of the 
frequency band. For example, when a type "C 11 carrier system is added 
to a.n ope;n-wire pair; three additional 2-way telephone chai:mels are 
supeJ:'impo::ied above the regula:r; voice-frequency channel, using frequencies 
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CHAPTER 2 CARRIER SYSTEMS - GENERAL 

up to about 30 kilocycles. To the same pair can be further added a type 
"J" carrier system furnishing twelve more channels in the frequencies 
between about 36 and 140 kilocycles. When both systems are used, the 
open-wire pair furnishes sixteen two-way toll telephone circuits. 

It is quite possible that .in the future other methods of multiplying the 
number of channels that a line can transmit may be developed. For 
example, there is frequent engineering speculation a.bout the possibility of 
applying the technique of pulse modulation, used in the radio art, to wire 
line transmission (or perhaps to transmission over long distance wave 
guides). This would be a time rather than a frequency superposition of 
channels, since each of the different channels would.correspond to certain 
allotted pulses of the very large number which would be transmitted per 
second. 

The purpose of this chapter, is to focus our attention on the carrier tech
niques in use in present kinds of systems. We therefore proceed in the 
next section with a general description of the features common to the 
standard carrier systems. 

2. 2 GENERAL FEATURES OF CARRIER SYSTEMS 

With the exception of the original type 11A 11 and the short-haul type 11G 11 

carrier systems, all of the carrier sys terns which have been standardized. 
for use on wire lines operate on a "4-wire 11 basis, That is, each voice
frequency telephone channel handled by the system is divided by means of 
hybrid circuits at the system terminals into two oppositely directed one
way channels which are kept separate and distinct from one end of the 
system to the other. The carrier systems therefore begin and end with 
voice-frequency hybrid circuits. The two one-way channels are kept 
separate during transmission between the terminals by one of two methods: 
either by transmitting theni over different pairs, or else by transmitting 
them at different carrier frequencies over the same pair. 

Each one-way voice channel is translated in frequency to the band allocated 
to that channel on the line by a process called modulation. This frequency 
shift is made in a single stage of modulation in some systems, and in 
others, two or even three stages of modulation are used. At the receiving 
end of the system, the channel is shifted back to its original voice-frequency 
band by an inverse process of modulation (usually called demodulation) in 
one to three stages. The principles of modulation, and typical circuits· of 
modulators are described in another chapter of this text. The following 
general remarks may be made at this point. 

The type of modulation employed in all of the systems is that known as 
amplitude modulation (AM. in radio language).· lt is well known, as shown 
later, that when the· amplitude of a carrier wave is modulated by a signal, 
the result is a wave composed of the carrier frequency plus an upper and a 
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CHAPTER 2 CARRIER SYSTEMS - GENERAL 

lower sideband which differ from the carrier frequency by the freqq.ency q~ 
the signal. It is evident that the two sidebands are redundant, eithei' by 
itself carrying all of the intelligence of the signal, and that tl;le carr~er 
is superfluous, carrying no intelligence at all. Therefo;re in most of ~41 
multichannel systems, maximum efficiency is attained by removing the 
carrier and one sideband by means of filters, and transmitting only tiq~ 
other sideband. However, in certain of the systems where econorxiy is ·~ 
main object, both of the sidebands and perhaps also the c;:i.rrier are · 
trq.ns mitted. 

Whep, single-sideband transmission is employed, it is evident th~t tl;le . 
c;:arrier signal in a given channel has the same ba!).dwidth as the Qri~i;q.~l. 
voice-frequency channel. The single sidebands corresponding to the dit~~~:; 
~nt telephone channels handled by the syi;:>tem are usuaUy pla'ceCl .~n adj~c~~t' 
positions in the carrier frequency band, one every 4 kilocycles,· WitA' '· · 
modern filters this permits a useful band for e;:i.ch chan:p.el which iEi so~~.,; 
what wider than 3 kilocycles. It will be shown later that single .. sidepan,1'1; 
transmission, though physically derived by a procei;s of ampli.tude rµod,~i~ ... 
~ion, is as closely related to frequency modulation as it is to AM. It i!iii ·~ ' 
very efficient method of transmission. · · 

Ai.1. important feature of every carrier system thus consists of the modql~r' 
tors and demodulators which shift the frequencies of the telepb,one; sign~l~~ 

Another .feature of all carrier systems is the need to select the desired 
signals from the modl,llators for transmission to the line, and to sepa:fate 
the line channels from each other for application to their respe<;t~ve 

· demodulatori;:>, at the receiving end of the line. Filters are also U,sed tQ 
separate groups of chan!).els for each other. 

The signall!l are usually transmitted over the lines between the terminali;i ~~ 
two groups~· one consisting of the E-W (east-to-west) one-way channels q:11 · 
all the telephone circuits handled by the system, and the other conEii.stin.F 
of the W-E (west-to-east) one-way channels of the same telephone. C'l.;J;'J;;ll.lts. 
As noted earlier, the two groups may be transmitted over different paire, 
or over the same pair in different frequency ranges. The chall.nels eonic 
stituting a group are amplified by one common carrier line amplifier 
(or :i:epeater) at each repeater point. 

The lines, of course, have consiqerably greater attenuatio:n a~ tb,e higlle;r 
frequencies needed for carrier transmission than at voice ffe<;l,\l~n.cie~. 
1'herefore carrier line amplifiers must be spaced at much i;hoJ"t;er i;i;:iter~ 

vals along the line tha;n must voice-frequency repeaters. The le:ngth. of ~b~ 
r.epeater sections on any system is a function of the line atte:nuatic;>n, tP,e 
eitandards for allowable noise at the end of tl;le system on each teleph.~ne 
channel, the maximy.m length of ::>ystem, the noise on the line sectl.On$ a~~ 
in the amplifiers, and, in the case of multichannel systems, of the arno~t r 

Qf modulation in the lin.e amplifiers. Since the line attem,1ation is g~e~t¢i:st 
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CHAPTER 2 CARRIER SYSTEMS - GENERAL 

for the highest frequency channel transmitted by the system, the repeater 
spaeing is u~ually, Q.etermined by the rules as applied to that channel. 

Because the line attenuation is· g~eat at the carrier frequencies, the 
variation in attenuation with temperature (and with weather in the case of 
open-wire lines) is also large. Furthermore, both because of the. large. 
attenuation and also because· of the wide frequency band reqµired for most 
carrier. systems, the difference in attenuation between the highest and· 
lowest transmitted frequency is large. These considerations impose 
·severei transmission problems on the carrier systems which are solved· 
in different ways on the various systems. 

The variations .. of the lines with frequency and temperature are compens~ted . 
for by equipment associated with the line amplifiers. It will be noted that 
though the total effects to be compensat~d may have .hyperastronomical 
magnitudes,.:the distribution of the compensation among many line ampll.-. 
fiers reduces .. the problem' at each amplifier to manageable proportions •. 
The equipment which d,oes. the compensating falls in two categories, nar!:tely, 
basic equalizers. which compensate for the attenuation-versus-frequency 
distortion of the lines under mean ambient conditions, and regulating net"". 
works which adjust for the variations in the attenuation and in the ·attemia
tion-versus-frequency cha,racteristics of the line due to changes in temper-

. ature (and. othe.r causes). The regulating networks are automatically . 
operated, usually under control of one or more pilot frequencies wedged in 
between _the telephone channels. In some cases, .the flat gain variations 
may be controlled by a d-c pilot channel similar to that used in the pilot
wire regulators of voice-frequency systems, or by the energy in the carrier 
channels themselves.. 'rhe specific application of the techniques to the 
various carrier systems is described in later chapters. · 

The pilot frequencies, when used, are of course supplied by the system · 
terminals. Another feature of carrier terminals, therefore, consists of 
the means for generating the pilot frequencies, and also the carrier 
frequencies:.;required by the various modulators and demodulators. In most 
systems, these. frequencies must be very exact in .order that the signal and 
pilot frequencies will accurately match the pass bands of the filters through 
which they must be transmitted, and that they will fall properly into thei'r 
allotted frequency positions on the lines. It may be noted that in those 
systems in which the carrier is not transmitted, which is the case with 
most of the-systems, the carriers supplied to the modulators and demod
ulators at the ~o ends of the system must be generated by physically 
separated oscillator.s. Any actual difference between the carrier fre.,. 
quencies at·the two ends, which ideally should be identical, r.esults in a 
corresponding displacement of the same number of cycles in all the fre
quencies in the telephone signals emerging from the system. The tolerance 
for such frequency. displacements is .at most a few cycles, which in term,s 
of per cerit error in ·the carrier frequencies necessitates considerable 
accuracy. 
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CHAPTER 2 CARRIER SYSTEMS - GENERAL 

z,, 3 FUNDAMENTALS OF CARRIER TELEPHONE SYSTEMS 

In ordina:i;y telephone transmission a pair of wires between telephontr sqb.
scribers ordinarily carries one conversation and is required to transmit 
intelligence or voice frequency energy in both directions. In other words, 
we speak and hear over the same pair. This is called q. two-wire 
system and is possible because of the circuit arrangement of the sub~crib
ers instrument. Figure 2-1. 

If we attempt to use one pair for mqre than one conversation at one time, 
we succeed only in making a four person conference out of it in wh:j.ch 
each person can hear everything everyone else says. Adding more 
instruments only adds more confusion. Figure 2-2. 

Changing to a four-wire system has definite advantages in carrier telephony. 
Since we are developing a simple carrier system we will convert ou:i.- · 
circuit to "four wire. " This simply means that when A talks to l3, one 
pair is used. When B talks to A, a different pair is used. Even wi~h our 
simple telephone circuit the confusion Q.as been reduced somewhat ~ince ' 
now only two receivers can be actuated by any one transmitter. :Q)gure s .. 3, 

Speech transmitted over telephone lines, generally speaking, is in the 
range of 300 to 3500 cycles per second. 1£ we can change the frequency 
range of the speech of customers Al and Bl from the 300 to 3500 cycle 
range to a range of, say 4300 to 7500 cycles and, further, arrange to 
separate the A-B from the Al-Bl conversations at the receiving ends of 
the circuit, we can use two pairs of wires for two separate conversations 
or even. more with a saving in plant investment. This is the beg~n;ning of a 
carrier system. · 

Carrier telephony c,;onsists of superimposing voice ~requencies on a carrier 
freql,lency and then transmitting this information to a point where the 
reverse will occur. The normal :t"ange of voice frequencies is 50 to &000 
cycles or higher. For telephone use a range of 300 to 3500 cycles is 'used. 
This range will allow one subscriber to identify any other subscdber, ~he 
carrier frequencies are steady frequencies other than voice frequencie~, 
usually higher than the voice range. The superimposing is the modulation 
spoken of earlier in this chapter. 

When. the voice frequency is superimposed or impressed on the cq.rrier 
frequency for amplitude modulation there is obtained, among other thin,gs 
the sum and the difference of the two frequencies. For example if we ~et: 

V = voice frequency 

C = carrier f'.):'equency 
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Then the r~i:;ultp Qf mqdulation may be ex:p:ressed h'!. the basic fo;rmula: 

C ± y = £~equenc;y outp\lt · (2: 1) 

Using the yoi<;;e frequency baµ~ 30Q to 3500 cycles and assuming a carrier 
freqµency of 7000 cyc;les C .+ V::; 7000 + (300 to 3500) = 7~00 to 10, 500 

S:: ,. V ::; ?QOO "" (30Q to ;3500) = 3500 to 6, 700 

The 4and Qf C + V is cci.lliad the \lPP~r ~ideband ap.d th\:l band of C - V is 
called the lower E1ideb1and. Tl;i~ N~Vt;iri;;~ process is called demodulation 
and the v9ice frequ~ncy is optai:n.fjd., F~~ te~tin.g on a car:der system the 
average of the voice freqq.ep.cy ,. lOQO c;:yc.les is used. 

2. 4 A SIMf!LE GARRIE;R $'Y~'?J!lN: 

No·N we can; deveiop a sii:p.pl'f c;ii\;r:ri~f sy~t:e;:r;n in wJ;iiclt two subscribers A 
acJ.d B may tail,<. tog1the:r witR-o\lt iJ\l.~er!el'i:n.g with, o:r being interfered with, 

two oth~:i.i. ~ypscrib~+!? ~ ~:f1.P. Jql~ wl;l.e~ they q.:re using the sq.m.e wire 
conductors .fo~ th,~ talking pi:l.tl1:~ ' 

Lets sta;rt with two sig;na~ gene:r~~'ilr~ ~tone ¢:P.d qf a two wire Une as in 
..F'igu:1:1e 2-,4. The generators will pxioduce frequencies of ~000 and 8000 
cycles respectiv~ly. On tlq~ li,ne We ha,ve a mi;xture of the two fr~quencies~ 
By insertiµg a low pai;; s :fi~ltef anq a high pa,sl:l filter at the receiving ends 
as in Figure z..,5, the tWQ f:reque,p.c;ies can be se~a,rilted. Each receiver 
would th~n operate indepe\lde;n,tly ~£ the pther. 

Now lets ~hange the talki:Q.g si;r9µit 9£ ;fig~re 2-3 to a :;;irnple carrier 
systei;n. Additional eqµiprn~h:t ~~ necre~::>9-;ry if we are to accomplish our 
objective. In Figure 2-6 this eq\iipme:µ.t is added and designated C. They 
are carr~er Gompon(;lQ.ts. ~we spe~i!y that they are to mt;:!et certain 
requirep;,ients we will h;;i.ve a simple two .. channel c;:ar;rier system. These 
requirements a,:re shown on .~ng\;\:i;e Z-9. The bloc;:ks designated C are the 
filters, mop:qlp.to+s and dempt;l.ufators ;required in carrier systems. 

These 4+e the principles upqn. w'Q.ich all carriEfr is based. They are also 
the principles upon which yoµ:r :radio a:q.d television setE? are based, The 
only two ideas i:nyolved are thos~ of 13l:!.anging £:1,4equencies from one band 
to another !lnd iilter~ng ou,t or removing unwanted frequencies. By adding 
detail ci.r:ii4 more ch~nne~~ w~ can ~r+iye at various carrier systems, but 
no matteli hqw ~om.pUcat~cl ~:P.~ c;l:~t~ils roay ~eem~ the ~µncl.amental ~deaf> 
are the sarrg~. 

I)ue to the fCJ.ct that losses OC(\':~;r i~ t4e t:ransmiss:i,on of any type of energy 
resul~ing i:w. tbe g:i;a~uai qyi;q.~'9u\ or att~nu,at;ton of that e:p.e;rgy, it is neces
sary tq use am,plifi,e;rs or reP~filit~r~ a~ hitervals determined by the losse;s 
encount~red~ .A.lthougP. o:q~y QRi~ :i,$ show';q,, the average car:r~er system has 
several 8U~4 +e,I?eater~h F~gu:v~ 4ri"i'· 
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CHAPTER 2 CARRIER SYSTEMS - GENERAL 

?!. 5 A TYPICAL CARRIER SYST:E::M TERMINAL 

A carrier terminal Figure 2-8 may be divided into three portions, the 
voice frequency, transmitting and receiving portion. 

In the voice :frequency portion the low pass filter. (V) allows the voice fre
quency channel to pass through but blocks the carrier frequencies. The 
high pass filter lets carrier frequencies into carrier equipment while it 
blocks out the voice frequencies. This path is established for one message 
circuit, receiving and transmitting. 

In the transmitting portion of Figure 2-8, the voice frequencies from the 
subscriber are directed into the transmitting portion of the carrier channel 
by the hybrid coil. The low pass filter (T) eliminates any undesirable 
frequencies outside of the voice frequency band 300 to 3500 cycles. The 
oscillator produces the carrier frequency. Each terminal has its own 
oscillator. The modulator impresses the voice frequency band on the 
carrier frequency and produces the upper and lower sidebands. In most 
carrier systems only one sideband is transmitted and this is called 
Single Sideband transmission. The band pass filter removes all frequeneies 
except one of the sideband.s. 

Generally on open wire carrier systems one sideband (C + V for example} 
is transmitted in one direction of transmission and the other sideband 
(C - V) is transmitted in the other direction. Carrier systems used on 
cable generally use separate pairs for transmission in each direction, and 
this permits the same sidebands to be transmitted in each direction. The 
transmitting amplifier steps up the sideband being transmitted to the 
desired power level for transmission. The function of the transmitting 
directional filter is to keep the frequencies being received from coming 
into the plate circuit of the transmitting amplifier. This establishes the 
transmitting circuit. 

In the receiving portion of the carrier terminal, the receiving directional 
filter blocks out the frequencies of the sideband being transmitted but 
allows the sideband being received to enter the receiving circuit. As the 
transmitted sideband is conducted to the receiver via the transmission 
lines the higher frequencies are attenuated more than the lower frequencies. 
The equalizer adds loss for the lower frequencies so that all frequencies 
will pass into the demodulator at the same level. The demodulator com
bines the carrier frequency with the received sideband and one of the 
resultant products is the voice frequency. The low pass filter. (R) removes 
all the products of demodulation except the voice frequency. The receiving 
amplifier steps up the power level of the voice frequencies to that required 
for transmission to the subscriber. The receiving frequencies are then 
directed to the subscriber through the hybrid coil. Thus establishing the 
receiving circuit. 

2.10 



CHAPTER 2 CARRIE;:R SYST~M:S - GENERAL 

In the system just described we h~d two message pat~s over one pair of 
wires. It would be possible to add m~re message paths Q,sing this same 
pair of wires by adqing more carrier tel;'mi:n.als using different carrier 
frequencies. · · · 

The next few chapters will elabor~te on aq:i:pHfi~ri;i, oscillators, modula-
tors a.nd demodulators. · · · 

2. ~ l 
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AMPLIF~E:i;lS 

3. 1 INTRODqCTION 

There are many possible class~ficattpns o~ amplifiers, depending on the 
purpose for iwhich they are to be u~c:;d 1 . Qn~ pror;i.d classification is as 
voltage amplifiers, or power amplifieri;i. ~ot'q.er clas ~i£icffl-tion dElpends 
upon the frequency range in whiCh 1*e ~mpli:~i'rf .is to OJ?erate .. This m(ly 
include audio-frequency amplif;i.ers,. brqad~band amplifi~rs, ;rf=Ldio
frequency amplifiers, and super:qiph :P~.P.i.q.-f:requ,ency a;qiplifie:q;. Again, 

ai.npl.iiiers may be cl.assed q.c. cord;i.n .. '~.t .. P ~h.~.~.·.aqd.-.wi.~t.l;t. of tP.~. ~ignal t.·P.e. y 
are required to handle, i. e,, wpeth~li ~ f~l~tively n<j,rr9w band of au9.io 
01· radio frequencies, or the wide pang q:f f;r~que:hci!r~ encoµ:p.tered in 
qroap-bantj. carrier systems anA. ip. vid,eo t·ransmi~sion. ~n'}I' given ampli
fier may properly fall in~o more than. ori~ ~q.c;:l} cl~ssif~cp.ticn:i,, 

3, 2 THE ~LECTRON TUBE 

General , 
It is outside the scope of thi~ text tq cJ.ii;ioµi;iei in ~etail the physics of the 
electron tube or the circuit design theory tlfq.t hc;i.s been buil~ a:i;ounq it. 
This section is intended to bring o't~ sQ·pl· e .ge. ;ner<j!.l charf1.ct~ristics of the 
elect;ron tube whieh are pertinent t9 it~ uei~ as. an ~mplifier, 

The electron tube ii;; a device to utilize t;he fipw of free ~lectrOJ:\S in a 
vacuum or a partial vacuwn. Sl,lch tube~ are useg a,s oscillq.tors, recti~ 
fiers, amplifiers, µiodulators, pulse, g~:g.e:i:Cl.tors,. pl}li;;e shap.ers, etc. 
They are building blocks which rn,ake po~11iP\e long dist;;i.nce telephony, 
radio, television and many delicate cc;>n.trol syrstemsT 

The ElectrC!>n 
The electron is a minute, negatively-cP.arged :particle with a p;iass of 
9 x l0-28 gram. The electron is the smallest bit of elect+icity. To ltght 
an ordinary 60-watt light bulb requi:i;~s q. curre;nt of about one-half ampere. 
In terms of electiions, this means a flow of about 3 x 1ol8 electrons per 
second. Fqr its size, the elef:t+on p~Cff~ ~ t~rrific :pl,lnq~; to speak more 
formally, .we may say that the cha~Ec::i ... to-mq.ss r~~~9 of tne electron is 
enormou::i. Imagine two spheres cqrµpp~etj. ~nti:+ely of electr9ns, e;;tch 
sphere weighing one gram (l/28 OUJtCe)~ · BecF1-u$e li~e cha,nges rep~l, 
there would be a force tending to P'il~li :the sph~r~s P.J?p.rt. I~ tp~ spheres 
were separated l;>y 100 km (62 F.-ile~) ~ tht:i r~pelli;ng force wo~ld still be 
about three million, mi~lion,, million tq11s! 
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Electrons in Metals 
In metallic conductors, some electrons are unbound and free to travel!' 
from atom to atom. Such unbound electrons, in the absence of external 
electric or magnetic ·forces, ass·u:m.e a chaotic motion. If enough addi
tional ener.gy from an exte,rnal source is imparted to suc.h up.bound elec.
trons, som1e of them will move toward the. surface of the metal with 
sufficient velocity to break through and become, at least momentarily, 
fr'ee electrons. · 

Types of Emission 
The four principal m_ethods to -obtain free electrons from solid metals are: 

a. Thermal emission, in which the metal is heated to increase the thermal 
energy of the· linbound-_e:iectrons. 

b. Photo-electric emission{ in whieh light energy is transferred to the 
unbound electrons. '_ . ·· · ·: · , · 

c. Field emission, in whiich a strong electric field is applied to the sur-
face of the metal. · .. · · · . 

d .. Sec·ondary emission, in which the energy is· supplied by electric charges 
bombarding the surfa~e •Of the metal. 

Flow of Electrons. Current 
!£free. electrons are provided by some method ·of emission and if a positive 
colle·cto.r is nearby, there Will be a flow of electrons from the emitter, or 
cathode, to the collector; or anode. This flow of electrons, or current of 
electricity, is commonly, measured in a.roper.es or milli-amperes. (An 
.ampere is one coulomb p~r second, or 6. 24 x 1ol8 electrons per second.) 

· 'Th.e Diode and Its Characteristics '. 
The ·simplest electronic ~U;bie is called a diode because it has only two ele
mefits; the cathode and the anode. The cathode is usually completely 
surr.olinded by the electron-collecting anode, or plate. If the cathode is 
emitting suf.ficient electrons and if the diode is connected 'in series with a 
suitable .battery, with the plate cc:>hnected to the positive battery terminal, 
an ele·ctron curr·ent will .flow from the cathode to the plate. No current 
·can £low in the opposite ctire.ction. Figure 3-1 illustrates typical diode 
characteristics. It will :Pe seen that plate current is strongly affected by 
the plate voltage until the plate voltage is made high e:nough so that satura
tion is approached. At the point of saturation all electrons emitted by the 
ca.th<;>de are drawn to the plate. Further increase of plate voltage beyond 
the .point of. saturation cannot increase the current. 

F-igure 3-2 show.s how a diode characteristic curve can be used to deter
mine the current flow which will result when an alternating voltage is 
applied to the tube .. 

3.2 
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Figure 3-1 figure 3-2. Use of Diode 

The Triode and Its Characteristic~ 

Characteristic to Determine 
. Gurre:q.t Flow When Ailter
n~tipg Voltage is Applietj. 

In the triode a third element, called the cqntrol grid,· is plac~d between 
the cathode and the plate. The grid is much closer to the cathode than is 
the plate; therefore, small changes in grid vpltage have rielatively great 
effect on the electron flow (plate current). Jf the grid is held nega~ive 
with respect to the cathode, as in the cir~uit of Figure 3-3, then the nega.., 
tive grid voltage will tie:r;id to repel th~ el~Rtro:p.s ."'hich are efXlitted by the 
cathode and will thu~ reduce the plate curre;nt. I:p.d~ed, if the grid is 
sufficiently negatiye :pl<:!-te currept will be cu.t off. entirely, 
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The fact that relatively small val"f~f_j' 
tions in grid voltage produce con':es
ponding large variations in plate 
current permits use of the triode for 
amplification, oscillation, freque11.cy· 
conversion, modulation, demodula'.", 
tion and other circuit func.tions •. ·· ·• ~ 

Other Types of Electron Tubes .· . 
Many types of electron tubes other. 
than the diode and the triode are · 
used regularly in our business. The 
tetrod.e was developed to provide 
greater stability in amplifiers. The 
pentode was designed to provide a . 

flatter characteristic than than of the tetrode. Beam power tubes, remote 
cutoff tubes, and special high-frequency tubes are used to fit different ·· · 
circuit requirements. Tubes are made in widely variant sizes and shapes 
in order to achieve partidular characteristics. Gas-filled tubes,· photo
sensitive tubes, cathode ray tubes, camera tubes, electron multipliers, 
velocity-modulated tubes ancl kinescopes are all special-service tube 
types which have become ,important in the communications industry. 

Multi-Electrode Tubes 
There are many designs of vacuu:tn tubes containing more electrodes than 
the tubes we have been considering. Most widely used of these are four 
electrode tubes or tetrodes and five electrode tubes or pentodes. The • 
basic theory of operation'of such tubes is essentially the same as that of 
the triode. The additional.electrodes act to improve the operating charac
teristics with respect to the amount of amplification to be obtained and 
may have other desirable effects. 

At relatively low frequencies, the amplification factor of a triode can be 
made to have almost any desired value by properly spacing and propor
tioning the three electrodes~ When tubes are used with high frequenc.ies 
such as are encountered in radio and other high-frequency systems, the 
effect on inter-electrode capacitance becomes increasingly important. 
This is particularly true of tJ;ie capacitance between the plate and control 
grid, where its coupling effect may be .especially troublesome because it 
provides a path between the input and output of the tube through which out
put energy may feed back into the input circuit. This plate-control grid 
capacitance effect can be practically eliminated by placing a shielding ; 
grid between the control grid and the plate as illustrated in Figure 3-4 •. 
This grid is known as a s'creen grid, and the four-electrode tube is then 
known as a sc::reen grid tetrode. 

3.4 
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Plate 
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Control Grid 

.Cathode 
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Figure 3 -4 Four .,.Electl."otj.~ 
Vaqqum Tube 
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As the plate is shiekf.ed by tpe $c·rF·E1* grid· frc;im t;he other e~eet+oQ.es, it; 
{plate) has little eff~ct in witl\dr~whJ.~ ·~~~qtfPHl!I f*'pm th~ space c~~rge 
area aqout tl;i.e cathode: This fµncti9p is t~~en l!>yer by the :;Jcreen ~rid 
which is givep. a positive ~oten~t~l fqr ~M~ pi:+rpose. The flew of electrons 
:from the .cqthqde, and thei;r control qy tq~ c?. n. ,t:rol ~rid, i~ pract.ically the 
same as dii;cusseq in the case of~he tJf:p~~.;~lEict!I'oqe tube, but i:P. the screen 
grid tube •. the screeµ grid its~lf m~y he PP'.l?-l;ltqe;r~;:i as acting ;in somewhat 
the same manner aE; ¢1.id the :plate ~f t1l.~ thl'e~ .. elec;trode tube. However, 
the electrons constituting the sp~c~ pµ:rr~~t! ph 9-rf1iviiig i:q. the area of the 
screen grid have acquired s'uC7h a y~lacity ~4c;i.} m9~t of the!l} pass through 
the openings in the f!!Creer. grid and, 9-ttrE!.f~ed py the still h_igh~r positive 
vol tag~ of the plate, ~ontmue on to t:q.e plat~. A ~.mtH portion of the elec -
tron.s is, of course, intercepted by the ~cree:h grid anc;l ~qes not reach the 
plate. Tl}is is ilfustrated by the pla~~ fv'J>ltag111 vs. :p1ate and screen grid 
current cµrves in Figure 3-5 for a,. representativ~ screen-grid tetrode. 

• • I 

In the normal working ran~e of the tl,lpe~ where the cl).aracteristic curve is 
relatively ,t;la,t, it will be noted t'a,t t4~ ~la,te current change is quite srnall 
for a considerable change in plate volta~~. · . 

This means that the output resistance of the tl!Lbe is very high as com~ared 
tp the triode. Due to the prese:q.ce 0+ t:Q.e sc;reen ~Hid, the vp.:riation of plate 
voltage }}as relatively littl~ effect on the plat~ q~rrent, but the control grid 
retains the same control of plate current as i:n the triode. The amplifica
tion factor is accordingly much hi~her .. 

It will be noted, howeve+, that at pl<;itf;l valtc:i.~es close to or less than the 
fi:~ced screen grid v9ltage, the cpa,::ra,c;;~e:irl,Uc ·curves show a pronounced 
drop in the plate current. This is ~u~ i;ii ~ar~ to the faci::t t:qat ~he screen 
under the13e conditions is drawing a:p. ex.<;:ess~ve part of the cathode current 
because of its relatively high positiv~ p9t11ntia,l, ;IMore irnpo11tant is the 
fact that it is now attracting ~lectrqn;s ~mi~~~q. l?Y the plat~ Cl-S a r~sult of 
secondary efllission. This emiEfsion js C1a.used by the high-~peed electrons 
striking the plate with f:IUCh force ai;! to '1iock f?ame of the oq.ter electrons 
out of th!'l plate m;;iterial. Under nor:rp.ij.~ a:perating conditions 1;hese s~con
da1~y electrons wql fall b,ck intp tP,e platf;l P.'\1~ to the ~nfluence of its 
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positive potential; but if the screen potential is as high or higher than the 
plate potential, some of them will be attracted to the screen, thus effec
tively reducing the total flow to the plate and increasing the screen-cathode 
current. Obviously,. operation of the tube in this region would result in. 
marked distortion of the input signal. Generally, therefore, screen grid 
tubes must be operated with a plate supply voltage sufficiently high so that 
the maximum negative swing resulting from the control grid input signal 
will not reduce the instantaneous plate potential to a value approaching 
that of the screen. 

While there is always some.secondary ~mission of electrons from: the 
plate of a tube, its effect on the tube 1 s operating characteristics can be 
practically eliminated by introducing another grid between the plate and 
the screen grid, as shown in Figure 3-:6. This grid, which is maintained 
at a potential negative with respect to the plate, i.s called a 11 suppressor 
grid" and the tube then becomes a suppressor-grid pentode •. The 
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suppressor grid is qsually connected directly to th~ cathode, often inside 
the tube. Its field repels the secor;i.dary electrons emitted from the plate, 
forcing them back to the plate. :Figure 3-7 shows characteristic ~urves 
for a tube of this ty:pe. .It will b<;:. noted that like the screen grid tetrode, 
both the amplifica,tion facto11 and output resistance a:r.ie high. 

There are many other poi;;sibl,e designs of multi-electrode tubes, some 
practical types pf which contail;t as :many as eight ele,;frod¢(3. It is cus -
tomary ali;o tQ emrloy µ)µlti .,unit tubes in which two PT' more independent 
elect:ronic circi,:iit~ a:fl'! inciq.CJ.ed in a single envelope. Tpe structure of 
sucth tubes is ipdj.cat~q. l:>y their designations such, fo:r exa:µiple, as dupl~x-
diode-triode, twin-pentode, etc. ' 

3. 3 SEiy1!-COrDTJC'J;101"S 

Ge.ne.:ral 
i.5Itiie semi-co:,i<;luf!:tir;i.~ :i;nf:l.te:dal~ currently in ge:r;ie;r~:l liise in eiectrical 
co:p:1mµnicc+tions prac~ice ·tp.e me~allic trlement, gerrriap.ium, hci.s perhaps 
been most thorou~ll.ly stµ9-ied.' ':f ~chniques have bee:n, develqp~d for re
fining it to an altr]-ost increP.il:>ie P.egree of purity a:q.d fol;' i;>roq~ssing itin 
the form of sin~le crys~~l' whic;:::Q. can be t:rea.ted or ."49Ped" with ~mpµ:rity 
subst'il-nces in p.ny desir~d prol;?ortion. Unless spe~ifically stci;ted oth~r
wise, the following di~cuss}on will be confined to this m.aterial. The 
principles dEfvelope,(;l. wiU ci.pply in genera~ to all otq.~11 se~i .. cond,uctors, 
although their specific chp.ll'a.cteristi~s may of course differ. 

Germanium ii:; a me~al which }n 9rdinary electrical prq.ctice WO¥ld be con
sidered a very poor conductqr. At room temperatur~s, ~ypi1=al "n-type" 
germanium, such as mfght be qsed in a transistor, contains one free 
electron for about l 08 atoms as ·compci.red with one free electron for each 
atom in a good conductor s~C1h as copper. Even so a cubic centimete:r of 
this material ~ncludes ~omething in the order of ioi4 free electrons so 
that it is certa}nly no~ a gopd i.nsulator. To unders~_and its capC:tbilitie~ 
and limitations its a conductor, it if? necessary to examine the germanium 
atomr;i and, their structural ~rrangement in detail. 

Chemically, gerrpanium has atomic number 32 and vci.lence 4. This means, 
in terms of modern p.toFic t:p.~o:ry, that the atom nucleus i~ surrounded by 
four shells of o:rl;lital electrons 99ntaining 2, 8, 18, and 4 eleCtrons. The 
first three sh111ls fl.re co~pletely filled and so firml.y bound to the nucleus 
that tJ;iey can play no P~il-"t i~ C)-ny practical conduction 'Pro1=esl:l. T:P.e outer
most shell, with }ti;i four valep.ce electrons, is much less. than half filled. 
Considerin~ an iudiviclual i;Ltom alone, thec;>ry woulq predict fqfl.t one or 
mol;'e o~ these four electron13 :i:ni~llt be readily broke:n ci.way by thefmal 
agitation or otln.E(+ r.elatively small forces r In the stl,"uotµ;re of germ.an-. 
ium, however1 ~he ind~vi,dup.l q.toms are associated with each other in a 
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crystalline lattice arrangement such that there is a definite bond between 
each atom and four immediately adjacent atoms. The structure is of. 
course three-dimensional but the principle may be represe'nted by the 
two-dimensional drawing of Figure 3-8. Two valence electrons - one 
from each atom -·act together to form each bond, as J;epresented by the 
two connecting lines between the atoms.· In this configuration, the 
valence electrons are held. in place much more strongly than they are by 
the attraction of the atom nucleus alone. In germanium, it requires 
some fourteen times ~s much energy to free an electro.n. from a valence 
bond as it would to detach it from an isolated atom. ' . . ~ , . 

@ Atom Core 

~ Electron Valence Bonds 

Figure 3-8 Valence Bond 
Structure of Gei-inanium 

•· 
- Free Electron 

Negative Charge Carrier 

Figur~ 3-'9 N-Type 
Germanl.~ Structure 

Nevertheless,. some electrons are knocked out of their valenc.~ bonds by 
thermal agitation at normal room temperatures. These electrons are 
free to act as "charge carriers" and the electrical conductivity of the 
germanium depends upon their number •. At higher temperatures, more 
electrons are broken from valence bonds and the conductivity of the 
semi-conductor increases proportionately. This relationship of conduc
tivity to temperature readily accounts for the negative temperature
i"esistance characteristics of the semi-conductor devices known as ther
mistors, which are widely used in telephone work for automatic 
transmission regulation and other purposes. 

Thermal agitation at normal temperatures does not provide enough charge 
carriers to make pure germanium capable of satisfactory transistor action. 
It is necessary for this purpose to modify the semi-conducting material so 
as to increase the number of carriers in roughly controllable amounts •. · 
This is done in two ways. In the first, pure germanium is "doped" with a 
small amount of an element with valence 5, such as arsenic. (atomJc num
ber 33). Each 'arsenic atom will enter into the lattice structure in the 
manner indicated in Figure ·3-9. Four of its outer'.'"'sh~ll electrons join in 
valence bonds with four neighboring germanhun atoms. The fifth valence 
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electron ie stiH associated with the arsenic atom but is quite easily dis
lodged. The net effe9t. is to i;nc;rease the number of free electro:q.s in t.he 
material in proportion to the relative amount of arsenic addecl, In prac
tical a.pplicatiops, thit:j :ratio is in the order of one impurity (arsenic) 
atom to 10 million germanitJIP. atoms. The semi-conducting material is 
now called n-type gerrp.anium because it contains a more tha;n normal 
number of mobil~ negative c4a:i;-~es. 

AI\other wq.y to i:nc+ea1>e the nµ.mber of carriers is tq dope the ge;rmanium 
with an element having valence 3, i;iuch as gallium (atomic nurnqer 31). 
As illustrated in figure 3-10, ·the gallium atom als.o take!? a position in. 
th~ lattic;e struc;tl,l;re, ~ut ~ts P\1te:r shell provides enough e~ectrons to 

+Hole · 
. positive Charg~ Cr;irrier. 

Figure 3-10 P-Type 
Geril'.la:p.iu:m. Structure 

enter into valence bonds Vii.th ~:q.ly 
three of the germanium ato:rps, · 
leaving one bond incomplete~ The 
missing electron in the vale;nce pond 

. may be considered a13 ~ hqle in tl;i.e 
structure, vvJ;iich has an Efffective 
positive charge exactly equal but op
posite to that of an e~ect+on, Th~ 
hqle may be filled PY a;n electrqn 
which has been dislodged from another 
nearby valence bond by thermal agi
tation or other means. Thii; process 
leaves a hole in the other bond so that 
the hole may be considered as having 

moved from one point to a:p.ot];ler in the material. Thus, in net effect, the 
material :q.ow contaims a supstantia.l ;number of effective positive charges 
that are relatively free to mqve about in much the same way as free elec
trons may do. Such a ~Cjl.terial is called p-type because its mobile charge 
carriers a11e positive. 

At first app:i;oach, the c;oncept of holes as positive charge carrie:rs may be 
regar,qed as a somewhat £an9ifu~ way of describing the transition of elec -
trans froil'.l one valence bond to another. Actually, the electron in a valence 
bond is in a different "quantum state" than a valence electron in its ordi
nary position i:q. the m+te;r atPmic shell of an isolated atom. In order to 
satisfactorily explain various observed conduction phenomena, it is not 
only c:onveni~nt but necessary to treat the hole left by the ejection of an 
electron £ro111- a valence bonq ai; if it were a real particle having mass, 
positiv~ char~e, e:ni~rgy, and velocity. · 'J'his co;ncept is reinfo:roed by 
the ob~ erved fact t1;lat t:p.e :i:nobi~ity of positive and negative carriers is 
different. In ge+manil.µn, ele9trons move, under a given electric ~oten
tial, at somewhat roore tha:q. twice the speed of holes (about ,3600 cm per 
sec per volt per cm for ~l(;li;:t;r;>n,s; about 1700 for holes). 
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Whenever an electron escapes from the valence shell of an atom, the 
atom is left with a net positive charge. Such atoms are called donors 
and are present in relatively large numbers inn-type material. Simi
larly, when a hole escapes from a trivalent atom, the atom has a net 
negative charge because an extra electron h~s been added. These atoms, 
called acceptors, .are common in p-type material. Both donors and 
acceptors are therefore ions (i.e., electrically charged atoms), but they 
are locked in position in the lattice structure of the material and can play 
no direct part in any conduction process. The conducting ability of the 
semi-conductor is thus due solely to the presence of free electrons ,and 
free holes, and is proportional to the sum of all such carriers - both 
positive and negative. In pure, or intrinsic, germanium at normal tem
peratures, the number of free electrons is equal to the number of holes 
because whenever an electron is released from a valence bond by thermal 
agitation, a hole is simultaneously created. Holes and electrons will of 
course be contirtuously neutralizing each other through new recombina
tions but a like number will be escaping from other valence bonds at the 
same time so that the net conductivity remains constant under static con
ditions. Inn-type germanium, there are many more free electrons than 
holes. These are then designated the 11 majority carriers" but there will 
always be some holes present, too, as 11 minority carriers 11 • The oppo-· 
site situation prevails in p-type material, with holes now taking the role 
of majority carriers. Finally, it may be noted that the intrinsic material 
(pure germanium) will display certain n-type characteristics because, 
even though the number of holes and electrons is the same, the mobility 
of the electrons is appreciably greater than that of the holes. 

Semi -Conductor Junctions 
On the basis of the theory outlines above, it should not be surprising that 
a junction of semi-conducting materials of opposite types can constitute 
an excellent rectifier. When a battery, poled as indicated in Figure 3-11, 
is connected across such a junction, holes will be pulled out of the p-type 
material toward the right and electrons will be pulled out of the n-type 

N · type P · type 

<±l <±l<±l 888 

888 

+ + 
+ + 

+ + 
-'------~ 

[ - - ®®®

1 

eee 

-
iJ>------~ 

©Donor Atom 
8 Acceptor Atom 
- Electron 
+Hole 

Figure 3-11 P-N Junction - Reverse 
Connection 
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material toward the left. There can then be no current flow, except that 
due to such relatively few minority carriers as may be present (holes in 
the n-type material. electrons in the p-type). When the applied voltage 
is in this reverse direction. there are practically no carriers at the 
junction which thus becomes an effective insulator. It is of inter~st to 
note, however, that the immobile donor and acceptor. atoms remain, each 
of which has its own charge as illustrated in the drawing. Very high 
static electric fields may therefore exist, resulting in potential differences 
of considerable magnitude across the junction. 

If the polarity of the battery is reversed, on the other hand, the forward 
direction of the applied voltage causes both holes and electr.ons to move 
toward the junction. Here they neutralize each other. The net result is 
a free flow of electrons in the external circuit which is limited only by the 
nun-:i.be:r s of carriers in the semi-conducting materials. Depending on this 
fact.:;,:r and the physical size of the junction ·itself, n-p juncUon devices may 
be designed to transmit quite high currents in the forward direction and to 
give vel.·y high rectification ratios. 

On the ha.sis of the theory outlined above, it might be ;reasonable to assum.e 
that, in the absence of an external applied voltage, the electrons of the 
n-type material and the holes of the p-type material would gradually dif
fuse across the junction until the difference between the two semi-conductor 
types was entirely destroyed. As a m.atter of fact, this does not happe:r;i. 
When the junction is formed, it may be as sum.ed that such diffusion of 
carriers across the junction starts. The carriers of opposite sign cancel 
each other out as they cross the junction, leaving on each side a layer of 
immobile charged atoms, as indicated in Figure 3-12. The electric fields 
set up by these fixed charges prevent further diffusion of the mobile 
carriers toward the junction. In other words, a potential barrier is auto
matically established across the junction between the two types of semi
conducting material, allowing each to maintain its own special 
characteristics. In the typical p-n junction, the magnitude of this 
potential barrier is in the order of tenths of a volt. 

The Junction Transistor 
The interesting behavior of the semi-conductor junction can be taken ad
vantage of to produce another important electrical phenomenon known as 
the transistor effect. The device pictured in Figure 3-13 is a singl~ 
crystal of germanium which has been doped in. such a way as to cons-:j.st 
of two blocks of n-type material separated by a thin slab of p-type semi
co::.i.ductor. It thus includes two p-n junctions. Separate electrical con
nections may be made to the p-type section and to each of the n-type 
sections, as shown in the Figure. Now if we consider only the left junc -
tion (i.e., with the.circuit opened at Ee) it will be noted that the battery 
E~ is poled in the forward direction to p_ermit the ready flow of a sub
stantial current le. Electrons move freely from the left n-m;;i.terial 
across the n-p junction into the p-material, and holes from the latter 
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into the former. Considering only the right junction, on the other hand, 
the battery Ee is poled in the reverse direction so that practically no · 
current can flow across the p-n junction. i 

When both battery circuits are closed, an entirely new effect appears. 
Under the influence of Ee, electrons from the left n-section move freely 
into the p-section as before. Here a few of them may be neutralized by 
holes. But if the p-section is _made thin enough, most of the electrons 
will diffuse right across the p-section and be caught up by the field in the 
right n-section produced by battery Ee. The result is a current Ic flow
ing in the circuit through Ee' and practically no current flowing in the · 
e;xternal connection to the p-type se.ction. Ic may be almost, but never 
quite, equal in value to I~. The ratio of Ic to Ie' which is usually desig .. 
nated by the Greek letter, J:. , ranges between • 95 and • 99 in typical 
junction transistors. The energy that drives Ic comes from Ee and Ee 
but the valu.e of Ic is determined solely by Ie• This is the transistor. 
effect, and its similarity to voltage phenomena in the three-electrode 
electron tube immediately suggests amplification possibilities. 

le l 

5 r le = 5 ma 

e4v le = 4 ma 
I 

p. type 
(,) 

Emitter Collector ~3v le = 3 ma 

N -type N -type 

~ 
~ 
~ 

le = 2 ma u2 
~ 

Ee Ee ~ 
.!!! iv le = i ma - + - I•+ 0 

Base u 
le= 0 

10 20 30 40 50 

Collector Volts - V c 

Figure 3-13 N-P-N Junction 
Transistor 

Figure 3-14 Collector Charac .. 
te:dstics of N-P-N Junction 

Transistor 

-le 
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Circuit 

N p N 

Collector 
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Figure 3-15 Common Base Amplifier Circuit 
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In discussing the transistor further, it will be convenient to make use o;f 
certain nomenclature which has become standardized for historical r~a
sons that will appear later. In the device of Figure 3-13, the n,-type · 
section at the left is called the emitter, the p.-type section is the base, 
and the right n-section is the collector. The conventional schematic re
presentation is shown at the right. Here, the emitter may be identified 
by the arrow head, which is pointed _in the direction of conventional 
c:;ur:i;ent ;flow - i.e., opposite to the direction of electron flow. It should 
also be noted that the arrows indicating the direction of current flow i:q. 
the emitter and collector circuits of Figure 3-13 are also pointed in th~ 
conventional direction for current flow. This practice is followed th:r01tgh
oµt this text although in much of the earlier literature it ha~ been the 
practice to point all such arrows toward the transistor elements regar¢1. .. 
less of the actual direction of current flow. 

Th~ amplifying capability. of the transistor depends upon the fact, en;i.J?ha
sized above, that the value of the collector current, Ic, is determined by 
the value of Ie• As long as the positive biasing voltage applied to the 
collector is large enough to maintain a positive field in the collector, 
nearly all of the electrons coming from the emitter will move into t11,e 
collector and the current IG will maintain a constant value slightly less 
than Ie. This is illustrated by Figure 3-14 which gives the collector· 
characteristic curves of a typical ri-p-n junction transistor for seve:r9-l 
valuei;; of le• Note that the collector voltage V c indicated here is the 
potential applied to the collector and is not necessarily the same as the 
voltage of the biasing battery, Ee• A large load resistance may be ~n
serted in the co!iector circuit without affecting the current value, even 
though the IR drop across the resistance approaches quite closely tc;> the 
value of Ee· This means that, with an appropriate value of Ee, a small 
varying signal voltage introduced in the emitter circuit, as indicated in 
Figure 3-15, will produce corresponding voltage variations across th.e 
load of much greater magnitude. Very substantial voltage and power 
gains are thus readily attainable. 

Junction transistors are also made with a p-n-p arrangement. Their 
characteristics are generally similar to those of the n-p-n transistqr 
and the above discussion may be ·employed to explain their behavior by 
sinwly reversing the direction of current flow and the polarities of the 
biasing batteries, aI).d substituting holes for electrons as the majoxiity 
current carriers. It should be noted that the emitter current of the 
p-n-p transistor will also flow in the opposite direction and this will be 
indicated in the conventional diagram by pointing the emitter arrow h,ead 
toward the base instead of away from it as in the n-p-n case. 

Whichever type of transistor is being dealt with, it is imperative to keep 
in mind that the emitter must always be biased in the forward direction 
and the collector in the r.everse direction. Application of biasing 
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potentials not poled in accordance with this basic principle maydestroy 
the transistor. 

Electro.n Tube - Transistor Analogy . . . . 
Succ.eeding seetions discuss circuit applications using electron tubes, 
however, companion transistor circuits can be visualized by drawing 
a very rough analogy between the electron tube and the transistor. · In · 
the analogy, grid, cathode .and plate of the tube are replaced by base, 
e.mitter and collector of the transistor respectively. Grounded-grid, 
grounded-cathode, and gro.unded-plate circuit configurations become 
grounded-base, grounded-,emitter and grounded collector as shown in 
Figure 3•16. · 

-=-Eee 

GROUNDED GRID GROUNDED BASE 

GROUNDED CATHODE GROUNDED EMITTER 

GROUNDED PLATE· GROUNDED COLLECTOR 

Figure 3-16 - Electron Tube-Transistor Analogy 
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Type 6CS 
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l.i'igure 3•1.'7 .'rriode .Plate Cl?,aracteris.tics 

'.l'h,e .p;iu,t:ual ~o:n<tLucta:p._ce qf ,i;;i. triode is the ratio of a small change in plate 
.c.urrent:;!;o th~ .~mall ch.ang~ in grid voltage which produces it, plate 
.volt~ge r;.~m~_in~:r.i_g consta.J;l:t,.. 

·Mµtual Conduo.~.iil.:P.Ce, g 
m 

-di 
= p 

c;le 
g 

. where e is constant 
p 

,.f:~gur.e .:3.•l,8 shows a plot;of :t.rjode grid ch.aracteristic cu,r.ves and den:ion
s:t_r;~t~~ .:the -gr~phicalm,e:tl;i;Qd ,to find mutual conductance £0,r a .certain op,er.• 
,ai:tj:q.g .point OJl c;>ne of the cµ~rves •. It will be se.en that the .mu:tU:al'condu,ctance 
·j~ ·#:1e ,slo.?e of the _grid .chg.rac:te:ristic .curve a~ the operating .p'E>int~ . ·. 'r . · 
. . 

F~g.µ;ce 3-.3. ;Sp9WS the aCtU,9-1- ·Connection of a triode amplifier. Ri. is .the ' 
pl~te :ioasi 1'.e.sis:tor and ,e,L :is t;b.e :voltage across the lo~_d. E:bb is "l;h;e pl~te 
J:>~tt,eryvo.l~ase .and _E:cc:J,s ·:the -gri~ battery voltage. Figure 3.-:-19 ~:h_ows. a 
,s.i:rpp,le .~qµiva.le~t circu,it from which the performance of the amplifier i:s 
:r:~.a.4i1y ,compµted. From·;~he equival_ent circuit\ Figure .3-19 it cal) be 
~-e~~>,th.-C!,t th.e plate cµrre11:t is: 

e 
i = "".,...__g _ ___,_ 
p (r + R ) 

p. i..;_ 
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e 
q.nd the useful amplification, L is: 

Typo 6C5 
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Figure 3 ... 19 Triode Aµ:rplifier -
Equivalent CirquH 

Multi-~tage Amplifiers - Coupling . 
To obtain large power output from a small voltage source, it ;is neces~ary 
to use several stages of amplific;:ation with the ~utput of one stA-ge £e~dipg 
the input of the n~xt. Transformer coupling i~ sometimes used· in multi
stage audio amplifiers. The transformer provides a 13imple methotj. to 
isolate the de piate voltage from the grid of the follqwing tube. TP.e 
alternating {sign(l.l) voltage on the plate is reproduced in the s\:)cop.<;la;ry 
transformer winding and the voltage may be stepped up by proviQ.~;i:i.g more 
tur;p.s on the secondary than on t:P.e primary winding. The tra:qi;;form~r 
may also be designed to match a low-impedance load to a high ... i:rnpede!).:r:tce 
source. Figure 3-20 shows two stages of an am:rlifier w~th tra:qsfo:rrner 
c0upling. 
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Interstage. 
Trarisformer 

Figure .3-20 Transformer~ 
Coupled Amplifier 

Figure 3-21 RC-G·oupled 
Amplifier 

AMPLIFIERS 

R5 

Resistance-capacitance 
coupling is another wide
ly used method to connect 
amplifier stages. Resist
ance-capacitance coupling 
amplifiers are relatively 
cheap and have good 
fidelity over comparative
ly wide frequency ranges. 
Figure 3-21 shows an.RC
coupled triode amplifie·r 
and gives tp.e names of 
the circuit elements. 

Rl Grid-Leak Resistor 
R2 Cathode Bias Resistor 
R3 Plate Load Resistor 
R4 Plate Decoupling·Re-

sistor 
RS Second stage Grid Re -

sis tor 
Cl Input Coupling Capaci

tor 
CZ Cathode Bypass Capaci

tor 
C3 Plate Supply Bypass 

Capacitor 
C4 Output Coupling Capaci

tor 

Impedance; coupling is obtained by replacing the load resistor of an RC
coµpled amplifier with an.iri:ductance~ See Figure 3-22. An impedance
coupl~d·amplifier can be de'signed. to give fairly uniform frequency response 
over: a limited frequency range. In such case the amplification is greater 
tha:µ,Jor a similar RC-coupled amplifier. 

In.,a direct-coupled amplifie:r; the plate of one F,be is connected directly to 
the grid of the next tube. With' direct coupling, it is necessary to provide 
sep~rate power·supplies·for each stage or to use a special voltage-divider. 
Fig'}+~ 3-14 shows direct c·oupling with a voltage divider network. 

Bam:l ·Width Requirements. : 
An important characteristic of ·an amplifier is its band width. In general, 
the greater the band width the·less the gain which may be obtained. 
Single-frequency amplifiers are used to amplify carriers, or signalling 
top.es.,. Aud,.io amplifiers may have band width requirements of 5, 000 to 
15.-0QO;;:cy~les. Video amplifiers must have band width of several mega
cycl."''S'"-'·· 
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LJ I ~ . L 
Figur_e 3-22 Impedance .. 

Coupled Amplifier 

Class A, B 1 C, Amplifiers . 

ra+ 

Figure 3-23 Direct
Coupled Aµiplifier 

~A::(n-plifiers ,ar~1 cl<;i.ssed a.cco:r4inli1i to the m~t:j:iod of operation. The de grid 
bias and the input sig:qa.l of fl,n QS!cillato;r may be adjusted so that plate 
current ft9ws at fl.ii times C!f sq tha.t plat~ Qlirrent flows only during part 
of each cycle of the signp.1. · . 

A Class A amplifier is one i:p. w~i~P. ;Plate cQ.rrent flows at all times. 

lA .. Class B amplifier is one in whic;b. griq bias is C}djusted so that plate 
current is appro1dmci-tely zero in the absence of a signal and plate current 
flows for approximately one-haV of e;;i.c:q cycle when a signal is applied. 

A Class C a.m.plifier ii;; one in vvhi!Jlh the griq is adjusted appreciably be
yond the cuto;(f yalue, so that plate cµl,"rent flows for appreciably less than 
half of each cycle when a sig:q.al is .applied, 

Class A amplifier give fait;hful reproqucttc;>n of the input signal and are 
widely ui;ied for audio amplificati9n and modulated carrier amplification. 
Glass B amplifiers when 'used for audio amplification must be used in 
push-pull. Class C amplifiers can be used only for u.ru:l10dulated rf waves. 

( 
3, 5 TRANSFORMER COUPI,.EO AMPLIF~Rl3 

The tranEiformer coupled arp.plifier hai:i \imitations witp. respect to the fre
quency bandwidth that it ca,n hanclle o~ a "flat" basis. This is due to the 
inductap.ce of the transform~?' wi:p.d,ng~~ .and tO ~hei:r effective E?hunt capaci
t.ance. At ;freqµe:q.cies b«;ll<:>w about l 00 c::ycies per second, the inductive 
rea.ctance of the primary winding of the jnter-stage transformer is low 
enough in value so th,at the output ;resistance of the tube is not negligible 
in comparison with it. This results in a relative decrea$e in the voltage 
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100 200 400 1000 3000, 5000 
frequency· Cycles 

Figure 3-24 Gain-Fre·quency 
Characteristic of Audio 

Amplifier 

across the primary winding, and 
a consequent reduction in ampli
fication. At frequencies above 
4, 000 cycles, the shunt capaci
tance becomes increasingly 
important. Since capacitive 
reactance is inversely propor
tional to frequency, the complex 
impedance of the transformer 
input becomes lower at the high
er frequencies, with a conse- · 
quent lower voltag.e across the 
primary winding. There is 
also a tendency to develop a 

resonance effect between ~he shunt capacitance and the inductance, which 
may produce a definite huinp in the frequency-gain curve near the higher 
frequency end. Well constructed amplifiers of this type, however, have 
a reasonably flat frequency response over a range from a little above 10,0 
to approxhnately 5, 000 cydes. This is illustrated by the curve of Figure 
3-24. . 

3'. 6 RESISTANCE-CAPACITANCE COUPLED AMPLIFIERS 

Where flat frequency response over a greater range than four or five 
thousand cycles is required~ ·resistance-capacitance coupling is commonly 
employed. An amplifier circuit of this type is shown schematically in : 
Figure 3-25~ Here, the a:-c input is through the input capacitor Ci to a 
g.rid resistanc~ Rg, th.e dro~ _across which is applied to the grid of t~e 
first tube. Grid oias is provided by the drop across the cathode resistor 
Rk, through which the d-c component of the plate current flows. The a-c 
component of the plate current is by-passed by the capacitor Ck so thaf 
it has no effect on the. grid. The alternating voltage drop across .the re
sistor RL is coupled to the input of the second tube by the capacitor Cc, 
which also· prevents the plate battery voltage Eb from being impressed on 
the grid of the second tube. · · 

An equivalent circuit for one stage of the R-C ~mplifier is shown in 
Figure 3-26. Here two shunting capacitors are indicated, which did not 
appear in Figure 3-27. 

Gout represents the inter-electrode. capacitance of the first tube - chiefly 
the plate to cathode capacitance, Cpk - ~ogether with such shunt capacitan
ces as may be introduced by the circuit wiring .. Cin represents a compara
ble capacitance Cgk at the input of. the secoi:;i.d tube. In a mid-frequency 
rang.e - from about.100 to somewhat more than 10, 000 cycles - the effeet 
of the inter-electrode capacitances of the tubes is so small that the shunt
ing capacitors C 0 U:t and Cin may be neglected.._ In this same frequency 
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range, the coupling capacitor Cc may be consiqe~ec:;l as an a,-c sho:i:t
ci:ccu.it L.ecause its react<;1.nce is negligible. The equivalent circuit then 
~r:::d.L•ces to. the p_arc:-llel co_mbi:1ation of resistors RL and Rg ac;:rosi? the 
·cube ot:.u::pux, as indicated in Flgure 3-27, In the low frequency range, 
hm:veve1·, {below 100 cycles). the coupling c.apacitor Cc can no longer be 
ig.r<cn·ed. Its reacta.nce nov;r .becomes great enough that the voltage across 
Ry_, i.r; di-.rided between Cc and Rg with an increasing amount appearing 
11.c:;:·oi:;r:: Cc: and a decreasing amount appearin~ a,crosi:; Rg. The input to 

the second tube is accordingly 
decreased, and the gain of the 
ampiifier falls off. In the high 
frequency range {above 10, 000 
cycles), on the other hand, the 
dfe~t o;f the coupling capacitor 
Cc again becomes negligible, 

Fig,ut·e 3-·25 Resistance ··GapacitanGe 
Coupled .Amplifier 

but the net 11eactance of the 
shunting cap~citors, Gout and 
Gin• then bE;)cpmes small enough 
to cause the output voltage to 
fall off. 

It will be clear that the bandwidth of reas.On<}b~y ~lat frequency response 
of the R-C coupled amplifier depends rpai:p.ly upon the 'values of Cc, RL 
and Ri:;" ·and the values of the tube intef-elect:rode capacitances. Ampli
fiers V\tith a flat response over a range of 50 to i;Jpme 15, 000 cycles m.ay 
be 1:eadily designed without employing e'ftrae>rdinafy methods. 1Nhere 
broa.der response is reql.1-ired, r~ther extre:µie capacitance and resistance 
va,lues may be required for some of the elementei of the interstage coupling 
networks. Inductors and additional capacito+s may also be added to the 

:F'igure 3-26 Equivalent Circuit 
o:f Single Stage of R-C Coupled 

.Amplifier 
( 

)leg 

: 

RL Rg Eo 

Figure 3-27 

netwo:r:k in various connections that wiU help to extend the transmitted 
band to both lower and higher frequenci~Si. Tubes specially designed to 
have :minimum grid to plate capacitance (or maximum trq.nsconductance) 
n:1ay also be necessary. Such tubes will ~rdinarily b~ pento<;l.es or tetrodes 
which have much lower grid-plate capacitance than triodes and much 
higher transconductance and plate resist~pce. 
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The more elaborate interstage networks employed in broad-band ampli
fiers naturally tend to reduce the gain that can be obtained in each stage:, .,n 
and thus may require the u'se of more stages for a given overall amplifi~.; 
cation. The range of uniform frequency response can be extended through 
several million cycles, however, with types of tubes now available and 
proper design of the coupling networks. In communications work, perhaps 
the most severe practical requirement cc.curs in the case of the so-called 
"video" amplifier, which, ideally, should give a flat response over the 
total range from zero to al? out four million cycles. 

3. 7 RADIO -FREQUENCY .AMPLIFIERS 

Voltage amplifiers for most of the applications in radio circuits, such as. 
radio receivers and the low-power stages of radio transmitters, do not 
have to meet as severe r'equirements with respect to frequency response 
as. do audio or video amplifiers. This is because the typical radio cir
cuit is designed in theory to .. h,andle only the single frequency to which it · 
is tuned. Actually. of course, the tuning is not so sharp that it does not 
permit the passage of a band of frequencies extending far enough on both 
sides of the tuned frequency.to carry the complete communication signal. 
Coupling between the stages of radio amplifiers is commonly accomplished 
by means of single air-cor\e. transformers. As indicated in Figure 3-28,. 
one or both windings of the coupling transformer are tuned with a parallel
ing capacitor to the signal frequency. Where both primary and secondary 

·are so tuned, a good band of frequency response with sharp cutoff at each 
~end is readily obtained.. The transformer itself need have little or no 
voltage gain_because tubes with high amplification factors are used. 

Eg 

Figure 3.;.28 Radio Amplifier(Circuit 

3. 8 NEGATIVE.-FEEDBACK AMPLIFIERS 

For a great majority of amplifier applications in telephone work, it is 
important not only that the output signal be a faithful reproduction of the 
input signal, but also that maximum stability of amplifier operation be 
secured. Both of these objectives can be met to a very large degree by 
feeding back some of the amplifier output to the input circuit in an in
verse phase relationship. .An amplifier so connected is called a negative, 
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feedback or degenerative an~plifier. Its principle may be understood by 
referring to Figure 3-29. In this Figure,· (A) indicate~ an amplifier with·· 
out feedback,. having an ove.rall voltage amplification or gain of A. In 
Figure 3 .. 29 {B), a part of the outp~t voltage is retu:i;ned to the input, 180° 
out of phase with the input voltage, through a feedback circuit having a 
loss fJ . Without feedback Figure 3-29 (a) we have -

In Figure 3-29 (B), on the other hand, the p.ctual input voltage E_g of the 
arnplifier unit is no longer equal to Ei, l::iut to the sum of this vou;age and 
the feedback voltage E 0 • That is -

( 3;~ ) 

The output voltage therefore is -

Solution of this equation for the ov~rall voltage gain, E 0 /Ei, gives -

E 0 = __ A __ 

Ei 1 -('A 
( 3:3 ) 

Since the feedback is inverse (negative), the Ye!rlue of f A is negative and 
the denominator of equation (3:3) is greater than unity. Negative feedback 
accordingly always reduces the net gain, but the reduction can be compen~ 
sated by the use of an amplifier having as high gain P,.. as n;i.ay be required 
to obtain the desired overall gain. When the product pA is much larger 
than unity, as is the case in most pr(!.ctical circuits, the ov~rall amplifi
cation becomes effectively -

Net Amplification = - l ( 3:4 ) ,, 
In other words, the effective gain of the circuit depends entirely upon the 
characteristics of the feedback circuit. This fDay perhap1:1 be better under ... 
stood by considering a numerical example. In the circuit of Figure 3-30, 
the gain A of the amplifier unit is 80 db (voltage ratip of inpu~ to output of 
1 to 10, 000) and the loss in the feedbac;k.circuit is 60 db (voltage ratio of 
l> 000 to 1).- From equations (3:2) and (3:3:) -

E = Ei ( 1 ) 
g 1 -pA 

(.- 3 ! 51) 
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If the applied input voltage Ei is l millivolt, the actual input voltage to 
the amplifying unit is therefore -

l l 1 
10, ooo = l - (-10) =IT 
-1,000 

= • 09091 millivolt 

The output voltage is -

AEg = E 0 = 10, 000 x . 09091 = 909. l millivolts 

This output of 909.1 millivolts is also impressed on the feedback circuit 
which allows 1/1000 of it to be fed back to the amplifier input. In passing 
through the feedback circuit its phase is shifted until it is out of phase · 
with the applied input of 1 millivolt, which gives it a minus sign. We then 
have - • 9091 millivolt combining with the initial 1 millivolt to give the 
actual input voltage to the amplifier, which, therefore, is ... 

1. 000 - • 9091 = • 0909 millivolt 

This checks the value of E . obtained above, which means that the amplifier 
is stable and as long as th°I applied input of 1 millivolt is maintained, there 
will be 909. l millivolts in the output. The overall gain of the amplifier 
under these conditions is -

20 log10 Output voltage 
Input voltage 

= 20 log 909. 1 
10 1 

A:Gein 

Amplifyin& 

Circuit -
1. Amplifier without Feedback 

A:Gain 

Amplifyina 

Circuit 

Feedback 

Circuit 

p =Loss . 
b. Amplifier with Feedback 

Figure 3-29 Principle of. 
Negative Feedback 

Eo 

= 20 x 2. 9586 = 59.17 db 

A•80db Gain 

Ea"·09091 mv. c Amplifying AEa= 909.1 mv. -
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Feedback -,<3E0•-.9091 mv. Circuit Eo= 909.1 mv. 

,8•60db Loss 

Figure 3-30 Example of 
Negative Feedback Circuit 
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It will b~ no~ed th~t fol;' all p;ractical purposes th.is ga,in i~ th~ ~a:rntr as 
the loss of the feedback circuit. 

If we h,ad used an amplifi.er unit with a higher gain - say 100 db (voltage 
ratio of in:pu~ to outRµt of 1 to 100, 000) - and the sam~ loss. in t:Q.e feed
back circuit, we might l':!Xpect the output voltage to be much higher, but 
such is :q.ot the case. Using equatio:q. {-3:5) again we fi:p.d tne ac;::tuai input 
voltage now is :. · 

E = 1 
g 1 -100,000 

.. 1, 000 

= 1 = • 009901 IX}illivoit · 
101 

Tpe output vi;>1tage, E 0 , a.cco:i;r~ingly is ... 

100, 000 x . 009901 = 990. ~ millivolts 

and over4ll gain of the amplifier is ., 

20 logl O 99~. ~ = 20 x 2. 9957 = 59. 91 dp 

whic;::h is. again practically equal to the loss in the feedback circuit. This 
means that even if the gain A of the amplifier unit ~ha..pge~ due' to varia
tions in the bqttery supply, changing tube characteristics, etc., the 
overall gain remains t}+e flame for all practical purposes, 

Another important feature of:·the negative feedback amplifier is its ability 
automattcally to reduc~ to a negligible magnitude any noise or harmonic 
distortion developed vyithin the amplifier itself. This is true because a 
part of this noise and distortion appearing in the output is £ed back to the 
input through the feedback circl,lit where it re ... enters th~ amplifier in such 
a phase relation that when it is amplifi~d and a~ain appea:i;-s in the output, 
it is out of ~~ase with the o!l'iginal noise and distortion, thereqy reducing 
its effect. Feedback circuits may be designed with eith.er voltage feed
back or current feedback. Figure 3-31 illustrates a simple voltijl.ge feed
back arrange~erl,t. He:re the total resistance W.1 + Rz) .of the voltage 

. . . . Ip...,:__ . 

' . . . . 
Figur~ 3-31 Voltc;i;&e 

Feedbaclt Circuit 
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divider :ls .made large enough so that its shunting effect on the load re sis -
ta:nce RL 'is practically n~gI~gible. The magnitude of the feedback factor 
.P is--. . .. . .. 

'•·· ~~.1. •. .-. 

= Rz ; 

R1 +Rz 
. i 

a:nd the ·overall ;gain when" .A is large compared to unity .is the reciprocal 
-6£ this .. 

Net gain = .R l .1- :R2 ( 3 :6 ) 

Rz 
Th'e v:olta,ge fed back is 'l80P out 0£ .phase with the alternating input volta.ge 
·because it crepres ents a vdltag.e drqp -in the plate circuit, and the plate 
curreht is in .phase with the i:i:nput voltage. ' 

The simplest :type of curr~rit feedback arrangement may be obtained 'by .· 
the use ·0£ an u:nbypassed cathode resistor, as indicated in Figure 3-32. 
He're the ·alterna!ting plat~.c.ur.rent IP .must flow through Rk_ as well as 
th-ro-qgh ·the 1oad RL· Th1's ,causes a voltage drop across the cathode 
resistor equal to 'lpRk, and ::the net input voltage ·applied to the grid is 
then - . 

'E = E· - ·lpRk ·g 1 ... ·. 

Thi"s may be r.ewritten in te.rms 0£ E as follows -

... E E + .E 'R:k· •g= i o,_ 
R 

L 
. . 

s-ince;E0 is e·qual to - 1 RL, 'the drop across the load resistance. ·Compari-
:s_on -0£ .this equ<l;tio:n wit~ (}:.2} ·shows that f' = Rk/RL; and when f3 A is large 
co.m.pa:il'ed to un1 ty - . . 

Net gain= RL ( 

1tk"" 
3; 9 Jt.HE CATHObE-FOLLO;WER 

An :i:nte.re·s.ting'example ·Of,ma~imum application ·0£ negative feedback is 
displayed in.the so•caJled-cathode ... follower circuit, shown in Figure 3-36. 
Her:e there is .one hundred.percent current feedback through the cathode 
resi·stor., Rk. - in other words, ·/!> is equal to unity. The output is taken 
-across ·the cathode resistor so lb.at ·the input and output voltages are . 
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t 

T 
I 

--'-

+ 

Figure 3-33 Cathode Follower Circuit 

necessarily in phase and. the a-c cathode to ground voltage varies in the 
same direction or "follows" the applied grid to ground voltc;i.ge. The net 
voltage gain of the circuit is always less than unity because of the hundr~<;l 
percent negative feedback. It may be expressed as - · 

Net gain= U.. Rk 
RP + Rk ( 1 + t{ ) 

wh~;re L{ is thE( amplification factor of the tube and RP is its pla.te resist~ 
ance. 

As an amplifier, the cathode-follower circuit would appear useless since 
its voltage gain is less than one. However, it is still capable of delivering 
~ower to a loa,d wi,thout requiring appreciable input power, and with ex-' 
tremely faithful reproduction of the variations in the input voltage. The 
ci:i;cuit is very stable and virtually independent of any variation in the tube 
characteristics. These factors make it useful as a stabilizing coupling ··' 
circuit between an amplifier and a load. More important is the faGt that 
while the input impedance of the circuit is high, its output impedance is 
very low for an amplifier. This output impedance consists of R in 
par;il.llel with an effective plate resistance equal to R I (1 + '(,). ~i.nce the 
value of Rp/(1 +L<.) is less than 1, 000 ohms for mosftubes, the.value of. 
the net 01;1.tput impedance must be still less. As an impedance-matching 
deyice accordingly, the cathode-follower circuit is useful for such pur- . 
poses a1:1 coupling the relatively high impedance output of a video ampli- · 
fier to the low impedance of a coaxial line. · 

3.10 POWER AMPLIFIERS 

The classification of amplifier circuits as between voltage ampli;fiers and 
power amplifiers is not very definite. Actually, the term ''power ampli.,.. 
fier 11 is somewhat misleading because it is perfectly possible for an 
arp.p.lifi.er to deli.vex a substantial power output without appreciable power 
input. The power classification is applied generally in praGtice to situa~ 
tions where the delivery of a desired amount of power is the controlling 
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cr,iter.ion, an<i v.oltage gain, if any, is of secondary importance. Thus, 
an CLn1Plifier us .. ed to drive a. load such as a loudspeaker or other device 
requi,l'ing considerable pow.e.r for its operation, is ordinarily classed as 
a~po:We:~ amplifier. So is the amplifier that must supply many kilowatts 
of.power to dl'.ive the antenna. of a radio transmitter. 

l'b.,e;power that. a vacuum tu.be amplifier can develop of course depends 
~~.ner;:~Jly on the maximum va,lue of current that may flow in :Lts plate 
circµit. ln most audio amplifier applications, this value is limited by 

rube A· 

Tube B 

Figure .. 3-34 Pu.sh-Pull Amplifier 

the .fact: that the tube must ,0;perate on the straight line portion of its 
ch.a;racteJ;"istic cul;'ve ia orde:i; that its output be a faithful reproduction of. 
t}le in~u.t sigpal.~ The maximum power that can be delivered, therefore, 
de.penqs, upon the size and char.acteristics of the tube or tubes used. 
W~ere .. the power req:uirein.ent_is. a. matter of a very few watts, as for. 
dr.iv:ing..the:speaker of an o.rdinary radio receiver, a single tl;"iode or 
pent,ode• may b.e .. used •. Such a/tube. is not different in appearance from the, 
tU;.be,s;; u.se(!. in vo.lta;ge-a:rnplifying circuits, although its design characteris
tics> will g~e.nerally be:· such.tha.t it will have a. lesser amplification factor 
a,;nd.a:,)arger. plate current•· 

:e·'U~·h. l?,uU A,m,.pli.fier ·. . 
W'l)~r~e>rn.9re~··poW.er thau,. a. single tub.e can deliver is required, together 
with: zµa~imµn.i· fi:delity of s.tgrial repi:oduction, two tubes may be employed 
in: a ... '''Pius.h,-puJ;l" circuit1 a.S: shown in Figure 3-34. In this circuit, the 
tw.o t:u,b.e~b A.~cl B, have id.entical characteristics. An alternating voltage 
aJ,>PJlie.d. at the .. input, eel,, impre.sses voltages of equal magnitude but oppo:... 
site,· po.larity upon the control grids of tubes A and B. As the control grid 
of: o.n.e-t:u9.e becomes less. negative (more positive), its plate current in
cr:ea_s:es; at the same time, th:e control grid of the other tube becomes 
equal;ly mo:;-e. negative, which decreases its plate current; and vice versa. 
Si;nc,e the plate,, battery is cbhnected to the midpoint, k_, .pf the primary 
winding., mn, of the output tr~nsformer, the plate currents flow in oppo
sit~· d..i.;i;'e.G,tions in each half' of th.e primary winding. When the two plate 
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~urrents are equal, therefore, there is no current in the secondary 
winding, op. On the other hand, a decreasing plate current in qne ha1£ 
of the primary winding, and an increasing plate current in the other half, 
intj.uce equa~ currents in the same direction in the secondary winding, op. 
The total output is thus obviously equal to the sum of the outputs of the 
two tubes. 

As a matter of fact, the push-pull circuit will provide a power outpl,lt 
appreciably greater than twice the output of an amplifier employing only 
ori.e tube. ';['his is due to the fact that the tubes of the push-pull amplifier 
may be given more control grid bias than a single tube without causi~& 
di13tortion in the output. The characteristic curve of a triode is of such 
:;:;hape tha.t its output, when working over a portion of the curve includin.g 
sop:le c1nvature, con?ists principally of the fundamental or desired fre .. 
q\1ency, and its ,second, harmonic (double the fundamental frequency). 
Su;;:h outputs are illustrated in Figure 3-35 (A) and (B) where it will h~ 
i~ote4 that t;he net output of each tube, represented by the heavy lines, is 
considerably distorted. It may also be noted, however, that the secon,4 
harmonics in the outputs of both tubes become positive and negative q.t 
~he same time. This mea:µs that the components of the current repre,.. 
~H~:n.ted by these harµianics are always flowing in opposite directions in 
the halves of the prima+y winding, mk.n, and accordingly produce no 
effect in the secondary winding, Q.,.p, In other words, the second har ... 
monies cancel each other. The net result is indicated in Figure 3-?5 (G), 
where the two output currents are shown to add to produce a sine wav<;i, 
which is a faithful reproduction of the input signal. Because the push.:. 
pull amplifier can thus "Pe operated over a greater range of its tubes' 
characteri.stic curves, its output :..'Tlay actually exceed by more than three 
times the equally distortionless output that could be obtained from a si:q.-
gle tube amplifier. · 

All of the c;implifiers that have been considered thus far have ,operated on 
a high fidelity basis - i.e., so that the output signal presents a faithful 1 

reproduction of the input signal. In radio parlance, such ope\ration is 
designated "Class A", a term which indicates, in general, thip.t the ampli
fier tubes are operating only on a straight line portion of their character -
istic curves. All Cla~s A amplifiers have comparatively low "plate 
efficiency11 - that is, the ratio of their useful output power to .the total 
power supplied to the plate circuit by the B b.attery cannot be greater than 
50% in theory, and is us-qally not much higher than 25% in practice~ In 
-=tudto amplifiers, where the output power is in any event not very gr~at, 
this is not too important. In high-powered radio transmitters, o;n th~ 
other hand, where output power is measured in kilowatts, better ef£i., 
\"-";iE(ncy becomes economically significant, and leads to the use when 
possfl:>le of "Cla$s B" and "Class C" operation. The grids of Class B 
amplifier$ are biased to the cutoff point so that plate current flows only 
during one-half of the cycles of an applied alternating voltage. In Class C 
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operation, the grid is biased well beyond the cutoff point so that plate 
current flows during less than one -half of each cycle of applied grid 
voltage. The effective results are indicated in Figure 3-36 (A) and {B) 
respectively. It is evident that in both cases, the output wave form_ 
presents a highly distorted version of the wave form of the input signal. 
However, plate current fl~ws and draws power from the B supply only 
part of the time as contras'ted with the continuous power drain in Class 
A operation. The plate efficiency of these types of amplifiers is there
fore higher, having a th.eoretical possible maximum of 7 8% in the case 
of Class B operation, and as much as 85% in Class C operation. 

0 1.20 180 240 ' 300 

A.· A•C Components in Windihl m · k, from Tube A 

B ... A-C ComPontllb In ~ n ·le; tram Tulle B 

C • A·C ComPontnti In Output ~ o · p, trom Tubes A l B 

Figure 3-35 Principle of 
Push-Pull Amplifier 
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Radio power amplifiers ordinarily work into a load impedance which in
cludes a parallel-tuned circuit, as indicated in Figure 3-37. This L-C 
tank drcuit, when tuned to the operating frequency, acts as a filter to 
SUJ?press the 1nany harrnonics of the fundamental frequency that must 
obviously be preeyent in the plate circuit of a tube operating Class B or 
9. J'he current :flowing in the load itself consequently represents only 
the fundarnental input f:requency, Its a1nplitude, however, cannot be 
expected to be lineady 1·elated to the input voltage, In Class B operation, 
distortion may be held to reasonable p1·oportions by operating two tubes 
in a push-pull arrangement. In this case, one tube will provide an 
approxim.ately true reproduction of the positive half of the input voltage· 
waye, while the othe}: tube furnishes a like reproduction of the negative 
h?-1£ of the input wave. The net effect is illustrated graphically in Figu,re 
3-38. 

Input 

Figure 3-37 R;.F Power 
Amplifier 

3. 11 CARRIER AMPLIFIERS 
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Figure 3-38 Graphical Repi:e
sentation of Class B Push.,. 
Pull Amplifier Operation 

The several types of c;:arrier systems currently in use in telephone prac.,. 
tice employ frequency bands ranging from 4, 000 cycles up to as high ai:i 
e;13veral ;million cycles. The amplifiers used in these systems must be 
destgne~ to handle the entire frequency band of each particular system on 
a high fidelity basis with a reasonably flat gain over the total frequency 
rp.nge. All such amplifiers are designed with stabilized feedback drcuits. 
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Figure 3-39 Telephone Repeater 
Used in Type-C Carrier System 

Type Ll Carrier 
.Amplifier 

Figure 3.,39 is a schematic of an amplifier used in the type-C carrier 
system which operates over the frequency range from 5 to 35 kc. As 
indicated, it consists of two transformer-coupled pentodes with hybrid 
type input and output transformers. The negative feedback circuit is 
conn~cted between the two hybrids through an equalizer network circuit. 
This. amplifier has a gain of 50 db, flat from 5 to 35 kc. 

Amplifiers for the type-J and type-K carrier systems must handle still 
broader frequency bands.. Thus the type-J amplifier must operate through 
a. range of 36 to 140 kc. It is a three stage amplifier using voltage ampli.;. 
fying pentodes iJ:I the first two stages and four power pentodes in parallel 
in the la·st stage. Resistance-capacitance coupling is used in the inter
stage- networks-. The amplifier has tvyo feedback circuits. The outer 
feedb~ck circuit extends from the output to the input hybrid transformer 
through an equalizer network. An auxiliary inner feedback path is 
connected from the parallel plates of the output tubes to the grid of the 
input tube through a network which is designed to control the singing . 
margin at frequencies considerably above the normally transmitted band. 
Type-K carrier amplifiers (12 to 56 kc) also employ three stages, with 
feedback through a gain adjusting and equalizing network. . . . , 
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Figure 3-40 L-Carrier Amplifier Circuit (Paralleling Tubes Omitted) 

Figure 3-40 shows schematically the circuit of the amplifier used in type 
L-1 carrier systems, which operate in· the range from 60 to 3, 000 kc. Al
thqugh the diagram shows only three tubes, these amplifiers are actually . 
built with paralleling tubes in each stage so that a tube 'failure will not 
stop the functioning of the amplifier. Because the amplifier must operate 
over such a. wide frequency range, the interstage networks of this ampli
fier are quite complex. As a matter of fact~ neither of the interstage 
circuits by itself provides a flat gain, but the two inter stages in tandem 
yield an essentially constant gain between the grid of the first tube and 
the grid of the last tube over the entire carrier range. 

Th~ inter-electrode capacitances of the tubes are minimized by the use of 
special types of miniature tubes having relatively high transconductance. 
Two feedback paths are provided, one around the output tube V3, and the 
other around the entire circuit. The alternating component of the plate 
cq.rrent of tube V3 flows from the cathode of that tube through the impe
dan~e Z and the feedback network to ground; anq. thence through the pr.i ... 
th·a.ry. of the transformer in the output network to the plate of the tube and 
back to the cathode. The voltage drop to ground across Z and the feed
back network resulting from this current flow is applied to the grid of V3. 
This local feedback suppresses modulation effects {distortion) developed 

·in th~ putput tube, The alternating voltage developed across the feedback 
network is applied to the grid of tube Vl through the secondary of the 
transformer in the input network. This is the main stabilizing feedback 
of the amplifier circuit. It also provides a means for regulation of the 
amplifie:r through appropriate adjustments of the feedback circuit. 
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CHAPTER 4 

OSCILLATORS 

4. l INTRODUCTION 

In communicatiqns work, the term oscillator is usually applied to electro:q 
tube devices which act as generators of a-c sine wave voltages. Practicaily 
any vacuum tube amplifier circuit will function as an oscillator if some part 
of the output energy is returned or fed back in phase to the input. The 
minirnurn requirer.nent for sustained oscillation is that the ene,rgy so fed 
back must be at least as much as the reciprocal of the total amplification. 
That is to say, fo:r example, if the energy amplification of the circuit is 100 
times, at least 1/100 of the output energy must be fed back. This ~s a condi
tion which it is not at all difficult to obtain. In fact, it is usually necessary 
in the design of any vacuum tube amplifying circuit to tc;i.ke special precau
tions to avoid the development of an oscillating condition. 

4, 2 SIMPLE OSCILLATIONS 

_[ 

+ 

I 
r-
1 

. . 
Fig. 4-1 Tank <;irc~it 
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Figure 4-1 illustrates the operation of a tank circuit which is composed of a 
condenser and a coil. If the switch is thrown toward the battery, the con
denser will be charged to the battery potential. If the switch is then thrown 
away from the battery, the condenser will discharge through the coil and, 
because of the inertia effect of the coil, current will flow until the condenser 
is charged to the opposite polarity. The current will then reverse and the 
procedure will continue .. The charge of the condenser will be slightly smaller 
with each alternation because of the circuit losses. The damped oscillation · 
which results will have a frequency which depends on the inductance and the 
capacity of the coil and the condenser. 

Simple Oscillator 

Suppose that a tank circuit is placed in the plate circuit of an amplifier. If . 
small impulses are fed into ·the grid at the right time to overcome the losses 
of the tank circuit, then instead of a damped oscillation a continuous oscilla 
tion will .result. The impulses may be supplied to the grid by positive feed
back. The frequency of oscillation will be: 

F= 1 
(4:1) 

There are many possible designs of oscillator circuits. 

4. 3 TYPES OF OSCILLATORS 

Induction Coupled Oscillator 

Figure 4-Z represents a simple type of inductively coupled oscillator circuit. 
Here the amount of energy fed back into the input is determined by the 
coupling between the coils Lz and L1, and the frequency of oscillation is con
trolled by the values of L1 .and C1 in the resonant tank circuit. · 

Fig .. 4-Z Inductively Coupled Oscillator 
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Tuned-Plate, Tuned-Grid Oscillator 

Fig. 4-3 Tuned Grid Tuned Plate Oscillator 

Figure 4-3 sho1vvs an oscillator circuit in which both the grid and plate cir
cuits include tuw2.d tank circuits. Here the feedback or coupling between the 
plate and grid is assumed through the interelectrode capacitance of the tub; 
it;> elf, If this is insufficient, it may be effected by the inclusion of a coupli:i:;i.g 
capacitor as indicated by the dotted lines. 

Fig. 4-4 HartleyOscillator Fig. 4-5 Shunt-Fed Hartley 

Figure 4-4 shows the principle of the well-known Hartley oscillator in which 
the tuned network is connected between the grid and plate of the tube, and the 
cathode is connected to a tap-point of the inductor. Thus the current flowing 
in th~ plate circuit produces a voltage between grid and cathode whose value' 
depends upon the ratio of the inductive reactances on either side of the tap
point. This circuit is the series fed Hartley. Figure 4-5 shows a Shunt fed 
Hartley oscillator. In this case the d. c. path does not go through the coil. 

_g~!pitts Oscillator 

The Colpitts oscillator is similar to the Hartley except that the coil is not 
tapped. Instead, the cathode is connected to the midpoint of two condensers 
which replace the Single Condenser of the Hartley circuit. 
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4. 4 OPERATION OF THE OSCILLATOR 

Lt may be noted that grid bias is obtained in both circuits of Figure 4-4 by 
the use of a grid-leak resistor and capacitor. This arrangement has two 
advantages. It insures that the oscillator will be self-starting, since at the 
fostant that voltage is first applied to the plate the grid will be unbiased and 
tp.e tube will be working ori a high point of its characteristic curve. This 
will permit an initial surg.e of current which will begin to charge the grid-
1.~alc capacitor and supply sufficient energy to the tank circuit to start it into 
oscillation. The first few oscillations will continue to build up the charge on 
the grid-leak capacitor and drive the grid increasingly negative until a steady
state operating condition is reached in which the energy supplied to the tank 
circuit: is just sufficient to overcome its losses and thus maintain oscilla
tions of a constant magnitude. The grid-leak biasing arrangement also tends 
to make· the oscillator self-regulating because the grid bias will automat
ically change in accordance with any change in the plate current that may be 
caused by variations in the load. 

The circuits shown in Figures 4-2 and 4-4 do not indicate any load connection, 
but in any practical case some portion of the plate circuit energy would, of 
cour.se, be drawn off for application to some other circuit. This can be 
accomplished by connecting the load directly into the plate circuit, or by 
connecting it inductively to the coil in the plate tank circuit. It will be evi
dent, however, that such a load connection may affect the constants of the 
oscillating circuit somewhat,. with a possible consequent effect on the oscil
lating frequency. This may be minimized by inserting a "buffer amplifier" 
between the oscillator and the load. It may also be avoided by the use of the 
so-called electron-coupled oscillator shown in Figure 4-6. This circuit em
ploys a tetrode in which the screen grid acts as the plate of an oscillating 
circuit of the. Hartley type. The plate circuit couples the oscillating circuit 
to the load by means of the varying str~am of electrons passing through the 
screen to reach the plate. Changes in the load impedance thus cannot affect 
the constants of the oscillating circuit itself. 

Fig. 4-6 Electron-Coupled Oscillator 
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4. 5 CRYS'l'AL CONTROLLED OSCILLATORS 

Many applications of oscillators in radio and carrier systems require greater 
stability of frequency than can be readily obtained with the circuits discussed 
above. The high degree o+ stability needed in such cases is usually obtained 
by employing a p:iezo-electric crystal in place of the ordinary tank circuit, as 
indicated in Figure 4-7. The crystals usually of quartz, Rochelle salt or 
tourmaline have electrical properties as shown in Figure 4-8 and may have a 
Q of 30K or more. · · 

-----o 

R 

L_ L 

' METAL PLATES 

~~ 
c= 

CRYSTAL EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 

R - RESISTANCE OFFERED TO VIBRATION BY THE CRYSTALS 
INTERNAL FRICTION. 

L - INDUCTANCE REPRESENTING 'rHE CRYSTALS MASS. 

C - CAPACITOR REPRESENTING THE ELASTICITY OF THE 
CRYSTAL. 

CM - CAPACITOR FORMED BY THE METAL PLATES. 

Figure 4-7) 4-8 1 Crystal Equivalent 
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When employed in an oscillating circuit as shown, the output frequency will 
correspond exactly. to the resonant frequency of the crystal regardless of 
variations that may occur in other reactive components of the circuit, or in 
the characteristics of the tube. If necessary, even greater stability may be 
secured by enclosing the crystal in a constant temperature oven to preclude 
any changes in the crystal itself that might result from changes in the 
ambient temperature. 

Crystals can be cut to have. natural fundamental frequencies ranging from a 
few kilocycles up to about 30 megacycles. Frequencies much higher than 
this would reqµire making the crystal too thin for practical use. Stable 
fr:equencies above this limiting value may be obtained,. however, by using 
:frequency multipliers in tandem with a crystal source. These .consist 
essentially of vacuum tube amplifiers operated on a nonlinear basis so that 
their ·output contains substantial harmonics of the fundamental frequency. 
In a frequency doubler, the second harmonic appearing in the output of the 
amplifie·r is selected by an" appropriate tuned circuit, while a frequency 
t:riple0r would select the third harmonic. Because of their relative weakness, 
higher harmonics than these are not ordinarily used, but any desired 
multiplying factor can be obtained by employing as many doubling or tripling 
stages in tandem as may be necessary. The stability of the end frequency 
remains as gr.eat as that of the originating crystal because the 
multiplying: factor is always a fixed integral number. 

Fig. 4:_9 Crystal Controlled Oscillator 

4.6 ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY OSCILLATORS 

At ultra.-high frequencies, special tubes must be used because the transit 
time of electrons from. cathode to anode becomes an important part of the 
period of the oscillation., UHF tubes are built with very close-spaced 
electrode~. At still higher frequencies, positive-grid oscillators, klystrons, 
magetr.ons, and backward wave tubes are used. These will be discussed-in 
a later chapter •. 
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CHAPTER 5 

AMPLITUDE MODULATION AND DEMODULATION 

5. 1 INTRODUCTION 

In radio communication systems, and in the various types of carrier 
systems, transmission of signals is effected by impressing the signal 
voltage on a carrier wave having relatively high frequency. The signal is 
thus transmitted to its destination by electrical waves whose frequencies 
·are normally more nearly comparable in value to the carrier frequency 
than to the signal frequency.· The basic reason for this procedure in both 
carrier and radio systems is to make possible the transmission of a number 
of d.ifferent signals over the same transmitting medium without mutual 
interference by placing each signal in a different portion of the freque:q.cy 
spectrum. In radio transmission, such a procedure is also necessitated 
by the fact that efficient electromagnetic radiation in space can only be 
attained at high frequencies. It should be noted, however, that the total 
width of the transmitted carrier frequency band cannot be less than the 
sum of the bandwidths of all the signals carried--whether the signals are 
only a few cycles wide as in telegraph, or millions of cycles wide as in 
television. 

The process of impressing the signal on a carrier is known generally as 
modulation. The inverse process, whereby the signal is retrieved from the 
modulated carrier-wave, is usually called demodulation in carrier systems 
and detection in radio systems. There are various methods of modulating 
carrier wa:ves so that they will effectively transmit signals. The most 
commonly used of these at the present time are amplitude modulation and 
frequency modulation. .fa,,.uother form of modulation becoming more 
prevalent is that of pulse code modulation. (PCM). 

5. 2 GENERAL 

In amplitude modulation, the amplitude of the carrier wave is varied in 
accordance with the variations of the signal wave. The degree of difficulty 
involved in modulation depends upon the nature of the signal. For a tele
graph signal such as that shown in Figure 5~1 (A), the method is very simple 
and consists merely in interrupting the supply of carrier frequency to the 
line during negative pulses of the telegraph signal and permitting it to flow 
during positive pulses. The result is a series of "spurts 11 of current at the 
frequency of the particular carrier channel as indicated in Figure 5-1 (C ) • 
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In telephony, since the variations in voice current are much more complex 
than telegraph cu.rrent, the process is more .involved. This is indicated by 
Figure 5-2 where.A is a.representation of the unmodulated carrier, Bis · 
a representative voice signal, and C is the modulated carrier. It will be 
noticed that the outline or "envelope 11 of the modulated wav~ has the form 
of the voice signal wave. This effect is not different in principle from the 
action of an ordinary telephone transmitter, where the direct current 
supplied by the local or central office battery is varied or modulated by 
the sound waves of the voice impinging on the transmitter button. The 
output current from the transi:nitter is then a varying direct current con
sisting of the initial unvarying battery current, with the changing voice 
current superimposed upon it. · 

J 
A. Impressed Tel~graph Signal 

B. Unmodulated Carrier 

• 
c. Carrier After Modulation By A •. 

Figure 5-1. Modulation in Telegraph 
Systems 
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A. ·Unmodulated Carrier 

~ .. ,,-/\ ·. ~ /\ ·." 
0~\J··· vv 

B. Voice Signal 

n ~ ~ ~ ~~~non~~~~~~~n. . .onm~~ ~ Rnnnff 
u~~~~~uuu~~@~~~u0~b. uu~~~~~~~~uuuo~ ·. ~ 

c. qarrier After Moduiation · By B.j ( DS BT C ) · · • 
I 

Figure 5-2. Modulation in 
Telephone Systems 
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Squaring Ex and substituting for I yields: 

2 c2 s2 
I a K {E0 + T + z-) 

+ ~KE0 {C cos W ct + S cos W st) 

K 2 2 +z (C cos2Wct+S cos2Wst) 

+ KCS [cos {We+ Ws)t +cos {~c - Ws)t] 

The current in the circuit now contains components at frequencies other 
than W c & W s. The frequencies are: 

a. The DC com:ponent 
b. W c. & W s the input components 
c. 2W c & 2 W s twice the inputs 
d. We+ Ws sum of inputs 

W c - W s difference of inputs 

The components (W c + W s) and (W c - W 8 ) should be recognized as the 
upper and lower side.-bands respectively. 

If we modify our modulation circuit slightly as shown in Figure 5-.4 to 
introduce a band pass filter which will pass only the upper side-band, thfi 
process· of modulation is complete. The intelligence at some freqt;lency 
W s has been multiplexed and is now contained in an upper side-band at ·c;t 

frequency {W c + W s>· 

A demodulator . ;;ts shown in figure 5-5 includes the same equipment ;;ts 
the modulator , however, input frequencies would be W c and {W c + W s>• 
From the combinations a filter would seperate W 8 • 

5. 3 ELECTRON TUBE MODULATORS 

Where triodes a,re used as modulators in carrier telephone systems, the 
modulating effect is usually obtained by applying a biasing voltage to the 
grid of the triode of such magnitude that the tube operates on a defi:llitely 
curved portion of its· grid voltage-plate current characteristic.· Under 
these conditions, the amplification supplied by the tube will not be constant 
but will vary with the value of any alternating voltage applied to the grid. 

In the simple c:ircu.it of Figure 5-6 assume that a voice voltage 
represented by A is connected to the circuit through a transformer, 
together with the carrier voltage represente<:l. by B. For simplicity the 
voice voltage is here assumed to be sinusoidal in form although this, of 
course, is not generally the case. The two voltages, being in series, add 
together to give the voltage represented by C impressed on the grid of the 
tube. Now if the C battery or bias of the tube is given the valµe indicated 

5. 5 
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Figure 5-6 Currents in Modulator 
Circuits 

Figure 5-7 Vacuum Tube 
, as Modulator 

by Figure 5-7 and the characteristic curve of the tube is as there sho'wn, 
the impressed control grid voltage will cause a plate current of the form 
shown in Figu1'e 5-6 ,(D). After passing through the output transformer$ 
the current curve will be as pictured in Figure 5-6 (E).. Analysis of this 
curve shows the principle frequencies present in te:rms of the voice and 
carrier frequencies to be: 

V :.. The voice frequency 
G.., The carrier frequency 

· 2V · - Twice the voice frequency 
2C - Twice the carrier frequency 

C - V - The difference between the carrier and 
the voice frequencies 

C + V - The sum of the carrier and voice frequencies 
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5. 4 COPPER OXIDE V ARIS TORS 

Many types of carrier telephone systems employ copper-oxide varistors 
:instead of electron tubes in their modulating and demodulating circuits. 
These devices are capable of accomplishing essentially the same results. 

Varistors are V ARiable resISTORS and derive their name from the first 
three letters of the word variable and the last six letters of the word 
resistors. Varistors are classed as r1metallic rectifiers rr or as 11 cry13tal 
rectifiers 11 such as the copper-oxide, selenium, or germanium crystal 
rectifiers. -All classes of varistors are in general made of semi-conductprs, 
that is, material whose conductivity lies between that of conductors and· 
insulators. The copper-oxide varistor is a sandwich consisting of a lay ex 
of cuprous-o:h.ride on copper. These cells are produced by heating a copper 
disc, in a fur~ace to a temperature of about 1, 000 degrees F and then · 
quenching it in water, This treatment produces a thin film of cuprous• 
oxide with an outer layer of cupric-oxide. The cupric-oxide is removed 
leaving a thin layer of cuprous-oxide on one side. Contact with the 
copper-oxide surface can be made by holding a lead disc against the oxide 
surface under pressure or by electroplating a nickel coating on the sµrfac::\e 
of the oxide. These discs are shaped like washers and are assembled 
alternately with lead washers on a bolt so they can be clamped tightly 
together (with a pressure of 500 to 2, 000 pounds per square inch) to secu:ve 
good electrical contact. The lead nickel or other conducting material 
qpplied to the outer surface of the oxide is known as the "outer contact". 
When a potential is applied between the copper and the outer contact, it is· 
found that the current is not proportional to the applied voltage and that 
it depends on the direc;tion of the applied potential. Such a cbmbination 
offers a low resistance path to electron flowing from the copper to the 
copper-oxide but a high resistance path to the electron flowing from the 
copper-oxide to the copper. A complete assembly is known as a 11varisto;r" 
and the number of discs necessary in each assembly (or stacks) is de
termined by the voltage of the current to be rectified and the number of 
stacks which must be connected in parallel is determined by the amperage 
output desired. 

'I1he copper-oxide varistor, whose cross section is shown in Figure 5-8, 
consists of a disc of copper, oxidized on one side to give a layer of red 
cuprous-oxide, which is a semiconductor. The other surface of the oxide 
layer is coated with a metallic film to form the second te:rminal of the 
device. The resistance of a copper-oxide varistor is very low for one 
polarity of the applied voltage (called the 1tforward11 or "conductingn 
direction) and very high for the other polarity. A typical v61tage-resistance 
characteristic of a copper-oxide varistor is shown in Figure 5-9, where 
the current is plotted in terrns of amperes per square inch area of the .· 
c;lisc. The slopes of. this curve correspond to a resistance of about 1/4 ohm 
in the forward direction and about 2, 000 ohms in the reverse direction, 
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Figure 5-8 Cross Section of Copper
Oxide Varistor 

Figure 5-9 Resistance Charac
teristic of a Copper-0xide 

Varistor 

for an area of one square inch. (Actual copper-oxide varistors usually 
have .an area much less than orie square inch, a representative size being 
a disc 3/ 16 inch in diameter.} 

A varistor has considerable advantage over a vacuum tube because it is 
compact, requires no auxiliary power, is long lived, and n.ee-ds little 
maintenance. ·It is however limited in use to frequencies below about 4 
megacycles, because of internal capacitance. 

As in the case of electron tubes there a·re a number of possible circuit 
configurations for copper-oxide modulators. The two in m.ost common use 
are shown in Figures 5-10 and 5-13. 

.. 
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~ts essential characteristic for the present purpose is that, as shown in 
J;Ngure 5- 9, its resistance varies with the magnitude and polarity of the 

·applied voltage. This is a typical curve for a single disc-.shaped copper"'.' 
oxide unit having a diameter of 3/16 inch. It will be noted that the resista:p.(:~ 
of the unit varies from a relatively low value when the copper is negative 
with respect to the copper- oxide, to a very high value when the voltage 
pola:dty is reversed. 

5. 5 VARISTOR MODULATORS AND DEMODULATORS 

For use as modulators and demodulators in carrier systems, four of these 
tiny copper-oxide units are mounted in a sealed container having a maxiJ;nu,rn 
dimension of less than one inch. The characteristics of such units are ve!J."y 
stable and their useful life is apparently indefinite under nor;mal opeJ,"atipn,. 

In the channel mo<;lulator and demodulator circuits of most carrier syst'ilml;J, 
the varistor units are connected in the Wheatstone bridge arrangement · 
illustrated in Figure 5-1 O. (In the symbols used here for the varistor . 
units, the copper-oxide is represented by the arrow, and the copper by ~e. 
crossbar. The conducting direction of the unit is thus in the direction o~ 
the arrow point.) The carrier voltage, C, is made very large as compar~d 
with the signal voltage~ V, so that the resistance presented by the. va;ris~o:L' 
units is effectively under the control of the carrier voltage alone,. In othe.~ · 
words, the resistance of the varistors varies, from a low valut:/to a h.igh· 
value at .the frequency of the applied carrier voltage. · 

Under these circumstances, the network of varistors will act to virtually 
· sh,ort-circuit the line during the positive halves of the carrier voltage 
cycle; and to present an open circuit across. the line during the negative 

Figure 5-10 Balanced Bridge Modulator Circuit 

halves of the carrier voltage cycles. This is illuefrated.by the two dfag:r;;i;ms 
of Figure. 5- 11 where the varistors a:re indicated as perfect conductors 
during the positive pulse and as opens du:ring the negativ~ pulse. The 
effect on the applied signal voltage, V, is t.he:refore to block it completely 
during the positive, half of the carrier cycle and to permit its free trans ... 
mission du;ring the negative half of th.e carrier cycle. The varistors thus 
ac;t effectively like a switch, opening and closing at the frequency of the 
c;arrier voltage. The resultant output current is shown in Figure 5 .. lZ• 
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Figure 5-1.2 Output Current of 
Balanced Bridge Modulator 

An analysis of this current .. curve would show that its principal components 
are the signal frequency and.the upper and lower side-bands of the carrier 
frequency. If we assume .for the signal voltage a sine wave of the form -

e ='!A sin Vt 

where A represents the amplitude of the signal and V is 2 times the signal 
frequency, ·:an approximate equation for the output current represented by 
F~gure .5..; 12 may be written as follows: 

0 

:1 = A·sin:V.t + 2A [sin Vt sin Ct 
2 (R1 + R2) ·1t(R1 + R2) 

+·!sin Vtsin$Ct +!sin Vtsin5Ct + ... ] (5: 1) 

··aere·R1 and R2 al'e respectively the input and output resistances as indi
cated·:in Figure 5-10 and C is 2 times the carrier frequency. 

·Making us1e oi the trigonometric relationship -

· sin 8 sin 4i = !·COS ( 8 - cl> ) - ! cos ( 8 + cf>) , 

the above equation may be rewritten as -

I A sin Vt A 
= 2fR1 +R2) + 1t(R1 + R2) [cos (C - V)t 

- cos (C + V)t +i ~os (3C - V)t 

- i cos (3C + V) t + ! cos (5C - V) t 
-jcos{5C+V)t+ ... ] (5:2) 
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Figure 5-13 Lattice Modulator Circuit 

The first term of this equation represents the original signal voltage.with 
a reduced amplitude. The first t\1110 terms inside the brackets· are the 
lower and upper side-bands of the modulated carrier wave, and the re
maining terrns in the brackets represent similar upper and lower side
bands of odd multiples of the carrier frequency. The equation does not 
include any term for the carrier frequency itself, showing that the carr:j.e:J;' 
is suppressed by the balanGed arrangement of the varistors. 

In practice, only one of the side-bands of the carrier frequency is made 
use of in most cases and this is selected from the several frequency terms 
appearing in the output by mea.ns o:f. a suitable band-pass filter. A de:m,odu,.. 
lator arrangement, identical to th.at shown in Figure 5-10, is u!il~d at the 
receiving end of the carrier line to restore the original signal fr~quency. 
In this case, the frequencies applied to the varistor circuit (demodulator) 
are the received side-band and a locally generated carrier identical in 
frequency to that supplied to the modulator at the sending end. Thus, if· 
we assume that the lower side-band is transmitted~ the signal frequency 
applied to the demodulator may be indicated in the form, K cos (C - V)t. 
When this term is substituted in equation (5: 1) in place of A sin Vt, the 
first term inside the brackets in equation (5: 2) will become: 

cos [C - ( C - V)] t = cos Vt 

This is the desired original signal and it can be selected from the other 
components of demodulation by the use of a simple low-pass filter. 

For the group modulators and demodulators of broad-band carrier systems, 
a somewhat different arrangement of the varistor muts is frequently · 
employed. This is illustrated in Figure 5-13. It is also a balanced bridge 
arrangement but the circuit connections a:nd the configuration of the 
varistors are such that, as indicated in Figure 5-14; the signal voltage 
is impressed across the output transformer in one direction during one ... 
half of the carrier cycle, and in the other direction during the other half 
of the carrier cycle. In other words the circuit acts. like a reversing 
switch operating at the carrier frequency and results, in the ideal case, 
in the output current wave shown in Figure 5-15. 
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Using the same terminology as in the preceding discussion, the approxi
mate equation for the curve of Figure 5-15 is -

I= ----2~--- ---[cos (C - V)t - cos (C + V)t 
. 'lt'(R1 + R2) 

+ l cos (3C - V) t - i cos (3C + V) t 

+!cos (5C- V)t - kcos (5C + V)t + ... ] (5:3) 

Comparing this equation with (5:2), it will be noted that the desired side
bands are still present in the first two terms in the brackets, and the 
carrier is likewise suppressed. The signal frequency term, however, is 
no longer present. Moreover, the amplitudes of the side-bands are twice 

. as great as in the previous case. This modulator therefore has the ad.;. 
vantage of automatically suppressing the unwanted signal frequency com
ponents and of providing a larger output of the desired side-bands. These 
characteristics are particularly desirable in grqup modulators where the 
wide band transmitted makes maximum side-band output, and the. reduc• 
tion of the number of unwanted products, very important. This arrange
ment of cour'se operates as a demodulator in exactly the same way and 
has the same advantages. 

In both of the examples of copper-oxide modulator operation-discussed 
above, it was assumed for the sake of simplicity that the varistors acted 
as perfect rectifiers and were perfectly balanced in the bridge configuration. 
In practice, this ideal condition can only be approximated. The varistors 
do not actually present zero resistance to the transmission of current in 
one direction and infinite resistance to transmission in the other direction. 
Nor, as may be seen from Figure 5-9, is the transition from high re
sistance to low resistance as sharp as might be desired. Exact balance 
between the four varistors in the bridge connections is also a condition 
which can only be approached in practice. 

5. 12 
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As a result of the above practical facts, the modulator and demodulator 
outputs always contain numerous components additional to those indicated 
by equations (5:2) and (5:3), including the carrier frequency itself. Most 
troublesome of these unwanted components, probably, are harmonics of 
the signal frequency which may fall within the range of the useful side-band 
and thus cause distortion. Except for such frequencies as this, the un
wanted components can be completely eliminated by means of suitable filters. 
However, it is of course desirable that as large a part as possible of the 
total output energy should appear in the wanted components. This result 
can be effected to a considerable degree by properly proportioning the 
values of the applied signal and carrier voltages. Finally, it is worth 
noting that where greater output energy is required, each varistor can be 

made up of a number of individual units or discs connected in multiple or 
series-multiple. 

The departure of the varistor characteristic from the ideal introduce 
frequency components at the modulator output in addition to those present 
in the above equations. This distortion is reduced in magnitude by making 
the signal voltage small in comparison to the carrier voltage. The modu
lator of Figure 5-13 has an inherent advantage over the modulator of 
Figure 5-10 in reducing the number of these additional frequencies, in 
that this circuit is essentially made up of two modulators which when oper
ated together balance out·any even harmonics present in much the same 
manner as in push-pull vacuum tube circuits. This characteristic is very 
desirable in a group modulator where the wide band transmitted makes the 
reduction of the number of unwanted products very important. 

·A number of other configurations of varistors are possible which will give 
results similar to those discussed herein. The particular arrangement of 
varistors in a modulator, as well as the size and number of discs in each 
varistor which will offer the greatest advantage in any specific case can 
only be determined in relation to the circuit design as a whole. 

Modulation in radio systems ordinarily involves substantially larger amounts 
of power than the carrier systems discussed above. Considerations of 
power efficiency, therefore, are of muchgreater importance. Also, because 
of the much larger power requirements, electron tubes must always be used 
in the modulating circuits since any practical varistor arrangement would 
'be inadequate to handle the required power. 

Demodulation in radio systems involves the same principles as were out
lined above in connection with carrier systems. But the particular devices 
used in this case are generally known as detectors. 
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CHAPTER 6 

TYPE "C" CARRIER SYSTEM 

6.1 GENERAL 

The type "C" system made its appearance in the 1920 1s. It was the first 
really successful carrier system and is still an impor~nt member of the 
family of carrier systems. It was originally designed before the day of 
varistor types of modulators and feed-back amplifiers, and has appeared 
in a succession of improved designs known as the C 1, CZ, C3, C4, and CS 
systems. The last and current standard model, the CS, is a fai~ly complete 
.redesign to incorporate the advantages of the modern techniques of varistor ' 
modulators, filters with molybdenum permalloy coils, new types of vacuum 
tubes, and feedback amplifiers. This section will describe in particular the 
CS system with occasional reference to the earlier models of the type "C" 
system. It operates on open wire facilities and provides three telephone 
circuits in addition to the normal voice-frequen~y circuit. 

The frequency allocations used in the type "C 11 systems lie between 6 and 
lS. S kc for transmission from East to West and between 18 and 28 kc for 
transmission from West to East. The upper and lower halves of this range 
are used· for the opposite directions of transmission, as they are :ln the type 
11J 11 systems. However, these are reversed from the type "J" system 
arrangement, the east-to-west channels occupying the lower and the west
to-east channels the upper frequencies in the type "C'' systems. The channels 
are single-sideband with suppressed carriers. To reduce crosstalk, there 
are several "staggered" frequency allocations, some using upper and others 
µsing lower sidebands. The C4 system was provided in three allocations, 
known as CN, CS, and CT. The CS system is available in four allocations,· 
the CA, CB, CS, and CU. These allocations are shown in Figure 6-1. 

It will be noted that the "allocations 11 differ from each other not only in the 
frequencies the channels occupy but also in whether the channels are upper 
or lower sidebands. 
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Fig. 6-1 - Frequency Allocations of Type C and H Carrier Systems 

Unlike the more complicated systems described in other chapters, the ·type 
11C 11 systems translate each telephone channel to its assigned frequency 
position on the line in a single stage of modulation. The required carriers 
are not multiples of any base frequency but are generated by individual 
oscillators, one for each modulator and demodulator. One pilot is trans
mitted in each direction on all of the type "C" systems. The pilot frequency 
is located SO cycles from the frequency of the suppressed carrier of the 
middle channel, between the carrier and the transmitted sideband. ·In the 
longer systems, the pilots are used for the automatic regulation of the 
systems. In the systems which are so short as to have no repeaters, the 
regulation may be manual. 

The type "C'' systems are designed so that the repeater spacings are the 
same as for the voice-frequency systems (about lSO miles) and therefore 
the repeaters are located in. the same stations as the voice repeaters; .The 
present CS system is composed of the CS terminals, the Cl repeater, and 
the ZB carrier pilot channel, all coded separately. These will now be 
briefly described. 
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6. 2 THE CS TERMINAL 

A block diagram of a CS terminal is shown in Figure 6-2. The left-hand 
leads are the three voice-frequency telephone circuits on a 4-wire basis. 
They come from the 4-wire switches in a 4-wire switching office, or from 
4-wire terminating sets in a 2-wire switching off:l.ce. Each 4-wire telephone 
circuit goes to a modem unit and associated filters, which make the required 
translations between voice and line frequencies. The outputs of the trans
mitting branches of the three modems are paralleled together, and the 
signals are .amplified by a common transmitting amplifier and applied to the 
line through a directional filter. Coming from the line, the three incoming 
channels are separated from the outgoing channels by a directional filter 
and are applied to the receiving branch of the terminal. This includes 
equalizers, a regulating network, and a receiving amplifier. The three 
incoming channels, after leaving the receiving amplifier, are separated 
from each other by the demodulator band filters and applied to their re
spective modems. The portions of the 2B carrier pilot channel equipment 
included in the terminal are shown by dotted lines. It will be noted that the 
pilot is applied at the input of the transmitting amplifier. Each modem unit 
consists of a channel modulator and a channel demodulator. These are 
shown separately in Figures 6-3 and 6-4. It will be noted that each circuit 
includes an individual carrier oscillator for generating the required carrier 
frequency. The modulators are copper oxide bridge-type modulators. It 
was nece_ssary in the vacuum tube modulator in the C4 terminals to adjust 
the modulator balance for minimum carrier leak by means of variable 
capacitors. No such adjustment is required in the copper oxide modulators 
of the C5 terminals, because of the greater uniformity and stability of the 

·copper oxide varistors, compared with vacuum tubes. 

The transmitting and receiving amplifiers are the same as the amplifiers 
used in the repeaters, and will be described below. They are 2-stage 
feed-back amplifiers having a substantially fixed flat gain from 5 to 3S 
kilocycles, which may be made either 50 or 52 decibels by a soldered 
adjustment. The gain of the transmitting amplifier is S2 decibels, and the 
gain of the receiving amplifier is 50 decibel. The transmission level of 
the outgoing channels on the line is +18 decibels with respect to the sending 
toll switchboard. The receiving branch of a terminal up to and including 
the receiving amplifier is similar to the circuits of one branch of a repeater, 
and will be described below. It includes a regulating network which is 
automatically controlled by the pilot when the 2B carrier pilot channel 
equipment is used. On short, nonrepeatered systems in which the 2B pilot 
equipment is omitted, a manually adjustable potentiometer is substituted 
for the regulating network. 
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Fig. 6-4 - Schematic of Channel Demodulator 

6. 3 THE C 1 REPEATER 

A block diagram of the C 1 repeater is shown in Figure 6-5. The two 
directions of transmission are separated at each end of the repeater by the 
usual directional filters. Between the.filters, the repeater consist.s of two 
one-way amplifying and regulating circuits.. The amplifier itself, which is 
the same as the transmitting and receiving amplifiers of the C5 terminals 

FROM 
OEMOO. 
BAND 

FILTER 

is shown in Figure 6-6. It will be noted that the input and output transformers 
are in the form of hybrid coils, with the negative feed-back circuit (equal
izer (A) ) connected to terminals of the coils which are conjugate to the line 
terminals. 
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• 

The equalizer is designed to make the gain of the amplifier flat with 
frequency from 5 to 35 kilocycles. The gain can be made either·50 or 52 
decibels, by means of soldered strap "W". A 50-db gain is used in re
peaters. It is of interest to compare the.above amplifier with the one used 
in the C4 arid earlier systems, shown in Figure 6-7. It was a 2-stage, 
push-pull, nonfeed-back amplifier. The last stage consisted of four 104-
~ype vacuum tubes. .The whole amplifier used six tubes compared with the 
two tubes required by its more modern counterpart. 
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The repeater is normally, operated at an output transmission level of +18 
decibels. Pads are provided following the amplifier in each branch for 
decreasing the level if desired. Other pads are provided in the input of 
each branch which are used to build out the line loss of short line sections 
as required for optimum operation of the regulator. A "high cut-off filter" 
is connected, "when necessary, in the W-E branch of the repeater to attenu
ate currents of frequencies above the C range. This prevents type "J" 
system crosstalk currents from circulating through type "C" repeaters, and 
also prevents the possibility of the type "C" repeaters singing at high 
frequencies. A 11low cut-off filter" is connected in the output of the E-W 
branch to prevent low-frequency modulation products, ·generated in the 
repeater, from interfering with the voice-frequency telephone or program 
channel on the same line. Each branch of the repeater contains a basic 
equalizer which is designed to equalize the slope of a so-called maximum · 
line section. The equalization is approximately correct for 270 miles of 
165-mil, 12-inch spaced line, under wet weather conditions if DP insulators 
are assumed. For shorter line sections, the building-out networks shown 
in Figure 6-5 are added as needed. The loss characteristics of the basic 
equalizers in the two branches are shown in Figure 6-8. Auxiliary equal
izers are sometimes required in addition to the basic equalizers. That in 
the W-E branch is to correct for the distortions introduced by the filters 
which separate type "C" and type "J 11 systems on the same pair or by the 
crosstalk suppression filters used on non-J pairs when other pairs on the 
pole line are equipped with type "J 11 systems. The auxiliary equalizer in 
the E- W branch similarly corrects for distortions caused by the 5000-cycle 
line filters when these are used to separate the type "C" and voic~ 
frequencies. 

The regulator ana regulating networks are part of the 2B carrier pilot 
channel equipment which is described below. All C 1 repeaters include this 
equipment. 

6. 4 2B CARRIER PILOT CHANNEL 

The 2B carrier pilot channel equipment provides for transmitting a pilot 
frequency adjacent to the middle channel of each one-way group, and 
includes regulators associated with all the repeaters and the receiving 
branches of the terminals for correcting for the variations in line attenu
ation due to weather and temperature. It functions in a manner similar to 
the type "J" regulating system. 

The pilot frequency is generated by a single tube coil-and-condenser 
oscillator in which the amplitude of the oscillations is limited by a thyrite 
varistor. The automatic-gain-control circuit, which is actuated by the 
pilot at each repeater and the terminal, is shown in Figure 6-9. The pilot 
is selected by a filt~r bridged across the output of the line or receiving 
amplifier, is rectified, and then applied to the winding of a sensitrol relay. 
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If the levr;ll of the pilot deviates from its correct value by more than +0. 5 
decibel, the relay closes one or the other of its contacts, operating a motor 
geared to the movable plate of a multiplate capacitor associated with the 
regulating :r;i.etwork. The movement is in such a direction as to change the 
loss of the regulating network so as to restore the pilot level tq its correct 
value. The rate of cor;re~tion is about one decibel per minute. The 
sensitrol relay (whose contacts are magnetically locked when closed} is 
automatically reset about every 4 seconds so that the motor will be stopped 
when it has made sufficient correction. An additional sensitrol relay 
operates alarms if the pilot level deviates +3 decibel. 9r -5 decibel £rqm its 
pr9:per value. 
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.~ \ 

ThEi' regulating network consists of five sections, each having a character
istic inverse to a certain length of line. As a compromise, the networks 
are designed specifically to match sections of a 128-mil line .equipped with 
CW insulators. Some. small but not serious amounts of over- or under
compensation are therefore obtained on other types of lines. The method 
of connecting to the network sections through the moving plate of. the multi
plate capacitor gives effectively a continuous, smooth adjustment over the 
entire available range. This range is 32 decibels at 15 or 28. kilocycles, 
respectively, for the low- or high-frequency groups of channels. 

The regulator varies the slope .as well as the loss. The regulating network 
includes a single tube amplifier, to provide a high impedan~e fermination to 
the regulating circuit as well as to afford some needed gain. . · 

The pi!ot frequencies are: 

CA 
CB 
cs 
cu 

E to W 

12.35kc 
12.35kc 

9 .. 45kc 
9.45kc 

W to E 

26. 15kc 
23.25kc 
24.35kc 
21. 45kc: 

If automatic regulation is not desired a potentiometer for manual gain 
regulation may be provided. 

6. 5 LINES 

The above regulating arrangement is less complicated than that used for the 
type "J" system. The simpler arrangement is practicable for type 11C 11 

systems, first because rain and sleet affect the line attenuation.less in the 
type "C" frequency range than at the higher freqµencies used in the type "J" 
systems, and secondly because the type "C" system transmits a narrower 
frequency band than the type "J" system. The regulating system used in the 
type "C" systems which was just described assumes that the effect of rain 
and sleet, as well as temperature, on the line transmission is substantially 
equivalent to a lengthening or shortening of the line, within the range of 
frequencies that are transmitted in each direction. · 

Since toll entrance and intermediate cables appear in all open-wire lines, 
~hey must be taken into account in the engineering of type "C" as well as 
type "J" systems. . When there is no type "J" system on the same pair with 
the type 11 C 11 system, the type "C" and voice frequencies are usually carried 

·in the cables on ordinary paper-insulated twisted pairs having a special 
light loading suitable for the type 11C 11 system frequencies. 

i. 
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Voice frequency telephone, D-C telegraph and type J carrier telephone may 
be used on the same pair with the CS system as its frequency allocation is 
between the upper limit for voice circuits and below the band assigned for 
type J. 
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CHAPTER 7 

TYPE 11H 11 CARRIER SYSTEMS 

7.1 GENERAL 

The Western Electric Hl Carrier Telephone System (J68747) is a single
chann,el system which provides for superimposing an additional telephone 
Gircuit upon an existing voice-frequency telephone circuit worki:Q.g over an 
open-wire line. The carrier equipment includes provision for operation on 
a ringdown basis and can be applied on a line without the los.s of any existing 
service, It is suitable for use as a permanent installation and also for 
temporary or emergency circuits. Without an intermediate repeater, the 
system will find its widest application on open wire circuits of about 25-200 
miles in length; with one or two intermediate repeaters it will be appUcable 
on circuits up to as much as 500 or 600 miles in length (depending on the 
gauge of the open wire con<juctors, the amount of intermediate cable in the 
l:i.p.e, th~ number of bridged way stations, etc.). 

The H 1 system employs copper-oxide modulators and demodulators, heater 
type pentode tubes, and improved filters made possible by new. magnetic 
alloys. The copper-oxide varistors used as modulators, demodulators and 
r~ctifiers in the power supply are of smaller size than the customary va(::uum
tube ~evices, have the advantage of long li.fe and small power consumption, 
ap.d provide better balanced and more stable modulation. A single heater
type pentode tube in the transmitting amplifier works at approximately the 
same output level as two tubes in the older systems. It simplifies the 
problem. of working from 110-volt a-c supply by obtaining grid biases from 
across a resistance in the cathode circuit. 

The terminal unit and the repeater may be operated either directly from a 
115-volt 50-60 cycle alternating current source or from 24-volt and-130-
volt and 130-volt batteries. This system employs the same carrier 
frequency, 7150 cycles, for both directions of transmission. The carrier 
frequency is generated locally at each terminal and only the sidebands are 
passed over the circuit. · The upper sideband is used for transmission in 
one direction and the lower sideband for the other. Because of the rela
tively short distances over which the system is designed to operate, no 
equalization is provided and no automatic regulation of the circuit net loss 
is employed. However, for the longer systems a manual compensating 
adjustment has been included in each terminal whereby the rec~iving gain 
may be changed in three steps of 2 db each. Similar arrangements are also 
provided to control the gain of a repeater, two steps of 4 db each being 
p:r;-ovided. These adjustments will compensate for changes in loss due to 
weather and temperature changes in the line. 
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It is necessary to compute and specify transmitting levels, ;repeate;r output 
levels, receiving levels, and circuit net loss for each HI carrier circuit 
placed in service. This data should be based on the transmission performance ' 
of the carrier equipment and the characteristics of the open wire line.and 
intermediate cable over which the system operates. 

The type 11H 11 carrier system is a successor of the discontinued type 11D 11 

system. 

The frequency allocation of the type "H" system is sho~ in the lower part 
of Figure 6-1. It will be seen that although the same carrier frequency of 
7150 cycles is employed for both directions of transmission, frequency · 
separation of the oppositely directed channels is nevertheless. obtained by the 
device of utilizing the lower sideband for the west-to-east and the upper 
sideband _for the east-to-west transmission. The type "H" frequencies 
overlap those of the lowest channel of the type "C" systems, so that type 
"H" and type "C 11 systems cannot be applied to the same pair. 

7. 2 SIGNALLING 

The type "H" system includes a 1000-cycle signalling system which is' built 
into its terminals. The signalling current is generated by displacing the 
carrier frequency by 1000 cycles (upward for the .east-west and downward for 
the west-east direction) and then interrupting the shifted carrie'r at a 020-cycle 
rate. The signalling currents thus generated, after demodulation in the 

. receiving terminal, are identical with those olf the standard 1000-cycle 
signalling system, and therefore ~ill operate a standard ringer in a remote 
office to which the type "H" circuit may be extended over other types of 
facilities. Signal-receiving circuits are also built into the· type "H" terminals 
for use when these coincide with the circuit terminals. The built-in 
signaling circuits are arranged to operate from and into the d-c or 20-cycle 
signaling arrangements which are standard in the various types of toll · 
switch boa rd s. 

7. 3 SYSTEM ARRANGEMENT 

In designing the type 11~ 11 equipment, it was made as small and inexpensive as 
possible, consistent with obtaining the desired performance. An idea of the 
compactness that was achieved can be obtained from the fact that five com
plete type "H" terminals can be mounted in one 11-1/2-foot bay. 

The general arrangement of a nonrepeatered type "H" system as applied to 
one side circuit of a phantom group is shown in Figure 7-1 and 7-5. It will 
be seen that the carrier system is connected to the line at a point between the 
phantom repeating coil and the telegraph composite set. The voice and 
carrier channels are sepa;rated by line filters consisting of a low-pass filter 
in series with the voice circuit and a high-pass filter in the input to the 
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carrier terminal. The insertion of the carrier line filter in one side 
circuit of a phantom group requires that a simila.r impedance be added to 
the other side circuit, in order to preserve the phantom balance and pre
vent undue crosstalk between the phantom and side circuits. A special 
balancing unit coded the 156A network is employed for this purpose. It is, 
of course, not required if both side circuits are equipped with type "H" 
systems. 
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7. 4 "Hl" TERMINAL 

A simplified diagram of the essential transmission features of a type "H" 
terminal is· shoW!l in Figure 7-2. It begins with the usual hybrid coil or . 
4-wire terminating set for separating the 2-way speech circuit coming from 
the switchboard into an outgoing and an incoming one-way branch. The 
upper, tran~mi~ting branch of the terminal, after passing through a filter 
to remove noise and speech frequencies that fall above the useful voice
frequency band, is applied to a lattice-type copper oxide modulator. This 
is supplied with a carrier of 7150 cycles frequency and 2. 5 volts amplitude. 
The upper or lower sideband is selected by the succeeding filter, depending 
upon whether this is an east or a west terminal. Finally, the selected 
sideband is passed through a transmitting gain pad and the transmitting 
amplifier, and thence through a directional filter to the line. The trans
mitting amplifier is a single-tube, negative feed-back, fixed-gain amplifier. 
The gain pad is adjustable by soldered straps and is normally set so ,as to 
obtain a transmission level of +16 decibels on the line. 

The incoming signals from the distant terminal are separated from the· 
outgoing signals by the directional filters. They then pass through three 
pads to the demodulator. The first two pads may be cut in or out by key's, 
and have losses of 2 decibels and 4 decibels, respectively. These provide 
manual adjustments for compensating for the, variations in the line attenu
ation. The. third pad is adjustable by soldered straps and is set to obtain 
the desired receiving gain for the particular line on which the system is to 
be operated. The demodulator is a copper oxide modulator like that used 
in the sending branch. The voice-frequency band from the demodulator is 
selected by a filter and is then amplified by the receiving amplifier. This 
is a single-tube feed- back amplifier whose output transformer is arranged 
so as to fo.rm an asymmetric hybrid circuit. One of the conjugate outputs 
of the hybrid coil goes to the receiving signaling circuits, the hybrid loss 
in this path being 1. 5 decibels. The other conjugate output (hybrid loss 
7. 5 db) carries the voice channel through two adjustable pads (called 
"receiving level" pads) to the terminating hybrid coil of the system. The 
pads, one of which is adjustable by straps in steps of 0. 5 decibel from 0 to 
3. 5 decibels, and the other in steps of 4 decibels from 0 to 28 decibels, 
provide means for setting the over-all net. loss of the carrier circuit to its 
desired value. 

7. 5 "H" CARRIER REPEATER 

A repeater is available for extending the translation range of the Hl system. 
A schematic diagram of the repeater is shown in Figure 7-3. The amplifier 
tubes and circuits employed in the repeater are the same as those utilized 
for the high-frequency amplifier at the terminal. The repeater panel also 
includes directional filters, manually adjustable gain control pads, and an 
alternating current power supply unit. 
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Figure 7-5 - Schematic of Terminal Transmission and Signaling 
Circuits. 

The repeater (::Onsists of two -1 WcP/ paths, each containing a single stage 
feedback amplifier.· Carrier enters directional filter on a 2 wire basis 
where it is routed to proper amplifier (E-W or W-E). No signalling 
arrangements are n~cessary at the repeater as signalling currents merely 
pass through, in a similar manner as the transmitting sidebands. 
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7. 6 "H" CARRIER TRANSMISSION 

The transmission levels in the terminal circuits are also indicated in 
Figure 7- 2.' As noted earlier, the output transmission level sent into the 
line is nominally +16 decibels relative to the toll switchboard. The 
minimum receiving level on which the terminal will work is -15 decibels. 
This would seem to indicate that the system could work over any line whose 
maximum loss does not exceed 31 decibels, but as discussed later this is 
subject to some qualification. The demodulator itself is designed to work 
on a nominal input level of -13 decibels. This level must be kept above a 
minimum of -16 decibels for the signal receiving circuits to work properly. 
The pads ahead of the demodulator must be adjusted to compensate for the . 
loss of the actual line so as to obtain the required level at the demodulator. 

Since nothing designed by man is ideally perfect, there is not an infinite 
loss between the output of the transmitting branch and the input of the receiv
ing branch of the terminal because of slight but finite transmission through 
the directional filters, and because of crosstalk coupling between the two 
branches. The carrier currents that thus leak into the receiving branch are 
there demodulated against the same carrier frequency which was used in the 
modulator and therefore reproduce the same voice frequencies that were 
applied to the sending branch. The leakage of the high-frequency currents 
between the two branches, plus the transmission across the voice-frequency 
hybrid due to unbalance between the compromise network and the line from 
the switchboard, therefore, create a round trip path in which there may be 
circulating currents. This places a limit on the permissible sum of the 
gains in the two branches (called the loop gain of the terminal), just as the 
hybrid coil unbalances limit the sum of the gains in the two directions of a 
2-wire telephone repeater. The gain of the sending branch is fixed, since 
the output level is constant. The gain of the receiving branch is dependent 
on the sum of the losses in the receiving gain pads ahead of the demodulator 
and in the receiving level pads which follow the receiving amplifier, all 
other parts of the circuit being constant. Therefore, it is evident that the 
sum of the losses in the two sets of pads must be kept above some minimum 
value if the permissible maximum loop gain of the terminal is not to be 
exceeded. Now it can be seen that the greater the loss of the line, the 
smaller must be the loss in the receiving gain pads (to obtain the requisite 
level on the demodulator) and the greater, therefore, must be the loss of 
the receiving level pads if the loop gain limit of the terminal is not to be 
violated. Since the receiving level pads determine the net loss of the 
circuit, it is apparent from this reasoning that the minimum net loss at 
which the circuit can be worked is a function of the loss of the line. 

The above general explanation can be reduced to the simple working rule 
expressed by the equation, 

N = L-22 (7~ 1) 

where, 
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N = minimum allowable net loss of the carrier circuit 

L = maximum attenuation of the line (wet weather} at 8150 cycles 
(line frequency corresponding to a voice frequency of 1000 cycles 
on the east-west channel} 

Evidently if the line loss L has the maximum value of 31 decibels, the net 
loss of the circuit must be at least 9 decibels, while if the line loss were 
only 22 decibels, the circuit may be worked at a net loss of 0 decibel. 
This rule applies to the net loss of the carrier circuit from terminating set, 
even though switching pads are added on the switchboard sides of the 
terminating sets. 

Little need be said about the transmission characteristics of the lines, since 
the type "H" system employs no equalization and only manual flat-gain 
regulation. It may be noted that the wet-weather loss of 104-mil open-wire 
lines at 8150 cycles is 0. 11 decibel per mile. The problem of toll entrance 
and intermediate cables is often encountered, just as in the case of the type 
"J" systems. When loading is required on these cables, the BH-15-15 
loading system is used. The Y-9 loading system is employed for office 
wiring. 

The type "H" carrier system furnishes a telephone channel whose band is 
250 to 3000 cycles or better, measured at the IO-decibel loss points. 
Representative transmission-versus -frequency characteristics for a type 
11H 11 system on a 100-mile 104-mil line having 3 miles of No. 19 gauge, 
BH-15-15 loaded toll entrance cable, are given in Figure 7-4. For a 200-
mile circuit, the variation in loss between dry and wet weather may be in 
the order of 5 decibels. The manual adjustment provided in the terminals 
permits holding the variations in over-all net loss to ±1 decibel. When a 
type "H" system is operated over lines less than 75 miles long, the manual 
adjustments are not required and the gain pads are ordinarily strapped out. 
A type "H" system may be operated on the same pole line with other carrier 
systems. 
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CHAPTER 8 

AS 12-CHANNEL. BANK 

8.1 GENERAL 

The AS channel bank supersedes the Al, AZ, A3, and A4 channel banki:;. 
It di~fers from former type "A" channel banks in the following respect.s: 

(1) It has been reduced in size to permit mounting at least' nine banki;; 
in a 11 1 6" bay as compared with three A4 channel banks. 

(2) It employs a three-stage transistor amplifier to replace the· one tul;>e 
demodulator amplifier. This permits greater stability with respect 
to battery variations, lower harmonic distortion which eliminates the 
need for an applique unit for telephoto service, and less suscepti .... 
bility to induction noise. 

(3) It requires only -24 volt battery supply. 

(4) The modem units for each channel are physically and electrically 
identical and therefore interchangeable. 

Single sideband program circuits may be operated over type J, K, or L 
carrier channels. As with other type "A" channel banks, this type of 
operation requires the removal of two message circuit channels (Channels 
6, 7) for SKC circuits or three message channels (Channels 6, 7, and 8) 
for 8KC circuits. 

Over-all schematics of the AS bank, including patching jack equipment and 
4-wire terminating equipment are shown in Fig. 8-1. 

The 2-wire voice frequency of each channel is connected through a hybrid 
coil which separates the transmitting and receiving circuits. In the trans
mitting circuits of the channel bank, the twelve voice-frequency bands are 
modulated with twelve carriers, ranging from 60 to 108 kilocycles at 4KQ 
intervals. Twelve crystal-type band filters select the lower sidebands 
from the output of the modulators, which are of the suppressed-carrier 
type. The twelve sidebands are then combined in a single broadband 
spectrum from 60 to 108KC, and from this point are treated as a unit in 
subsequent steps of modulation, transmission over a line, and demodula
tion up to the point where they enter the receiving circuits· of the far-end 
12'!' channel bank. Here they are separated by twelve crystal-type receiv-. 
ing band filters and demodulated individually with locally-supplied carriers. 
Figure 8-2 shows the basic modulation plan. · 
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The AS channel bank has approximately the same standards of bandwidth, 
output limitation and noise as the preceding A-type banks. In addition, it 
is less susceptible to hum pickup, has greater transmission stability, par
ticularly with respect to battery variations, and has a lower temperature 
coefficient of gain variation than the A4 channel banks. The AS demodula
tor amplifier exhibits a marked improvement in intrachannel modulation 
over previous type A demodulator amplifiers. Telephoto may be trans
mitted over the AS channel bank without any modifications. The AS is 
normally wired for a -16 db MOD IN level. Therefore, for offices using 
a -13 db MOD IN level a 3 db pad is required for each channel. This pad 
is located in the voice-frequency patch bay. The DEM OUT level encom
passes both the +4 and +7 db levels by adjustment of a gain .control in the 
voice-frequency patch bay. Modulator loss variations are corrected by an 
adjustable pad as discussed below. 

8. 2 DESCRIPTION QF CIRCUITS 

The AS channel bank is in general, interchangeable with the Al-, A2-, or 
A4-type banks in both operation and performance. The theory of the AS 
channel bank operation is shown diagramatically in Figs. 8-3 and 8-4 and 
is discussed in the following paragraphs. 

Modulator Circuit 
As indicated in Fig. 8-3 and 8-4, the voice-frequency currents enter the 
channel modulator at the MOD IN jacks. A 3 db pa,d is optionally provided 
in the voice-frequency patch bay and is used only in offices using a -13 db 
MOD IN level. The voice currents enter the modulator circuit through the 
input transformer. This transformer performs two functions: (a) it acts 
as a low-pass filter to attenuate spurious carrier frequencies from enter
ing the modulator and (b) it insures a well-balanced modulator circuit. 

Varistor Modulator: The voice-frequencies of each channel are modulated 
with one of the channel carrier frequencies as indicated in Fig. 8-2, pro
ducing sum and difference frequencies of carrier and voice-frequencies 
in the varistor modulator. The varistors are not adjustable and it is ex
pected that they will not require replacement during the life of the equip
:µ-ient. The particular bridge arrangement of varistors employed in the 
modulator and also the demodulator circuits has a high degree of balance, 
and is sufficiently stable so that the carrier leak appearing in the output 
is relatively small. It is expected that the amount of this carrier leak 
from any modulator will not exceed -20 dbm at a zero level point for the 
AS banks. In the average case, it should be considerably below this value. 
The modulator provides load limitation. This fact is taken advantage of 
in the design of amplifier equipment associated with the various broadband 
carrier systems. The limiting action takes place in the following manne·r: 
The carrier voltage applied to the modulator is of a much higher magnitude 
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than the average magnitude of input voice currents. For such a condition 
the output of the modulator is largely controlled by the magnitude of the 
voice-frequency voltage. When the input voice currents increase in mag
nitude, the output of the modulator increases linearly up to a point where 
the output compresses from the linear relationship. This condition occurs 
when the magnitude of the voice-frequency currents approaches the mag
nitude of the carrier. Any further increase in the voice-frequency volt
ages will then produce a smaller and smaller increment in the output of 
the modulator until a point is reached where the voice-frequency currents 
will no longer produce a change in output. One could consider this as a 
condition where the effect of the voice and the carrier voltages on the mod
ulator are reversed. The carrier supply for both modulato.rs and demod
ulators is obtained from a common carrier supply. 

High-Pass Filter: A half-section high-pass filter is provided in the AS 
channel bank between the modulator proper and the resistance pad. This 
filter pr!=lsents a high impedance and attenuation to the voice-frequency 
signals appearing at the output of the modulator and offers very little 
attenuation to the desired carrier sideband signals. 

Resistance ;Pad: A resist~ncc:;l pad of approximately 10 db for the AS bank 
is provided between the modulator and the modulator band filter. This pad 
reduces the interaction between the modulator and band filter and attenuates 
the carrier sideband signals, providing a means by which the modulator 
circuit loss may be adjusted to meet perfol,"mance requirements. This pad 
is adjustable over a range of +2. 5 db in O. 3 db steps to permit the output 
of each channel to be adjustecf"to the same level (usually at the output of 
the tralfsmitting amplifier}. · Grounds are placed at the midpoint of the 
shunt resistp.nce of the pads and at the midpoint of the 600-ohm winding of 
the transmitting hybrid transformer to balance the circuit for the opera
tion of the crystal band filter. This is an important adjunct in obtaining 
the high suppression to unwanted frequencies. 

Band Filters: The varistor modulator produces .the usual two {upper and 
lower) sidebands and the lower one is selected by the crystal channel band 
filter. Since in this portion of the modulator circuit a frequency range of 
60 to 108KC is involved, filters of the crystal type are particularly suitable. 
Ii+ addition, this type of filter permits a wider transmitted band for a given 
channel spacing, a more uniform attenuation over the band for a given 
trq.nsmission loss, and a smaller and more compact assembly than could 
be obtained with the coil and capacitor type o:( filter. 

The S61-type filters used in the AS channel bank differ mechanically from 
previous channel bank filters, in that the transmitting and receiving filters 
are packaged in a single container. The electrical design of these filter 
units, however, is the same as that of the 536-type and 219-typfil which are 
usc:;ld in the A4 and A2 channel banks, respectively. The filter units consist 
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of only one lattice section; however, there are two crystal units connected 
in parallel in 'each lattice arm. 31E-type crystal units and 1509-type 
ferrite inducto'rs comprise the major component apparatus. Although both 
filter units are mounted on a common chassis, the judicious placement of 
shielding devi.ces has resulted in crosstalk suppression consistent with 
present design objectives. A schematic and representative frequency 
cha.racteristics are shown in Figs. 8-5 and 8-6. The entire as·sembly is 
packaged in a drawn. steel container and is hermetically sealed. The 
approximate over-all dimensions are 4-7/32 11 by 2-23/32 11 by 5-7/32 11 not 
including terminals and mounting studs. · 

Impedance Transformation Circuit: A 485A compensating network is 
bridged across the common side of the modulator band filter circuit to 
improve the transmission characteristics of the upper and lower channels. 
Without the compensating network, the channel transmission frequency 
characteristic on the end channels (Channels 1 and 12) is likely to have 
unwanted slopes and rounded instead of sharp corners at 200 (Channel 1) 
and 3400 cycles (Channel 12). Associated with the modulator band filters 
and this compensating network is a 600 to 135.+ 135-ohm hybrid trans
former. This transform.er provides a 600-ohm balanced impedance for 
the operation of the band filters, and matches the 135-ohm balanced cir
cuit of the group modulator circuit. One of the 135-ohm outputs feeds the 
regular group modulator while the other appears at the CH BANK OUT 
ALT jacks. The second output is provided to facilitate switching a work
fog bank to other apparatus without interruption. 

Demodulator Circuit 
Impedance Transformation Circuit: The operation of the demodulator cir
cuit is similar in general principle to that of the modulator ctrcuit. The 
60 to 108KC band making up the 12 channels enters the receiving side of 
the circuit through an impedance matching transformer and compensating 
network (see Figs. 8-1 and 8-4). The impedance matching transformer is 
a hybrid transformer having an impedance ratio of 135 to 600 + 135 ohms. 
This transformer provides a second output which can be used for switch
ing to a carrier program terminal or other equipment. When this latter 
feature is not requir.ed, the winding is terminated in 135 ohms. 

Band Filters: The demodulator band filters select the individual 4KC. 
lower sideband for each of the 12 channels in the 60 to 108KC range. ·Each 
of these individual bands is transmitted from its respective filter to its 
associated demodulator circuit. As indicated above, the demodulator and 
modulator band filter characteristics are equivalent for the same channel. 

Resistance Pad: The 10. 7 db resistance pad in the demodulator circuit is 
used between the demodulator band filter and the demodulator to present a 
good impedance to the demodulator band. filter, and terminate the demodu
lator band filter. Unlike previous channel banks, adjustment is not needed 
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in this pad, since the demodulator amplifier gain control suffices for an 
adjustme,nt tC? either the +4 db or +7 db level at the DEM OUT jack without 
degradati~n df performance. 

High-Pass Filter: The half-section high-pass filter between the resistance 
pad and the varistor demodulator serves the same purpose as a similar 
filter in the modulator circuit. It effectively reduces the loss of the de
modulator by about 4 db through a better impedance match. 

Demodulator: In each demodulator the 4KC carrier frequency band is de
modulated with the channel carrier frequency. The modulation products 
consist· of both the upper and lower sidebands. The demodulator is :iden
tical with the modulator but it is poled oppositely on the carrier supply so 
that de components of modulation in the modulator and demodulator neutra
lize each other and thereby avoid developing an undesirable voltage bias .• 
The poling also reduces somewhat the amount by which stray frequencies 
have to he suppressed in the carrier supply. 

Demodulator Amplifier: The voice energy resulting from the modulation 
of received sideband energy with carrier. enters the demodulator amplifier 
through the input transformer. This input transformer isolates de .currents 
of the demodulator varistor circuit from the amplifier. Voice currents are 
passed to the three- stage transistor amplifier consisting of Ql, Q2, and Q3 
as shown in Fig. 8-7. The portion of the output signal appearing at the 
emitter of Q3 is fed back to the emitter of transistor Ql for stabilizing the 
gain of the amplifier. A shaping network is provided in this feed-back 
path to compensate for the 200 cps increased loss due to the band filters. 
Output transformer T2 isolates and balances the amplifier and terminates 
the collector circuit of transistor .Q3 in the 600-ohm balanced voice cir-

. cuit. The gain of the demodulator amplifier is adjusted by variation of a 
9SO-ohm potentiometer located at the voice-frequency patch bay. This 
potentiometer serves to control a portion of the feed-back signal and 
allows the gain to be varied over a range of approximately 12 db, a typical 
demodulator amplifier providing a gain of approximately 29 to 41 db. 
Supply voltage from the demodulator amplifier is central office filtered 
battery, ;..24 volts. Current drain for each modem is 66 +6 milliamperes 
de. Total current drain for the complete AS channel ban:K with twelve 
modem units installed is approximately 792 +20 milliamperes de. 

Due to the wide range of the amplifier, carriers in the 60-108KC range 
are present at the DEM OUT jacks at a level approximately 25 db below 
signal level. Excessive leak may indicate a poor balance in the demodu
lator circuit. 
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8. 3 TRANSMISSION FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS 

Fig. 8-8 shows a 12- channel average transmission frequency characteris
tic of an AS prototype channel bank. The 48SA impedance transformation 
network and a shaping network in the demodulator amplifier provide the 
necessary equalization for each channel. In all A-type channel banks, 
the equalization provided serves to correct for two similar filters, one 
transmitting and one receiving. Consequently, when one type of bank is 
used at one terminal (either transmitting or receiving) and another type 
is used at the other terminal, the equalization provided by this feature 
may be slightly degraded at the edges of the band (200 and 3200 cps). 
When the AS is used with an A2- or A4..;type channel bank, there is no 
degradation; when used with Al or A3 there is slight degradation since the 
filter characteristics are somewhat different at the band edges. It is 
therefore desirable, where practicable, to assign AS channel banks so 
that they operate with othe:i; AS ehannel banks or, when required, A2- or 
A4-type banks. 

The bandwidth, measured at the points where the attenuation is 10 db 1;tigher 
than the attenuation at 1000 cycles, is about 3400 cycles. The upper and 
lower 10 db points fall at about 110 and 3SOO cycles respectively for aver
age temperature conditions. The effect of the 4-wire terminating set is to 
sharpen the cutoff below 200 cycles. 

The modulator in the charu;iel bank provides load limitation. A representa
tive load characteristic of the modulator and demodulator is shown in Fig. 
8~9. The modulator is the main contributor because it operates at a high
er transmission level than the demodulator. It will be noted that normal 
volume speech is not appreciably affected by the limiting action; however, 
the peaks of very loud speech are effectively limited by the limiting action. 
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CHAPTE;R 9 

TYPE "J" CARRIER TELEl?HONE; SYSTEM 

9. 1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the third one of the triumvirate of broadband carrier 
:;;ystems, the type ''J" carrier system. This system provides twelve 2-way 
long-haul telephone channels on one OJ?en-wire pai:r, and has frequency · 
allocations suc4 that a type 110" carrie:i,- systerri a,.nd, a voice'.""frequency 
system can also be operated on the ~ame pair. Thus, yvith the advent of 
the type 11J 11 system, one open-wire pa:i,r became mapable of furnishing a 
total of sixteen 2-way telephone channels. · 

The development of the type "J" syste:i;n began at about the same time as 
that of the type riK" and type ''L" systems, and reached the stage of a field 
trial on a 2?0-mile line between, Wichita, Kansas and Lamar, Colorado in 
193 7 and 1938. · The initial system, know:q. as th~ .J 1, had o;nly one line 
pilot for ea.ch direction of transmission, for controlling the gains and slopes 
of the amplifiers. This was found to be inadequa,.te un.der sleet conditions, 
which fad to the development of the J2 system with two line pilots. Since 
practically all of the Jl systems have now been converted to J2, this chapter 
will describe only the J2 carr~~r system. 

Although many of the techniques used in the type "J" system resemble those 
to be described for the type "L" an<;l. "K" systems, there are numerous 
differences due to the special charaicter of the open .. wire line.s on which the 
type "J" systems are used. In the first place, the losf:i and the loss-versus
frequency characteri13tic of an open"!"wire line are much less stable than in 
the case of cable pairs of coaxial circuits, being affected. :not o:r;i.ly by 
temperature but even more by other we~ther conditions, such as rain or 
sleet, from which cable conductors are pr0tected by the cable sheaths. 
Secondly, open-wire pairs are wholly unshielded from surrounding electric 
and magnetic fields, whether due to radio yvaves, atmospheric stp.tic, 
neighboring power i;rystems, or ot:qer telephony wifes o:o. the same pole line. 
These facts increase the severity of the regulation, equalization, noise, 
and crosstalk prol:>lems. These problems are solved by the use of suitably 
spaced repeaters which deliv~r high trans:i;niss:i.on. levels to the line, by the 
system of equalization and regulation employed, and by the use of specially 
designed transposition systems on the line. 

A third point in which open-wire; lines di~fer fro:i:n cable circuits is in their 
lack of homogeneity. Open.-wire lines are no longe:r perm~tted to enter the 
streets of a city, and therefore the circuits must be e;xtended fro:i;n the 
~nvirons of a city to a toll office in its center ~y means 'of "toll entrance" 
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cables. Intermediate cable sections are also frequently used for rive:i; 
crossings. Thus, a long open-wire line always contains numerous short 
lengths of cable. This is illustrated in Figure 9-1, which shows the lay
out of a line betwe1.m Houston and New Orleans. The cable sections must 
of course be arranged to transmit the type "J" carrier frequenqi~s. This 
is done by using either ordinary nonloaded twisted pairs, or biy means of 
special, usually loaded, spiral-4 conductors placed in the cableSi for that 
purpose, as de scribed more fully in a later section. 

Since open-wire conductors are unshielded from ambient electric and 
magnetic .fields, opEm-wire lines cannot be made to furnish electr.ip~.lly 
isolated g:i:oups of pairs such as can be obtained by means of two c;ablei:; on 
a cable route or by installing shields in a cable. For this reason, tl:l.e two 
directions of transmission of an open-wire carrier system must be separated 
by the use of different frequencies rather than by the use of dHferep.t 
conductors. In the type 11J 11 systems, the west-to-east channels q:re. ~rap.s ... 
mitted in the lower part of the frequency range between about 3Q a:nljl 84 
kilocycles, and the east-to-west channels are transmitted in the uRpe;r part 
of the frequency range between about 92 and 142 kilocycles, The tw~ 
oppositely directed groups of channels are sent on the same peiir and a+e 
separated from each other by direction.al filters at each repe~te:ii" po~ti.t. 

In order to reduce crosstalk between systems operating on the sp.me pole 
line, the type 11J 11 systems have been provided with four slightly different 
frequency allocations in the above general ranges. These are ~:lesignated 
the JNA, JSA, JNB, and JSB systems. 

In the terminals of a type "J" system, the twelve telephone chap.nels handled 
by the system are modulated and combined to form a basic group of channels 
lying between 60 and 108 kilocycles, by the same channel bank \yhich is used 
in the type 11 K 11 and type "L" systems. The basic group is tra,nslated to the 
desired frequency allocation on the line by group modulators that are 
different from those used in the other carrier systems, requiring two stages 
of modulation in the sending end and two stages of demodulation in the 
receiving end of the system. Since the basic group is alike in all the 
broadband systems, interconnection may be made between type "J" and 
type "L" systems or between different type "J" systems by patching the 
basic group, thus avoiding the necessity of reducing the channels an the 
way to voice frequencies in order to patch them. 

The grade of transmission afforded by the type "J" system meets the 
standards for long toll circuits, except under extreme sleet comiitions. 
The bandwidths of the channels are the same as for type "K" and type 11 L 11 

systems. Under severe ice conditions, the equalization of the s,ys.tem may 
be impai:r.ed, and may even be unsatisfactory if the condition exists in· 
several repeater sections. The transmission velocity over long single 
links is about 115, 000 miles per second, including the effect of the Jilte:rs 
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in the repeaters and the terminals. The noise objective for average channels 
of type "J" systems is 29 dba at the -9-db transmission level, when an 
average 4000-mile connection consisting of five links is assumed. This 
value may be exceeded on the worst channels under severe static or sleet 
conditions. 

The type "J" system will be described ill somewhat greater detail in the 
remainder of this chapter. The features unique to the type "J 11 system will 
be emphasized. Those features involving techniques that have been described 
in the preceding chapters will be covered in less detail. 

9. 2 DESCRIPTION OF TYPE "J" TERMINALS 

General Modulation Scheme - Frequency Allocations 

The function of any carrier terminal is to translate the telephone channels 
handled by the system from voice frequency to their allotted frequencies 
on the line and vice versa, and to supply the required line pilots. In the 
type "J" terminals, three stages of modulation or demodulation are em
ployed to perform the frequency transla.tions. The fir st stage of modulation 
and the last stage of demodulation occur in the channel bank which, as 
stated earlier, is the same as that employed in the type 11L 11 and type "K" 
systems. It converts twelve 2- or 4-wire telephone circuits from the toll 
switchboard into an outgoing and an incoming basic group of channels in 
the frequency range between 60 and l 08 kilocycles. 

The second stage of modulation and of demodulation occurs in a group modu
lator and a group demodulator which are the same for all type 11J'° carrier 
terminals. These perform the translations between the basic group 
frequencies of 60 to l 08 kilocycles and a group lying between 400 and 448 
kilocycles, using a carrier of 340 kilocycles. It is at this point, also, 
that the line pilots are introduced. The third stage of modulation translates 
the 400- to 448-kc band to its assigned frequency allocation on the line, and 
the first stage of demodulation* does the converse of this, translating the 
line signals to a band between 400 and 448 kilocycles. The carrier frequen
cies required here, of course, depend upon whether the terminal is an 
East or a West terminal and whether the system is a JNA, JSA, JNB, or 
JSB system. 

As noted in Section 9. 1, these designations refer to four slightly different 
frequency allocations, adopted to minimize crosstalk between type HJ" 
systems on the same pole line. These allocations, and the corresponding 
carrier frequency required for the last group modulator at the sending end 
or the first group demodulator at the receiving end, are given in the table 
of Figure 9. 2 

*In this description, the term "modulation" is applied to the processes in 
the sending terminal and the term 11demodulationu signifies the modulation 
processes in the receiving terminal. 
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It will be noted that the frequency allocations for the west-to-east direction 
are the same for all four type 11J 11 systems except that in two of them the 
channels are inverted. In the east-to-west direction:the allocations are ' 
staggered in increments of one kilocycle, two of them being also inverted. 
The advantages of these allocations from the crosstalk standpoint will be 
discussed in a later section. 

System 

JNA 
J'SA 
JNB 
JSB 

West to East East 'to West 
Frequency Band Frequency Band 

on Line (kfl Carrier on Line (kc) 

36-84 {U) 484 kc 92-140 (L) 
36-84 ( L) 364 95-143 {U) 
36-84 {U} 484 93-141 (U) 
36-84 (L) 364 94-142 (L) 

Note: (U) and (L) indicate whether the indi
vidual telephone channels appear on the 
line as upper or lower sidebands, that 

Carrier 

308 kc 
543 
541 
306 

is, whether they are normal or inverted 
with respect to the original speech bands. 

Figure 9-2 Frequency Allocations of Type "J" Carrier Systems 

The terminal equipment must also supply the line pilots. The frequencies 
of the pilots on the lines are the same 'for all four of the type "J" allocations, 
and are 40 and 80 kilocycles in the west-to-east direction, and 92 and 143 
kilocycles in the east-to-west direction. The 80- and 92-kc pilots are 
used for flat-gain regulation, while the 40- and 143-kc pilots are used for 
slope regulation as described later. The pilots are actually injected at. . 
the input to the first group modulator at such frequencies as to reach the 
line at the above frequencies after passing through the two group modulators. 
See Figure 9-1. 

Description of Terminal Equipment - Refer to Figures 9-3, 9-12 

With the above general information regarding the functions of the terminal 
equipment in mind, we may now examine in somewhat greater detail the 
arrangement of equipment that performs these functions. A block diagram 
of a type "J" terminal is shown in Figure 9-3. The 4-wire voice-frequency 
patching bay and the channel modem bay in the upper left of the figure are 
parts of the channel bank. 

The channel bank is connected to the group terminal equipment through 
the nbrmals of the high-frequency patching jacks. At these jacks, the 
signals are in the form of the basic channel group lying between 60 and 
108 kilocycles, and have the transmission levels of -42 decibels in the 
transmitting direction and -5 decibels in the receiving direction .. The 
nornin.a.1 impedance at these jacks is 135 ohms. 
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Group Transmitting Circuits 

Figure 9-3 shows that the basic group from the channel bank, after passing 
through the high-frequency jacks, is. routed through a band-: elimination 
filter to the input of the first group modulator. At a west terminal the. 
band-elimination filter attenuates two of the channel carrier leaks (64 and 
104 kc) which might interfere with the two line pilots. At an east terminal, 
the filter attenuates all of the channel carrier leaks as a precaution against 
their introduction by crosstalk as fixed tones in the channels of adjacent 
staggered systems (type "J" systems having one or more of the other 
three allocations). The modulator itself is a lattice-type copper oxide . 
modulator such as is shown in Chapter 6. 

Figure 9 .. 3 shows the line pilots, from the carrier and pilot channel supply 
equipment (lower left of Figure 9-3), being applied to the input of the first 
group modulator, as well as the channel group. The input of this modulator 
includes a hybrid circuit (not shown) and the channel group and the pilots 
are applied to the modulator through conjugate terminals of the hybrid 
circuit. As noted earlier, the carrier applied to the first group modulator 
is 340 kilocycles. The upper sideband of this modulation process, con-• 
sis ting of a band from 400 to 448 kilocycles, is selected by a coil-and
condenser type of filter for transmission to the second group modulator. 
Following the filter is a 2-stage feed-back amplifier with about 27. 5-db 
gain to .raise the level of the signals applied to the next modulator. 

From the amplifier, the signals are applied to the input of the second 
group modulator Which is also a lattice-type copper oxide modulator. The 
carrier frequency for this modulator is one of those listed in Figure 9-2, 
depending upon whether this is a west or an east terminal, and which of 
the four frequency allocations the system is to have. The modulator is 
followed by a low-pass filter of the coil-and- condenser type which attenuates 
all frequencies above about 150 kilocycles to remove unwanted high
frequency products of the last modulation process. Following the filter is 
a deviation equalizer which corrects for distortions introduced by the 

· several filters in the transmitting terminal. At east terminals there is 
also a supplementary high-pass filter which attenuates unwanted products 
from the last modulator which are below about 90 kilocycles, to eliminate 
near-end crosstalk. 

The group of line frequencies is amplified by a transmitting amplifier, 
which is considered a part of the terminal in the type 11J 11 systems. This 
is a 3- stage feed-back-type amplifier having a flat-gain over the entire 
range from 36 to 143 kilocycles. The last stage of the amplifier consists 
of foµr 31 lA heater-type pentodes in parallel and delivers a level to the 
line tl 7 decibels with respect to the transmitting toll switchboard. The 
output of the amplifier is applied to the line by way of the transmitting 
side of a directional filter which separQ.tes the outgoing and incoming 
frequency groups. The nominal impedance at both the input and the out .. 
put of the transmitting amplifier is 125 ohms. 
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Group Receiying Circuits 

As shown on Figure 9-3, the received line frequencies are separated from 
the transmitted frequencies by a directional filter. At an east terminal, 
the received signals are applied to a regulating amplifier whose input 
circuit contains a slope- regulating network and a flat- gain regulating netvvork. 
At a west terminal, which receives the high-frequency group of signals2 
more gain is required. There are therefore two amplifiers, one following 
each of the regulating networks. In both cases, the regulating networks 
are controlled automatically by the received line pilots. ~-This control is 
similar to that employed in the line repeaters to be described later~ except 
that in the terminals the pilots are picked off after passing through both 
group demodulators. The controls are effected by sensitive rnarginal 
relays, operated by the pilots, which actuate motors that adjust the regu~ 
lating networks as required to maintain the level of the pi.lots substantially 
constant at the point where they are picked off . 

. The single amplifier used in an east terminal and the two amplifiers used 
in a west terminal, each are 2-stage amplifiers. Both east and ¥lest termi
nals include fo their receiving amplifier portion of the circuits a deviation 
equalizer to compensate for the distortions introduced by the various filters 
in the receiving circuits and an auxiliary filter to supplement the receiving 
directional filter and further to attenuate the transmitting group of frequen
cies. In west terminals, the auxiliary filter is placed ahead of the amplifiers 
to prevent possible overloading by the unwanted frequencies. The west 
terminals also include a basic equalizer to help equalize the line, and a 
high cutoff (about 170 kc) low-pass filter to exclude unwanted high frequen
cies from the line, such as might be picked up from power line carrier 
systems, radio, or atmospheric static. 

The features so far described, which are similar to features of line repeaters, 
will be more fully described in a later section. 

After emerging from the receiving amplifier circuits, the signals are 
applied in succession to the two group demodulators. These are copper 
oxide structures similar to the modulators in the transmitting branch of 
the terminal. The first group demodulator is supplied with the appropriate 
one 6f the carders listed in Figure 9-2 and translates the line f:reqy.encies 
to a band between 400 and 448 kilocycles. The second group demodulator 
is supplied with a 340-kc carrier and translates the frequencies to th:e 
basic group band between 60 and 108 kilocycles, suitable for appHcation. 
to the channel banks. Each modulator is followed by· the necessary filt•er 
to select the wanted output band, and the final modulatox' is followed a:a 
auxiliary 2- stage flat-gain amplifier having a fixed gain of ,45 decibels to 
raise the signals to the standard level of -5 decibels requ7.red. for the 
channel bank. 
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_Carrier and Pilot Supplies 

The car:rier a;nd pilot supplies are shown functionally in the lower part of 
Figure 9- 3. M~ny of the techniques employed in these circuits are similar 
to those described in the two chapters for the type "K" and type "L" systems 
and will therefore not be described in great detail here. All of the carrier 
frequencies which are multiples of 4 kilocycles are derived from harmonics 
of a bas,ic 4-kc frequency, as in the type "K" system. The basic 4-kc 
frequency is obtained from a tuning-fork-controlled oscillator, and the 
harmonicrs of this frequ~ncy are generated by a saturated coil circuit. The 
output of the harmonic producer appears on two leads, the odd-harmonic 
bus and the eve:q.":'harmonic bus. The particular harmonics needed for each 
carrier are picked from th,ese busses by means of filters. ·In this way are 
obtaineP. all of the carriers needed for the channel bank, the 340-kc carrier 
fqr the first group modulator, and the 308-, 364-, and 784-kc carriers 
when needed for the second group modulator. 

For soroe of the type "J 11 system allocations, the second group modulators 
require carrier frequencies of 306, 541, or 543 kilocycles, which are not 
multipl~s of 4; kilocycles. To produce these, use is made of another base 
frequency, 5 kilocycl~s, which is generated by a tuning fork oscillator like 
the 4-kc oscillator. The 543-kc carrier is obtained by selecting the 137th 
harmonic Rf 4 kilocycles, namely 548 kilocycles, and modulating this 
against 5 kilocycles in a second-order modulator. The output component 
corresponding 'to the difference, 548-5, is the desired 543-kc frequency. 
The 541-kc carri~r is obtained by selecting the 67th harmonic of 4 kilocycles, 
or 268 19.locyc~es, and modulciting this against 5 kilocycles in a third-order 
modulator. In a third-ord~r modulator to which frequencies f 1 and f2 are 
applied, output com:ponents of 2£1 ± f2 are obtained ( se.e equations ' . 

Chapter 5 ). In the present case, f 1 = 268 and f2 = 5, and the desired out
put is {Z x 268) + 5 :; 54;1 kilocycles. Similarly, to obtain the 306-kc 
carrier, 316 kilocycles {the 79th h,armonic of 4-kc) is modulated against 5 
kilocycles in a thir<jl.-order modulator, resulting in an output whose frequen
FY is 316 ... (2 x 5) 011 306 kilocycles. The modulator used in these circuits 
all erµploy copper oxide varistors, and are followed by filters to select the 
desiryd output component. Amplifiers are required in each circuit to ob
tain tl;ie needed carrier levels. 

Ther~ remain the line pilots. At the point where these are introduced into 
the trapsm:j.ss:j.on circ;uits, C1-t the input to the first group modulator, the 
requi:r.ed frequ,enci~s wr~ 64 a:p.d 104 kilocycles in all west terminals, 60 
and 111 kilocydes i;n east terminals of JNA or JSA systems, and 58 and 
109 plocycles in east te:rminals of JNB or JSB systems. These pilots 
frequ~ncies ar~ generated by individual vacuum tube oscillators. For the 
last mentic:med pail1S of f;i:oequencies required at east terminals, the oscil
lator freque:rw:j.es are co:ntJ;"()lled by quartz crystals in the oscillating cir
cuits. T;h.e frequencies 64 and 104 kilocycles required for the west terminals 
al!'e identical with two of the channel carrier frequencies. For these cases, 
the:refo:ve, the crystals are omitted from the oscillators and the frequencies 
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are accurately controlled by applying the 64- and 104-kc ch.annel carriers 
to the grids of the oscillator tubes, locking the oscillators in step with 
those frequencies. The amplitudes of the pilots are adjusted so that their 
levels at the input to the line are each -3 dbm, where the transmission 
levels of the carrier channels are +17 decibels relative to the sending toll 
switchboard. The frequencies of the pilots when they reach the line are in 
every case, as noted earlier, 40 and 80 kilocycles out of west t~rminals 
and 92 and 143 kilocycles out of east terminals. 

Most parts of the carrier and pilot supply circuits are provided in duplicate 
for greater reliability, with various alarm features and automatic transfer 
circuits which will not be described. One set of supply circuits is adequate 
for ·supplying ten J2 systems, provided not more than seven.of them have 
the same frequency allocation. · 

9.3 REPEATERS 

General 

The type "J" repeaters must, of course, provide the gain, equaHzation, 
and regulation to compensate for the changeable line conditions which were 
described in the last section. The regulating features include automatic 
flat-gain and slope adjustments under control of two pilots in each direction 
of transmission. These are not different in basic principle from the :flat
gain and· slope regulation provided in the type "K" system as described in 
Chapter 10, but they must accommodate a wider range of conditions. Un
like the repeaters of the previously described carrier systems, the type 
"J" repeaters are different for the two directions of transmission becaus.e 
of the different frequency ranges and the con.sequent different line losses in 
the two directions. 

The normal output level of each repeater is the same as that of the terminals, 
.or +17 decibels. The output level of a repeate·r may be temporarily raised 
to +27 decibels without intolerable overloading, to take care of sections 
during severe sleet conditions. This is done by decreasing by 10 decibels 
the ,sensitivity of the pilot control circuits so that they automatically regulate 
to the higher level. All arriplifiers are designed with negative feedback. 
This produces a high· degree of stability, the gain being substantially inde
pendent of tube changes and battery voltage variations. For the same reason, 
the modulation is very low, the second- and third~order modulation products 
from a single-frequency testing tone of normal l1:l".rel being ~15 and 95 decibels, 
respectively, below the fundamental. The ma::d;r, ·1m gains which can be · 
obtained from the repeaters are 46 decibels in ~:h' west~to=east direction 
and 77 decibels in the east"".to-west direction. The maximum gains that can 
be used under normal weather conditions are, of course 9 m.uch less than 
these values, and a:i::e largely controlled by noise conditions: 
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The repeaters are divided into two classes, main and auxiliary .. These 
are electrically and functionally similar. The main repeaters are in 
attended· stations and are usually in the same locations as the repeaters of 
type 11c 0 and voice-frequency systems on the same pole line. The auxiliary 
repeaters are unattended and are placed between the main repeaters. The 
number required depends upon whether the area is normally subject to 
sleet. With repeater spacings of 70 miles, fair performance can be ex
pected for attenuations due to sleet which are as great as five ti.Ip.es the 
dry weather values. In n.onsleet areas, longer spacings may be 'employed. 
Each line must be engineered for the particular conditions expected in the 
-area it traverses. 

Repeater Spacings 

The permissible spacing· of repeaters is determined in the final analysis by 
noise, where the term "noise" includes line and repeater noise, -crosstalk, 
and modulation . 

. In the type "J" case; the objective is a total noise of 29 dba, on an average 
. channel at a transmission level of -9 decibels, for a 4000-mile connection 
consisting of five links. ·It is computed in practice for the top channel 
whose frequency is taken to be 140 kilocycles, and the noise on this channel 

. is allowed to be about 2 decibels worse than the average. Figure 9•6 shows 
the division of the total noise. For single links of shorter length, L, than 
"4000 :miles, these quantities are reduced by 10 log 10 4~0, db.·. 

Line and repeater noise 
Unintelligible crosstalk 
Modulation 
Terminals 

Total. (power addition) 

Noise at -9-db level 
(4000 miles) 

Average Top 
Channel· Charinel · 

26 dba 2Tdba 
21 25 
22 22 
~ 20 

29 dba 31 dba 

Figure 9-6 Noise on Type "J" Systems 

'!'he .largest item in the table of Figure 9-6 is the line and repeater noise. 
'.: This .noise on a particular sectioh is expressed in terms of the noise at the 
i.· input of the repeater that terminates the section. The contribution of the 
, section to the total _system noise is determined by increasing the .noise at 

the r.epeater input by the difference between the standard -9-db level at the 
system terminal and the l~vel at the repeater input. It is therefore evident 
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that when sleet conditions in a section increase the line loss and depress 
the level at the repeater input, the contribution of that section to the total 
syste:n;i noise is correspondingly increased. This indicates why repeater 
sections must be made shorter in sleet areas. 

';['he equivalent repeater noise at the repeater input is only about - 30 dba, 
and is too lpw to have an appreciable effect on the total noise. The line 
;noise at the end of the wire section inay be due to induction from power 
line carrier systems, to radio waves, or to static. The noise from power 
Hne c;a;rrier systE:)rr;i.s ordinarily occurs only in occasional sections where 
exposure exist$, and must be considered on an individual basis. Static is 
a type of noise to which open-wire lines are universally exposed, and is a 
function of the thunderstorm incidence (TSI) which varies in different parts 
of the country. For a TSI of 1000 and a one per cent field strength (fielcl. 
strength exceeded qne per cent of the time), the static noise at the input 
of a type 11J 11 repea~er (assuming lines with JS transposition systems) is ..,.4 
4ba at 80 ~ilocyde s and - 7 dba at 140 kilocycles. These figures allow 3 
<ledbels for the fact that thunderstorms seldom occur simultaneously over 
all of a 4000-mile system. For other values of TSI than 1000, the noise 
figures may be corrected by adding 10 log 10 TSI, db. Data are available 

. . 1000 
regarding the thunderstorm incidt;mce in various parts of the country. The 
v~luef'l given are yearly averages and actually vary during the year. Curves 
are available (see BSP AB25. 140} which show the distribution of the noise 
:magnitudes around the one per cent values given above and the approximate 
.num.ber of hours they occur in the 5-month thunderstorm period from Mc;.y 
through Septer:q.ber. 

The actual layout of repeaters in a particular system requires computing 
the system noise for different assumed repeater locations by methods in ... 
valving the above cpnsiderations. 

,Repeater Circuits - Regulation 

The general a:i;rangement of a type J2 repeater is shown in Figure 9- 7. The 
repeater is terminated at both ends in directional filters which separate 
from each other the high- and low-frequency bands used for the two directions 
of transmission. By comparing Figure 9- 7 with the terminal circuits shown 
in Figure 9-3, it is seen tha_t the repeater circuits up to the final line 
amplifier in each direction are much like the terminal receiving circuits 
up to the first g:i;oup demodulator 3 the west·-to·-east repeater branch resembling 
the circuits at an east terminal, and the east-to-west repeater branch 
resembling the we st terminal circuits. The line amplifiers of the repeaters 
q.re similar to the transmitting amplifiers of the terminals. 

The west-to-east branch, which amplifies the low-frequency channels lying 
between 36 and 84 kilocycles, begins with a regulating amplifier which in
cludes in its input circuits a slope-regulating network and a flat-gain regu
lator, The auxiliary filter which follows the regulating amplifier augments 
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.. the dir.ectional filters and increases the loss at the higher frequencies 
amplified in the other branch of the repeater. It safeguards against over- . ( 
load and modulation difficulties in the amplifier and against having too 
little loss in the loop circuit around the two branches of the repeater when 
the gains are high. The auxiliary filter is followed by a deviation equalizer 
to remove residual irregularities from the over-all transmission charac;
teristic, and by a line amplifier which is a flat-gain amplifier identical 
with-the.transmitting amplifier at the terminals. · 

The regulating amplifier .is shown in somewhat more detail in Figure 9- 8.: · 
. The pilots which control the regulation are picked off· by filters a:t the out-
put of the line amplifier (see Figure 9- 7), and after being amplified and, 
rectified each is applied to a sensitive marginal relay. A change in the· 
level of a pilot of to. 5 decibel causes· the relay to close one or the other of 

.. two contacts. This operates a motor geared to the movable plate of the 
¢ontroi capacitor shown in Figure 9-8 in such direction as to restore the . 
pilot -to its proper level.. The relays are of the sensitrol type which give 
.a firm, positive contact by the use of magnetic attraction between· the 

. movable contact which i~ of iron, and the fixed contacts which are magnets~ 
All contacts are silver-plated. The magnetic contacts do not readily 
release, so automatic rrieans are provided to reset the sensitrol relays 
about every 4. seconds, to stop the movement of the motors when sufficient 
correction has been obtained. 

The 'slope-regulating network consists of a series of sections, and the 
·movement of the capacitor plate effectively shifts the point along the net• 
work at which the. output potential is derived. Although the network contains 

;,qis.crete sections, the regulation is continuous because of the design of the 
movable capacitor plate .so as to overlap the- sections of the fixed plate. 
A similar effect occurs in the flat-gain regulator, whose dual- stator 
c:apacitor can select any fra.ction of the impressed voltage. 

The regulating arrangements for the west-east direction are designed to 
have sufficient range to compensate for tJ:le loss and characteristic with 

. ·frequency of the line under _all but extreme conditions. They, therefore, 
provide both the regulation and the basic equalization, and additional basic 
equalizers such as are used in the K and L carrier systems are not re
quired. The flat-gain adjustments occuring automatically and simultaneously • 

. In the east-to-west branch of the repeater, more gain is required because 
, of the greater loss of the line in the 92- to 143-- kc range of frequencies used 
in .that direction. The regulating portion of tl:: :::ircuit, therefore, includes 

. two amplifiers, one following each of the reg·c-,,.d.:ng networks. The east:.. 
to-west regulating arrangements are shown in :Figure 9-9. These are 
generally similar to the arrangements just described for the other repeater 
branch, except tha~ the s~ctions of the slope-regulating network are con
nected in parallel rather 'than in tandem. The flat-gain is controlled by the 
92-kc pilot, and the slope by the 143-kc pilot in the same mariner as for 
the west-east branch. Both pilots are picked off at the output of the line 
amplifier. 
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A special feature is an auxiliary flat-gain control which is operated by the 
143i..kc slope pilot for a small region at one end of its range. This feature 
comes into action under extreme sleet conditions, when the slope regulator 
alone would have insufficient range to prevent abnormally'high levels from 
being impressed on the line at the high-frequency end of the transmitted 

·band. The auxiliary flat-gain control, of course, reacts on the regular 
flat:-gain control because of its effect on the 92-kc pilot, sending the regular 
flat-gain adjustment to the end of its range. The net effect is a gain 
deficiency which varies from 5 decibels at 92 kilocycles to 0 decibel at 
143 kilocycles. Since the extreme sleet conditions that could cause this 
are not generally very widespread, the gain deficiency is usually made up 
at. the next repeater. 

+OCIV 

11111• 

-24V 
FL 

· IMl'TERr 911'1\.Y IS lllJICATID RlR A 1M1N R£PEATtR STATION. 

Figure 9-9 East-West Regulating Amplifier 
Circuit 

·24Y 
Fii. 

+24Y 
Fll.GRD 

:-;,The east-to-west regulating circuits are not quite adequate to take care of 
''all the required basic equalization. The east-to-west line amplifier is 
·therefore designed .to provide part of the equalization. .This is done by 
means of .a network in the feed-back circuit. 
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9. 4 CROSSTALK PROVISIONS AT. REPEATER STATIONS 

The crosstalk between open-wire pa.i:rs is reduced to acceptable limits by 
transposing the wires and by staggering the frequency assignments of 
adjacent type 11J 1i systen-is on the san1e pole line, as explained earlier. 
Additional pre.cautions are required at the repeater stations, which will 
now be discussed. These are necessary la.rgely because of the effect of 
the gain of the repeaters on the interaction crosstalk. 

The principles as applied. to type 11J 11 auxiliary :;:·epea.ters are illustrated in 
;Figure 9-10. Usually not a.11 of the pair·s on a pole lilie are equipped with 
type 1 ~J 11 syst~ms. The type 11J 11 au:;dliary repeaters are located at points 
where the non-J pairs have no voice-frequency or type 11C 11 _repeaters. 
'The non-J pairs therefore provide "tertiary" paths which can conduct the 
interaction crosstalk from one side to the other of the type "J" repeater 
station. To illustrate this, Figure 9-10 shows three pairs, pairs 1 and 3 
being equipped with auxiliary type "J" repeaters, and pair 2 having no 
rt:peater. Three possible crosstalk paths are shown. 
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Figure 9-10 Coupling Paths Requiring Crosstalk- suppression 

Filters and Separation of East and West Cabling 
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. Consider· crosstalk path A. Starting at the output of the east-to-west type 
11J·11 amplifier on pair 1 (transmission level +17 db), the carrier speech 
channels pass westward through the directional filter {pass band 92-kc to 
infinity) and the line filter (pass band 36-kc to infinity), where they join the 
type "C" and voice-frequency signals coming from the 0- to 32-kc line 
filter. in the low-frequency branch. In the line proper, dissymmetries of 
pair 1 with respect to the other wires and ground cause the high-level 
metallic-circuit signals to induce longitudinal and metallic-circuit c_urrents 
in all three pairs. The currents thus introduced in pair 2 are transmitted 
eastward past the repeaters, where they in turn induce currents in pair 3 
at.the low-level input to the east-west type "J" amplifier on pair 3. These 
crosstalk currents are then amplified and transmitted westward on pafr 3 . 

. Because of the gain of th~ repeater, this amplified interaction crosstalk 
could be serious if nothing were done about it. Two remedial measures are 
employed. One is the installation of longitudinal choke coils as shown. in 
the figure, in all of the t)rpe "J" and non-J pairs of the line on both sides 
of the repeaters. It may be noted that for the part of the energy transfer 
paths just desc.ribed that.is between the numerous longitudinal circuits {a 
longitudinal circuit involyes transmission along the two wires of a pair in 
parallel), wire configurations and transpositions are of no value. However, 
the. longitudinal choke coils greatly increase the attenuation of the longi
tudinal paths and are therefore effective in reducing the crosstalk. The 
se.cond remedial measure is the crosstalk suppression filter, which is con
nect.ed in all of the non-J pairs which furnish the possible tertiary paths. 
This filter provides loss atthe carrier frequencies for both the longitudinal 
and metallic-circuits of the pairs on which they are installed. By these 
two methods, the leaks aroµnd the repeaters are 11plugged. 11 

Crosstalk path C is similar to path A, except that the final coupling from 
the tertiary circuit is to the original instead of another system. This path 
a.ould conceivably cause the repeater to sing. Obviously it is made in~ 

·· nocuous by the same measures already described. 

Crosstalk path Bis different in nature from paths A and C, and involves 
straight coupling from the output of one repeater to the input of the other 
without involving any tertiary circuits. This path may arise from proximity 
b~tween the east and west open-wire lines, or between the toll entrance or 
office cables. The attenu~tion of this path is kept sufficiently large by 
sµ.ch measures as specifying that the terminal poles of the east and west 
open-wire lines be at least 80 feet apart, that east and west lead-in 
cables be suitably separated, etc. 

' 9. 5 USE OF COMPANDORS TO IMPROVE NOISE AND CROSSTALK 

'rhe provisions which have been described for controlling noise and cross
talk on the open-wire type "J" systems are not wholly adequate to main
tain the desired high transmission standards on all channels at all times. 
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A further remedy, when needed, is available i:p. the form of the lA com
pandor. This ¢1.evice is ~pplicable to any type of telephone circuit, but has 
found considerable use on type "J 11 system ch~J;lnels becaµse of the greater 
transmission uncertainty of that system. Its cost makes it less attractive 
for -q.se on other systems, but on type 11J 11 systems is often less than the 
cost of qbtaining sufficient improvement by other means. Less expensive 
compando:rs than the lA h,ave recently been designed as integral parts of 
the type 11 N11 and the type 11011 systems, but these are not available as 
separat~ .devices for general use. 

A compandor consists of a volu~e compressor applied at the sending end 
and a volume expari.dor applied at the receiving end of a voice channel. 
These are complen.1.entary variable-gain devices controlled by the speech 
sign.al!iJ tpemselves. The compressor :may be th01,ight of C\S ·a device thc;i.t 
a.dc1s g~in for the W(i:!<;i.k, but pot for the strong portions of the speech, thus 
raising the levt:il of tht:l weake:i; speech signp.li:; on the line and ipcreasing 
their signal".'to-:q.oise ;ratio. The e:xpandor restores the speech at the 
:rece:i,ving end. to its normp.l level by atj.,ding loss equal to the gain int:roduced 
by the compress9r. In so doing, the expandor also atten;uates the noise 
and crosstalk from the line when the speech signals are weak (or du:r:i,ng 
pau~es in the speech). · Providing the noise and crosstalk are not initially 
so strong 2\1? to be pe;:t:rd through the loud portions of the ~peech, a large 
effective im:J?rovement in the signakto-noise ratio is brough about by the 
compandor. 

The c(;>st of the compandor must of course be balanced against the cost of 
obtci.ining sufficient improvement by :rp.<,>:re elaborate line transposition 
schemes, closer spacing of repeaters, or other means. 
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CHAPTER 10 

TYPE 11K 11 CARRIER TELEPHONE SYSTEM 

10. I GENERAL 

The type K system provides twelve 2-way telephone channels on two 19-
gauge nonloaded pairs in aerial or underground toll cables. These pairs 
cannot at the same time be used for voice-frequency systems. The type K 
system operates o:ri a 4-wire basis using one pair for each direction of . 
transm.ission. The two pairs are ordinarily in different cables, although 
in special cases a single cable may be used which has a shield between 
layers to separate the pairs into two groups. Because of the higher a~tenua;.. 
tion of the 19-gauge pairs at the carrier frequencies, the line amplifierf:I 
must be spaced at about one-third the interval required for voice-frequency 
systems, or about every 17 miles. On a route which also has voice .. 
frequency systems, therefore, the carrier system requires two 11auxilial:'y'' 
repeaters between each pair of main stations where the voice-frequency 
repeaters are located. On new routes not already equipped with. voice
frequency systems, the main, attended stations may be as far apart as 100 
to 200 miles., The auxiliary stations are arranged to be unattended, with 
suitable alarm indications of troubles, to the nearest main station. 

A number of type K systems may be operated in the same cables without 
exceeding crosstalk requirements, provided the cable pairs are suitably 
balanced for crosstalk as described in the last sectio.n of this chapter. On 
existing cables, installed originally for voice-frequency use, most of which 
are of the "long pair twist'' variety, satisfactory performance may be 
obtained if as many as about one-third of the pairs are used for type K 
systems. On new type K routes, the usual arrangement is to install two 
small cables of the ''short pair twist•r variety, in which case all o{ the 
pairs except those needed for order wires and other miscellaneous purposes, 
may be used for type K systems. 

Two models of the type K system have been developed: the original Kl 
system, and its successor the K2 system. The Kl system is no longer 
manufactured, although there are a considerable number in service in the 
plant. More than 85 per cent of the type K systems, however, are of the KZ· 
variety, so the following description will apply specifically to the Ki system 
unless otherwise stated. The differences between the two models of the 
type K system, which have largely to do wit:p. the methods of regulation anQ. 
equalization, will be mentioned at the appropriate points. 
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The twelve telephone channels are transmitted on the cable pairs as the 
upper sidebands of carriers located every 4 kilocycles from 12 to 56 
kilocycles, inclusive. The total frequency band transmi.tted on the line 
therefore extends approximately from 12 to 60 kilocycles. The original 
voice-frequency telephone bands are translated to the line frequencies, and 
vice versa, by a double modulation process. The first step takes place 
in the channel modulators forming part of a ttl2-channel bank,'' which 
translates the twelve voice bands to a group of lower sidebands, lying 
between 60 and 108 kilocycles. This is done in order to realfae the 
economies ob~ainable with quartz filters, which type of filter would not be 
suitable at the lower frequencies that would be involved in a single modula.., 
tion process translating the voice bands directly to the 12- to 60-kc range. 
The same 12-channel bank is also employed in the types J and L systems •. 
The second stage of modulation in the type K system takes place in a · 
group modulator.which translates the 60- to 108-kc band as a whole, to 
the line frequencies between 12 and 60 kilocycles. The frequency alloca
tions for the two stages of modulation are shown in Figure 10-1. 

All carriers used in the modulation processes are suppressed, but pilot 
frequencies of 12, 28, 56 and 60 kilocycles (see Figure l 0-1) are trans -
mitted from the K2 terminals along with the carrier speech bands. These 
serve automatically to regulate the gain and the frequency characteristic 
of the system, the 60-kc pilot acting to regulate the flat gain of all of the 
line amplifiers, and the other three pilots serving to control the gain and 
the frequency characteristic of 11twist 11 amplifiers placed in the line a.t 
occasional intervals. The methods by which this is accomplished will be 
described later. · 

No special signaling features are incorporated in the system, signaling 
being accomplished by voice-frequency methods over the telephone channels. 
Arrangements are available for removing telephone channels 6, 7, and 8 
from a type K carrier system and replacing them with a continuous program 
channel of 8-kc bandwidth. 

10. 2 OVER-ALL TRANSMISSION PERFORMANCE 

This section summarizes the over-all transmission performance which is 
expected of the. type K system under nor1nal conditions. The over-all 
transmission bandwidth of K2 channels, from toll switchboard to toll 
switchboard, is substantially flat from 200 to 3200 cycles, the loss increas
ing 10 decibels at about 150 and 3350 cycles. I~'ive K2 channels in tandem 
are expected to provide a bandwidth of about 3I75 cycles (175 to 3350) 
measured at the 10-db loss points. The trans:rn:·:ssion varia.tioris at 1000 
cycles of a K2 carrier link of any length are expected to be less than + 1 
decibel, which, allowing for additional variations in the switchboards-and 
other equipment in ~he terminal offices, might be increased to an over-all 
figure of +2 decibels. 
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Figure 10-1 Frequency Allocations, 
Type K Carrier System. 

The K2 carrier circuits have a line velocity, including the effect of the 
repeaters, of about 125, 000 miles per second. The channel banks add 
enough delay to reduce the effective over-all velocity to about 105, 000 miles 
per second_. 
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The K2 carrier circuits are designed to provide reasonably satisfactory 
crosstalk performance on a 4000-mile circuit composed of four 1000-mile 
links. This assumes a systematic connection of channels in the systems 
involved in the four links such that channels having the worst crosstalk 
in one link are in series with channels having better c1"osstalk in other links., 

The noise on an average K2 channel 4000 miles long is not expected to 
exceed 29 dba at the -9 db level. 

10. 3 GROUP TERMINAL EQUIPMENT - FIGURE lOo 17 

General 

The group terminal equipment, sometimes called the group modem" 
includes not only the group modulator and demodulatot\ but also the g:rnup 
filters, the transmitting amplifier, and all other equiprnent in the :ma.in 
transmission path of a type K carrier terminal between the 12.-channel 
bank and the cable pairs except the receiving line amplifier" The prin
cipal functions of this equipment are, first, to perform the second stage 
of modulation required in the carrier terminal which transla;tes the group 
of ·frequencies from the channel bank to the proper frequency allocation on 
the' line and vice versa, and secondly to ad!nix the pilot channel frequencies 
with the outgoing line signals at the proper levels0 Th<~ 60 .. kc pilot is 
generated in the transmitting amplifier, but the other three pilots are 
generated separately in circuits to be described. later. It Ls convenient 
to describe the group terminal equipment in two parts~ namely the trans-
mitting and receiving portions of the equipment. 

,.;:.i..... ii 
~+~+-ii L ____ -J 

I 

L __ . __ 1as· 

To Sllblli..d To 120 kc 
Pilot Supply Corrior Sup:>(ff 

Figure 10-2 Group Modulator Ch·ctr.i.t, Block Sch(o<tn.atic 
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Group Modulator Circuit 

A single-line block diagram uf the transmitting branch of the g,roup ter
minal equipment is shown in Figure 10-2. The heart of this eq,uipment is 
the group modulator, which is shown separately in greater detail in 
Figure 10-3. The modulator is a lattice-type copper-oxide modulator. 

The input transformer for the modulator 
is arranged Bo as to be a hybrid coil, 
the group of signal channels from the 
12-channel bank being fed into the 
upper, and three of the pilot fre
quencies being fed into lower con-
jugate terminals of the hybrid c::oil 
circuito The pilot frequencies at this 
point are 64, 92 and 108 kilocycles. 
These pilot frequencies are thus mixed 
with the 12.-channel group and are 
modulated jointly against a carrier of 
120 kilocycles, which is also appl:i,ed 
to the modulator as shown in Figure 
1().,.3. The lattice-type modulator is 
inhe1·ently·bala.nced for both the input 
signals and the 120-kc carrier. The 
degree of balance is such that the input 
signals and the carrier are attenuated 
about 30 decibels. 

Figure 10-3 Group Modula tor 
Schematic 

The lower sideband of the modulation process is selected by the group:. 
modulator low-pass filter (see Figure 10-2). This lower sideband consists 
of the group of twelve channels which now appear as upper sidebands of 
carriers (which are suppressed) of frequencies lying every 4 kilocycles 
from 12 to 56 kilocycles, and the three pilots which have been translated 
by the modulation process to frequencies of 56, 28 and 12 kilocycles. 
The level of these pilots is low compared with the speech levels,,in the 
carrier telephone channels, being -11 dbm at the output of the transmitting 
amplifier where the level of each speech channel is +9~decibels with respect 
to the toll switchboard level. 

It is obvious that the pilot frequencies are ident_ical with the carrier fre
quencies of channels 1, 5, and 12. It is necessary therefore to insure 
that the carrier leaks in these channels from the channel modulators are 
too weak to affect the pilot channel levels. This is taken care of by the two 
suppression filters shown in Figure 10-2 in the signal path ahead of the 
group modulator. The 109B carrier leak suppression filter adds an 
additional attenuation of about 40 decibels at frequencies of 64, 92, and 
108 kilocycles. These suppression bands are extremely narrow, being 
only about +20 cycles wide, and therefore do not affect the bandwidths of 
the adjacent channels. The 216A suppression filter has the effect of 
widening the suppression band at 64 kilocycles to about +150 cycles. This 
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is necessary to avoid interference from low-frequency signaling impulses 
which might enter channel 12 from the terminal, to' the 56-kc pilot on the 
line. The regulating circuits in the twist amplifiers which operate on the 
56 pilot are particularly sensitive to such interference~ 

The 4. 2-db pad between the output of the modulator. and the group filter is 
fo:r the purpose of improving the impedance facing the filter. The group 
modulator filter is a coil- and condenser-type of filter designed to work 
between 600-ohm impedances. It is a low-pass filter' which cuts. off very 
sharply just above 60 kilocycles. · . 

' . . . 

The transmitting amplifier is of a unique design wh~ch a<:;ts ,as an amplifier 
to the signal channels with about 65 decibels of gain, and at the same .time 
behaves as an oscillator: generating 60 kilocycles. The am.plitude of the 
60:..kc pilot thus produced is a function of the energy in the sigµal channels, 
varying in such a way that the total mean power out of the amplifier, which 
is·made up of the power in all the signal channels plus the power of the 
60-kc pilot, remains constant at +15 db1n. When.the channels are all idle, 
the power out of the amplifier is composed entirely of the 60~kc pilot. 
When the channels are busy, the strength of the 60-kc pilot is correspondingly 
decreased to•maintain a constant output power of + 15 dbm. The trans
mission level of each signal channel at the output of the amplifier is +9 
decibels, relative to the toll switchboard. 

----~ 

____ ::J 

Gmln A!ljunting Pad · l'.•· 

L---------~NW"'\?'""-'\11l/l,l\i"v"''"'. '.' 

Figure 10-4 Schematic of Trans:rnitting k"'nplifier 
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A. schematic of the transmitting amplifier is shown in Figure 10-4. It is 
a 3 ·-stage amplifier having both a negative and a positive feedback path, the 
latter being sharply tuned to 60 kilocycles. The loss in the positive feed
back path is controlled by the resistance of a resistance lamp, the 
Tesistance of the lamp and the loss in the feedback path increasing rapidly 
with the current through the lamp. The amplitude of the oscillations in 
such a circuit automatically stabilizes at the point where the loss in the 
feedback path is just short of being equal to the gain of the amplifier, so 
that oscillations are just sustained. The lamp is connected in the circuit 
in such a way that the signal currents from the amplifier as well as the 
60-·kc oscillations pass through it. Therefore the pre.sence of energy in 
i:he ::;ignal channels increases the loss of the positive feedback path, . 
reqi..:d.ring the 60-kc amplitude to compensate for this by decreasing until 
osd.Uations can again be sustained. The net effect is that the total power 
out of the amplifier remains constant. A potentiometer in the positive 
feedback circuit permits adjusting the level of the total power at which 
the amplifier stabilizes, and another one in the negative feedback path 

"J'D_,_ii;s adjusting the signal gain. The output of the transmitting amplifier -
::,,, sent directly into the outgoing cable pair. 

G:rou:e Demodulator Circuit 

.A ··line block diagram of the receiving branch of the group terminal 
equipment is shown in Figure 10-5. The input of this circuit is connected 
directly to the output of the receiving line amplifier (not shown), where the 
transmission level of each channel is +9 decibels, and the nominal impedance 
is 135 ohms. The group demodulator is similar to the lattice-type modulator 
in the transmitting circuit just described, except that the input transformer 
is not a hybrid coil. Ahead of the demodulator are two large pads with a 
suppression filter between them for removing the 60-kc pilot frequency. 
The total loss in the two pads and the filter is 5 l decibels, so that the 
Ld.gnals applied to the demodulator are reduced to the low transmission 
level of -42 decibels, to avoid overloading the demodulator. 

To 120 kc Carrier Supply 

Figure 10--5 Group Demodulator Circuit, Block Schematic 
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The group of channels from the line is modulated against 2. group carri~r 
frequency of 120 kilocycles and the lower sideband produced. by this process 
is selected by the group demodulator low-pass filter. Thus the group de~ 
modulator translates the 12- to 60-kc group of frequencies from the line 
to a group lying between 60 and 108 kilocycles, which :i.s suitable for trans -
mission to the 12-channel bank. The group demodulatoT filtcn" 1.s of the 
coil and condenser type, and cuts off sharply just above 108 kilocycles. 

Following the filter is a group demodulator amplifier to ~caise the signal 
level to the -5 db level necessary for application to the channo1 ba.nko T"vo 
designs of amplifier are available, the second being requLced when the 
system is used for telephoto transmissiono The othe:r ar.n.p1ifier is not 
suitable for telephoto transmission because of slight rnod:ulation effects 
from the 60-cycle a-c power in the heaters of the tuhen 5 i:o 'Nh:i.ch telep·hrYi.:o 
transmission is particularly sensitive. Both alnpHfier.s "'·'''~ fl.al: 
amplifiers with a gain of about 42 decibels which is adjustable oveli:' a 
small range. 

4KC 
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Figure 10-6 Carrier Supply CircuJ.t 
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10 .. 4 CARRIER SUPPLY CIRCUITS 

All of the essential parts of the K2 carrier terminals have now been de
scribed except the carrier and pilot supplies. It was noted in the preceding 
chapter that since the carriers are not transmitted, the frequencies of the 
carriers supplied to the terminals at the two ends of a system must be 
very accurate in order to avoid a frequency shift in the speech signals 
trans:rnitted by the system. All of the carrier and pilot frequencies used iri 
!Ji- tv:e.e K system are multiples of 4 kilocycles. The principle which is 
employed therefore is to provide a stable generator of 4 kilocycles followed 
by harmonic producers which derive the required odd.and even harmonics 
of the base frequency of 4 kilocycles. The accuracy of all of the frequehcies 
is therefore determined by the accuracy of the one source of 4 kilocycles. 

The fundamental principles of the arrangements in general use on type J 
and K systems are illustrated in Figure 10-6 . The 4-kc base frequency 
is obtained from a 128-kc crystal oscillator through a fractional frequency 

ration process. 

The "1:-kc wave, after generation and amplification, first passes through 
!;1..med circuits which remove all harmonics generated in the oscillator or 
arn.plifi:~:r, and is then applied to the harmonic producer. This consists of 
the nonlinear coilL . .J..Zi and the capacitors Cz. The coil has a small . 
pe1"malloy core and is heavily saturated by the applied current wave except 
when the current is near zero. The inductance of the coil is the_refore very 
large when the current is passing through zero, and is ve'ry small during 
the rest 1':>f the cycle when the core is saturated, the change being very 
sudden from one condition to the other. The effect of this is that as the 
current in the coil passes through zero, say in the positive direction, a 
voltage is impressed on capacitors Cz causing a current to flow into them 
<.Lnd build up a charge on them. At a critical point the coil abruptly 
saturates and its impedance drops suddenly to a very low value. This 
practically short circuits the capacitors, so that they suddenly discharge, 
creating a large negative peak of current of short duration. When the 
current in the co:i.l passes through zero in the opposite direction, a large 
positive current peak is similarly created. Thus the output of the harmonic 
£LOducer consists of a train of sharp pulses of alternate polarity, one for 
5lach half £.Y_cle of the 4-kc wave. 

This wave, being symmetrical, is rich in all the odd harmonics of 4 kilo
cycles and, by properly proportioning the circuit, the amplitudes of these 
ha:r:rnoni.cs are made uniform over a wide range. This wave appears 
directly on the odd-harmonic outlet or bus. Across this bus is bridged a 
g:roup of filters that select from it the various odd harmonics of 4 kilo
C:Y~~s l§.~ 2 7 6, 84, 92, 100, and 108 kc) needed for the carrier and pilot 
~. The even .harmonics are obtained by applying the above wave to 
a copper oxide rectifier, as shown in Figure 10-6, which inverts every 
alternate pulse. The wave from the rectifier contains all the even 
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harmonics of 4 kilocycles and is led to the even-harmonic outlet or bus. 
Another group of filters bridged across this bus selects the various even-· 
harmonics (64, 72, 80, 88, 96, 104, and 120 kc) which are needed for the 
remainder of the. carrier and pilot supplieso It will be noted that since the 
output of the harmonic producer appears on two buses, o:ne containing only 
the odd and the other only the even harmonics, the frequencies applied to 
either group of filters are separated by 8-kc intervals$ which simplifies 
the selectivity requirements of the filters. 

The 64-kc pilot is used to maintain carrier and pilot supplies in synchro·· 
nism at all stations. A 64-kc pilot frequency derived fJ..·om the carrier 
supply at the master station is transmitted over the network and is used to 
synchronize successive stations. At the master station, the 4-kc frequency 
supply circuit from which the 64-kc pilot is derived is set precisely to 4 kc 
by comparing it with an accurate frequency standard. At controlled 
stations, the 4-kc frequency supply circuit is motor-driven and continuou 
synchronized by the 64-kc pilot frequency received from an adjacent 
station in the network. Synchronization is accomplished in the frequency 
comparison circuit of the carrier supply. At the controlled station) this 
circuit compares the 64-kc pilot received from the network with the 
locally generated 64-kc pilot. When a difference exists between the t"\vo 
pilots, a motor driven by the frequency comparison c:i.rcuit operates to 
eliminate the difference, so that the locally generated 64-kc pilot is at the 
same frequency as the incoming 64-kc pilot. The locally generated 64--kc 
pilot is. then transmitted over the network for synchronization of the carrieI' 
supply at the next station in a similar manner .. 

One carrier supply of the above type is adequate to take care of ten to 
fifteen type K carrier terminalso Since so many telephone channels depend 
upon one carrier supply, it is provided in duplicate with automatic switch·, 
ing arrangements for switching over to the emergency supply in the event 
of failure of the regular carrier supply. The details of these switching 
arrangements will not be described here. 

10. 6 GENERAL LINE TRANSMISSION PROBLEM - EQUALIZATION AN'D 
REGULATION 

The preceding sections have described the transmission features of the 
carrier terminals. We have seen how the sending terrninals modulate the 
signals from twelve voice-frequency telephone channels so as to delive1· 
to the outgoing cable pair a group of single sidJ.'.!ba.nd carrier channels 
lying between 12 and 60 kilocycles~ each ca:.· · x channel having a trans·~ 
mission le~rel of +9 decibels relative to the t:J. ~n1\iitchboardo We h2.ve 
further seen how four pilot frequencies are ge:o.e:rated and applied to the 
line along with the carrier telephone channels~ the weak 12- 1 z3.,, and 
56-kc pilots each having a level of -11 dbm, and the strong 60--kc pilot 
having a variable level such that the sum of its power and the power 
carrier channels (plus the other pilots} is +15 dbmo We have also E;1,;,:.n 
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how the rece1v1ng terminal accepts signals from the incoming line, which 
are identical in level and frequency with those delivered to the line by the 
distant sending terminal, and demodulates them to reproduce the twelve 
voice-frequency telephone signals. 

CAILI! NO· I 

CABLE NO. I 

8> \IJft ctum11rn R~PE!ATl!IHl OP/ICED 1?·11!111 .. 1!9 (NOMINAL.I 

<~ l'!W CAAftllUl PU!Pf<A'f!UH'l !JPACfi!D 17 MILl!D (f401\HNALI 

1><11!\(f Q Wt? VOIC!! Ar!Pk':Al'C!fll'.l OPACED GI MILES (NOMINAL I 

Figure 10-7 Cable Layout for Type K Carrier 

The problem now to be discussed is how the line, with all its large and 
variable attenuation and attenuation-versus-frequency distortion and with 
its tendency to noise and crosstalk between cable pairs, is made to repro
duce at the receiving terminal a good replica of the signals delivered to it 
by the sending termina.lo The attenuation of the line is of course overcome 
by means of the amplifiers which are added to it at approximately 17-mile 
intervals. As noted earlier, the variations in transmission and the 
attenuation-versus -frequency distortion are also taken care of by equalizers 
incorporated in the amplifiers. Therefore, the discussion of this part of 
the problem reduces substantially to a description of the line and twist 
amplifiers, which follows in the next sections of this chapter. 

The crosstalk phase of the problem is equally serious and important, for 
the crosstalk coupling between pairs in a cable increases with frequency 
and is therefore much worse in the carrier range than at voice frequencies. 

Crosstalk is controlled for type K carrier operation by three measure, two 
of which are evident by inspection of Figure l 0-7. This figure shows the 
manner in which the carrier system is applied to the cables. The first 
crosstalk reducing measure is the use of pairs in two different cables for 
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the two opposite directions of transmission. This effectively eliminates 
all near-end crosstalk between different type K systems using the same 
cables. The second crosstalk-reducing measure is the frogging of the 
oppositely directed one-way carrier channels between the two cables at each 
carrier repeater point. As shown in Figure 10-7 the two directions of 
transmission are alternated between the two cables :i.n successive repeater 
sections. If the carrier circuits were not frogged, the high level signals 
at the output of a carrier repeater on one system could crosstalk into the 
paralleling voice-frequency pairs in the cable and could then be propagated 
back a short distance on the voice-frequency pa.irs to a point ahead of the 
carrier repeaters, where they could again crosstalk into another ca.rr:l.e::~ 
system at the low level input to its carrier repeatero When the syster:ns 
are frogged as shown, the second crosstalk coupling :i.n the interaction 
crosstalk path just described terminates in the disturbed. carrier sys tern 
at a high level point at the output of a repeater, a.nd therefore is lerrn 
serious by the gain of a carrier repeater. 

The above measures do not, of course, affect the transverse far·-end 
crosstalk between carrier systems in the sa:r.ne cables" This is reduced by 
special carrier balancing of the cable pairs as described latero 

Equalization and Regulation 

The general principles of the equalization and regulation of long system .. s 
insofar as they apply to the type K carrier systems may he sum.m.arized as 
follows. The 19-gauge cable pairs of a 1000-mile type K carrier systern in 
underground cable have a transmission loss at 60 kilocycles of 3780 decibe5:s 
at mean temperature, a transmission loss at 12 kilocycles which is 12E:JO 
decibels less than this, and a variation of loss with tem.perature of +101 
decibels at the maximum frequency" This is far from the whole story$ 
however.. In the first place, these are only nominal, presmnably ave~eage, 
figures and particular circuits may differ from them either fortuitously 
due to manufacturing deviations, or systematically because the figures 
were derived from too few or nonrepresentative samplesD and the ref ore 
are not really average figures. In the second place, the attenuation--v.e.rsus ··· 
frequency characteristic as well as the attenuation at a fixed frequency is c.:. 
function of temperature. In the third place, the am.plifier, regulating 
networks and equalizers designed to co1npensate the line \v:l.11 be subject 
to statistical and systematic variations due to manu.fa.cturing deviations,, 
In view of these uncertainties and deviationsv it would see:rn at first glance 
qu?.te hopeless to match the necessary large corrections against the above 
large losses, distortions, and variations~ wit': f::'ufficient accuracy to a 
the reEned over-all transmission perform.anr:v :p,:;cifications., 

An analysis, however, shows that the transrn5.s sion objectives can be 
satisfacto:t"ily met by proper application of basic equalization and o:f. 
tion, both of which are composed of the three c01nponen.i;g~ descrfbed 
in suitable proportions. The basic equalization provides a fixed adjt:ts 
of the transmission characteristics which would be correct at m.ean 
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ture for a reference cable pair (not necessarily a truly average cable pair) 
with the furthe:r· implied assumption that the equalizers themselves do not 
deviate from /:1 !e characteristics they are designed to haveo The regulation 
compensates for the changes in the line characteristics resulting from 
varying temperature, and also for the deviations of the actual cable pair 
from the assumed reference cable pair and for the deviations of the equal
izing networks from their intended characteristics. The regulation is of 
course automatic, under control of the pilot channelso 

The three components of both the basic equalization and the regulation are 
as follows~ 

1. £.lat Gain - This com.ponent, as its name indicates, is uniform at all 
frequencies. 

2. Slope - This component represents a loss which, plotted in decibels 
versus frequency, is zero decibels at 60 kilocycles and increases 
along a straight line as the frequency is decreased to 12 kilocycles. 

3. ~ - This component has 0-db loss at both 12 and 60 kilocycles, 
but has a bulge between these frequencies which may be either 
positive or negative. 

The term rrtwist•r is applied to the combination of the last two components, 
siope and bulge. 

The principle used in the type K systems, therefore, is both to equalize 
an4 to regulate the systems by applying the above three components in 
proper proportions by means of the amplifiers in the line and their 
associated circuits. This is accomplished in a slightly different manner 
in the Kl and K2 systems. 

Method of Equalizing and Regulating K2 Systems 

The amplifiers used in the line on the K2 systems are of two types, known 
as "line amplifiers 1r and 11twist amplifiers". The twist amplifiers are 
installed every 100 to 200 miles, depending upon whether the cable is 
aerial or underground. The line amplifiers are installed approximately 
~v~ry 17 miles except at the points where twist amplifiers are located. 
The functions just described are incorporated in these amplifiers as 
follows. 

All of the amplifiers, both line and twist, have incorporated in them the 
flat gain and slope components of basic equalization suitable for the 
particular length of line in the preceding line section. The flat gain is, 
of course, furnished by the mean gain of the amplifier •. The slope is 
furnished by an equalizer connected in the input circuit of the amplifier. 
The bulge component of the basic equalization, being smaller in magnitude 
than the other two components, is furnished only at the twist amplifiers 
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where it is taken care of by the same network that supplies the bulge co:m~· 
ponent of the regulation. The line amplifiers. in addition to taking ca:re of 
the flat gain and slope of the basic equalization, also take care of the flat 
gain component of regulation necessary to compensate for variations in the 
loss of the preceding line section. They do this auto1n.atically by adjusting 
their gain under control of the 60-kc pilot as described in the next sed:ion" 
The twist amplifiers regulate the flat gain under cont~col of the 56--kc pilot~ 
the slope under control of the 12-kc pilot, and the bulge under control of 
the 28-kc pilot, as described in section IO. 6. The above adjusb:nents in 
both the line and twist amplifiers are made by thermistors located in the 
negative feedback circuits of the amplifiers. 

The basic equalization provided by the arrangerr.1.0m.ts just descrU:ied is not 
quite perfect, partly because the amplifiers deviate son:H~v,1:b.at frm:n the:l.:t' 
design ideal and partly because the basic equalizers n:i.ay be adj11.:Ti:(;d onJy 
in discrete steps. Therefore deviation or 11mop-upn equa.H:;~i:~1's a.re pro"" 
vided in the input circuit of about every sixth am.plifier" These :0.1.aie.:e :lt 
possible to obtain a relatively flat over-all transmission fl'equency cha:r•0.c:. 
teristic in each twist section. 

Method of Equalizing and Regulating Kl Syste171s. 

The methods of equalizing and regulating the original IO systerns ·were 
based on the assumption that the loss characteristics of a. 19.,"ga.uge cable 
pair can be specified with sufficient accuracy if its tem.pe1:a.tu:re Is 
Basic equalizers were connected in the feedback circuits of each a.:rr1pl:1.£:1.<:02:' 
which compensated at mean temperature for both the slope and hulg<:; of the 
particular line section connected ahead of the am.plifie1·, as su:m:i.ng the 
cable pair was average. The variations with temperature were ad.justed. 
automatically under control of d-c pilot wires located in the sa.:me cc:~ble, 
whose resistance was a measure of the cable tem.pe1·atureo A pHot :v:e in 
each amplifier section thus controlled the flat gain of the arnplifie:;~ a.s a 
function of the pilot wire resistance. Another pilot wire extern.ding the 
length of a twist section (100 to 200 miles as in K2 system.s)' auton:i.atically 
controlled the slope and bulge corrections introduced by the f:v;r~,st a.:r.nplifi.e:e:s .,. 

The method by which the pilot wires exercised these controls -was sori::u:::wb.a.i: 
similar to that employed in the pilot wire regulators of l.J:·-»•,;;rire voice= 
frequency systems. The master regulator connected to the p:Hot v-.rire 
contained an automatically self-balancing WhJ::atstone b:cidge" ·which 
measured the resistance and therefore the te:cc. ''.::rature of the pilot v:rirec 
A Selsyn motor arrangement registered the :: ··. "'g of \:he b:;.··idge, 2.nd 
transmitted a control to motors associated v:.: he a1np1.:lJie:':'Gv ·vrh:ich 
operated variable capacitors connected to nei:•vo:cks in J.:he feedback di·c1:d.\;r,: 
of the amplifiers, to effect the desired changes :i.n the cha:t.·acte ;;tics,, 
master regulator cquld thus control the amplifiers of son~1e fifty cC!.T 
systems operating in the cable. 
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This method of rAgulation was found to be insufficiently accurate, because 
of differences fr, he characteristics of cable pairs, variations in the 
temperature between different cable pairs in the cable, and inaccuracies 
in the characteristics and settings of the control networks. There_ are still, 
t1owever, some early Kl systems operating solely on pilot wire regulation, 
'The errors fro:a:~ , s kind of regulation are, of course,· cumulative. To 
correct these ·errors, a third type of regulator called the "pilot channel 
deviation regulator't was provided. Originally~ this was installed as a sort 
of mop-up regulator at intervals of about 500 miles. In some of the later 
Kl systems, how19ver, the deviation regulator was sub.stituted for the pilot-

· channel twist amplifiers, which were omitted. 

The deviation regulator operates automatically on the 12-, 28-, and 56-kc 
pilots. These pilots were originally provided in the Kl systems only for 
purposes of measurernent to check the performance of the system and to 
aid in adjusting the pilot channel regulators. No 60-kc pilot is used in Kl 
systems. Two amplifiers are installed at a deviation regulator point, the 
first of which is called a line amplifier, and the second a twist amplifier. 
The three pilot frequencies are picked off by filters at the output of the 
twist amplifier and, through control circuits, apply currents which are 
proportional to the pilot levels, to the heaters of thermistors whose change 
in resistance affects the controlse The 56-kc pilot thus controls a ther
mistor in the feedback circuit of the line amplifier and regufates its flat 
gain. The other two pilots control thermistors in networks located between 
the two amplifiers, the 12-kc pilot regulating a slope network and the 28-kc 
pilot regulating a bulge network. The regulation for all three pilots is such 
as to maintain the pilot levels substantially constant at the output of the 
twist amplifier. Both amplifiers have substantially flat gain characteristics. 

The Kl regulating systemswill not be further described in this chapter. 
Additional information concerning it can be obtained from references listed 
in the bibliography at the end of the chapter. 

10. 6 LINE AND TWIST AMPLIFIERS 

This section describes in somewhat greater detail the line and twist 
amplifiers used in the K2 system. Since the regulation employed in these 
amplifiers is controlled by thermistors, it may be well first to describe 
these devices. 

Thermistors 

Thermistors (a contraction of "thermal resistors rt) are closely related to 
varistors; they may be described ai;; thermal varistors whose conductance 
is varied by temperature. A thermistor is made of a semiconductor with 
a large temperature -coefficient of resistivity. Its resistance can be 
varied over a wide range, the ratio of change being as great as -a thousand 
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or more in some types. In the thermistors in use in carrier systems, the 
temperature coefficient is negative, the resistance decreasing with in
creased power input. 

There are two general types of thermistors, the directly heated and the 
indirectly heated types. The directly heated thermistor is a disk or bead 
of semiconductor with two metallic terminalso A voltage applied across 
the two terminals causes current to flow through the semiconductor, and the 
resultant heating increases its conductivity. The directly heated ther
mistors may have a separate heater for controlling the rnean arn.bient 
temperature in which they operate. In the ind:i.rectly hea.ted thermisto:r 1• 2. 

separate heater controls the variations in temperature 0£ the sernicondud:cn:o 
This form has four terminals. Both types of the:nr1istor have a the:rrnal 
lag, so that a definite time is required for the resistance to· adjust itself to 
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Figure 10-8 Thermistor D-161509 
or 19A Used for Flat Gain Regula
tion in Line Am.plifier, Directly 
Heated Type. Resistance Versus 
Thermistor Current 160F 
Ambient Temperatu_re 

a change in te1npeTature" This tL:r~,;; 

constant varies greatly fm." 
types, ranging fr01n a fraction of 
second in some to many r:n.:i.n.utes 
other types. The directly heated 
certain of the indirectly heated 
are mounted in vacuu.1n to decrea.:::: 
heat losses and increase sens:i.tiv:tty" 

Figure 10-8 shows the resistance
versus-thermisto1· current cha.Tac .. 
teristic of the D-161509 or 19A 
directly heated therr.n:i.stors ·which a.:rc; 
used in tl1.e line a.m1Jlifie rs c. rI1J1e 
D-161509 thermistor has a tirne 
constant of a.bout 18 seconds~ and h2,s 
been replaced by the l 9A which has a 
time constant of a.bout 9 0 seconds c. 

The slower response of the 19A was 
found to be beneficial in reducing the 
transmission variations c2.use.d by 
ringing transients" These thern:listo:ts 
have an ambient tcnnperature heater 
for maintaining a constant reference 
temperature of 1603?" The cu:n·ent 
in the heater is made d.ependent on 
the a:i.T :,:r.nperat1u~e by a special 
circuit taini:ng another ther.1:ni:::1tcn 
expos C' '. ·;:b.·2: a.i :r ten-ipe :ra tt:u~e,. 

The three ther:m.is to:c s l.L'?J tb.c 
twist amplifiers as dssc:d.hed. er 
are of the indirectly heai::3d 
The characteristics of 
bulge therrnisto:rs: at'<-" ::>ho•Nri. 
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Figure 10-9. and the characteristic of the flat gain thermistor is shown in 
Figure 10-10. The time constants of the slope and bulge thermistors are 
very large - many minutes - while the time constant of the flat gain ther
mistor is very short - only a fraction of a second. Other thermistors, 
which will not be described, are used in the control circuits for these 
thermistors. 

Line Amplifier§ 

A schematic diagram of the line an'lplifier is shown in Figure 10-11. It 
consists of a 3-stage amplifier, preceded by some pads and equalizers, 
and containing the directly heated thermistor described above in its feed
bac~ circuit. There are a number of optional circuits as f<?llows: 

l~ The Equalizer and Pad Circuit at the input or output is used as 
required to build out the electrical length of short incoming or out
going cables. 

2. The Phase Equalizer is used to make the phase shift through the K2 
line amplifier the same as through a. Kl line amplifier. It is required 
on routes employing multisection crosstalk balancing, having both Kl 
and K2 line arnplifiers. 

3. The 4-db Pad is used to provide minimum gain. 

4. The ?. 5-mile Auxiliary Equalizer extends the range of the line equal
izer, described be low, to match a 20-mile section of line. 

5. The Amplifier Deviation Equalizer or Auxiliary Amplifier Deviation 
EHualizer is used when needed to improve amplifier de.viations. 

The fixed elements which are always used are: 

1. The linoedance Matching Circuit makes the input impedance of the 
amplifier match the line impedance. 

2. Line Egualization provides the basic equalization for the line at mean 
temperaturep ·It can be strapped so as to match accurately lines of 
13, 15, and 17. 5 miles in length. When the 17, 5-mile strapping and 
the au~iliary equalizer referred to in (4) above are used, the total 
basic equalization fits a line of 20 miles in length, as noted above. 

3. The Amplifier Proper introduces gain to make up the loss of the pre
ceding line section. This will now be described. 

The important featgre of the line amplifier 5.s the means whereby it regu
lates the flat gain. This is accomplished by the directly heated thermistor 
ehow:n. in i;ieries in the feedback path, between some shunt resistors. 
Through this thermistor flows a fixed fraction of the total output power of 
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Figure 10-10 Flat Gain Ther
mistor in Twist Amplifier, In
directly Heated Type. Resistance 
Versus Heater Current 60F 
Ambient Temperatu.re 

the amplifier which is made up of the sum of the powers in the 60-kc pilot, 
the twelve signal channels, and the three other pilots. If this power in-:
creases, say because 0£ a change in temperature in the preceding line, 
the resistance of the thermistor decreases, which lowers the loss in the 
negative feedback pa~h. This in turn decreases the gain of the amplifier 
tending to restore the output power to its previous level. The circuits are 
so proportioned that the output power tends to stabilize at + 15 dbm, just as· 
in the case of the transmitting amplifier described earlier. How well it 
does this is .shown by the ~ypical input-output characteristic curve of 
Figure 10-12. It is .. seen that the output level is substantially constant for 
a range of about 16 decibels in input level. 

It will be noticed in Figure 10-11 that soldered taps are provided in the 
feedback circuit to change the gain in steps of 4 decibels. This permits . 
adjusting the amplifier so as to be in the center of the regulating range. 
shown by Figure 10-12, for mean conditions. A feature of pilot channel 
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Figure 10,..11 Line Amplif:i.er, Regulating Type_ Schematic 

types of regulation of the sort used in the line amplifiers, and also in the 
twist amplifiers, is that errors are not cu!!?-ulative. The total errors in 
the system are those of the last regulating amplifier. 

An important characteristic is the transient response of the amplifier to 
abrupt changes in level. This is shown by Figure 10-13, for one and for 
twelve line amplifiers in tandem. Transients of this sortare of course 
very undesirable in a long system. They are reduced to negligible 
proportions by making the flat gain regulation of the twist amplifiers fast 
enough to follow the slow transients and thus remove them, as descriped 
in the next subsection. 

The gain of the line amplifier without feedback is 110 decibels and with 
feedback it varies, for mecm. conditions, from 45 to 72 decibels depending 
upon the strapping of the equalizers and the gain adjustments. There is 
therefore a large f.mount of feedback which greatly reduces the modulation 
in the amplifier. For example, with a single-frequency testing power 
output of +9 dbm at "the output of the amplifier, the second - and third -
order modulation products are about 80 and 85 decibels respectively, below 
the fundamental. The feedback also greatly improves the stability of the 
amplifier. The cha~ges in gain due to tul;>es, power supply voltage, etc. 
are -normally less than +o. 1 decibel. 
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Figure i0-14 Twist Amplifier Schematic 

The above describes the regulating line amplifier. In some cases on under
ground cables where the temperature variations are small, regulation is 
not employed at every line amplifier. The nonregulating line amplifier is 
iden.Ucal with the regulating line amplifier except for the substitution of a 
flxed resistance network for the thermistor network in the feedback path of 
the amplifier. 
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Twist Amplifiers 

A. schematic of a twist amplifier is shown in Figure 10-14. '!'he amplifier 
proper and the group of optional circuits and equalizers associated with its 
input and. output are identical with tho~e described for the line amplifier, 
except for the omission of the optional phase equalizer, and therefore the. 
description need· not be repeated he re. The· distinctive features of the 
twist amplifier are the three regulating circuits incorporated ih the feedback 
circuit. These regulate the flat gain ft:otn the 56-kc pilot, the slope from 
the 12-kc pilot, and the bulgefron\ the 28-kc pilot. T.he regulating circuits 
function to maintain a substantially constant level of these three pilots at: 
the output of the amplifier. They do this Hy changing the resistance of · 
indirectly heated thermisto.rs associated with networks in the feedback path 
of. the amplifier, the change being effected by means of currents from 
control circuits which are somewhat alike in nature for the three thermistors. 

'!'he. three pilots are pickeqp.off by means of very narrow-band crystal 
filters across the output t;ransformer of the amplifier. Each controls the· 
amplitude of oscillations produced by an oscillator, the frequency of 
oscillation being 5 kilocycles for the flat gain control, 3. 25 kilocycles for 
the slope control, and 3. 5. kilocycles· for the bulge control. This control 
is such that small changes in pilot level produce large changes in the 
amplitude of the oseillatio.ns. The oscillations ate applied to the heaters 
of th·e respective thermistprs. 
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~ 

~-· ''0 Avg1. 340Jl ~ 
60 '.~ o . . io 20 T 30 40 II\. so 
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Fig. 10-15 Gain-Frequency Characteristics 

of Sl?pe Network in twist amplifier. 
' 
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Fig. IO~ 16 Gain~Ji':requency Cha.:r.acteristics 
of Bulge Netwo:i:k ho;. Tw·:ist E!Jt.rpl:i.fi.":.r,, 

The flat gain thermistor which is controlled by the 56--kc pilot, is in 
series with the feedback path of the amplifier, and it controls the flat gain 
of the amplifier in a manner sb:nHar to that descr:ibf:.ld for the line amplifi
er. The effect is to maintain the level of the 56-kc pilot ;,mbstantially 
constant at .-11 dbm at the output of the amplifier. It does this within 
about +O. 4 decibel for a range of about 16 dedhelr;1 in. i:r.q:•ut levelo As noted 
"earlier, the flat gain regulator in the twist amplifier has a very rapid 
response, the time constant of the the thermistor in it "being only a fraction 
of a second. Adjustments of gain are provided in the feedback circuit to 
permit centering the regula.tion in the control range" 

The slope and bulge thermistors are each. connected to two ter:rninals of a 
4-terminal network whose other two term.inals a·re in series with the 

·feedback path. These networks a1·e constructed. of reactances and resist
ances and are so designed that va1·iations in the resh~tance of the ther
mistors connected to one end of them affect the i:mpedance introduced into 
the fe.edback path by tP.e other end of the netwo1·k in such a way as to 
produce the desired changes in chara.cter:lstic. The effect of the slope 
network on the over-all characteristic of the a=::nplif:ie1· :L~ shown by Figure 
10-15 and the effect of the bulge network is shcnr..rn by l"igure 10-16. The 
bulge characteristic is peaked at or near 28 kilocycles because it is at this 
frequency that the temperature co<!fHcient of loss of a cable pair is great
est. The slope and_ bulge regulators function in such a way as to maintain 
the 12- and 28-kc pilots, respectively, each at a substantially. constant 
level of -11 dbm at the amplifier output. These regulators have a very slow 
response, the time constants of the ther1nistors used in them being a mq.tter 
of minutes. 
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10. 7 CROSSTALK 

This section discusses briefly the principles involved and the methods used 
in crosstalk balancing the cables for K carrier operation. As mentioned 
earlier, this treahnent of the cable is necessary in order to reduce to 
acceptable limits the far-end crosstalk between type K systems operating 
in the same cables. To carry out the procedure requires measuring the 
crosstalk between every carrier cable pair and every other carrier cable 
pair, and then connecting crosstalk-balancing coils and capacitors between 
all the combinations of pairs as determined by the measurements, so as to 
reduce the crosstalk to a minimumo It can readily be seen that the amount 
of work and equipment required to balance a large complement of tarrier 
pairs is great. Originally this balancing was done in every· 17-mile 
repeater section. More recently it has been found possible to effect 
considerable savings by doing the balancing for three repeater sections at 
dne point:, because of the great uniformity of the carrier line amplifiers in 
their phase characteristics~ as well as their gains. 

Between channels of the same system crosstalk is negligible due to use of 
the negative feedback principle in all amplifiers of the K system. By proper 
design of the feedback path harmonic frequencies generated by the non
linear characteristics of the vacuum tubes may be suppressed over a very 
broad range of frequencies and the amplifiers of this type as used in K 
systems have been designed to be practically free of inter'channel modulation 
effects. (Such effects may result, however, if one of the tubes goes bad.) 

Between channels of different systems crosstalk may be either intelligible 
(from channels of the same frequency band) or in the form of babble (from 
channels of different frequency bands) resulting from. inter~system reactive 
couplings and modulation effects. Such crosstalk is reduced to extremely 
low levels by the following means: 

l. Uniformity of power levels for all systems operating in the same 
route sections. 

2. Use of separate cables or shielded compartments in a single cable 
for oppositely bound transmission paths. 

3. Separation and shielding between bppositely bound transmission paths 
in cabling at repeater and terminal station offices. 

4. Use of .inter-pair inductance balancing coils and capacitance balancing 
condense:r.s at the receiving ends of each outside cable section, or 
at the receiving end of several sections in tandem. 

5. Resplicing~ poling and splitting of cable quads along existing routes. 

6. Shielding between component parts of repeater and terminal equip
ment units. 
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7. Use of common ground points in equipment elements. 

8. Inter-action (secondary) crosstalk via paralleling V. F. office and 
outside cabling reduced to the very low values by use of longitudinal 
choke coils in V. F. cable pairs. 
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L CARRIER TERMINAL 

11. 1 MULTIPLEX FOR COAXIAL SYSTEMS 

In the Type K cable and Type J open-wire systems for which the channel 
bank was first utilized, the translation to line frequencies was a simple 
matter because the system capacity was limited to a single group. For the 
much higher capacity Ll coaxial system both single-step a:q.d two-step 
modulation were considered. 

A two-step plan was adopted for the following reasons: 

1. Selectivity requ~rements on the band filters were eased. 
2. Fewer types of band filters were required. 
3. Fewer carrier frequencies had to be produced. 
4. As in the case of the standard group output of the channel barik, 

a large group of channels could be provided in a second common 
standard frequency range. These two provisions insured that 
flexibility was built into the multiplex to facilitate interconnection 
of. systems without requiring reduction to voice frequency for all 
channels. 

Study of traffic conditions and the economics of various arrangements led 
to .the conclusion that in the second modulation step the output of five chan
nel banks should be combined into a basic super group of 60 channels. This 
basic supergroup from 312 to 552 kc also became standard both in the Bell 
System and internationally. In the original Ll multiplex eight supergroups 
were combined for line allocations from 68 to 2044 kc. Later two super
groups were added at higher frequencies, which were intended only for 
shorter haul traffic due to transmission limitations of the line .. 

The multiplexing arrangements which are represented by this array of 
gr1;mps and supergroups and the necessary carrier supplies encompas~ the 
equipment involved in the new L multiplex as shown in Fig. 11-1. 

About a decade after the Ll coaxial cable system became a reality, a more 
complex multiplex was developed. This was required for the new L3 coaxial 
system which employed highly refined amplifiers and pilot regulators along 
with extremely accurate fixed and variable equalizers. With 4-mile re- · 
peater spacing instead of the eight miles of Ll, the useful transmission 
band, was extended to about 8 megacycles. A corresponding channel 
capacity of over 1800 channels was achieved. To attain this l~rger capacity 
a new concept of co:mbining three mastergroups of 600 channels· was 
introduced. The equipment developed for 'this final step of modulation has 
not yet been redesigned. However, the new L Multi:plex does provide the 
neces1;iary supergroups to .form a basic mastergroup for the L3 terminals. 
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:!fig. 11-1 - Broadband mastergroup; L multiplex equipment 
enclosed in dashed lines. 

11. 2 MULTIPLEX FOR MICROWAVE RADIO 

The development of multiplex for wire systems antedated microwave r'adio. 
systems by many years. However, with the design of the first commercial 
long•hauLmicrowave radio system, TD-2, it was soon evident that the 
earlier multiplex developed for wire systems would be satisfactory for radio 
terminals. The 600 single-sideband, suppressed carrier channels of the 
LI multiplex matched the load capacity of a TD-2 broadband channel for 
many applications. The use of the same multiplex for radio arid wire systems 
offered significant benefits in standardization. For example, it permitted 
efficient an!i flexible interchange of traffic at offices using both types of 
facilities. · 

As microwave developments progressed, the standard terminal pattern was 
followed. The latest long-haul radio system, TH, employs the L3 master
group multiplex (1860 channels) on each broadband radio channel. The new 
short-haul lighter route radio systems, TJ and TL, use partial LI multiplex 
arl'angements up to -their maximum load handling .. capabilities. 
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11. 3 CARRIER SUPPLY 

The decision to adopt uniformly spaced channels based on harmonics of 4 kc , 
set the pattern for a common carrier supply. The earlier small-capacity 
systems for use on paired cables and open-wire lines used a primary gener
~tor based on a tuning fork to supply the 4 kc. Harmonics of 4 kc were 
formed by driving a saturable reactor as a pulse generator. The needed 
.;:arriers and pilots were selected by filters. When. the Ll multiplex was 
developed, many additional carriers and pilots were needed. Although 
the same general method was followed, certain alterations were made in 
the plan. 

To obtain the higher absolute accuracy needed, the 4-kc ba:3e frequency was 
~erived as a subharmonic from a high-stability crystal oscillator operating 
at the favorable crystal frequency of 128 kc. As before, the channel and 
group carriers were obtained from a 4-kc harmonic generator. For the 
~upergroup carriers, however, a new 124-kc harmonic generator was 
added with this drive frequency derived from the 4 kc base. Frequency 
qifferences among terminals working together to provide certain special 
services such as VE telegraph and program were maintained to less than 
about one part in 10 7 . Frequency precision of this order limits the shift in 
all channels to less than 2 cps. This was accomplished by a system of 
:master and slave 128-kc oscillators controlled by a standard reference 
frequency originating at New York. · 

11. 4 STANDARD ARRANGEMENTS 

A large-capacity multiplex is assembled from many repetitive units which 
;may be considered building blocks. Each complete multiplex is an 
assemblage of such blocks uniquely suitable to terminate a particular broad .. 
band fac;ility. With the introduction of a new multiplex family, it is 
cil.esirable to use a readily understood descriptive designation for each com
:i;>lete multiplex. The new multiplex design is radically different, but the 
basic system plan has been retained and the multiplex applications are 
identical to those of the older equipment. In view of these latter factors 
and the field familiarity in referring to this equipment as the 11 L 11 carrier 
terminal, it was decided to :retain 11 L" as part of the various general 
designations. In this usage the letter L implies single-sideband channels 
spaced at 4-kc intervals and assembled in the standard group, supergroup, 
and mastergroup format. 

In the older L carrier terminal, designations such as "group bank, 11 11 s"Q.per
group bank, 11 an,d "carrier supply" were used. These .were functionally 
descriptive and were logical separations since assemblages of these 
functional units occupied many bays of equipment. With the very great size 
reduction achieved.in the new multiplex, these lines of separation become 
l:;>lurred. For example, only one transmit and one receive bay are needed 
~o provide the group, supergroup, and carrier supply equipment for a 
c:omplete 600 .. channel terminal. These considerations led to the descriptive 
coding that has been applied to the standard L multiplex family. 

' . 
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The vario~s codes are: 

L600A~ - TJ:?,is is the multiplex to convert as many as 50 standard group~ ' 
to line'-:frequency allocations for Ll coaxial and TD-2, TJ, and TL 
radio,' A maximum of 600 channels is available, but smaller numbers· · 
can .be provided. 

Ll 860A - This is the multiplex to convert as many as 155 standarc,i · 
groups into the basic mastergroups of the L3 coaxial all,d TH ·radio 
systems. A total of 1860 channels (3 mastergro,ups + 1 supergroup) 
are avaj.lable but fewer supergroups can be furnished. These bays 
do not include the final step of modulation for translation from basic 
:t,nastergroup to line frequency allocations. · 

L60A and Ll20A - These c;liffer i.n principle from the equipments listed 
above in that_ they are complete packages providing channel banks and 
voice patching units as .well as the group, supergroup, and carrier 
supply. A total of 60 or .120 channels is available but smaller numbers 
can be provided. These .small packages are intended to provide _. 
economical terminals for light route TJ or TL radio systems or in 
other· special instances where ultimate traffic needs are not expected 
to approach the capacity of an L600A. 

11. 5 P$RFQRMANCE OBJECTIVES 

The ultimate objective for performance is that the new multiplex be suitable 
fo:r the service demands of today and for those of the foreseeable fut.ure. 
One of today's more stringent demands has been brought about by customer 
Direct Distance Dialing. In manual operation,. the end product of transmission 
llJervice offered to the telephone su'Qscriber had been inspected by the 
operator. In other words, a long dl.stance telephone connection was offered 
to. the suhscril;>er only after the operators had conducted a satisfactory 
conversation over it. In Direct Distance Dialing, the subscriber himself 
is the first person who attempts conversation over the pa;rticular conne.ction 
set up for his use by machine operation. The lack .of inspection of the end 
pt'oduct then requires much stricter maintenance of the. individual facilities 
for adequate assurance that they will provide satisfactory service. each time 
they are ass~mbled in tandem to complete particular telephone connections. 
The :p.umber of subunits likely to be connected in tandem is increased by th~ 
complex plant layouts which make efficient use of the broadband facilities.· 
A further ill.crease occurs from automatic alternate routing during heavy 
.tr~fic periods. 

,' /, Transmiss:ion performance of the original multiplex has been generally 
satisfactory_,· and the broad objective for a new design is that its comparable 
performance be at least equally good. In view of the increasing emphasis ... 
on multilink operation, howeve;r, improvement in c.ertain critical character- .. 
istics sµch as terminal noise and deyiations from uniform frequency response" 
across groups and supergroups would be desirable to the extent that it is 
economically feasible. 
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J 1. 6 PHILOSOl;>HY OF DESIGN 

':I'he original multiplex design dates back more than twenty years, and it was 
quite obvious that substantial benefit could be realized from nothing more than 
:i,-edesign of equipment to exploit modern components and design techniques. 
'fhat simple .approach, however, would neglect the importance of mai.ri.tena~(fe 
f!.nd fail to recognize new requirements. The actual philosophy of design 
pas been much broader with the main purpose of producing a family of 
multiplex arrangements to efficiently meet the needs of today and those of 
the foreseeable future. The following points have been emphasized: 

· 1. Exploit.advances in the art. 
2. Retain features of proven integrity in the design now iri use. 
3. Correct known deficiencies of the design now in use. 
4. Where design differences would threaten compatibility of new equip

ment with old, reasonable modification of equipment in plant should 
be undertaken in preference to accepting compromise in the new 
design . 

.f\;n. outstanding example of advance in the art is the use of new ferrite 
materials in components to effect dramatic reduction in the size of filters. 
This is especially significant since filters represent an important part of 
ihe total bulk and cost of a frequency-division multiplex . 

.pesign features whose operational value has been proven by years of 
~:x:perience include the use of single-sideband channels with suppressed 
c;:arrier, standard frequency allocations for basic groups and supergroups, 
a.nd the use of pilots to monitor group and supergroup transmission. All 
gf these worthwhile features should be retained in a new design. 

';rhe multiplex equipment now in use is known to be deficient in ease of 
;maintenance to meet the strict demands of service today. The new multiplex 
~hould include terminal regulation and in-service maintenance access to 
;minimize this deficiency. Another fault is that the older equipment was . 
~esigned for heavy cross-section use and has not been economical where 
cpmparatively few channels are needed. A new multiplex design should 
!).:p.clude decentralized carrier supply to overcome this restriction· in 
~pplication. 

~ the original multiplex design, carrier power to drive the numerous mod-u .. 
l'°tors used· in frequency translation was derived from a centralized block of 
i;nterrelated equipments. Such a centralized carrier supply is economical 
when fully loaded because its cost is shared by a large number of telephon~ 
9hannels. However, this high cost of common equipment is a serious 
qeterrent at small terminal applications. In a new design, it is practical 
to consider generating carrier power in small equipment units to be mount~Q. 
9lose to the point of use. Such a decentralized carrier supply minimizes 
~he cost of getting started and enables the addition of carrier supply capaciiy 
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in srnane·r increments as needed. A supplementary ben'efit of decentral
izatidn is to minimize the bulk of interbay cabling. This is possible because 
it is sufficient to distribute a single base frequency in place of the several 
individual harmonic frequencies needed for carriers in modulation. The 
objective is,to decentralLze carrier supply to the extent that small cross-. 
section terminals become more economical, without significant cost penalty 
at the heavycross -section terminals. 

It is essential that multiplex equipment of new design be compatible with 
that of older design because, in the normal process of plant extension, it 
will sometimes be necessary for a new terminal to work with one of older 
design at the .opposite end of the high.,.frequency transmission medium. 
Even When new and old designs of terminal are used in juxtaposition in the 
sarne office, they must be operationally alike to facilitate maintenance and 
enable service restoration in emergencies. At the expected high rates of 
future prod,uction, however, the penalty of compromise in the new design 
to retain compatibility would apply to an indefinitely large number of units, 
whereas reasonable modification of older equipment to resolve incompatibility 
will apply to a definite number of units already in plant. 

An example of deliberate acceptance of incompatibility to be resolved by 
modification of the older plant is the new frequency allocation for Supergroup · 
No. 1. The Bell System standard frequency allocation for Supergroup No. 1 
has been. the band from 68 to 308 kilocycles, and it is being changed to a 
new standard allocation from 60 to 300 kilocycles. This will result in 
additional guard space between the upper edge of Supergroup No. 1 and the 
lbwer edge of the basic supergroup, which eases substantially the design 
l"equirements on band filters for Supergroup No. 1. It is estimated that 
the long-term savings in filter cost for new terminals due to the change in 
frequency allocation will be greater than the total cost of modification of 
plant in service in a reasonably short time, and that substantial savings will 
accrue beyond that time. In addition to economy, there should also be an 
intangible advantage in minimizing conflict between frequency allocations 
standard in. the Bell System and those recommended internationally. 

A .second example of incompatibility accepted for resolution by modification 
of plant in service is. the use of a single transmitting cable from channel 
bank to group equipment. Hybrid-derived dual outputs have been provided 
at the transmitting carrier frequency side of A-type channel banks for test 
access and to facilitate in-service patching of group equipment. The hybrid 
coil has been an integral part of the channel bank with both outputs cabled 
from there to .the high frequency patch bay. A single cable will be used by 
locating a miniature hybrid coil in the high frequency patch bays of existing 

' installations and in the new transmitting multiplex bays. The use of a single 
transmitting carrier cable will result in significant reduction in cost of 
installation for each- new channel bank, and these savings are expected to 
more than counteract the expense of modification where older type channel 
banks are to be used with the new multiplex. In addition to long-term 
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economy, there will be considerable relief from office cable congestion, a 
matter of increasing concern and expense to the operating companies. The 
use of single cable also enables the design of a compact group distributing ... 
frame, a ~ew equipment item that is needed urgently to reduce the time and 
expense of necessary plant rearrangement to accommodate growth and 
changing pattern of traffic. 

Another important area of study is concerned with the operational integration 
of standard wideband data service with basic telephone message service. 
Study to date of the latter area has already led to the decision to change the 
i;tandard frequency.allocations of the terminal pilots bf the L-type multipleJi:. 
A.t present, a 92-kc pilot is used to monitor the transmission of each group, 
and the Group 3 pilot translated to 424 kc is used to mpnito~ each supergroup. 
·These choices are satisfactory for message service in that pilots are · 
located near the center of the band they monitor and correspond to zero 
frequency or 4000 cycles per second in adjacent message channels. Since 
messa·ge service does not require the transmission of frequencies close to 
either of these extremes, the pilots do not interfere with message service a;nd 
allow in-service measurement and adjustment of group and supergroup with 
minimum reaction on service. When the wider bands are offered for data 
service, however, the presence of a pilot near the center of the band is a 
~erious restriction. This presents a basic conflict of interest in that a 
pilot is considered essential to good maintenance and yet its presence near 
the center of the band is a deterrent in standard wideband data service. 
';['he conflict has been resolved by agreement to move the pilots close to the 
edges of the wider bands, using 104. 08 kc for group pilot and the Group 1 
pilot translated to 315. 92 kc to monitor supergroup transmission. These 
choices appear to sacrifice 4 kc of available bandwidth but the actual waste 
is much less because delay distortion impairs the band edges so that they 

·would not be of much value in data transmission. The offset of 80 cps from 
an exact multiple of 4 kc is planned to obviate the need for ari expensive 
crystal filter to guard against interference from channel carrier leak. It 
is recognized that changing the entire Bell System plant to new standard
frequency allocations for terminal pilots will incur substantial expense to 
convert existing equipment. Nevertheless, integration of wideband and 
message service is considered essential to future efficient use of the plant, · 
and present indications are that a major part of the cost of conversion will 
be recovered in filter savings resulting from the use of an offset frequency. 

The new family of L-type multiplexes will enable the operating telephone 
companies to meet efficiently the need for modern_ communications over 
the coaxial 'cable and radio plant of the Bell System. Significant reductions 
in space and power requirements along with regulation ancl other operational 
advantages are made available for slightly lower first cost of installed 
equipment. Long-term economy should result from improved service due 
to more effective maintenance with less expenditure of effort. 
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Fig. 11-2 - Frequency allocation - L600 multiplex. 

11. 7 FRE.QUENCY ALLOCATION 

Two types of terminals have been developed, the L600 for multiplexing·. 
up to 600 voice channels, and the Ll860 for multiplexing up to 1860 voice 
channels. The L600 is used as terminals for TD-2, TJ, and TL micro
wave radio relay systems and the Ll coaxial cable system. Its frequency 
allocation is shown in Fig. 11-2. The Ll 860 is used for L3 coaxial and .TH 
radio systems. As indicated on Fig. 11-3, the Ll 860 employs different 
supergroup .carrier frequencies for certain supergroups and requires the 
mastergroup stage of modulation. Equipment arrangements for smaller 
nuxnbers of circuits are also being provided; these are the L60 and Ll20, 
for .6'0 and 120 channels, respectively. 

The frequency allocations shown on Fig. 11-2 agree with those used on the 
Ll system telephone terminals except for that of Supergroup L The.band 
shown, 60-300 kc, is 8 kc lower in frequency than that used in the Ll 
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. . 
terminals. The new allocation permits the use of filters for Super groups 
1 and 2 which do not contain quartz crystals, which were previously required. '· 
The new Supergroup l carrier is the same frequency as the Group' 5 carrier, 
612 kc, permitting some simplification in carrier supplies. · 

The continued use of 64 .kc as a pilot fr~que:ncy for :microwave radio systems 
and for synchronization of carrier supplies makes it necessary to provide 
a 64-kc band-elimination filter in the transmitting Supergroup 1 to clear a 
band for the pilot. . . . . 
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Fig. 11-4 Frequency allocation - Ll860 multiplex. 

The L-3 Carrier System was designed to operate over a broader frequency 
band than the L-1 system. This design provides for a maximum of as many 
as 1860 two-way telephone channels in the frequency range between 312 and 
8284 kc. As shown in figure 11-3, ten 60 channel supergroups are modulated 
with appropriate carriers to form a master group of 600 voice channels. The 
first m.aster group is placed in the frequency range between 564 and 3084 kc. , 
the second between 3164 and 5684 kc., and the third between 5764 and 8284 kc. 
In addition, a single supergroup may be transmitted below master group No. 1 
in the basic. supergroup range of 312 to 552 kc. 

The plan used to obtain the basic mastergr~up for the Ll 860 multiplex, 
shown on Fig. 11-3, differs from that used in the L3 system telephone 
terminals. The four supergroups numbered 25 to 28 are modulated directly 
to their basic mastergroup allocations instead of using three stages of 
modulation. The earlier plan required fewer supergroup carder frequen
cies and fewer filter designs. However, with the use of the mastergroup 
terminals for both L3 coaxial system and TH radio system, it becomes 
economical to supply the additional carriers and filters designs in order to 
eliminate the sub-mastergroup stages of modulation. 
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11. 8 TRANSMITTING CIRCUITS 

The block schematic on Fig. 11-5 shows the group and supergroup circuits. 
The output of the transmitting portion of the channel bank is connected to 
terminals on the transmitting group distribution frame, and through the 
frame to the pilot insertion equipment on the group and supergroup trans -
mitting bay. ·The 92-kc elimination filter clears a pilot channel between 
two voice channels. It is required to suppress the carrier leak at 92 kc 
which would interfere with pilot operation. The 92 -kc group pilot is 
introduced through a hybrid transformer. The output including the pilot is 
fed to a second hybrid transformer which provides two equal outputs. One of 
these is connected through normal contacts on jacks to the transmitting ·group 
equipment. The second output is available for monitoring o.r emergency 
patching. 

If the terminal is retransmitting a group that has been received from an 
incoming system, the group signal is transmitted through a group connector 
including a bandpass filter, the group distribution frame and the pilot 
insertion equipment. If it is desired to operate with a through pilot, a pad 
is substituted for ·the pilot elimination filter and pilot hybrid transformer. 

In small offices the group distribution frames may be omitted and the 
connections made directly from channel banks or group connectors to the 
group equipment. 

A transmitting group amplifier is combined with the group modulator in a 
single plug-in assembly. The lower sideband of the modulator output is 
selected by a bandpass filter. The filters for the odd-numbered groups have 
their outputs in parallel. Similarly, the two even-numbered group filters 
are paralleled. The two sets of outputs are added in a hybrid transformer. 
The entire band from 312 to 552 kc (5 groups) is amplified in the transmitting 
intermediate amplifier. A low-pass filter to.suppress out-of-band harmonic 
products follows, and two equal outputs are provided by a hybrid transformer. 

Each group bank output is modulated by an appropriate carrier, and one 
sideband is selected by a band-pass filter. An exception is Supergroup 2, 
which is not modulated, but transmitted directly. As with the group filters, 
the odd-numbered supergroup filters have their outputs paralleled on one 
side of a hybrid transformer and the even-numbered on the other side. One 
output of the hybrid transformer is normally terminated but can be used for 
monitoring. The second output is patched to a terminal trunk for connection 
to the transmitting system for the L600 multiplex. When two or three 
mastergroups are to be combined in an LI 860 multiplex, the supergroup 
bank output is amplified by a transistor feedback amplifier with a gain of 
29 db. 
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11. 9 RECEIVING CIRCUITS 

At receiving terminals the baseband signal is received from the radio 
terminals or the mastergroup equipment. It is separated into supergroup 
bands by filters, and all except Supergroup 2 are demodulated to the basic 
supergroup band, 312-552 kc. Each supergroup signal is amplified by a 
regulated amplifier similar to that of the receiving group except that the 
Group 3 pilot at 424 kc is used to control the regulator. 

The receiving group equipment accepts the 312-552-kc band from the super
group equipment and separates it into group bands by filtering. The output 
of each group filter is demodulated to the basic group band, 60-108 kc. · 
The lower sideband is selected by a low-pass filter and amplified. The 
gain of the amplifier is controlled by a regulator operated by the 92-kc 
pilot. This maintains the pilot at the output of the amplifier at a substantially 
constant level. Since the gain of the amplifier is constant over the group 
band, the regulation compensates for any flat level deviation that may occur 
in the transmission.circuit, at either terminal, or in the connecting system. 

'l'he main output of the group amplifier is connected through normal contacts 
on jacks to the receiving group distribution frame and through it to the 
receiving portion 9f a channel bank or to a group connector. A second 
output of the group amplifier is connected to a scanne+ circuit and a pilot 
alarm circuit. These circuits will be described in later sections. 

11.10 REGULATORS 

In the Ll and L3 terminals, group pilots at 92 kc are added at the trans
mitting terminals. These are used for circuit monitoring and for periodic 
manual adjustment of receiving group gain controls. The pilot in Group 3, 
424 kc, is used for adjusting the supergroup gain control. With the increased 
complexity of the toll plant, in which some group circuits may be connected 
through several different transmission systems and several sets of terminals 
via group or super group connectors before· reaching the ;receiving channel 
bank, small deviations in level frequently accumulate. With the more 
stringent requirements of Direct Distance Dialing and data transmission, it 
has become difficult to achieve satisfactory performance with m.anual 
adjustments. · 

Continuous adjustment of receiving supergroup and group gain by pilot
controlled r.egulators offers substantial improvement. After considerable 
field experience with experimental and prototype regulators installed in 
Ll terminals, it was decided to include both group and supergroup regulators 
in the new terminals. · · 
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Fig. 11-6 - Block Schematic of Transmitting Master Groups' 

1 I.11 MASTER GROUP TERMINAL CIRCUITS 

· TO 
TRSG MG 

OUT 
HYBRIDS 

A. complete 1860 channel all message terminal requires three transmitting 
and th:ree :receiving master groups. These are designated as MG 1, 
MG 2, and MG 3. The terminal is so arranged that any or all master 
groups ·can be used if required. If only master group l is installed for. 
initial use, either or both of the remaining master groups can be added 
l:ater with.out interruption of service if the combining hybrids have been 
p:rovided on .the initial installation. 

The· transmitting master groups provide the means for placing the frequen
cies receiv~d from their associated submaster group banks into their 
proper positions in the line-frequency spectrum. The output from a basic 
master group of 10 supergroups passes, without modulation, through 
master grol,lp 1 to become the lower portion of the line-frequency ban.d. 
Modulators in master groups 2 and 3 translate the frequencies received 
from other .;basic mast.er groups, to their higher frequency portions of the 
line spectrum. The function of the receiving master groups is the reverse, 
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that is, to select from all of the line frequencies only those required by 
their associated supergroup banks. The higher line frequencies selected 
by master group 2 and master group 3 are demodulated in two steps to ' 
provide the proper frequency bands for the associated receiving supergroup 
banks. Two steps of modulation and demodulation are used in master groups 
2 and 3. Figs. 11-6 and 11-7 show the block schematic and level diagram 
of the transmitting .and receiving ma~ter group circuits . 

. REG. 
REC HYB 

OUT 

REG MG 3 OUT 
A 

Fig. 11-7 - Block ·schematic of Receiving Master Groups 

11. 12 L4 SYSTEM 

A new coaxial cable system employing transistor repeaters with a capacity 
of 3600 voiCe channels on each coaxial pair is being developed for Bell 
System use. The L4 System is expected to meet the need for more long 
haul circuits and to obtain better utilization of the coaxial cable. The 
continuous development of high frequency transistors has resulted in 
devices which are ~atisfactory for use in wideband repeaters. The con
tributions of system engineering, outside plant, power plant, network 
design and systems design groups have resulted in many innovations in 
the new system. 
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The repeat~r spacing for the Ll system using O. 375 inch coaxials averages 
7. 5 miles, and for the L3, about 4 miles. The L4 System average repeater 
spacing has; be~h set at 2 miles in order to make the ma:ximum use of 
repeater sites in converting existing routes to the. new system. The L4 
System, like the Ll and L3, will use amplitude-modulated single-sideband 
transmission of voice channels employing the L-Multiple:x terminal equip
ment supplemep.ted by a new mastergroup multiplex. 

The line frequency allocations are shown on Figure 11-8. The mastergroup 
(600 voice channels) has become the standard block for long haul circuits 
in the Bell System. The six mastergroups are separated by guard bands 
to permit dropping and blocking any one master group at a main station. 
without demodulating the others. This feature will reduce the aniount of 
terminal equipment used at dropping points and decrease tlie number of 
terminals required in tandem for long circuits. 

New television terminals for the L4 system may be developed later, but 
initially it is planned to use those developed for the L3 System. The 
frequency allocation will be the same as L3, with the television band 
replacing mastergroups 2 and 3. Field testing will be required to deter
mine the number of mastergroups which can be transmitted simultaneously 
with the television signal, as a function of distance. 

A main pilot is located at 11. 648 me, in the guard band between master
group 4 and 5. This location was selected in preference to lower frequen
cies to avoid interference with the television band. A synchronizing pilot 
for the multiplex terminals is located at 512 kc. 
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CHAPTER 12 

L CARRIER TRANSMISSION LINE 

12. 1 COAXIAL CONDUCTORS 

Our consideration of transmission lines thus far has been confined to lines 
made up of two parallel wire conductors. An entirely diff~rent configura
tion of conductors may be used to advantage where high, and very high, 
frequencies are involved. This configuration is known as co.axial and the 
conducting pair consists of a cylindrical tube in which is centered a wire as 
shown in Figure 12-1. In practice the central wire is held in place quite 
accurately by insulating material which may take the form of a solid core, 
discs or beads strung along the axis of the wire or a spirally wrapped 
string. In such a conducting pair equal and opposite c;:urrents will flow in 
the insulated central wire and the outer tube just as equal anQ. opposite 
currents flow in the more ordinary parallel wires. 

Fig. 12-1 {a) Coaxial Cable Cross 
Section · 
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At high frequencies, a unit length of coaxial in which the dielectric loss in 
the insulation is negligible (effectively gaseous) will have an inductance 
which is about one-half the inductance of two parallel wires separated by a 
distance equal to the radius of the coaxial tube. The capacitance of the 
same coaxial is approximately twice that of two parallel wires separated by 
the same distance and having the same diameter as that of the central 
coaxial conductor. If the outside radius of the central conductor is 
designated a and the interval radius of the tube is b, the characteristic 
impedance· at high frequencies neglecting leakage may be shown to be 
approximately -

Z 0 -J L _ - c -
138 log b 

( 12: 1) -a 

The attenuation constant per mile, where both conductors are of the same 
material, varies as the square root of frequency and is approximately -

a R 
=zz 0 

= 
.24xlo-4 

log b 
a 

( 12: 2) 

where a: and bare in centimeters. From equation (12:2) it may be 
determined that minimum attenuation is obtained when the coaxial is so 
designed that b/a = 3.6. With this configuration Z is about 77 ohms. The 
present standard coaxial used for transmission in: the Bell System employs 
a copper tube . 375 inches in inside diameter and a copper center wire 
.1004 inches in diameter. This, it will be noted, approximates the 
optimum ration specified above for minimum attenuation. The nominal 
impedance is about 75 ohms. Velocity of propagation in the coaxial 
approaches closely the speed of light. A study of the basic characteristics 
of the coaxial shows that at the high frequencies assumed, the attenuation 
is substantially less than that of a parallel wire line of comparable 
dimensions. More important is the fact that the shielding effect of the 
outer cylindrical conductor prevents interference from external sources of 
electric energy being transmitted over the coaxial. Although the coaxial 
cables have no cutoff frequency, the attenuation for high frequencies becomes 
so great that the repeaters must be placed very close together. There is, 
therefore, an upper frequency range above which it is uneconomical to 
transmit with the equipment and methods available. In the "L" Carrier 
Systems this spacing is every 8 miles for L-1, every 4 miles for L-3, 
and every 2 miles for L-4. 
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12. 2 L CARRIER SYSTEM REPEATERS 

General 

The word "repeater," as used in this section, is an all-inclusive term 
embracing the components, installed at any one location, necessary to 
provide for the satisfactory transmission of the frequencies employed in the 
Ll, L3 or L4 system. Each carrier system requires two coaxials, one in 
each direction, for 2-way transmission and each system has its own indi
vidual components, i.e. , power separation filters, basic equalizers, 
amplifiers, equalizers, regulations, pilots, etc. 

Repeaters can be divided into two general classes: those that receive 
power from the cable and those that obtain power locally. The first group 
includes the auxiliary and equalizing auxiliary repeaters. The second 
group includes the equalizing main, the switching main, and the terminal 
repeaters. Main and terminal repeaters usually contain a power plant 
which transmits a constant ac power current to feed auxiliary and 
equalizing auxiliary repeaters. 

Auxiliary Repeater (Ll & L3) 

The auxiliary repeater provides 2-way amplification and regulation which 
produces a gain characteristic closely equal to the loss of 8 miles of 0. 375 
inch coaxial cable for Ll and 4 miles for L3. 

Equalizing Auxiliary Repeater (L3 only) 

The equalizing auxiliary repeater is basically the same as the auxiliary 
repeater, however, it also includes fixed, dynamic, and manually adjust
able equalization required to reduce unequalized deviations introduced by a 
number of auxiliary repeaters to the desired value. 

The Equalizing Auxiliary Repeater provides supplemental equalization for 
approximately 32 auxiliary repeater sections and is powered from the 
cable. 

Equalizing Main Repeater (L3 only) 

The Equalizing main repeater is the same as an equalizing auxiliary 
repeater except that it has facilities for supply power to adjacent power 
sections. 
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Switching Main Repeater (Ll and L3) 

The Switching Main is the same as an equalizing main plus providing 
facilities for automatically switching to the standby line when necessary. 
It also has additional dynamic and manual equalization to further reduce 
accumulated deviations in the line freq. band. This makes line as flat as 
possible facilitating switching to a standby line. It will also provide delay 
equalization for combined MSG. & TV transmission. 

The Ll System also has non-switching mains and branch pts. for dropping 
some circuits and passing others. 

Terminal Repeater (Ll and L3) 

The Terminal repeater is substantially the same as a switching main 
repeater but all facilities are modulated down to at least supergroups (and 
v~ce versa) and with all line pilots introduced. 

Basic Repeater (L4) 

The principal parts of the basic repeater are two power separation filters, 
Cl- preamplifier, a line building-out network, a power amplifier, anci a 
voltage regulator diode. The line building-out networks are constant" 
resistance networks having an insertion loss corresponding to that of a 
specified length of coaxial line in 0. 1 mile steps from O. 1 to 1. 0 miles. 
These will be used when required to adapt the fixed gain of the repeater to 
the loss of the associated cable sections. A signal-to-noise advantage is 
obtained by locating the network between the two amplifiers instead of in 
front of the preamplifier. By the use of these networks in the repeaters at 
both ends of a repeater section, sections as short as one mile can be 
accommodated. An occasional section as long as 2. 5 miles can also be 
used by locating shorter repeater sections on each side of it to maintain 
the 2. 0 mile average. 

'l,"he performance of the repeater is dependent to a large extent on the 
transistors available for use in the a:q,iplifiers. Two new types of silicon 
planar transistors w.ere developed for this use. The first has an fT of 
about 950 me, a low frequency common emitter short circuit gain of about 
150; and a noise figure at 17 me of about 4. 5 db with a bias current of 
20 ma. It is used for the first stages of the preamplifier and the power 
amplifier .. The high bias current has been found necessary, even for · 
these stages, to reduce intermodulation. 

The second type is a medium power transistor with an fT greater than. 
700 me and low frequency gain of about 50. It is mountea on a beryllia 
header for good heat _transfer. With the case temperature held at 250c, 
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collector dfksipation of 5 watts or more can be used without shortening life. 
This transistor is used for the output stage of the preamplifier a.nd the 
second and thirp. stages of. the power amplifier. 

Regulating Repeater (L4) 

In addition to th;e parts which are in common with the basic repeater, a third 
amplifier is added to the regulating repeater which is similar to the power 
amplifier except for the feedback network. A therrriistor•controlled variable 
equalizer is incorporated in the shunt branch to correct for changes in 
cable loss with temperature. The amount of this correction is controlled by 
a pilot regulator which monitors the power of the 11. 648 me pilot through a · 
hybrid transformer. At the normal pilot power, the amplifier has a constant 
gain of 13 db at all frequencies in the band. A fixed deviation equalizer 
corrects for the average gain deviation of the basic repeaters in the preced.;. 
ing regulating section. 

The second half of the repeater contains a second variable equalizer which 
makes a preliminary correction for change in cable loss due to temperature 
for the foUo:vving regulating section. The thermistor of this equalizer is · 
controlled 'by the resistance of a thermistor buried near the cable at a 
short distance from the repeater. This method is used to reduce almost by 
half the misalignment in transmission levels which would occur by operating 
both equalizers from the pilot. · 

12. 3 EQUALIZATION 

The equalization of wideband coaxial systems for longhaul service requires 
several steps of increasingly complex equalizers. The L3 system employs 
six pilots ~eras s the band, each controlling the adjustment o~ a variable 
equalizer. Manually adjustable equalization is provided by 15 terms of 
cosine equalizers and 6 additional equalizers providing greater control over 
portions of the band. The manual equalization is adjusted on an out-of
service basis by switching the message traffic to the spare line facilities, 
and using a swept- band technique for determining the optimum adjustment 
of the cosine equalizers. 

The increasing use of message channels for data transmission makes it 
desirable to avoid unnecessary line switches which may introduce errors. 
Equalization for the L4 System is being designed for in-service adjustment, 
at least for. those equalizers which will need frequent adjustment. The 
general equalization for random deviations will be based on groups of 
adjustable "bump" equalizers,. each introducin·g a bell-shaped gain frequency 
characteristic. Such equalizers are used in the Ll System and in a recent 
French system. The equalizer adjustment can be determined and changed 
on an in-service ba-sis by measuring test tones which are not in message 
channels. · 
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. The use of transistor repeaters is expected to reduce the amount ·of change 
in gain with time compared with systems employing electron tubes. 
Initially, only the main pilot at 11. 648 me will be used to control continu
ously adjustable equalizers located at the regulating repeaters as 
described in the previous section. If later experience shows it to be 
desirable, one or two additional pilots at the band edges can be used to 
control equalizers at main stations or at equalizing repeaters. 

It is desired that equalizing repeaters be unattended and present plans are 
to install the repeaters underground. The equalizers_ are arranged for 
remote control from the adjacent main station by using thermistors as the 
control element in each equalizer and by a memory circuit for each which 
supplies a constant heater current for the thermistor. The. magnitude of 
the current can be changed by commands from the main station when 
required. The local memory, or "holding" circuits make it unnecessary to 
have continuous signals from the main station to control the equalizers. 

The commands to change equalizer settings are transmitted as audio tones 
modulating carriers in special channels located in the 300 to 500 kc 
frequ~ncy band. 

To enable the operator at the main station to determine the optimum 
equalizer settings, six crystal oscillators with constant output power are 
installed with each equalizing repeater. These oscillators can be switched 
to inject their outputs at the six test frequencies into the pipe being 
equalized, on command from the main station. By measuring the power of 
the test signals at the main station as the oscillators are switched on and 
off from successively more remote locations, the optimum changes in 
settings can be computed. 

Five binary counter stages are used in each memory unit, providing a 
reversible memory with 32 states. The readout is converted to a current 
supplied to the heater of each thermistor. The long time constant of the 
thermistor makes the transition during adjustment gradual, so that data 
transmission within the mastergroup bands will not be affected. 

At main stations, in_ addition to 6 adjustable equalizers which duplicate 
those in the equalizing repeaters, nine more equalizers will be provided, 
which will be adjusted using test frequencies located between mastergroups 
or in the guard band within each mastergroup which separates the sixth and 
seventh sup.ergroti.p. 
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CHAPTER 13 

TYPE "N" CARRIER SYSTEMS 

13. 1 INTRODUCTION 

In the late 1940 's, because of if.\,creased cost of cable facilities and the need 
for more toll facilities resulting from the intertoll dialing program, the 
need for an inexpensive short h.8.ul carrier system became obvious. In· many 
areas, half the toll circuits are 35 miles or less in length ~nd only a very 
few are over 20 0 miles in length. If the longer exchange trunks are in
cluded, the proportion of shorter circuits is even greater. If a carrier 
system is to be economically feasible for these short circuits, tbe·per 
channel cost must be lower than the per 1;:hannel cost for voice frequency 
circuits over additional cable facilities. 

:i:xisting carrier systems (K, L etc.) could not meet this cost reql;lirement. 
Since the maximum length of the circuit would not exceed 200 to 3QO miles, 
many cost reducing designs were feasible. (200 miles of N carrier is about 
the equivalent of 1, 000 miles of KZ carrier for circuit quality). The mini
mum length of circuit t;h.at could utilize N carrie:t', produced at a lower cost 
than the voice frequency loaded cable and repeaters, depends upon many 
factors. 

For example, if the N carrier is to be used over existing cable and the 
additional voice frequency circuits will require new cable facilities, the 
carrier will be economical for lengths as short as 15 or 20 miles. However, 
if new cable facilities are not required in either caee, the carrier would 
not be economical for distances less than 35 miles. Where costs are about 
even, the transmission advantages favor the carrier. 

13. 2 GENERAL 

the NZ carrier system employs transmitted carrier double sideband tlrans
miasion with channels spaced every 8 kc. For most installations, 12 
channels, numbered 2 to 13, transmit carriers at 8 kc intervals from 1 76 kc 
to 264 kc (high group) in one direction of transmission, and at 40 kc to 
128 kc (low group} in the opposite direction of transmission. ·Fig. 13-Z 
shows an NZ terminal. A channel 1 is available for use in place of any 
other channel which may be unavailable because its fi-equency band is used 
for wideband data service, or is unsatisfactory due to interference. 
Chit.nnel 1 may also be used .as a maintenance spare to temporarily replace 
any channel in trouble because of a defective modem unit. Use of channel 
l as a maintenance spare reduces the required stock of spare equipment. 
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Channel 1 has a 168 kc carrier for high-group transmission and. a 136 kc 
carrier for low-group transmission. All carrier channels are generated 
and detected in the high-group range to simplify filters and other elements. ' 
However, since they may be transmitted over the line at either high-group 
or low group frequencies,. a low•group range is obtained by group m.0dulation 
with 304 kc carrier, the lower sideband being selected by filters. When 
low-group frequencies are received, they are modulated with a 304 kc carrier 
and filtered to select the lower sideband to obtain the high-group frequencies 
required by the channel demodulators. 

The NZ carrier termuial equipment is intended for use with either Nl. 
electron tube or transistorized repeaters, or with NZ transistorized 
repeaters (when available). ·Power £or repeaters may be f~d out as direct 
current over the simplexes of the same two cable pairs which transmit the 
carrier·signals •. When electron tube repeaters are used, power may be 
fed to one repeater adjacent to a terminal. When using transistoriZed 
repeaters, power may be fed to as many as the first three repeaters along 
a route. Accordingly, NZ terminals are arranged to provide +130 volts 
and -130 volts for power feed to electron tube repeaters or -48 volts and 
ground, +130 volts and ground, -48 volts and +130.volts, or +130 volts. and 
-130 volts .for power feed to transistorized repeaters. 

. . . . 

NZ carrier terminals are arranged for use ~nly with inband externalE~type 
single•frequency signaling.· Automatic trunk c.onditioning equipment, in-· 
cluding·the carrier group' alarm circuit (CGA), and CGA signal receiver 
nmst be associated with each terminal and the E-signaling equipment 
associated with it. The message channels using channel positions A and B 
must be connected to the E-sig:naling units at .the carrier terminal offices. 
These units and the.CGA signal receiver.sat the terminals are required 
to control the.service restoral.control circuit in the carrier group alarm· 
equipment. Other message channels may or may not be associated with 
signaling. The carrier group alarm equipment is located in miscellaneous· 
bay space outside the. terminal bay. The CGA signal receiver is located 
in an E-type signaling ·unit bay. Either 4-wire terminating circuits, in
clud.ed in some E-type signaling units or separate 4-wire terminating sets . 
may be used with NZ carrier channels depending upon circuit requirements. 
Fig. 13-1, is a line diagram showing typical interconnection of NZ carrier 
terminal bays carrier group alarm equipment, CGA signal receiver, and 
E-type single-frequency signaling equipmeµ.t, and the optional use of 4-wire 
terminating sets· and voice-frequency patch bay .equipment. 

A complete NZ carrier terminal requires not only a part of a shop-wired 
terminal bay with associated plug-in units but also two or more E-type · 
signaling units, a carrier group alarm. (CGA) unit, a CGA signal receiver 
and numerous trunk circuits. For the purposes of this practice, trunk 
circuits are defined as connections to switching circuits, subscribers 
lines or VF extensions to other offices. They may be Z-wire or 4-wire 
with .or without 4-wire terminating sets, but each may be reached via 
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Fig. 13-2 N2 C a r rier Terminal - Front View 

suitable transmission and signaling connections at a di stributing fram e. 
The circuit derived from each of the twelve channel positions in an N2 
terminal may be used for a wide variety of p urposes . The circuit may 
require different types of plug-in uni t s, different types o f E signaling units 
(which may be omitted), and conne ctions thr ough o r around sections of the 
CGA unit as well as different t runk cir cuits . 

13. 3 FLEXIBILITY AND CROSS CONNECTIONS 

It is seldom possible to predetermine the specific arrangements for each 
channel when an installation i s engineered. Reassignment of channels 
from time to time is a common o ccurrence. A cco r dingly, t h e main 
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circuits are connected to a distributing frame by universal cabling· so that 
they may be interconnected or bypassed by suitable cross-connections. 
This and optional strapping at terminal blocks on the CGA make possible , 
office engineering and subsequent assignment or re-assignment of channels 
to services and trunks without additional engineering or installer effort. 
Fig. 13-1 illustrates typical interconnections between channel positions 
and trunk circuits. · · · 

The compressor input leads (T & R) and the expander output leads 
(Tl & RI) of channel positions A to Min the NZ terminal bay are connected 
to the distributing frame (IDF} either directly or via a patching and moni
toring bay when centralized testing and interchange of carrier channels is 
desired. Connections to channel position J are shielded aD:d always are 
connected direct to the IDF and then to the patch bay if it is desired. 

The input (Tl & RI) and output (T & R} leads on the line side of the E-type 
signaling units are also connected to the IDF. In like manner,· the line 
and equipment side connections to the CGA signal receiver are connected 
to the IDF. As illustrated in Fig. 13-1, both line and equipment connections 
are Tl and Rl leads corresponding to 12-wire universal cabling to the 
E,..type signaling positions. If the office uses 7-wire or 8-wire cabling, 
the leads from the CGA signal receiver to the EQ block on the IDF would 
be designated T & R rather than Tl and RI, -but they would be e'ross
~onnected to Tl & RI leads on the L block for the E-type signaling unit in 
test channel 1. This flexibility between channel positions and E-type 
signaling units facilitates rearrangements for purposes such as the 
following: 

(a) omission of signaling units on channel position C to M arran·ged for 
through signaling, program or other special services, 

(b) reassignment of E-type signaling unit positions to accommodate· new 
types of signaling such as ElL-A and EIS-A, and 

(c} use of the CGA signal receiver on test channel 1. 

It should be noted that the cabling to and from E-type signaling shelves may 
not meet the transmission requirements of some of these services and 
routing through connectors plugged into E-type signaling unit shelves 
would not be desirable. 

The equipment side of each E .. type signaling unit position is conneCted to 
an ,J!:Q block on the IDF by T & R and two supervision leads E and (M, S, 
Sl, etc.). The line side of each test channel or nontest channel block on 
the CGA unit is connected to a.n L block on the IDF by T & R, E and 
(M, S, Sl} leads. One or more of these leads may be cross-connected to 
an E-type signaling unit as required by the type of trunk circuit, type of 
signaling unit and test or nontest assignment of the channel. In many 
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a$sigp.ments, .. some o:f these ~~ads are cross-connected to trunk circuits and · 
roµting via. CGA unit woulc}.A;:).ot be satisfactory £or transmission and/ or 
e!upervision rea.son.s. 'Only the leads requiring CGA processing in the 
particular assigmnent are ·rbuted through the CGA unit. An example·· in 
Fig~ 13-l is the T & R an,4;.M leads for the nontest channel with E & M 

. signalin,g. It may be noted in ·the example used for test channel No. I that 
in some in~ta·nces, the CGA..·S lead at the L block on the IDF is cross
connected to an S lead On the trunk circuit rather than to an S lead on the 
.tt:Q bl9ck for a:n. E .. type s~gll,.8.ling unit, i.e., the. S leads of the CGA are in 
series With two parts of the trunlt circuit. 

Each test or ·nontest channel block on the CGA unit is connected to an EQ 
~lQck on the IDF by .T & R,~ E, (M,_ S, .Sl, Bl) and B2 leads .. · There are 
o:qly five leads from each CGA _block but one of them has multiple desig
natipns as shown in Fig. 13..; l · tn some assigmnents, all five leads are 
croi;is-connected to a trunk::.circuit but in other assignments, as few as one 
l<ead may be used. Use of:•ehannel positions C to M for message channels 
Without signaling, programhe.r some special services, require direct 
crQS.$ .. connection from·the '.EQ block ol;lthe IDF associated with the N2 
terminal channel positions :and the L block on the IDF associated with the 
tr\ink circuit. These connections are illustrated at the top of Fig. 13-1. 

:µi :qiany assj,gnments s.uch as nontest channels when E and M lead supervision 
is: used, the T 8z: R leads ~:o,d, the M lead do not requ.ire processing in the 
C.GA u:nft:. Accordingly,. cr~o.ss.-cmme.ctions are often required from the 
~Q block on the IDF associ~f;ed with the E-type signaling units to the L 
blo,ck OJ;l the IDF associated .. with the trunk circuits. 4-wire to 4-wire 
sigAAlirig units such as El~.~ E2B, and E3B, use Tl and Rl leads which ·. 
go .not requ,ire processing iI;!..~he CGA and are cr·oss-conn.ected directly to 
the trunk .. circuitas shown.qn.a .nontest channel in Fig. 13-1. 

ltj lQcations where stgzµi.l ~fN$ and EQ jacks are wired in the E and ·M leads, ··. 
th,ese -jc;i.cks would be. wired., ~Qi!i:the equipment side of the CGA circuit (if used) 
o.r· on the equipment . side of'fue. ~-.typ¢ signal unit. 

As previously di$cussed, tlie .. inp-q.t and output pairs (T & R and Tl & RI) for 
chc11m:el position J a:re use~:(alternately for message or 40. 8 kilobit data 
s.ervice and are shielded. . When used for· data these leads should not be 
routed. through a ·patcb;irig· ail,d, monitoring bay. This w~uld be undesirable for 
transmission and ope.rating\reasons. Accordingly, the T, R & S (shield) 
and· Tl, RI a~d. Sl (s,hieJ,d,). ~e.ads ·of channel position J are connected to an 
~Q blo.<::k. on the IDlt~ ':('h;ey,rnay be cross-connected to 40. 8 kilobit data 
¢ircuits, to patching a,n,ci monitoring ja¢ks or signaling units as desired. 
It ~s expected the use of some N2 systems will involve frequ.ent changes 
l;)etweeri 40~ 8 kilobit and rne's:sag.e us.e. This involves interchanging N2 
plug~in u_nj.ts .•. · Provision.o.f·,patching jacks in the 40. 8 kilobit Circuit would 
P.e..i-mit p~tching and testing ~at t}ie location of the 40. 8 kilobit equipment • 
. :i:.n such. an a:rrangement,.• be>~h!.the channel position J and the patching bay , 
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leads would be cross-connected to the 40. 8 kilobit data equipment and 
cross- connection chp.nges would not be required during switching from 
data to message use. Fig. 13-3 ii;; a block diagram of an NZ terminal 
arranged for message use. 
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13. 4 CHANNEL PLUG-IN UNITS 
, : - ' 

Each compandor· consists of a compressor at the transmitting end Of the 
circuit and a expandor at the receiving end. The compressor functions 

. by-compressing the range of speech volumes at the input to a range app.:.. 
roximately one-half as ga;;:eat<at its output. This means that for every 
2 db •. change in the input speech volume, its output changes only 1 db. 
This action is such that the weaker speech is raised in volume (thereby 
obtaining improvement in'its relation to noise and crosstalk picked up 
on., the N channel betweenthe compressor and the expandor) and the loude.r 
speech (which. already has a :favorable relation to noise and crosstalk) is 
practically unchang~d .. · 

At.the far end of trans~mission,. the expandor which receives the compressed 
speech reestablishes the origirtal volume range, by expanding the input 
range of volumes to a ra:nge twice as great. For every 1 db change in 
input, the expandor outpu:t,: changes 2 db. The action is such that the weaker 
inputs are reduced in strerigth and the louder inputs undergo relatively 
little change. Thus noise 'and crosstalk, which at the expandor input are 
moderately low with ref?pect to speech volumes, are reduced in strength 
in the.interval between speech bursts; so that a more favorable relation
ship ofspeech to interference is obtained. 

Gompandors have been defsigned into the N Carrier System in order to 
take advantage. of the economies effected by their use. They improve 
the relationship· of message to crosstalk and noise iri the transmission 
rn:eclium. The system is designed so that a signal o£+5 dbm at zero level 
ahead of the compressor will also produce +5 dbm at a zero level in the 
comp;ressed portion of the,circuit (between compressor and expandor) 
a!id.::·also.at a zero level p(i)in:t atthe output of the expandor. Briefly stated, 
ac:"f-5 dbtn signal is unaltere&by either compressor or expandor. 

The diagram of Fig. i3•4 '.Illustrates the essential features of the compandor 
action with relation to signal levels. The diagram shows a compressor and 
an· e:xpando1' connected by. a 'transmission medium. Signal strengths through
out are indicated. The +5 dbtn input power very nearly represents the power 
in the speech of the strong.e.st talker and it passes through the compressor 
without alteration or with unity transmission. Now as the input signal is 
reduced a given number of db, the signal after the compressor is reduced 
only half this number of d~.·: For example, an input signal of -20 dbm at 
zero level (a reduction of. 25 db from the reference +5 dbm) becomes 
-7.(5 db:rrr at zero level foll!owing the compressor (a reduction of only 
12 .• :5 db from the. re£erenc~ +5 dbm). 
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Fig11re 13-4 illustrates the increased amplitude of weak signals relative to 
the strong signals resulting from compressor action. This permits the 
transmission of these weaker signals over lines with severe noise conditions 
that would otherwise make transmission intolerable, Another chart illustrating 
compressor performance is shown in Figure 13-5. The solid line compressor 
·curve shows an input-output characteristic of an ideal compressor. For ease 
of illustration zero levels have been taken for input and output. 
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The loq.d line shows a 2 fqj- 11 characteristic down to an input of -51 db:i:n 
where the compressor be<:::omes l:tnear. This is called the knee of the.; c<; .. · 

comp:r.es1:1.or characteristi<i.· T.he cornpressol' output at the knee of the. 
Chal"a:cteristic is -23 dbm •. This. point represents the maximum benefitthat 
c::an be given to weak signaJ~.f signals which without a compressor would go " 
9Ut at -51 dbm now are tr~nsmitted at ... 23 dbm, a ~ignal to noise improvement 
of.'28 db. ' · · 

Message Corhpando~ 

The messa..ge compandor .'Unit. is a. single ... module wide plug-in unit which 
is tequh.•ed for each ter~inating message channel. The units used for all 
~annels are identical. .Included in this unit are: 

(a) A compressor circ'ci.it which reduces the volume range of the voice
frequency signal befoir.e modulation in the. transmit.ting terminal. 

(p) An ex:pandor circuit' which restores the volume range of the signal · 
after demodulation ;in the receiving terminal. 

The expandor unit i~cludas :.a~ output adjustment potentiometer which is·'. 
accessible on the face of the unit. Four pin jacks are provided on the face 
ot the unit £or use With te~t:.~quipment to monitor and measure the level at 
voice-frequency input and:._ output. These pin jacks may ·also 'be used for· a 
52.I< headset when an out•o:f';:.;service channel is used for a temporary talking 
cbcuit. · · · · .~ 

Message Modem 

The meseage channel mocf:e'ih unit, is a single-moduie wide plug-in unit 
wl;lich is required for ea.cl'- channel (except program channels).. There are 
13 different units, one fo;tli eich channel frequency. Each modem includes 
two c.omplementary devic~s;{ a modulator circuit and associated oscillator; 
and a demodulator ci:rcuit'.:ah(i associated regulator. The modulator circuit 
2,"eceives voice ... frequency S'ignals :£rom the compressor and translates them 
to· a double ... sideband carrier~£!tequency signal in an 8 kc band within the 
high•.group frequency range'.>of 164 to ·268 kc. The .demodulator circuit • 
s~lects its specHic. 8 kc wide channel from the 12 high-group carrier 
channels received from the< group receivin.g unit. Then the selected chanrtel 
sig~ls pass through a regu1i:i:til'l,g amplifier to the demoduiator and are r 

modulated down to voice ftequency for trailsmis sion to the expandor. A 
co:r;n.plete terminal may bEf equipped for 12 channels, generally utilizing 
channels Z through 13 •. Channel 1 may be substituted for any one of these 
channels. Test points are p'rovided on the face of the channel modem unit 
for qse in measuring: , . 

·'(a) :modt};lator input lev~~ (v9ice) 

(b) mod1;llato:r output level (cai"rier) 

. (c) level at the output of the :receiving channel band filter (carrier) 
( 

(d) demodulator outpu~ level (voice) 

~· <· 
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Schedule C and D Program Units 

Schedule C and D program compandors and modems may be used instead ' 
of message compandors and modems in channel positions C to M. They 
cannot be used in channel positions A or B because they are not compatible 
with the signaling ·associated with those positions. The 21-volt power 
required for these units is approximately the same as that of the placed 
message channel units. Schedule C and D program channels may be 
located at carrier frequencies for channels 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7 if N2WM-l 
data service is not required. Only channels 3 and 4 may be used for 
schedule C and D program if N2WM-l dc;tta service is required. 

The compandor unit for schedule C and D program, is a single-module 
plug-in unit equipped with a 20 contact plug and card '.assemblies of apparatus 
components. This compandor is suitable for either schedule C and D 
program or message service. Included in this unit are: (1) a compressor 
circuit which reduces the volume range of the voice-frequency signal before 
modulation in the transmitting terminal and (2) an expandor circuit which 
increases the volume range of the signal after demodulation in the receiving 
terminal. The expandor circuit include·s an output adjustment potentiometer 
which is accessible on the face of the unit. Four pin jacks on the face of the 
unit are provided for use with test equipment to monitor and measure the 
voltage at the voice-frequency input or output, or for connection to a 52K 
headset when an idle channel is used for a temporary talking circuit. 

The modem unit for schedule C and D program, is a single-module plug-in 
unit equipped with a 20 contact plug and card assemblies of apparatus 
components. There are five separate modem units, one for each carrier 
frequency channels 3 to 7. Each modem unit includes two complementary 
devices, a modulator circuit and associated oscillator and a demodulator 
and associated regulator. The modulator circuit receives voice-frequency 
signals from a compressor and translates them to a double sideband carrier 
frequency signal in an 8 kc band within the high- group frequency range 
180 to 220 kc. The demodulator circuit selects its specific 8 kc wide 
channel from the 12 high-group carrier channels received from the group' 
receiving unit. The selected channel then passes through the regulating 
amplifier and is demodulated down to voice-frequencies for transmission 

·to an expandor. Six pin jacks on the face of the unit are provided for use 
in measuring {l) modulator inp'Q.t level (voice), (2) modulator output level 
(carrier), (3) level at the output of the demodulator input band filter 
(carrier), and (4) demodulator output level (voice). 

VF. Amplifier 

The \TF amplifier, is a single ... module plug-in unit interchangeable with a 
compandor unit as regards size, external connections and power require
ments. It includes separate transmitting and receiving amplifiers. 
Potentiometers designated IN ADJ and OUT ADJ control the gain of the 
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amplifiers and are accessible in the face of the unit as are pin jacks which 
may be used to monitor the voice-frequency input arid output of the channel 
position. This unit may pe used in place of any message compandor unit " 
in channel positions C to .M when. compandor aetion is not de.sired. .. . . ' 

13. 5 COMMON PLUG-IN UNITS 

Group Units 

The transmitting and receiving group units are 2-tnodule wide plug-in units 
which provide the amplification, frequency translation, and filtering 
required in connecting the channel modern units to the line.· Low-group 
transmitting and receiving units include a 304 kc oscillator. and modulator 
becaus.e the modem units transmit and receive high;.. group frequencies only~ 
whereas line frequencies may be eith:er high"'.'group transmitting and low
group receiving or low-group transmitting and high-group receiving. 
Through the use of the NZ switching set and paralleled connectors on the 
line terminating unit, group units. may be replaced on an in- service basis. 
Test points are provided on the face of each group unit to facilitate various · 
trouble location and performance .tests. Each group unit includes an 
internal jack for a plug-in slope equalizer which may be changed as required·.· 
to match the system terminal to line arrangements or conditions when they 
are changed. The face plate of each unit includes the words SLOPE NET 
with space for a pencil record of the plug-in slope equalizer used. Also, 
the setting of the small 'increment built-in slope adjustment for receiving 
group units may be indicated. This facilitates selection of the proper 
equalizer and setting for replacement units and units used in the switching 
set. A similar marking opposite the word USE will indicate wiring options 
for terminal or switching set use. 

The plug-in slope equalizers are coded 364A, B, C, D, E, F, and G. They 
provide a group transmitting unit output slope of -9, -6~ -3, 0, t3, +6, 
and +9, respectively, for charine.l 13 carrier power with respect to channel 
2 carrier power. The 364-type equalizers are also u.sed in the group 
receiver units for the same amounts of slope correction. 

The high-group transmitting unit, is designed to receive signals from the 
channel modulators 'at high.:.group frequencies, reject unwanted frequencies, 
and amplify the desired signals to a suitable level for transmission over 
the carrier line. The.desired output slope is obtained by inserting the 
appropriate 364-type equalizer. A wiring option is provided to increase the 
midband gain approximately 6 db when the unit is used in a switching set. 

The low-group transmitting unit, is designed to receive signals from the 
channel modulators at high-group frequencies, translate them to low-group 
frequencies by modulation with a 304 kc carrier, and then amplify them 
to a suitable level for transmission over the carrier line. The desired 
output slope is obtained by inserting the appropriate 364-type equalizer. 
A wiring option is provided to increase the midband gain approximately 
6 db when this unit is used in a switching set. 

13. 12 
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The high-group receiving unit, receives the high-group frequencies from 
the carrier linet rejects unwanted frequencies, and provides proper slope 
equalization. A. regulating amplifier automatically adjusts the gain to ' 
maintain a constant output power of combined carriers. The output of the 
unit is applied to the 12 channel receiving band filters. Coarse slope 
correction is provided by inserting the appropriate 364-type equalizer. 
Finer slope adjustment of+ 1, 0, or -1 db is built into the unit and controlled 
by the operation of a switch on the face plate. Optional wiring permits 
setting the unit at fixed gain instead of regulating gain when it is used in 
the switching set and during certain unit tests. 

The low- group receiving unit, receives low-group frequenci~s from the· 
carrier line, rejects unwanted frequencies, translates fron;i. low• group to 
high-group by modulation with a 304 kc carrier, provides slope equalization, 
and includes filtering for suppression of carrier leak and unwanted group 
sideband. A regulating amplifier automatically adjusts the gain to mainta:in 
a constant output power of combined carriers. The output of the unit is 
applied to the 12 channel receiving band filters. Coarse slope correction 
is provided by inserting the appropriate 364-type equalizer. Finer slope 
adjustment of -1, 0, or +l db is built into the unit and controlled by 
operation of a switch on the face plate. Optional wiring permits setting the 
unit at fixed gain when it is used in the switching set or during certain unit 
tests. 

Alarm Unit 

The alarm unit, which is a 2-module wide plug-in unit, performs the 
following alarm, control, and service functions: 

(a) Monitors the received carrier signal and provides an alarm indication 
in the event of carrier failure. 

(b) Initiates and terminates automatic trunk contitioning in the event of 
system failure through alarm relay operation in association with the 
external E-type signaling unit, CGA signal receiver, and carrier 
group alarm equipment. 

(c) Includes a delay feature which prevents alarm indications from 
being given for very short duration carrier failures. 

{d) Monitors the output of the -21 volt power supply and provides an 
alarm indication of excessive voltage deviation or failure. 

(e) Provides for connection to office alarm systems through common 
· bay alarm relays on the bay c~ble terminating unit. 

(f) Permits office alarm cutoff while retaining the local alarm indications 
by means of alarm release keys. 

13. 13 
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Provides., by mean:s' .otf alarm override key in conjunction witp. . 
·.e~errial carrier g:r.oup alarm equipment, for manual override of an 
·'alarm make·b\1sy c:ondition on selected channels, so they may be 
made. good by e:X:ter·nal patching. 

.. < • • 

:Ch) .:Provides for reope·ra.tion of the office alarms if alarm release keys 
·a·re not restored w~en the . .alarm condition has been corrected . 

. (fl) .Operates througha >:r.elay in the line terminating unit to interrupt 
t,ra:nsrnitted carrier ·for a !Short time during the trunk conditionin,g 
qr,cle to initiate trun~ con(:litioning at the distant terminal. 

·Provides a connector through which power may be connected to the 
·N2 switching ·set f~.r group unit or N2WM- l unit switching and through 
which power ma.yP,e :supplied to the terminal from the switching set 
(l.u·ring 'power Ullit \!3witching. · 

:(i.<) Short .. cir·cuits the· \iOice-frequency output of channel position B under 
control of the .GOA circuit during a part of the trunk conditioning 
cycle. 

'-(1:) Originates an ESSJ.first afarm signal when carrier fails (even momen
tarily), power·fail~ o:i; an alarm unit is removed from the bay. This 
option is used whep,:~~n N2 terminal operates into switches of a No. 1 
l!;SS ;o,ffice, to min,im.ize pulse signaling or switch operation. 

~ine Ter.minating Unit 

·.r.P.e line terminating .un~t,: :is a 2-rrtodule wide plug, ... in unit which connects 
-'th.e·:.¢~;-rier frequency 'liil~.pai:ts to the transmitting and :receiving group 
:~~s. It includes so,ckej~a 0:£o·r plug-in 38-type span pads which provide 
·'°b.~tween Q ... and 44 ... db att~nuation in 2-db steps in both the transmitting 
.·f:\.~,• rec~iving directions:•, :<voltage surge protection of gro-q.p unit' tl'ansis
"t.!;>~.i.zed circuits is provid~d :by varistors located in this unit. Simplexes 
:'£Pt' ·J:epeater power £eed ·:and longitudinal noise suppression are provided 
~l;>M, a noise control tra.ns.fol:rner circuit for each carrier pair. The unit 
:];r:i:cludes £our switching ja'Clcs Which are used in conjunction with the NZ 
"$Wi~ching set for in-sery:foe replacE;!trl.ent of either group unit. These jacks 
·'a;l!~O. aff()rd access ·£9r m.ea·surement of individual and total carrier powers. 
~.$.O inclu<ied is a relay :w:hich .disconnects power from the transmitting 
::S;;r,~~p unit, u:nder cori,t;:i;ol·.of .the alarm unit, during a part of the trunk 
',~onciitipnip;g cycle. ·. . . . , . 

'Jnie line terniinating unit:includes provision for feeding power over the 
·high~freq,uency line for s.eaHng cu:rrent and/or to power adjacent repeaters. 
:j!\pW.er fe:ed options i;nclude.±130 volts for one electron tube repeater or 
·t,l'.3-0 volts, +130 volt:~ antf· .. ·48 volts or +130 volts and ground for one to 
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three transistor repeaters. Batte;ry feed resistors are distributed between 
this unit and the bay cable terminating unit at the tQp of the bay in such a 
manner that. heat generated in the line terminating unit due to repeater feecl 
circuits may be limited to about 5 watts to avoid unnecessary heating of 
transistor circuits in other plug-in units. The unit must .be removed from 
the terminal for changes in span pads, power feed screw connections, or 
slide-wire resistor setting. Provision is made on the face of the unit for 
pencil notation of span pad values, screw connections in use, and the 
resistance setting of the slide-wire resistor. Pin jacks are provided on 
the face of the unit for in-service measure~ent of line current. 

Power Supply 

The -21 volt power supply, is a de-to-de transistorized converter operating 
from the -48 volt supply to provide a -21 volt regulated supply for the 
transistorized terminal equipment. One such power supply is required for 
each 12-channel terminal. It is a 4-module wide plug-in unit equipped with 
a 20-contact plug to mate with a connector in the terminal mounting. The 
face of the unit includes an output fuse and a control for manual adjustment 
of the output voltage. 

13. 6 N3 CARRIER 

N3 Carrier is a 24 channel, four-wire short-haul cable. system. Completely 
transisforized, it is designed to meet the stringent performance require
ments for tran.smission of message, data and program over intertoll trunks. 
As a radio multiplex, up to 96 N3 Carrie:r channels may be accommodated 
on each micro-wave channel. 

N3 Carrier supersedes the vacuum-tube operated ON2 system. Although 
N3 operates on the same frequencies over N repeatered lines, it offers 
improved performance, reduced cost and increased operating flexibility. 
Circuit concepts, new to short-haul carrier, are employed to make possible 
a preciseness of operation usually associated with high-density long-range 
systems. 

Over-all quality is ensured by the use of the latest manufacturing techniques. 
Modern packaging concepts afford considerable savings· and allow full 
flexibility of application. 

Channel Equipment 

a. Two 12-channel groups 

b. "Common Sideband Orientation 

c. Compatible with AS Channel Ba;nk 

d. Double channel regulation 
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Fig. 13-6 N3 Carrier System Block Diagram 

N3 Car.rier uses the basic building block of a 12-channel group. The voice 
signals are compressed, rriodulated, filtered and combined in the trans
mitting channel equipment .. All channels use upper sideband orientation. 
Alternate channel carrier frequencies (even harmonics) are transmitted 
at the proper level to prevent crosstalk interference with other types of 
carriers operating in the same c.able. 

The reverse process takes place in the rece1v1ng channel equipment. The 
channels are filtered, demodulated and expanded in order to retrieve the . 
voice frequency. Regulation is achieved on an adjacent channelbasis, 
controlled by the transmitted carriers. The transmitted carriers are also 
used to demodulate the even numbered channels. Non-transmitted carriers 
are obtained from a common supply to demodulate the odd numbered 
channels. · 

Channel Group Equipment 

a. Correction of Line Frequency Deviation 

b. Compatible with broadband data signal 

The 12-channel signal together with the 6 transmitted carriers are received 
from the channel combining network and remodulated in the. channel group 
equipment. The two 12- channel groups are theri combined into a broad-band 
24- channel signal. 
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Fig. 13-7 N3 Channel Equipment - Transmitting 
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Fig. 13-8 N3 Channel Equipment - Receiving 
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In the receiving leg, the demodulator is preceeded and followed by band 
pass filters for proper channel group selection and image rejection. A 
three-stage amplifier provides the necessary signal gain before it is 
delivered to the double-channel regula.tors. 

Frequency Correction Circuit 

a. Stabilizes Voice Frequency Equalization 

b. ·Permits use of Centralized Carrier Supply 
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A.f'r,equen.cy correction cir.cuit to correct for line frequency deviations is 
associated with each cha>nnel group demodulator. One of the transmit.ted 
car·rier frequencies alrea:d:Y affected by a line frequency shift, .is selected 
qy a ,pick-off filter. The .r:eceived carrier is amplified .and modulated.'. 
With a .carrier frequencyiifrom the local supply. · · · 

The .frequency control modulator output, which .retains the frequency shift 
:ei-ror, is then fed into:.the .channeLgroup demodulator. Since the demodu
lating frequency .and inc'omihg signal contain the same error, the frequency 

·deviation is eliminated. 

This .'frequency· shift co.r,~ection .prevents the degradation ·of voice frequency 
.equalization, especial~y",in'type A program transmission. It also permits 
use of the centralized carrier supply for demodulation of channels that .do 
not .. have transmitted carriers. Here savings are realized in terminal 
equipment.which would b~;;.required to derive missing carrier frequencies. 

FROM ·.CHANNEL 
~t.fi!i 

'l'O·DOUB:LE 
C$NNEL 

lEGUall'ORS 

MOD ... TO COMBINING 
PAD & GRP EQPT 

(36 ~J3c)+ ~ k'C 
FROM SPLITTING 
PAD & GRP EQPT 

Fig. 1'3-12 .ChannelrGroup Modemcand Frequency.Control 
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Group Equipment 

a. Direct connection to any N Carrier Line 

b. In-Service Switching 

N3 Carrier group equipment is similar to that used in NZ. This eliminates 
the need for carrier line frequency preparation by external frequency
frogging repeaters at the terminal points. High-group and low ... group 
transmit and receive units are available for application to any established 
N Carrier line frequency plan. · 

F~OM CHANNEL 
GROUP COM
BINING PAD 

MOD CARRI~R· 304KC 

TO CHANNEL 
GROUP SPLIT
TING PAD 

LOW 
PAS. 
FL.T 

TQ ''N" 
LINE 

HIGH GROUP TRANSMIT 

FROM "N" 
S~N .,.__ LINE 
PAD1---

LOW GROUP RECEIVE 

Fig. 13 -13 Group Equipment 

Repeatered Line 

a. Any N Line may be used 

b. Cross-talk eliminated 

c. Tandem Repeater Power Feed 

N3 Carrier is designed to use the same cables with Nl, NZ, ONl and ONZ 
Carrier. The even hq.rmonic N3 channel caJ;"riers are applied to the line 
at the proper level to preclude any cross .. talk with other systems operating 
in the same cables. 
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Nl ele.ctron tube or transistor-operated repeaters or N2 repeaters, when 
available, may be used with the N3 system. Built-up distribution equip
ment enables the N3 terminal to furnish power to one Nl electron tube or 
3 tandem Nl or N2 transistorized line· repeaters. 

Common Carrier Supply 

a. E'Con:omical 

b. Stable 

c. Reliable 

The N3 Carrier system uses a common carrier supply rather than a 
locally generated one. The benefits thereby realized are not only economic 
but ~lso operational. The achieved stability results in significant per
formance improvements in operation over N repeatered lines and makes 
possible special applic~tions' where highly aGcu;rate carrier frequencies 
are essential such as the N3 to L conve.rsion. 

The N3 Carrier supply is derived from an 8 kc oscillator operating into a 
binary divider for stability for a 4 kc tap of a J, K or L primary supply 
when available. The following 16 carrier frequencies are provided for 
the simultaneous operation of 26 N3 terminals: 

12 channel carriers 

2 channel group carriers · 

1 group carrier 

1 frequency-translation carrier for N3 to L connectors 

The primary supply will drive a harmonic generator where outputs are 
selected by crystal filters, amplified, filtered again and delivered to the 
primary distribution circuits. These frequencies are then connected to 
the secondary distribution circuits located in the carrier terminal bays. 

·Odd harmonics drive channel modulators and demodulators. Even harmonics 
supply channel modulators in addition to over-the-line frequencies used 
for regulation and demodulation purposes at the receiving terminal. 

Carrier supply reliability is assured by duplicate power supplies, 4 kc 
supplies and car-rier frequency amplifiers, all of which are arranged to 
switch automatically and give alarm indications. 
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Carrier Supply Performance Characteristics 

1. Frequency precise to ±8 parts per million 

2. Adjacent carriers down 60 db 

3. Harmonics down 6 0 db 

4. Output levels constant to within ±o. 5 db 

5. Selected carriers (even harmonics) constant within ±0. 05 db 

Compatibility with A-Type Channel Bank 

a. Economical System Extension 

b. Single Step Modulation 

c. Flexibility of Application 

All N3 channels use upper sideband orientation in contrast with the upper 
and lower sideband transmission of the ON twin-channel approach. The 
common orientation of N3 sidebands improves the channel cross-talk by 
10 db.' 

~-------~ .· ,L]--------~ 
l~I KC 196 Kc-----60 KC '08 KC.-

NI A5 
===........,=-------1 MODULATOR ii'""""'--------...... 

25& KC 

Fig. 13-14 Frequency Compatibility of N3 and A5 

Co:rp.mon sideband orientation ali:;o allows the single-step modulation of 
N3 channel group frequencies to the spectrum of the A-type channel bank 
used in K and J Carrier and L Multiplex. This compatibility makes 
possible the low-cost extension of L Multiplex along secondary routes. 
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Economies are realized by eliminating channel equipment assodatecf ~ith · 
both .systems and conne.ct:ing them together .at .group frequencies inst,ea:d 
of voice. 

Equipme.nt a.rrangements:!lfo~ two different applications of .N3 to 1L connectors 
are available. The type .Aj.unctio:n is use.cl when transmission is to and 
from an N repeatered line with the N3 terminal remote from the L Multiplex 
office. The type B junotion is applied when an N3 terminal is used at the 
L Multiplex office because~ther.e is an N repeatered link. 

N OFFICE L . OFFICE L OFFICE N OFFICE 

L.LJNK :.r~ .. N. 3 ·.•.·- . N LINK. l~.r------
.................. ._ ............ __ N3-L. N LINK 

t''fe: t---------· 
N3 

CHAN 
EQPT 

LUNK _____ .._ .............. ... 
.I 

.N3-:L 
JCT , 
f YPE 

.8 

Fig. 13-15 Type ,A and Type B N3•L Junctions 
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CHAPTER 14 

TYPE 11 0 11 CARRIER SYSTEMS 

14. 1 INTRODUCTION 

The 0 carrier systems were developed to meet the need for an economical, 
short haul, open wire carrier system. 

Studies indicate that 90% of our toll message circuits are in the 11 below 150 
miles long 11 class. 

T;remendous expansion program, at this time, presents difficult problem 
of obtaining the large number of circuits required in this class on an 
economical basis. 

Stringing enough open wire appeared extremely difficult. The previously 
available open wire carriers are: 

M - Six channels with limitation - 30 miles or less. 
H - S:i,ngle channel only. 
C - Three channels, good for any distance, but too expensive for short haul. 
J - Twelve channels, but too expensive for short haul. 

The Nl. carrier has just been developed for use in cable circuits. It is 
multi-channel, economical on short hauls, and compact. It appeared 
desirable to produce a new carrier for open wire employing many of the 
new developments used in the Nl syste:m. 

The basic requirements and desired features for the proposed system 
were established, and a new system known as 11 0 11 type was developed and 
is now being furnished. 

The 0 type consists of four systems designated OA, OB, OC and OD. Each 
system has four channels. The OA system may be operated as either a 
3 or 4-channel system. 

The Type-0 carrier. system is designe~d to provide relatively short-haul 
ca;rrier channels over open wire conductors on an economic basis. It 
makes use of ministurized equipment and many of the other features of the 
Type-N system including compandors,, frequency-frogging and built-in 
3700-cycle signaling. 

l'he 110'' carrier system operates on a two wire basis over an open wire 
pair. suitably transposed for such carrier transmission. The use of type 
''0 11 carrier is economically feasible for distances as short as 15 or 20 
miles and can give satisfactory transr.nission for distances of at least 150 
milei;;. Th.e maximum distance that c;an be covered depends a great deal 
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d 

upon the atmospheric conditions to be encountered. As in all open wire sys ... 
terns, wet weiithet, snow, sleet, ice and dust storms have a great effect 
upon the transinission characteristics of the "0" carrier. Any system must 
be planned with th:l:s in mind. 

"0" carrier p_J;"ovi¢1.es a maximum of 16 voice channels "stacked" from 4 sub
systems designated OA, OB, OC and OD. Each sub-system provides 4 
channels in frequency ranges as follows: 

OA 2 - 36 kc 
OB 40 - 76 kc 
OC 80 - 116 kc 
OD 120 - 156 .kc 
OA low group 2. 3 to 1 7. 7 kc 
OA high group 20. 3 to 35. 7 kc 
OB low group 40. 3 to 555. 7 kc 
OB high group 60. 3 to 75. 7 kc 
OC low group 80. 3 to 95. 7 kc 
OC high group 100. 3 to 115. 7 kc 
OD low group 120. 3 to 135. 7 kc 
OD high grou'p 140. 3 to 155. 7 kc 

Refer to .Figure 14-1. 

Separate frequency bands are used for each direction of transmission. An 
Advantage of -the method employing sub-systems lies :l.n the fact that any sub .. 
system may he used without the others. This permits the use of as few 
channels as required without expensive basic equipment. It also permits 
dropping off a sub-system along the line. For example the OB systerri"which 
uses the frequency band from 40 to 56 kc for transmission in one direc'tion, 
and the band .from 60 to 76 kc for transmission in the opposite direction. · 
As in the N-system, terminals are arranged to transmit either the low or 
high group of frequencies, and to receive the corresponding opposites. 
Repeaters, which are spaced at intervals of 40 to 50 dbi are arranged·· 
alternately fo.i: low-high or high-low transmission. Unlike the N •system, 
however; single side":"band transmission is used, with the upper and lower 
side-bands of a single carrier providing two channels transmitting in the 
same direction. Thus only two carriers, spaced 8 kc apart, are required 
to obtain the 4 voice channels. Figure 14-2 indicates the frequency trans .. 
lations employed in the terminal channel and group modulators, and at the 
repeaters of ~he OB system. The two carriers are transmitted over the 
line, and their combined power is used for regulation of the amplifiers at 
repea~er and group receiving terminals to correct for line attenuation 
variations. Regulation is accomplished by means of a type of automatic 
volume control in which a part of the output of a line amplifier following 
the modulator is picked off and amplified in a "control amplifier", rectified 
and fed back to the input of a regulating amplifier that precedes the 
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Figure 14-1 - Frequency Allocations for 0 Carrier Systems 
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modulator .. A block schematic of the arrangement of a repeater is given in 
Figure 14-'3. Other units employed in the 0-system are practically identical 
with their counterparts in the N-system, which have already been discussed. 
The two channels common to a single carrier are known as twin channel. 

14. 2 OVERALL SYSTEM 

Each type 0 carrier system provides four Z -way telephone channels over an 
open-wire pair suitably arranged for such carrier transmission. The 
application of all four systems to a e;uitably transposed open-wire pair will 
provide sixteen 2 -way channels. Photographs of an 0131 terminal and · 
repeaters are shown in Figs. 14-4 and 14-5. The appearance of the .OCl 
and ODl equipment is identical. The OAl is generally similar. The line 
frequencies employed by the 0 systems extend from 2 to 156 kilocycles, 
and are assigned as shown in Fig. 14-1. Each of the 0 systems uses two 
adjacent 16-kc bands, one band called the low group and used for one 
direction of transmission, and one called the high group and used for the 
other direction of transmission. 

Single sideband transmission is used, with the upper and lower sidebands 
of a single carrier providing two channels transmitted in the same direction. 
Two carriers spaced 8 kc apart are transmitted at reduced level arid their 
combin~d power is ueied to control the flat gain regulation at repeaters and 
terminals, correcting for transmission changes due to weather conditions. 

The terminals are arranged to transmit either low- or high-group fre
quencies. A low-group transmitting terminal (LGT) transmits the low 
group and receives the high group. Conversely, a high-group transmitting 
terminal (HGT) transmits the high group and receives the low group .. 

In the case of the OB, OC, and OD systems, frequency-frogging repeaters 
interchange and invert low- and high-group frequency bands. The repeaters 
are arranged to transmit either low- or high-frequency bands alternately. 
The low-high (L-H) repeater receives at its input the low group of· 
frequencies which are converted to the high group before amplification. 
The high-low (H-L) repeater does the opposite. OA repeaters do not make 
use of frequency frogging; therefore each repeater consists of a low-group 
repeater amplifier and a high-group repeater amplifier. 

A compandor is included in each channel. Compandors greatly reduce eras s
talk and noise and their use results in more lenient requirements for filters 
and line treatment (transpositions, etc.). 

Signaling arrangements (out-of-band) are built into the terminals for 
transmission of ringdown and supervisory signals and dial pulses over the 
system .. Other types of signaling may be employed as discussed later. 
Terminal alarm arrangements provide an automatic disconnect and busy 
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Type OB 1 Carrier Frequency Translations 
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Figure 14-3 

Block Schematic of Type OBl Repeater 
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signal on all E leads in case of system failure (failure of received 
carriers). Means are provided for making a loop transmission check of t;he 
system from either terminal. Restoration of the system to normal ~ervice 
may be done from either terminal or from any other point. Also fuse and 
signaling oscillator supply-failure alarms are provided. At all repeaters 
fuse-failure alarms are provided. Additional alarm features <iL+e ava.ilal:>le 
at pole-mounted repeaters. 

No order-wire facilities peculiar to the type 0 system are being provided. 
Existing order -wire arrangements will be employed. · 

Terminals require -48 and +130 volt regulated power supplies, Repeaters 
use either a +130 volt supply alone, or, where it is available, a ""48 volt 
sup:ply in addition. 

Miniature components are used throughout, compactly assembled in 
aluminum die-cast chassis. Units so formed are plugged into jacks 
associated witP. the mounting, providing both flexibility and ease of 
maintenance. Changing from one type of operation to another (high-or low
group transmitting at terminals, OA low-group or high-group repeater 
amplifiers, or OB, OC, or OD low-high or high-low repeaters) or from· 
one type 0 system to another (OB system to OD system, for example) is 
;readily accomplished by means of plug-in filters _and equipment units. 

System line-up and maintenance are facilitated by the provision of test 
points appearing on the front faces of terminal and repeater equipment 
units for use in bridging measurements. Adjustment of repeater and 
terminal group equipment is done with the units in service. Adjustment of 
the channel and twin-channel units is done on an out-of ..;service basis by 
removing them from the terminal mounting and operating them in a test 
stand through a connecting test cord. The plug-in feature of the units 
facilitates maintenance and permits easy replacement of units for servicing, 
The further breakdown of the channel unit into three plug-in subassemblies 
permits ready access to the con;:i.ponents, quick localization of trouble by 
substitution and mate_rially reduces the requirements for spare equipment. 

The unit :rµethod of· construction has been followed in designing the equipment 
of the 0 carrier system, Die-cast aluminum alloy frameworks for te:r:rµinal 
and repeater mountings, units and unit subassemblies are used throughout. 
The external connections of each unit terminate in a plug while engages a 
jack in the terminal or repeater rn_ounting. This method permits the testing 
of the units without jack fields and allows the removal of any unit in troul;>le 
to a convenient location for m;:i.intenance and its replacement by a spare unit. 
It makes ef~icient use of the full depth (10 inches) of available relay rack 
space. Access for maintenance is required only on the front. Either 
terminals o:i; repeaters can be mounted back-to-back or against a wall. All 
equipment is designed !or 19-inch wide duct, channel, or bulb-angle type b~ys, 
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Fig. 14-4 - OBl, OCl, or ODl Carrier Terminal 
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Fig. 14-5 

Two OB 1 , OC 1 , or ODl Carrier R epeaters (with fabricated fuse panel) 
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A complete terminal, as shown in Fig. 14-4, includes four channel units, 
two twin-cha:i:\mebcarrier units, a group oscillator unit, a group trans -
initting unit,~and >a group receiving unit plugged into jacks in the terminal 
mounting. This mounting is secured to the bay and contains jacks, terminal 
strips, and interconnecting wiring, power supply fuses, and the alarm cir
cuits. A 4-c.hannel terminal, exclusive of line trans.former and network, 
occupies a ~ertical bay space of 24-1/2 inches (14, 1-3/4-inch mounting 
plate spaces). Four complete terminals, including line transformer and 
network panels, .. can 'be mounted in an 11 -foot, 6-inch bay. 

The ·terminal mounting consists of two identical die-cast aluminum shelves 
, linked togeth-er and arranged for attachment to any standard bay whi.ch will 
mount 19-inch panels. The upper shelf is equipped with jacks into which 
the four channel units and the group receiving unit are plugged. The lowel:" 
shelf, which. is an inverted upper shelf, is equipped with jacks into which 
the four channel uni.ts and the group receiving unit are plugged. The lower 
shelf, which is an inverted upper shelf, is equipped with jacks into which 
the two twin,..channel carrier units, the group transmitting unit, and the 
group oscillator unit are plugged. Also attached to the lower shelf is a 
small plug-in panel with the power distribution equipment for one terJ:l1.in'al. 
The relays, keys, and lamps associated with the alarm circuits are located 
on a .removable panel between the two shelves. The channel units for 
channel.s 1 and 4 are identical in every respect, and assignment of a unit to· 
one Of the two channels determines the orientation of the reversible plug·-in 
band filter which selects the proper channel frequency bands for the two 
directions of transmission. The unit for channel 2 or 3 differs from the 
one for use oil channel 1 or 4 only in the code of the reversible plug-in ·b9-nd 
filter employed. The two twin-channel carrier units are identical except 

· for the frequency of the oscillator which supplies the transmitting twin
channel carrier and the filter which picks off the proper incoming twin.; . 
channel car:i;ier. One of these units is used for channels 1 and 2 at an HGT 
terminal or for channels 3 and 4 at an LGT terminal; the other type of unit 
is used for channels 3 and 4 at an HGT or for channels 1 and 2 at an LGT 
terminal. Thus they need only be interchanged in their positions to fit both 
types of terminals. The .same channel and twin-channel units are used in 
all of th.e type 01 terminals. For 01 terminals which connect through an 
open-wire pair to an ONl junction, which will be discussed later in this 
chapter, twin-channel units having wider band pick-off filters ar.e required; 
otherwise they are identical. 

The group h~ansmitting unit, the group oscillator unit, and the receiving 
modulator-amplifier unit (group receiving unit, less plug-in filters) are 

. 
·:· 

the s.ame for both high-group and low-group transmitting terminals of a 
particular 0 system. A ·double section filter and a reversible directiona.l 
filter are plµgged into sockets on the modulator-amplifier chassis to complete· 
a group receiving unit. The code of the former filter and the orientation of 
the latter are determined by the type of terminal (LGT or HGT) in which the 
unit is to be. used. The proper group carriers from the group oscillator 
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unit are supplied in accordance with the type of terminal (HGT or LGT) by 
strapping the correct terminals on a terminal block in the group oscillator ., 
unit. For OAl terminals, straps on an inductor in the group transmitting 
unit and a terminal block in the group receiving unit are also changed 
according to their use in an HGT or LGT terminal. The group transmitting 
unit and the receiving amplifier-modulator unit are the same for OBI, OCl, 
and ODl terminals, different plug-in filters being required for the receiving 
amplifier-modulator unit to make the proper group receiving unit for a 
particular terminal. The group transmitting and receiving amplifier
wodulator units for OAl terminals are different from those of the OBI, OCl, 
and ODl terminals, although their external appearances are similar. The 
group oscillator unit for each system is different in that different group 
qarriers must be supplied for each type of terminal (OAl, OBl, OCl, or 
ODl); their external appearances are identical. 

Construction of the repeater equipment is similar to that of the terminal. 
The mounting, accommodates two complete repeaters, each consisting of 
three plug-in units (two one-way repeater amplifiers and an oscillator or 
dummy oscillator). As in the terminal, power fuses and fuse alarm circuits 
are furnished as part of the mounting. A 2-repeater installation, exclusive 
of line net works, occupies a vertical bay space of 14 inches (8, 1-3/4-inch 
mounting plate spaces). Twelve repeaters mount on an 11-foot, 6-inch bay. 
Four repeaters, together with an ac power supply and other auxiliary equip
ment, can be housed in one cabinet approximately 2 feet wide, 15 inches 
deep, and 6 feet high arranged for pole mounting. 

For the OB, OC, and OD systems, the repeater amplifier unit is identical 
to the group receiving unit used in the terminal except for the plug-in 
auxiliary band filter. The orientation of the plug-in directional filter and 
auxiliary band filter, both of which are reversible, determines whether the 
unit is an LH or an HL repeater amplifier. Different filters are used 
according to whether the unit is to be used in an OBl, OCl, or ODl repeater. 
Because the OAl repeater does not frequency frog and because of the lower 
frequencies involved, the final amplifier in the OAl repeater is different 
from that of the OAl group receiving unit. The conversion between low
group and high-grou.p OAl repeater amplifier is accomplished by reversing 
the directional filter, changing the auxiliary filter, and changing the 
strapping on a terminal block. 

14. 3 OPERATION OF THE "0" CARRIER SYSTEM 

The over-all system functions as follows. The voice frequencies enter the 
channel circuits from the associated office trunk circuit. Where the office 
cond'itions permit, the voice frequencies pass through a res~stance hybrid. 
In offices where external hybrids ar·e used or in 4 wire switching offices, 
the resistance hybrid is nQt used. The zr:i.essage is then passed through a 
compressor, amplifier and 3100 cycle low pass filter. The use of the 
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compressor greatly reduces the crosstalk and noise, resulting in more 
lenient requirem'ents for filters and line treatment. From the low pass 
filter, the message is passed through a modulator where it modulates a. 
184 or 192 kc carrier provided from the crystal controlled oscillator in the 
twin channel circuits. Channel circuits are the same for all of the 0 carrier 
types. The ll,Se of the 184 or 192 kc carrier is determined as follows: 

CARRIER FREQ. SIDEBAND 
CHAN. NO. LGT HGT LGT HGT --

l 184 kc 192 kc 180 to 184 kc 192 to 
2 184 kc 192 kc 184 to 188 kc 188 to 
3 192 kc 184 kc 188 to 192 kc 184 to 
4 192 kc 184 kc 192 to 196 kc 180 to 

From the modulator the signal passes through a band pass filter which 
allows only .a single side band (frequency shown above) to go on to the 
resistance type combining multiple and then to the group transmitting 
circuit. 

(Refer to Figure 14-6 block Schematic for OBI Carrier Terminal) 

196 kc 
192 kc 
188 kc 
184 kc 

In the group circuits, the side band (along with the other 3 sidebands 
represeil.ting the 3 other channels of the group) is again modulated to bring 
the band up or down to the proper frequency for transmission on the open 
wire. The band of frequencies is then passed through a low pass filter to 
eliminate undesired signals. It is then amplified to the proper level for the 
line. After passing through a directional filter which separates the incoming 
and outgoing frequencies and eliminates the frequencies from the other 
types of 0 carrier on the line, the band of frequencies is combined with 
those of the OB, OC, or OD as required. The combined frequency bands 
then pass through the line transformer and test jacks to the office main 
frame. From here, they are carried on the entrance cable to a pole mounted 
filter where they are combined with OA carrier or voice frequencies and 
then go out over the open wire. In some instances this last filter may be 
located within the office. The filter arrangement must vary with the types 
of carrier (C, H etc.) which are using the pair or adjacent pairs. 

If repeaters are used, the requirements vary with the types of 0 carrier. 
The higher the frequency band used, the greater the line losses and the 
shorter the repeater section permissible. 

The repeater used in the OA carrier system performs three basic functions. 
It separates the two groups of frequencies used for the two directions of 
transmission on the open wire pair, amplifies the signals and transmits 
them to the line, and automatically regulates the gain to compensate for 
changes in line loss. OB, OC and OD repeaters perform an additional 
basic function. They translate and invert the incoming group by modulation 
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to the opposite group. That is, they are frequency frogging repeaters. At 
the receiving\itertninal, the band of frequencies passes through the pole 
mounted li~e';filte.r, through the entrance cable and to the office main frame. 
From here, the frequency band passes through the line transformer to the 
group receiving c;:ircuits. Here it passes through a directional filter which 
allows only' those receiving frequencies desired to pass. (2 carriers & 4 
side bands) The low-level incoming line frequencies then pass through a 
band pass filter and a flat gain regulating amplifier. A double balanced 
type varistor modulator then converts the incoming frequency band from the 
line frequencies to the range of the channel band filters, 180 to 196·kc. 
This base ~requency band is then passed through a band pass filter and· 
amplified .. · .. 

The base b.~nd less the input and modulating carrier frequencies is then 
passed to the_ 2 twin channel circuits. 

Each twin channel circuit is arranged to handle a carrier with its two 
associated' sidebands. While 2 carriers and 4 sidebands are present at the 
input of the receiving section of the twin channel circuits, each circuit .is 
arranged to· pick off only the carrier frequency for the two channels 
concerned. This carrier is the product of the line frequency carrier and 
the modulation carrier of the group circuits. This "picked off" frequency 
is then amplified & rectified and utilized to regulate the amplifier gain to 
hold that particular carrier and the associated two channels constant at the 
a:r:nplifier output. The carrier and channel frequencies, at this point are 
as follows: . · 

HGR LGR 
Chan. No. Carrier Sideband Carrier Sideband 

1 192 kc 192 to 196 kc 184 kc 180 to 184 kc 
2 192 kc i88 to 192 kc 184 kc 184 to 188 kc 
3 184 kc l.84 to 188 kc 192 kc 188 to 192 kc 
4 184 kc 180 to 184 kc 192 kc 192 to 196 kc 

A hybrid in the output of the. receiving portion of the twin channel unit then 
distributes the band of frequencies (4 chans.) to each of the 2 associated 
channel units. 

In the channel circuits, a band pass filter eliminates all but the side band 
desired. This side band is then passed to a. shunt type balanced varistor 
modulator. Here the message and signaling sidebands are demodulated to 
voic~ frequency against the carrier which has been selected by the pick off 
filter in the twin channel circuit, amplified, and fed to the demodulator over 
a pair of leads separate from those through which the side hand energy 
has been fed. 
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The voice frequencies are then fed through a 3100 cycle low pass filter, 
expander and amplifier. From here, they pass through a variable pad to ... 
adjust to the office level. The voice frequencies are then passed through 
the resistance hybrid and brought out to the office distributing frame for 
cross connection to trunks. On 4 wire voice circuits, the hybrid is not used. 

The built in signaling system is essentially similar to that of the N-1 system. 

14. 4 MAJOR EQUIPMENT IN THE 0 SYSTEM 

Two types of channel circuits are available. The more common one, known 
simply as a channel circuit, is used except where a channel. is to be 
permanently connected in tandem with another 0 or N carrier channel. The 
other, known as a through channel unit, is used for such a through connection. 

On the transmitting side the channel circuits modulate the four voice chan
nels to the 180- to 196-kc range. On the receiving side the outputs of the 
channel filters, 180 to 196 kc, are demodulated down to voice. The chan
nel circuits also provide compression and expansion of the voice signals 
and include the built-in signaling arrangements. The channel units are 
the same for all of the 0 systems. Channel units 1 to 4 are the same 
within any system except for the band filters. The latter are furnished 
as plug-in units of apparatus and only two codes are provided. Each code 
include$ two filters of different frequency bands and four combinations are 
obtained by proper orientation of filters in the sockets. Two filters of 
each code are required at each 01 terminal. 

Each channel unit is composed of three subassemblies connected by plugs 
and jacks to form the complete plug-in unit. These are identified as the 
compressor (containing the voice frequency transmitting section), 
expander-signaling (containing the voice frequency receiving section), and 
carrier frequency (containing the modulator, demodulator and channel 
band filter sections) subassemblies. The compressor-and expandor
signaling subassemblies are alike for all four channels of all the 0 systems. 

These units are very similar in function and theory of operation to the N 
carrier components ·discussed in the previous chapter, 

Where an 0 carrier channel is to be connected permanently (by cross -
connection) in tandernwith a channel in another 0 system or an N system, 
a relatively simple through channel unit may be substituted for the channel 
uµit previously described. This through channel unit consists of the l;l.sual 
carrier subassembly combined with a simplified through voice frequency 
subassembly in place of the compressor subassembly and expandor and 
signaling sub-assembly. The through channel unit is plugged into the 
terminal mounting in place of the normal channel unit. Each through voice 
frequency subassembly provides level adjustment and amplification on the 
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receiving side and impedance matching on the transmitting side. Separate 
level adjustrn=ents are provided for the message power and the 3700-cycle 
signaling povJ.er. t, By switches the unit may be conditioned for use in an· 
N or 0 terminal and for connection to an N or 0 channel in another s~stem. 

Each twin-channel tarrier circuit performs four functions. On the trans -
mitting side .it supplies the comrnon carrier (184 or 192 kc) to the modula
tors of two channels; also the sa:i:ne carrier is supplied to the combining 
multiple for eventual transmission over the line. On the receiving side it 
selects the complementary incomfog commori. carrier and amplifies :Lt for 
supplying the associated demodulators and at the same time provides a · 
nearly constant output level of the associated sideband thus .supplementing 
the regulatipn of the group receiving circuit. These functions are carried 
out at the channel frequencies, 180 to 196 kc. 

The group receiving circuit regulates the four incoming channels as a group. 
The control circuit is flat and the total power output is about +9 dbm. . 
However, one carrier and consequently its two associated channels may be 
several db ldwer in level than the other carrier and its two associated· 
channels because ·of slope of the line attenuation characteristic across the 
band. Be'cause of changing weather conditions this difference between the 
two carriers changes. The twin-channel carrier circuits practically ·· 
remove this, changing difference by regulating each carrier and its 
associated pair of channels to an approximately constant output. 

Reference to Fig. 14-6, the OBI terminal block schematic, shows that the 
two twin-channel carrier circuits are identical except for the frequencies 
of the oscillators and the frequencies of the carrier pick-off filters. To 
change a terminal from LGT to HGT it is only necessary to interchange the 
two twin-channel carrier units in the terminal mounting. The same kinds of 
twin-channel carrier units are used for all of the 01 terminals. The 
received carriers at an 01 terminal which connects through an open-wire· 
line to an ON junction (described later in this chapter may have wider · 
frequency variations due to the possible large number of frequency frogging 
points in an ON system. For this reason, type 01 terminals which are
associated with an ONl junction use twin-channel units which have wider 
band pick-off filters; · 

Two twin channel units are associated with one terminal. One is associated 
with channels 1 & 2, ·the other with channels 3 & 4. The transmitting. side 
of the twin-channel unit figure 14-7 very briefly operates as follows: 

The carrier oscillator is a 408A pentode tube, crystal controlled. 
A po~entiometer (TC) affords a means of adjustment of the trans·mitted 
carrier to the required value. 

A pin jack (TC) provides a point for measurement of the carrier. 
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The receiving side figure 14-8 operates as follows: 

The receiving side of the twin channel unit consists of a variable 
gain amplifier and associated control circuit. 

The variable gain amplifier is a 407 A twin triode, using impeda:nce 
interstage coupling. 

A potentiometer (REG) is provided for gain adjustment purposes. 
Regulation is accomplished by use of a pick-off filter to select the 
carrier complementary to the pair of channels being served by the 
twin channel unit, amplifying and rectifying this frequency and using 
the resultant DC as AVG bias to control the gain of the variable 
gain amplifier. 

This is fast acting AVG, being on the order of 100 times as fast in 
regulation as that used in the group receiving unit. 

The group transmitting circuit performs three functions. It shifts the fou:r 
sidebands and two carriers at the channel frequencies to the line frequencies 
to the line frequencies, amplifies them to obtain the proper line level 
(provision is made for lowering the output line level for coordination 
purposes or reduction of interaction crosstalk} and provides a noise generator, 
the output of which is introduced into the transmission path of the group 
receiving circuit for masking intelligible crosstalk. 

This unit contains a noise generator that serves to mask crosstalk, the 
transmitting group modulator and band filter and a transmitting line 
amplifier. This unit is arranged for either high group or low group 
transmission. 

The output of the combining multiple is applied to the group modulator, a 
schematic of which is shown in Fig. 14-9. It is the double-balanced-type 
consisting of a copper oxide varistor CRl connected between transformer Tl 
and T2. A perfect balance is not achieved practically but the input signal 
is suppressed about 20 db and the carrier about 40 db. Transformer Tl 
has an impedance ratio of 135 ohms to 135 ohms -while T2 has a step-up 
ratio of 135 ohms to 3000 ohms. Transformer T2 in the OAl group trans -
mitting unit is different from the one in the OBI, OCl, ODl unit since one 
transformer could not be used to cover the whole frequency range from 2 
to 156 kc. 
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f 
GROUP MODULATING 
CARRIER FROM GROUP 

OSCILLATOR 

Figure 14-9 - Group Transmitting Modulator Schematic 

The group, rece1vmg circuit performs five functions. A directional filter 
separates the two directions of transmission on the line. The low-level 
incoming line frequencies are amplified. The incoming line frequencies 
are group modulated to the range of the channel band filters, 180 to 196 kc. 
In addition the flat gain supplied is automatically controlled to compensate 
for line loss, including changing weather conditions. 'This regulation does 
not of course compensate for line slope or change in line slope. Finally, 
provision is made for operating an alarm circuit if the received carriers 
are lost. 

This unit includes the directional filter for segregating the two frequency 
bands used for opposite directions of transmission over the line, the 
receiving group demodulator, band filters and amplifier, and the rectifier 
and amplifier for automatic transmission regulation of the receiving four 
channel group. The carrier alarm is also derived from this unit. The 
units used for high group and low group transmission are identical except 
for the position of the reversible plug-in filter and the code of the plug -,.in 
band filter associated with the demodulator. This unit when equipped with 
a different set of filters is identical with the amplifier unit in a repeater. 

In the group modulator the regulated signals are shifted from the line fre
quencies to: the 180- to 196 -kc baseband. The modulator is the double
balanced-type in which both the input and modulating carrier frequencies 
are suppressed in the output. The output of the noise generator, located 
in the group transmitting circuit, is introduced into the circuit at the output 
of the group modulator. In the OBI, OCl, ODl unit the bridging loss of the 
noise generator output impedance is one arm of a 4. 3 db pad used to reduce 
the effect of the modulator impedance on the group receiving filter. 
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The amplifier circuit ia a 2-atage feedback amplifier simiiar to the amplifier 
of the group transmitting circuit, The simplified schematic of t:Q.e amplifier 
is shown in Fig. 14-10. · 

Figure 14-10 

TO CONTROi.. 
AMP. INPUT 

OUT 

TQ ·T'NIN Ct\. 
CARRIER CKTS. 
OR REPEATER 
DIR. FILTER 

Amplifier of OBI, OCl, ODl Group Receiving C';irc::uit or J;lepeater 

The control amplifier ii;; a 408A tube employing cathode feedback, the out
put of which is rectified by a voltage doubler as 1:1hown ir.i. Fig. 14-11. The 
rectifier load is resistance R37 in series with the C relay, both loc;:ated in 
the terminal mounting. So long a~ the incoming carriers are pre~ent the 
C relay will be held op<;lrated, but ~ailure of the carriers releases the relay 
and results in an ala.rm. Bias for the regulating amplifier is obtainecl from 
the negative end of capacitor Cl 8 but the net bias is ·the differep.ce between 
the rectifier output and the positive referen~e voltage obtained fr.om the 
foltage divide·r R30 and R29. The input of the control amplifier (Fig. 14-11) 
is coupled to the plate circuit of the group receiving amplifier by capacitor 
Cl4. Res:l~tor R24 prevents a sudden increase in input from, caµsing an 
overloaded locked-up condition of the group r~ceiving unit. 
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h. 

The output level 'at which the group receiving unit regulates is adjusted by 
means of potentiometer OUT. Changing this potentiometer changes the 
feedback and hence the gain of the contact amplifier, whkh in turn changes 
the bias on the regulating circuit. Lower contact amplifier gain reduces 
this bias and raises the group receiving circuit output level. 

· 61AS FOi(> 
REG. AMP. .A-----i 

CIBJU~~D l 
R.EP I 

I 
0-~--4.,__~~--+-• I 

·; :~P.31 
R30 f I I 

SHOWN I c. RE'LAY 
ON • ----1 ... 

TERMINAL ... ~ 
MOUNTING . 

I r • 
L--- - - - - - .J 

+1~01/ 

Figure 14'-ll - Control Amplifie;r and Rectifier of 01 Group Receiving 
·· Circuits and of OBl, OCl, ODl Repeater 

;. f: 

The group oi:;cillator unit comprises three oscillators: an RC thermistor
contr.olled oscillator generating 3700 cycles per second which supplies the 
signaling tone for the four channels, and two crystal oscillators, one of 
Which suppli¢s carrier to the modulator of the group transmitting circuit 
and the other to the modulator of the group receiving circuit.' The fre -
quencies of the cryi;;t_al oscillators are 198 and 216 kc for the OAl group 
oscillator, 236 and 256 kc '£or the OBl, 276 and 296 for the OCl, and 316 
and 336 kc f.C>,r the ODl unit. Provision is also made for supplying .dfr.ed 
current, redtifred from the 3700-cycle output, to an afarm relay located 
in the termin.ai mounting. Failure of the 3700-cycle outptit brings ·in an 
alarm. 

In order to i:solate the ba1ariced line from the unbalanced directional filter 
of the termirial equipment, a line transformer is required. In the OAl ·~ 
terminal this· transformer is mounted on the group receiving unit. In the 
OBl, OCl, and ODl terminals the line transformer is mounted on a separate 
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panel along with a network, or in case the terminal is connected to a carrier 
line in multiple with an OBI, QCl 1 or ODl repeater, is part of a 200 L 
network. Between the transformer and the line is a set of jacks, one facing 
each way, to permit access the line and equipment for patching and 
maintenance purposes. 

The repeater used in the OA carrier system perform·s three basic func
tions. It separates the two groups of frequencies used for the two direc
tions of transmission on the open.-wire line, amplifies the signals and 
transmits them to the line, and automatically regulates the gai:q. to compeµ .. 
sate for changes in line loss. OBl, OCl, and ODl repeaters perform an 
additional basic function. They trapslate and invert the incoming group by 
modulation to the 0pposite g:1.·~l1p~ That is, they are "frequency frogging" 

An OAl repeater consists of a,. mounting, two networks on a line network 
panel, and three plug-in units: two repeater amplifier~ and a dummy 
oscillator unit. Except for a plug-in al,lxiliary filter and strapping on a 
terminal block, the two repeater amplifie.rs are exactly alike. The dur;nmy 
oscillator unit is used to complete the tube heater supply circuit, 

An OBI, OCl, or ODl repeater also consists of a mounting, associated net
works on a line network panei, and three plug-in units: two repeater 
amplifiers which are exactly alike, and a repeater oscillator. The same 
mounting is used for all the 01 repeaters, and except for the plug-in filt!')rs 
the same repeater amplifier is used for OBl, OCl, and ODl repeaters as 
well as for OBI, OCl, and OPl group receiving units at terminals. A 
block schematic of an OBI repeater is s:Q.own in Fig. 14-3. Schematics of 
the OCl and ODl repeaters are identical to that of the OBI repeater except 
for the filters and frequencies involved. 

An OAl, OBI, OCl, or ODl repeater transmits the four message and 
signaling channels of the system on an eq-uivalent 4-wire basis using two 
frequency groups, a low group and a high group for each system, for the 
two directions of transmission on the open-wire pair. The 0Al repeater 
has a low-group (E-W) and a high-group (W-E) repeater amplifier, each 
transmitting in one direction. Eac}i OBI, OCl, or ODl repeater has two 
identical repeater amplifiers, since they are frequency frogging' repeaters. 
The OBI, OCl, and ODl repeater may be arranged fol' HL operation (high
low receives high-group and transmits low-group frequencies of the system) 
or LH operation (low-high :receives low .. group and transmits high-group 
frequencies of the system) by properly plugging the proper directional ci.nd 
auxiliary filters into the repeate+ amplifier unit. The basic· performance 

· of the HL and LH repeaters of the OB, OC, and OD systems is the same 
except for the frequencies being received and transmitted. The two 
arrangements (LH and :HL) a;re used alternately along the high .. frequency 
line for a particular system. 
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The OB, OC,. and OD frequencies are separated from the OA frequencies or 
othe:r lower frequencies on the line by a line filter. After passing through " 
the line filtet, th'e separated OA or OB, OC, and OD frequencies are 
transmitted through the line and equipment jack circuit (not furnished at 
pole mounteci repeaters) and the line network circuit. 

The carrier 'frequency used at each OB 1, OCl, or ODl repeater for group 
modulation is supplied by a crystal-controlled oscillator which is required 
to be very accurate in frequency so that the carriers will be translated the· 
proper number of cycles in the process of frequency frogging. This is 
important to. insure that when the carriers arrive at the terminal they will 
fall into the ,yery harrow pass-bands of the pick-off filters of the twin'." 
channel regulators. The carrier frequencies are 116 kc for OBl, 196 kc for. 
OCl, and 276 kc for ODl repeaters. The three oscillators are identical 
except for the crystal and two capacitors. A schematic is shown in Fig. 14-12. 

The repeater oscillator is an electron-coupled crystal-controlled oscillator 
similar to those in the group oscillator and twin-channel circuits. The. 
cathode, screen, and control grid of a 408A pentode operate as a triode 
oscillator with a tuned Circuit employing a 'crystal as a positive reactance. 
connected between the screen grid and control grid. Capacitor C2 in series 
with the crystal provides a frequency adjustment of about +20.to -12 cycles 
per second. Ordinarily this is adjusted in the factory only. Oscillations 
are coupled to the plate circuit of the penfode by the electron stream so that 
variations in modulator load have negligible influence on the oscillating 
circuit: The oscillations are transmitted from the plate to the modulator 
through an impedance-matching transformer which is tuned to improve the 
output wavefo:rr.n. 

T\30V 

Figure 14-12 - OBI, OCl, OD.1 Repeater 
Oscillator Circuit 
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14. 5 SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE "0" CARRIER SYSTEM 

Compandors 

The 0 system has been planned to take full advantage of a compando:r which 
is an integral part of each channel unit. This, together with ~requency 
frogging, permits operation of 0 carrier under conditions which would 
otherwise entail substantially greater expense for mitigating the effects Qf 
noise and direct and interaction crosstalk. 

A compandored circuit includes a compressor at the transmitting terminCj-1 
and an expander at the receiving terminal. The compresso'.!-" raises the 
weak speech levels so that they are transmitted qver the line at a 
~onsiderably high level, thus improving materially the signal-to-noise ra~io, 
Since strong speech signals are already of sufficiently high level to ove11:picile 
noise and crosstalk they are transmitted over the line with little or no cha:qge 
in level. At the expandor the reverse process occurs which restores the 
speech to its original level. 

Frequency Allocations and Frequency Frogging 

The frequency allocations of the type 0 systems are shown in Fig. 14-1, 
Fig. 14-2 shows, for the OB system, the modulating processes and ' 
frequenCies involved in a system with two LGT terminals and an LH repe,ater. 
For two HGT terminals, and an HL repeater, the same figure applies if the 
arrows showing directions of transmission are reversed. For the OC anQ. 
OD systems, different group carriers and, as a result, different line 
frequencies, and a different repeater modulating carrier are used; . 
otherwise, the same figure applies. For the OA system; since no freq.uency 
frogging occu:rs at the repeater, there is no repeater modulating carrier. 
Two different bq.nds of frequencies are used for t:ransmission over the line. 
This permits transmission in both directions on a single pair o! wires. 

Freque:ncy frogging is an essential feature of the OB, OC, and OD systems. 
Without the interchange of frequency bands serious interaction crosstalk 
would be incurred. Because of the interchange of the frequency bands, 
repeater outputs at a repeater are always in one frequency group, and the 
inputs are in the other frequency group. The interaction crosstalk patJ;l. 
around a single repeater is then between equal level points. As a result 
longitudinal coils and suppression filters are not generally required. In 
order to coordinate with the type C carrier, the repeaters of the OA system 
do not provide frequency frogging. This is feasible because of lower · 
crosstalk couplings at OA f:requencies. Another advantage of interchanging 
the frequency bands in the OB, OC, and OD systems is that the frogging 
!repeater also inverts the frequency position of the channels and inverts 
each channel as shown in Fig. 13-Z. Channel 4, the highest frequency 
channel in the high group, becomes the lowest channel in the low group a:qq 
is also inverted. Because the line attenuation characteristic has a nearly 
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constant slope, the effect of the line slope in nearly equalized in an even 
number of r'%peater sections, assuming equal repeater spacings, similar 
line facilitie1s, a:dd similar weather conditions for adjacent sections. The 
resulting advantage from the repeater-design standpoint is that a flat gain-· 
frequency characteristic is adequate without slope equalizing or slope 
regulating mitworks. Further, the repeater gain nee_ded is less so that 
appreciably less suppression is required in the directional filters at repeat
ers. 

Signaling 

The signaling system built into the terminal is arranged so that connection 
from the switc4board or trunk circuit is similar to that employed with 
present "CX" signaling circuits, that is, use is made of standard "E" and 
"M" lead signals. On-hook and off-hook de signals, received as ground 
and batterypotentials respectively on the "M" lead from the associated 
drop circuits, are transformed into corresponding interruptions of a 3700-
cycle tone which is transmitted over the system as a sideband 3700-cycles 
away from the channel carrier. The on-hook or idle-circuit condition is 
indicated by the presence of the' 3700-cycle tone; an off-hook or busy 
condition turns the tone off. Dial pulsing consists of turning the tone on 
and off under control of the opening and closing of the dial contacts. At the 
receiving end the tone interruptions are translated back into de pulses on ' 
the "E"'lead. For the on-hook condition the E lead is open; for off-hook 
the E lead is grounded. 0 carrier to 0 carrier connections can be made 
without use of a pulse ~ink circuit. Similar direct connections can be made 
to N carrier, arranged for this use. A time-delay feature is provided in 
the 3700-cycle signal detector circuit to prevent registration of false pulses 
of short duration due to noise bursts and hits on the line. Another feature 
provides for disconnect of connected subscribers in the event of carrier. 
failure. Where required in certain offices, circuits are automatically made 
busy by the carrier failure alarm to eliminate futile seizure of defective 
circuits. 

Frequency Coordination 

Coordination Between Type 0 Systems - Separation between OB, OC and 
OD systems, operating on the same pair, is provided by directional filters 
which are of the bandpass type. · These filters are sufficiently selective to 
permit operation of all of these systems simultaneously on the same pair 
without regard to the relative directions of transmission of the different 
systems. In other words, any combination of high or low group transmission 
may pe employed at any terminal or repeater point. However, the direction 
of transmission of each similar type of system must, of course, be 
coordinated in the same line section and, in general, the terminals and/ or 
repeaters of similar systems at any one location should all transmit the 
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same frequency group. The directional filters for the OA system are of the 
low-pass high-pass variety which cannot be operated directly in parallel ~ 
with the directional band-pass filters of the other 0 systems. Separation 
of the OA system from the other types of the 0 carrier systems operating 
on the same pair is therefore accomplished by a line filter. Directions of 
transmission of the OA system need not be coordinated with those of the 
other 0 systems. 
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CHAPTER 15 

TYPE ON CARRIER 

15. 1 ON CABLE CARRIER SYSTEMS 

The type ON carrier system is made up principally of 01 carrier units with 
minor modifications and modified Nl carrier repeaters at each end of a 
standard type N line. This section describes the overall system aspects, 
the new features, and the modifications incorporated in some 01 and Nl units. 

15. 2 "ONl" CABLE CARRIER SYSTEMS 

The type. ONl system is intended primarily to transmit type 0 carrier 
channels over two cable pairs equipped with Nl carrier repeaters. Using 
essentially standard 01 equipment and modified Nl repeaters at the cable 
terminals, up to 20 channels with the associated ten carriers may be trans
mitted over one type N line facility. Furthermore, one or two 20-channel 
ONl systems can be transmitted over suitable radio facilities and either 
terminated or extended over cable or open-wire facilities. 

Because of the ease bf transition between cable and open wire, and because 
this transition can be made at any point, the ON system is adapted to open
wire, cable, and radio-link combinations. For example: 

(1) Any number of type 0 channels up to 20 can be installed at one end of 
the cable, transmitted over two pairs in the cable to a junction with one 
or more open-wire lines, and then distributed to the open-wire facilities 
in any way desired. The 20 channels :r;night be divided among five OB 
systems on five separate open-wire pairs or connected to a family of 
OA, OB, OC, and OD systems on one pair, and a fifth system of any 
type on a second pair. 

(2) The cable can be located between two open-wire lines. It is not neces -
sary that the cable terminate at a central office at either end. Alterna
tively, open-wire can occur between two cables. 

(3) The ON arrangement can be applied readily to radio systems either 
directly or through intervening cable or open wire. 

(4) Type ON channel terminals can be installed at each end of the _cable t<? 
obtain a maximum of 20 all-cable circuits per quad in N cables. 

Figure 15-2 shows the general layout for a typical 20-channel open-wire 
cable arrangement. A junction is made up of standard 01 group-receiving, 
group-transmitting, and oscillator units on the open wire side of the jun~
tion. The cable side of the junction consists of standard 01 group transmitted 
units and slightly modified 01 group-receiving and repeater-oscillator units. 
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A terminal 1is :rhade up of standard 01 channel units and group-transmitting 
units, .and slightly modified 01 group-receiving, twin-channel, and group-
oscillator units. ' 

The ONl repeaters located between the junction or the terminal and the type 
N carrier line are similar to Nl repeaters. 

The all-cable ON arrangement providing up to 20 channels over two pairs or 
1 quad is shown in Figure 15 -1. 

The ONl system provides up to 20 single sideband channels instead of the 24 
possible if the 12 double sideband channels in the N system were changed to 
single sideband. This reduction from the maximum numbe:r of channels per
mits the use of standard 01 equipment and filters with a minimum of modifi
cation and new codes, and retains the full flexibility of 0 systems on the open 
wire. Very flexible arrangements for adding or dropping groups of four 
channels. at a cable, open wire junction are achieved through the use of the 4-
channel groups derived from the 01 equipment as building blocks. There are 
five 4-channel groups in the ON system to make the total of 20 channels avail
able. Figure 15-4 illustrates the flexibility of the system. When the full 5 
group 20-channel capacity of the ON system is not used, a level-control oscil
lator is provided. The output of this oscillator is adjusted to simulate the 
power of the missing carriers to maintain the correct output level from regu
lating amplifiers in the Nl repeaters. 

15. 3 FREQUENCY ALLOCATION 

Figure 15-5 shows a comparison of the frequency allocations of the type N and 
type ON systems. The ON allocation utilizes a low-group range from 40 to 
136 kilocycles and a high-group range from 168 to 264 kc. Each frequency 
range is divided into five groups, each group containing four single sideband 
channels and two carriers. 

The preferred order of adding ONl groups in a partially equipped ONl system 
in group 1 first followed by group 2 and group 3. Group 4 and 5 may then be 
added either order. The order of group 1, 2, and 3 is determined by the allo
cation of the level-control carrier, 

Figure 15-5 shows the allocation of the level-control carrier in the ON low
group to be 76 kc. Coordination with N and ON systems that are in the same 
cable requires that the level-control carrier be lo.cated outside any channel 
in Nor ON. 

Both the terminal and junction equipment transmit and receive frequencies in 
the GN low"'group range. The translation from low-group to high-group t::1-llo-· 
cation or from high-group to low-group allocation is accomplished in the ONl 
repeater. 
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A c<>mplete ONl system employs a low-group frequency band, 40 to 136 kc., 
and a high-group band, 168 to 264 kc. The low-group band consists of five 
type 0 groups of four message channels each, as shown in the following 
table: 
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ONl Group 
No. 

5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

CHAPTER 15 TYPE ON CARRIER 

Low Group 
Frequency 

40 to 56 kc. 
60 to 76 kc. 
80 to % kc. 

100 to 116 kc. 
120 to 136 kc. 

Corresponding 
0 System Group 

OB low group 
OB high group 
OC low group 
OC high group 
OD low group 

The high-group band consists of five similar groups modulated and inverted 
into the 168 to 264 kc. frequency band. The high-group and the low-group 
bands each provide for the transmission of 20 one-way message channels 
with associated E anA M lead signaling. Refer to Fig. 15-6, 15-7, 15-8. 

The ONl system is applicable to the following facilities: 

(a) N-type Cable: For N-type cable applications, the low-group band is 
transmitted in one direction an.d the high-group ip. the other. The 
system thus provides up to 20 message channels over N-type cable, 
as opposed to the 12 channels of the N carrier system. As in the type 
N system, modulating type N repeaters frequency frog between the 
low- and high-group bands. 

(b) Radio: For radio applications a high-group band may be combined with 
a low .. group band to provide up to 40 message channels (two ONl systems) 
for transmission over the radio.· Each ONl system is transmitted high 
group in one direction and low group in the other. Figure 15-3. 

(c) K,.type Cable: Three groups of ONl carrier in the low-group band 
(groups 1, 2, and 3) may be transmitted over the same cable pair with 
K carrier. This arrangement, designated ON/K, provides 12 message 
channels in addition to the 12 channels of the K system. See Section 15. 5. 

TYPE-.N CARRIER 
LOW-GROUP HIGH-GROUP 

CARRIER FREQUENCY IN KILOCYCLES PER SECOND . 
40 48 56 64 72 110 BB 96 104 112 120 128 136 168 176· IB4 192 200 20B 216 224 232 240 248 256 264 

t 1 1 t 140 164 t t t · f t 1 1 t t t f f 1z6e 34 ' t t t ~-::.! I I I 
13 12 II 10 9 

' ' t t I I · I· 
B 7 6 5 
CHANNEL NUMBER 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I __ =] 
4 3 2 I . 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12 13 

CHANNEL NUMBER 

TYPE-ON CARRIER 
LOW-GROUP HIGH-GROUP 

IOr :t2 

76* CARRIER FREQUENCY IN KILOCYCLES PER SECOND 228* 
64 72. 84 92 104 112 124 . 132 172 180 192 200 212 220 4 232 240 

c6::td st· st M.·cb:b ~~~~:s ~ g g ~ 
252 260 

fs f10 
40 c::t::CtJ 

5 4 CCf=O . ~ , . I 136 168 . I 2 3 4 
GRQUP NUMBER GROUP NUMBER 

I I 1264 
5 

*LEVEL CONTROL FREQUENC¥ · 

Fig. 15-5 ON and N Carrier Frequency Allocations 
.. 
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15.4 TYPE ON2 CABLE CARRIER SYSTEM 

In order to more fully utilize the frequency carrying capabilities of the N type 
high frequency line and of some microwave radio systems a new version of 
the ON carrier system has been developed. This new system is known as the 
ON2 and provides 24 voice-frequency channels as compared to the 20 obtain .. 
able with ONl. 

The ON2 carrier can be used for systems to be operated over all cable, all 
radio, and cable-radio combinations. Carrier frequency ju.nction equipment 
for cable-open wire and radio-open wire systems require development of addi
tional components which will not be available at this time. Therefore, the ONl 
system or O_N2 and 0 channels operated back-to-back may b"e us~d for these 
applications. · 

Standard arrangements will be available concurrently with the ON2 for 
stacking 4 of these· systems so that up to 96 voice-frequency channels can 
be multiplexed on a single radio path. 

. I 

The 24 channels of the ON2 system will be arranged at the terminal in the 
frequency band from 36 to 132 kc. (see Figure 15-9). For transmission on 
the line 36 to 132 kc. will be used as the low band and will be modulated 
with a 304 kc. osciiiator to produce 172 to 268 kc. which will be the high 
band. l'he resultant carriers will be the same as those of channels 2 to 13 
of the Nl carrier system. 

Like the ONl, the ON2 is basically an arrangement of stacked .o carrier ter
minals which are combined for transmission over an Nl carrier line. The 
ON2 uses a stack of 6 of these 4 channel terminals in order to obtain a total 
of 24 channels (see Figure 15-9). As indicated in Figure 15-9 the only differ
ence in the 4 channel terminals .used for ON2 as compared to ONl are in the 
group oscillator and the group receiver. Also the combining network of the 
ON2 terminal has been redesigned to provide for 6 groups. 

No changes are to be made in the line arrangements for ON2 carrier systems. 
This includes the ON repeaters at the terminals as well as the N carrier high 
frequency line. 

Th~ ON2 is an all cable car.rier system and basic unit of the 96 channel mul
tiplex. The cable -open wire junction for the ON2 requires further study. In 
the meantime, the ONl or back-to-back terminals can be used for such appli ... 
cations and for use whe;re it is necessary· to drop and reinsert four-channel 
groups at an intermediate point on an ON system . 

. 
In general, ON2 systems are engineered in the same manner a:s ONl systems. 
However, since the frequencies of the carriers in the ON2 are the Sf;i.me as 
those of the channel 2-13 Nl system, the Nl deviation regulator can be used . . . .. . . . . . ... . . ... .. . . . . -·-···... . . . . . ... 
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t' ClfllNGEll RELllTIVij TO ONI TllAMrtfAL 
~ti-ADDl!.tl Foft ON?. T111.1U'41Nl'I\.. 

Figure 15-9 Block Diagram of 24 Channel ON2 Terminal 
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to supplement the normal built-in regulation of the longer ON2 systems. 
Since the regulator requires the presence of twelve carriers in order to func-' 
tion properly, the systems with which it is used should be fully equipped. 

The ON2 arrangement employs a maximum of 12 carrier frequencies which 
are the same as the carriers of channels 2 to 13 of the Nl system. There
fore, on a fully equipped system will be the same. For partially equipped 
ON2 the 76 kc. level control oscillator (LCO) will be used to replace the 
power represented by the missing carriers and thereby enable the amplifiers 
to regulate at the proper level. The LCO falls between channels 2 and 3 of 
group 4; and due to the limited selectivity of the channel filters, it will inter
fere with the signaling of these channels. Therefore, group 4 is the last to 
be equipped. 

The noise and crosstalk aspects of. the ON2 system are the same as for the 
ONl for all practical purposes. No difficulty is expected when ON2 systems 
are operated in the same cable with ONl or Nl systems. 

15. 5 TYPE ON/K CABLE CARRIER SYSTEM 

On a type K carrier route one of the two cables provided is usually larger than 
the other and the non K pairs in the larger cables are used for shorter voice 
or carr.ier circuits. However, there are some layouts where two cables of 
approximately equal size were installed with only a relatively few pairs for 
short haul circuit development. The ON/K system has been designed to pro
vide relief for short haul facilities on such routes to defer the large expense 
of establishing a new route. 

The ON/K system makes it possible to use the 12 channels of the type ONl low
group (16 channels of the ON2 when it becomes available) which are in the fre
quency range above that of the type K system, and like the K, it transfers 
from one sheath to the other at each repeater. However, it is separated from 
the Kat terminals and repeaters by line filters and uses its own amplifiers. 
A block diagram of the arrangement is shown in Fig. 15.-10. 

The ON/K line arrangements make available line frequencies from 68 to 136 kc, 
The 12 channel ONl/K will use line frequencies from 80-136 kc. When the ON2 
becomes available more efficient use will be made of the available frequency 
space and 16 channels will operate in the 68-132 kc. line frequency range. 

As indicated on Figure 15-10, the ON/K terminal initially consists of ONl 
Groups 1, 2 and 3, a combining network, new transmitting and receiving 
ampl_ifiers, and line filters. Conversion of the ONl/K systems to ON2/K 
systems will involve providing one additional four channel group, replacing 
the plug-in group oscillators and group receiving filters of the existing equip
ment, and the addition of a mop-up equalizer. 
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The highest ON/K carrier line frequency employed is 136 kc. The attenuation, 
of 19 ga quadded cable at 136 kc. and at 55° Fahrenheit is about 5. 5 db per 
mile. Therefore, gain of approximately 99 db is required to overcome the 
line loss in an 18 mile repeater section at the mean temperature. Roughly 
half of this gain is provided by the transmitting amplifier and half by the 
receiving amplifier. 

At repeater points in the ON /K system line filters, a receiving amplifier, 
line building-out, and a transmitting amplifier are required for both direc
tions of transmission. 

At K repeater or terminal points where the ON /K leaves the K line and is 
extended to a distant terminal as a partial ON system over an N carrier line, 
the ON/K amplifier arrangements are similar to those used at a terminal 
(see Figure 15-11). This arrangement is called an ON /K junction circuit. 
For extension over cable facilities the signal at the output of the ON /K junc
tion is applied to an ON /K to ONl connection circuit and a standard ON 
repeater. 

Regulation is adequate for the satisfactory operation of ON/K systems in 
buried cable for lengths up to 200 miles. The range of cable temperature 
for aerial constrµction is generally considered 2. 5 times that for buried 
cables. Thus, for combined buried and aerial cable systems, the 200 mile 
regulation length would apply to the sum of the actual buried cable miles and 
2. 5 times the aerial cable miles. Where distances greater than 200 miles 
are to be spanned, it will be necessary to consider in each specific case the 
exposure to. noise, the lengths of individual repeater sections and the regula
tion characteristics of the equipment. No need for deviation regulators is 
expected for systems of nominal length, therefore there are no plans to 
develop one for ON /K systems. 

In general the K system will be of greater length than the ON/K system, and 
arrangements to join and leave the K pairs will be required. In order to sim
plify the layout and reduce interference to the K line, they should only be 
applied at K repeater stations. Arrangements are available to extend the 
systems at carrier frequencies over other types of facilities without returning 
to voice frequencies. 

As a result of the low levels and high gains employed in the ON /K system 
considerable care is necessary to keep the noise within bounds. Careful 
design of the terminals and repeaters has resulted in minimizing the noise 
contributed by the equipment so that the controlling noise is expected to be 
p~cked up in the cable and the office layouts. However, due to the high gains, 
the amount of noise contributed by the equipment in the ON/K system is 
higher than in other carrier systems and will restrict the amount of improve
ment possible by line treatment. 

The exi_sting crosstalk balancing on the K cables is less effective in the ON/K 
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.than in the K frequency range but the compandors in the ON terminals will 
prevent this component of crosstalk from becoming objectionable. Interaction 
at the repeaters appears to be the controlling crosstalk source. However, the' 
grounding of the shields of the wiring to the K equipment, and replacement of 
suppression coils to reduce the noise as discussed above will have a beneficial 
effect on crosstalk as well and no further crosstalk suppression measures 
appear to be necessary. 

15. 6 "ON" MODULATIO:N" PLAN 

The type ON carrier modulation plan, shown in Fig. 15-12, is designed to place 
five different 4-channel groups, each corresponding to a type 0 group or system, 
in a frequency band capable of being transmitted over a type N line. The plan 
is based on the use of the basic 4"".channel band of 180 to 196 kc. provided by 
the type 0 equipment. Each basic 4-channel group ·is modulated to an allocated 
ON low-group position by use of a group modulator and associated oscillator 
frequency, according to Fig. 15-12. The full ON complement of five groups 
covers the frequency range from 40 to 136 kc. When the system layout requires 
that transmission to the first repeater section be in the low-group band in order 
to coordinate with type N systems, or for other reasons, the band of frequencies 
from 4·0 to 136 kc. is applied to the line hy the ON!" repeater without further 
modulation. Wheri transmission in the high group is required, the ONl repeater 
applies a further step of modulation with a carrier frequency of 304 kc. so that 
the ON iow group is converted to the ON high group. Modulation in the repeaters 
along the type N line frequency-frogs these bands of frequencies back and forth 
between low group and high group in a manner identical to the type N plan. The 
ON modulation plan is a 2-step process when applied at the junction of open wire 
and cable. 4-channel groups are received on the open-wire line side of the 
junction of type 0 line frequencies. Each is then modulated to the basic 4 -
channel band of 180 to 196 kc. This band of frequencies is referred to as the 
base band. The second step modulates each group to its ON low-group alloca
tion. Because the base band is common to each of the OA, OB, OC, and OD 
systems, it follows that the five groups of ON may be connected to any combina-
tion of 0 systems. · 

The ON modulation plan, as described above, applies to the transmitting direc -
tion and represents the modulation steps applied in going from the base band of 
the ONl junction or terminal to the frequencies applied to the pair in the cable. 
In the receiving direction, the process is reversed. Frequencies are received 
from the N line in the high- or low-group band opposite in frequency to that 
transmitted from the same junction or terminal. When the frequencies arriving 
on the receiving cable pair are in the ON low-group band, the ONl repeater 

· supplies amplification without modulation. Selection and modulation in 4-
chanl).el groups is then carried out by the junction or terminal by properly 
allocated filters and group-oscillator frequencies. 

When the received signals are in the ON high-group band, the ONl repeater 
supplies a step of modulation to convert these to the low-group· band f-9r proper 
selection in 4-channel groups. 
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* LEVEL. CONTROL CARRIER 
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CHAPTER 16 

PULSE CODE MODULATION AND T 1 CARRIER 

16.1 PULSE CODE MODULATION 

In amplitude or frequency modulation the amplitude or frequency of a sinu
soidal carrier is continuously varied in accordance with the modulating 
function. In contrast with this, pulse code modulation uses a series of. 
pulses instead of a sinusoidal carrier to carry the information contained in 
the modulating function. Transmission by pulse code modulation involves 
sampling, quantization, coding, time division multiplex transmission, 
recognition, regeneration, and, ultimately, decoding. 

16. 2 SAMPLING 

A transmitted "message" is usually thought of as a voltage which varies 
continuously with time. This is the modulating function. In AM or FM 
systems the carrier is varied continuously in accordance with their modu
lating function. In pulse modulation the continuous transmission of 
information about the modulating function is unnecessary. 

In a practical transmission system the message or modulating function is 
limited to a finite frequency band. In order to transmit a band-limited 
message of a specific duration, it is not necessary to send the continuous 
function of time. The application of the following sampling principle 
reduces the problem of transmitting a continuously varying message to one 
of transmitting a finite number of amplitude values (samples): 

Sampling Principle 

If a mes sage that is a magnitude-time function is sampled instantaneously 
at regular intervals and at a rate which is twice the highest significant 
message frequency; then the. samples contain all the information of the 
original message. · · 

Therefore, for voice frequencies, where the highest significant frequency 
is approximately 4, 000 Cps, a sampling rate of 8, 000 times a second 
would be adequate. 

The process of sampling is illustrated in Figure 16-1. The function f 1(t) 
illustrated in Figure l(a) is assumed to contain no frequencies above fc. 
Figure l(b) shows a sampling function f 2 (t). The sampling frequency is 
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Zfc· The result of sampling is shown in Figure l(c). This function, f3(t), 
is defined analytically as the product f1(t) f2(t) and is a form of pulse 
amplitude modulation (PAM). Note that this is not instantaneous sampling, 
since the f2(t) pulses have duration. Instantaneous sampling can, of course, 
never be realized in a physical system. 

t-

SAN,.LINO FUNCTION 

fa{t l 

fl'ULll! AHA.ITUO! tilODt.ILATIOW 
(Cl 

16. 3 RECONSTRUCTION 

Sampling 

Figure 16-1 

Let us now proceed to the rece1vmg end of the system. The PAM signal, 
f3 (t), may be transmitted to the receiver in any form which is convenient 
or desirable from the transmission standpoint. At the receiver the in"
coming signal is then operated on to recreate the original PAM sample 
values so that they appear in their original time sequence at a rate of 2fc 
pulses per second. To reconstruct the mes sage it is merely necessary to 
generate from each sample a proportional impulse, and to pass this 
regularly spaced series of impulses through an ideal low-pass filter of 
cutoff frequency fc. Except for an over-all time delay and possibly a 
constant of proportionality, the output of this filter will then be identical 
to the original message. 

Ideally, a perfect reproduction of a message can be achieved if information 
were transmitted giving the instantaneous amplitude of the message at 
intervals spaced 1/2 fc apart in time. For example, if a sampling rate of 
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8, 000 times per second and a pulse of one microsecond duration were 
assumed, the message in the transmission facility would be represented 
as a series of one-microsecond pulses occurring at intervals of 125 
microseconds (1/8, 000). 

16. 4 QUANTIZATION 

It is, of course, impossible to transmit the exact amplitude of a modulating 
function. In conventional AM or FM, or in a sys.tern using pulse height or 
position to carry information, so'.!'.lle error will always occur. Noise, 
distortion, and crosstalk will affect the modulated wave so that the recovered 
message will not exactly duplicate the information in the original message. 
In the systems noted - AM, FM, or PAM - the error increases as we go 
through successive repeater sections, since additional noise is added to the 
signal as it passes through each repeater section. 

This situation is analagous to the accumulation of small errors in a long 
series of slide-rule operations. It suggests the weakness of an analog 
method of transmission in which the transmitted signal can assume a 
continuum of values. But suppose we consider instead a digital system. 
Instead of attempting the impossible task of transmitting the exact value of 
a sample, let us limit ourselves to certain discrete amplitudes of sample 
size. Then, when the message is sampled, the amplitude nearest the true 
amplitude is sent. When this is received and amplified, it will have an 
amplitude a little different from any of the specified discrete steps, because 
of the disturbances encountered in transmission. But if the noise and 
distortion are not too great, we can tell accurately which discrete amplitude 
the signal was supposed to have. Then the signal can be reformed, or a 

. new signal created, which again has the amplitude originally sent. 

certain discrete am litudes is 
ca e quantizing. It inherently introduces an initial error in the amplitude 
of the samples, giving rise to quantization noise. But once the message 
information is in a quantized state, it can be relayed for any distance 
without further loss in quality, provided only that the added noise in the 
signal received at each repeater is not too great to prevent correct recog
nition of the particular amplitude each given signal is intended to represent. 
By quantizing we limit our "alphabet". If the received signal lies between 
a and b, and is closer (say) to b, we guess that b was sent. If the noise 
is small enough, we shall always be right. 

16. 5 CODING 

A quantized sample could be sent as a single pulse which would have certain 
possible discrete amplitudes, or certain discrete positions with respect to 
a reference position. However, if many allowed sample amplitudes are 
required, one hundred, for example, it would be difficult to make circuits 
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to distinguish these, one from another. On the other hand, it is very easy 
to make a circuit which will tell whether or not a pulse is present. Sup
pose, then, that several pulses are used as a code group to describe the 
amplitude of a single sample. Each pulse can be on (1) or off (0). If 
there are three pulses, for instance, a code can be devised to represent 
the amplitudes shown in Table I. 

Amplitude 
Represented 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

TABLE I 

Code 

000 
001 
010 
011 

. 100 
101 
110 
111 

These codes are, in fact, just the numbers (amplitudes) at the left written 
in binary notation. In this notation, the place values are 1, 2, 4, 8, -; . 
i'"°e., a unit in the right-hand column represents 1, a unit in the middle 
(second) column represents 2, a unit in the left (third) column represents 
4, etc. In general, a code group of rion-off pulses can be used to repre ... 
sent 2n amplitud'es. For example, 7 pulses yield 128 sample levels. 
Figure 16-2 illustrates the coding of a PAM signal into seven digit code. 

It is possible, of course, to code the amplitude in terms of a number of 
pulses which have allowed amplitudes of 0, 1, 2 (base 3 or ternary code), 
or 0, 1, 2, 3 (base 4 or quaternary code), etc., instead of the pulses with 
allowed amplitudes 0, 1 (base 2 or binary code). If ten levels were allowed 
for each pulse, then each pulse in a code group would be simply a digit 
or an ordinary decimal number expressing the amplitude of the sample. 
If n is the number of pulses and b is the base, the number of quantizing 
levels the code can express is bn. However, binary code (0, 1) seems to 
offer the most advantages. 
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PAM SAMPLES 

Binary Pulse Coding 

Figure 16-2 

16. 6 DECODING 

To decode a code group of the type just described, a pulse must be 
generated which is the linear sum of all the pulses in the group, each 
multiplied by its place value ( 1, b, b2, b3, • • • ) in the code. This can 
be done in a number of ways. For example, we might mention what is 
perhaps the simplest way which has been used. This involves sending 
the code group with "units" pulse first, and the pulse with the highest 
place value last. The pulses are then stored as charge on a capacitor
resistor combination with a time constant (T = RC} such that the charge 
decreases by the factor l/b between pulses. After the last pulse, the 
charge (voltage) is sampled. Such a method, while feasible, has the 
disadvantage that the most significant digit is in its fastest decay period 
when used, leading to large errors. 

16. 7 TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEX 

There is an optimum rate for the transmission of short pulses through 
a band-limited medium. For a low-pass· characteristic which transmits 
up to some frequency f 1 cps, 2f 1 pulses per second can be sent. Thus a 
750 kc channel could carry 1. 5 million pulses per second. Consider the 
transmission of 4 kc telephone messages by 8 digit binary PCM over a 
channel which has a bandwidth of 7 50 kc/ s. 
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It was previously seen that our sampling rate should be 8, 000 times per 
second or one sample per 125 microseconds. Each sample will result in 
one code character consisting of eight code elements (1 's or O's). If we .. 
can send 1. 5 million pulses per second, eight pulses can b'e sent in 5. 33 
microseconds. If only the information pertaining to one message is sent, 
the pulse pattern vs time would consist of an 8-pulse character, taking 
5. 33 microseconds, then idle time for about 120 microseconds, followed 
by another 5. 33 microseconds of use, and so on. Obvious_ly, the channel 
is not used very efficiently. On the other hand, if code characters from 
other channels are sent during the idle time, not one, but about 24 tele-
phone messages could be transmitted over our 7 50 kc channel. Inter-
leaving signals on a tirri.e basis in this way is called Time Division 
Multiplex. 

An illustration of a time division multiplex PCM system is shown in 
Figure 16-3. Although a four channel system was chosen for convenience, 
the concepts associated with this system pertain equally well to a system 
involving any number of channels. Figure 16-3(a) shows four messages 
in the form of time-varying voltages which are to be transmitted over a 
comm.on channel. Each message is band-limited to 4 kc by a low-pass 
filter in the mes sage path. The problem is to sample each message, 
interleave the resulting PAM signals, and, finally, encode the PAM 
signals into binary PCM. For purposes of graphically illustrating the 
principle, the sampling mechanism is shown as a switch rotating at the 
required 8, 000 cycles per second sampling rate. Such a switch combines 
the functions of sampling and interleaving. Figure 16-3 (b) illustrates the 
interleaved PAM samples so obtained at the sampling circuit output. 
These samples are fed into an appropriate encoder circuit which produces . 
a seven-digit PCM encoding of the inco.ming PAM signals. The encoder 
output is shown in Figure 16-3(b). At the receiving end the inverse 
functions of decoding and sample separation are performed, as illustrated. 
by Figure 16-3(a). 

Some useful terms qm be defined from Figure 16-3. The sampling 
interval, T, shown for message channel 2, is the time between successive 
samples of the message voltage in a channel. A frame represents the 
output obtained from one complete cycle of the sampling circuit. The 
frame interval is equal in duration to the sampling interval and is the 
time required to obtain one complete frame. The frame rate is the 
reciprocal of the frame interval and is equal to the rate at which the frames 
are generated, which, of course, equals the sampling rate. Thus, for the 
system illustrated, th~ frame rate is 8, 000 frames per second, and the 
frame interval (or ·sampling interval) equals 125 mf~roseconds. The time 
interval for each code character (representing a sample from each message 
channel) must be equal to or less than one-fourth of the frame interval; if 
four message channels are to be accommodated. 
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SWITCH SPEED : 1000 RPS 

4 

(a) ELEMENT$ OF PCM SYSTEM 

(b) FORMATION OF PAM AND PCM SIGNALS 

Time Division Multiplex 

Figure 16-3 
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Time division implies switching at precisely fixed times in order to 
separate the messages at the receiver. Therefore, additional time, with
in the frame interval, is usually allocated to some sort of timing or gating 
signal. 

As the number of message channels is increased the time interval that 
can be allotted to each must be reduced since all of them must be fitted 
into the frame interval. The allowed duration of a coded pulse train 
representing an individual sample must be shortened and the individual 
pulses moved closer together as the number of time division channels in 
a frame is increased. This means that frequency limitations of the 
transmission.medium inevitably restrict the number of message channels·· 
which can be included in a frame. 

In general terms: if fc cycles per second is the highest frequency in our 
message, and n the number of code elements per code character, then we 
require approximately nfc cycles per second of bandwidth per message, 
plus an allowance for gating time. This is .n times the bandwidth required 
for direct transmission or for single side~and AM. In terms of the pre
ceding dis.cussion, using n=8, and 24 channels was found to be consistent 
with a 7 50 kc bandwidth. This is about eight times the 96 kc bandwidth 
required for the single sideband AM transmission of 24 channels. 

16.8 INTRODUCTION TO Tl CARRIER 

A T 1 Carrier System provides low-cost facilities for conveying the trans
mission and signaling information for 24 exchange trunks over a two-way 
carrier line. The multiplexing is done by time division methods in Dl · 
Channel Banks shown in Figure 16-4. These terminals, designed for . 
Central Office use, deliver pulse code modulation (PCM) signals to the· 
line. 

The T 1 carrier system will be applicable to short-haul trunks. The 
principal market includes direct interoffice trunks, tandem trunks, toll 
'connecting trunks, PBX trunks, PBX tie lines, and foreign exchange lines. 
Type T 1 carrier will probably be used primarily in the larger metropolitan 
areas on trunk routes of large cross-section and relatively high growth 
rates. 

The system must be closely tailored to the requirements imposed by its 
application if the cost objective is to be met. This has led to the provision 
of several plug-in equipment options, each designed for a specific appli
cation, rather than the provision of a universal facility that is capable of 
handling many different situations with the same equipment. 
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16. 9 TERMINAL 

In the type T 1 carrier system, 24 voice channels are combined into a 
single pulse amplitude modulated wave by time division multiplexing. 
The sample rate for eac;:h telephone channel is 8, 000 samples per second. 
The pulse amplitude modulated signal is compressed and encoded into a 
pulse code modulation signal for transmission over the line. A 7-digit 
code is used to represent each PAM sample. At the distant terminal, 
the received'pulse train is decoded, expanded, amplified, and distributed 
to 24 low-pa:ss' filters. The low-pass filters extract the envelope of the 
received PAM pulses, which is a very close approximation to the original 
signal. The block diagram for the Terminal is shown in Fig. 16-5. 

Built-in signaling arrangements for loop dial pulsing, revertive pulsing, 
and E&M lead signaling will be provided. The built-in loop dial pulse 
signaling arrangement may be used for supervision on multifrequency 
pulsing trunks. An additional digit will be .added to the 7 -digit code 
representing each PAM sample to carry signaling information. This 
increases the number of digits per sample to eight and provides a 2-state 
signaling channel which is adequate for dial pulse and E&M lead signaling. 
For rev.ertive pulse signaling a 3-state signaling channel is required. The 
additional state will be obtained by removing control of the least signifi
cant digit (seventh digit in code representing the PAM sample) from the 
encoder while dialing is in process and using this pulse for signaling 
information. When the called party answers, returned answer supervision 
restores encoder control of the seventh digit. This arrangement slightly 
impairs (provides only 6-digit PCM quality) calls to lines that do not 
return answer supervision, such as calls to information operators, tele
phone. business offices, repair desks, etc. 

In a time division system, synchronization of the terminals at the. two 
ends is essential. Synchronization includes both timing and framing. 
Timing is marking the individual pulse positions or ti-mes when a decision 
must be made as to whether or not a pulse is present. Framing is 
uniquely marking a particular pulse position so that the individual channel 
pulse positions are identifiable. 

The transmitting section of the Tl terminal will obtain its timing infor
mation from a 1. 544-mc crystal oscillator. This 1. 544-mc wave will be 
transmitted as an integral part of the pulse train and extracted at each 
repeater along the line and at the receiving terminal, as discussed in 
16.10, Repeater Operation. 

Framing is accomplished by inserting a framing pulse position after each 
group of 24 coded samples. i.e., In addition to the 24 eight~pulse "words" 
in each frp.me, there iS also a framing pulse making a total of 193 pulse
times per frame on 1, 544, 000 per second. A pulse is inserted in the 
framing ptilse position on every other frame; on the alternate frames 
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the pulse position is left blank. This gives the framing pulse a unique 
behavior that is not duplicated by any other pulse position on a steady state 
basis. When,. the system is out of frame, as indicated by a number of 

· departures from the n.ormal framing pulse pattern, it hunts through the 
pulse positions looking for one with the desired behavior. After the framing· 
pulse position has been found, the systems locks on. · · 

An alarm indicating the absence of synchronism between th~ terminals for 
a period of more than about 3 seconds will be provided. This alarm monitors 
the over-all performance of the system and indicates most catastrophic 
failures in the common equipment and the repeatered line. It provides an 
indication of system performance similar to the received carrier failur-e 
alarm. in .type N carrier. This alarm checks most of the digital control 
circuitry. It does not check the performance of the compressor, encoder, 
decoder, expander, or individual channel equipment. 

No equipment will be provided in the T 1 carrier terminal for ensuring 
disconnect of existing calls or preventing attempts to originate ne:w calls 
over the system during an alarm condition. However, the alarm circuit 
in the terminal may be used with the carrier group alarm circuit 
(J986l3AH, SD:--98084-01) now in development for type Nl carrier. Pro
vision of the group alarm circuit will be an operating company option. It 
provides for disconnecting calls in process and prevents the origination of 
new calls over the carrier system. 

16.10 REPEATERED LINES 

The Tl carrier system will be designed to work on existing types of 19-
and 22-gauge paper - or pulp-insulated, staggered twist, paired exchange 
cables. Short sections of 24~ and 26-gauge cables may be used if the 
repeater spacings are reduced appropriately. The system will operate 
over these types of facilities for distances up to at least 25 miles. Two 
cable pairs are repaired, one for each direction of transmission. Initially, 
the system will be restricted to underground cables. It is expected, 
however, that added features for aerial cable may be made available. 

The signal to be transmitted over the repeatered line consists of a train 
of pulses. The information in the signal is contained in whether or not a 
pulse is present in a particular pulse position. To reduce the effect of· 
intersystem crosstalk, the particular pulse train selected for the T 1 
system uses bipolar pulses. Successive pulses, regardless of the number 
of intervening spaces, are of opposite polarity. However, the significance 
of a pulse inany particular pulse position is independent of its polarity. 
Therefore,. it is possible to convert from a unipolar pulse train (all pulses 
of the same polarity) to a bipolar pulse train (successive pulses of opposite 
polarity) by inverting every other pulse and to return to a unipolar pulse 
train by full wave rectification. · 
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Since the information is contained in the presence or absence of a pulse in 
a particular pulse position, the signal is capable of regeneration. 
Regeneration consists of deciding whether or not a.pulse is being received ' 
in a particular pulse position and, if one is, of sending out a completely 
new pulse. Deciding whether or not a pulse is being received entails two 
things: knowing when to make the decision, i.e., timing; and determining 
whether or not the received voltage exceeds a predetermined threshold • 
.All of the repeaters in the T 1 system are of the regenerative type. 

Timing is accomplished by rectifying the incoming bipolar pulse train to 
obtain: a unipolar pulse train with 1.544 x 106 pulse positions per secoµd. 
This unipolar pulse train has a strong single-frequency component at 
l. 544 me, which is at exactly the same frequency as the crystal oscillator 
in the transmitting terminal. This sine wave is used to mark the indivi9-ual 
pulse positions. 

The pulses are regenerated by blocking oscillators (separate blocking 
qscillators for the positive and negative pulses of the bipolar pulse train), 
'l;'he threshold level is established in these blocking oscillators. Both a 
;received pulse above the threshold and a timing pulse from the timing 
circuit are required to trigger the blocking oscillator. 

The nominal repeater spacing in the T 1 Carrier System is 6000 feet using 
2,2 gauge cable. It is expected that up to 25 PCM systems (each system 
accommodates 24 voice channels) can be operated with both directions of 
transmission in the same cable sheath by segregating the two. directions 
of transmission to separate and preferably non-adjacent units within the 
aable. Where more than 25 systems are to be accommodated, the two 
directions of transmission must be placed in separate cable sheaths. ():p.e 
cable operation for installations involving fewer than 25 systems and two 
c;able operation for large numbers of system are the two modes of trans
mission considered. 

Repeaters will be plugged into 466A Apparatus Cases for manhole instal
lations. A laboratory model of the apparatus case is shown in Fig. 16-5. 
The upper picture shows the cover in place, while the lower photograph 
shows the cover removed. The repeater retainer is hinged to facilitate 
removing the cover ·and for easier access to the wi-ring. This case· will 
accommodate 25 repeaters. 

Each repeater includes two regenerators using a common power supply. 
For one-cable service a 201A regenerative repeater serves the two 
directions of transmission of a single system. For two-cable service 
a 2'01B repeater serves one direction of transmission for two separate 
systems. The 466A Apparatus Case is spliced into a cable such that when 
it is equipped with 201A repeaters one-cable operation is obtained. Two .. 
cable operation is obtained if it is equipped with 201B repeaters. A lal;>or.
atory model of the repeater is shown in Figure 16-7 • 

• 
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The nomina~ 6000 foot repeater spacing corresponds to an H loading section. 
Any load coils as well as any bridged taps must be removed from the pairs 
to permit PCM transmission. After an Apparatus Case has been installed 
and the load coils have been removed from the line, plug-in load coils 
(180Al Coil Cases) may be inserted in the Apparatus Case in lieu of 201 
type regenerative repeaters. In this manner, pairs not required immedi
ately for T 1 use may still be operated for voice use. 

While the nominal repeater spacing is 6000 feet, variations are to be ex
pected. In particular, it is necessary to locate repeaters adjacent to 
central offices nominally 3 000 feet from the office in order to mitigate . 
the effects of impulse noise. A series of buildout networks for the repeaters 
is provided to build out a given line to the equivalent of 6000 ± 250 feet of· 
22 gauge cable. These buildout networks which are inserted in repeaters 
are coded 826A to 863M. 

Manhole repeaters and office repeaters in two cable systems are to be 
powered over the cable. A constant current is fed over the phantom of the 
E-W and W-E circuits, and the voltage at each repeater is obtained across 
a series of voltage regulator diodes. The repeater is designed to operate 
at about 10.5 volts and a line current of about 140 ma. The +130V, -130V, 
and -48V office batteries are used as power sources. (Refer to Section 
14. 53) The repeaters are designed to permit either a through power 
connection or a loop power connection. Thus battery can be supplied at 
either or both ends of a repeatered line. It is expected that 18 repeaters 
can be powered by using both +130Vand -130Vat each end of a line. 

Complements of cable pairs between appropriate main frames will be 
assigned to the Tl carrier and spliced into repeater cabinets. A particular 
system may be made up of repeatered lines from a number of different 
complements. For ease in line-up and maintenance and flexibility in 
assignment of repeatered lines to systems, the repeate·red lines between 
two main frames will be administered as a block. Since repeaters will 
generally be located in the building whenever the cable pairs terminate on 
the main frame, all of the repeatered lines along a particular route go from 
one office repeater location to another. The block of repeatered lines 
between two office repeater bay locations is known as a repeatered line 
span (see Figure 16-8). A standard level point (the level of a repeater 
output) is established at the office repeater panels at the ends of the span. 
All of the repeatered lines in a span are similar and may be used inter
changeably. Terminals will be connected to repeatered lines at the office 
repeater locations. 
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Experimental Model of 466A Apparatus 
Case Installed in a Manhole 

Experimental Model of 466A Apparatus 
Case With Cover Removed. Retainer 
shown moved forward on its hinge. 

Fig. 16-6 
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CHAPTER 16 PULSE CODE MODULATION AND Tl CARRIER 

16. 11 EQUIPMENT ARRANGEMENTS 

In order to achieve the economies of "office engineeringn, as much of the 
terminal equipment as practical will be constructed as plug-in packages or 
as easily demountable units which mount in a bay framework. The office 
engineering concept entails installing more basic bays and their associated 
office cabling than are needed immediately, rather than providing frequent 
additions·. Making less frequent large installations ·reduces the number of 
times that the office records must be changed and makes more efficient 
use of installers. Plug-in equipment lends itself readily to office engi
neering, because the basic bays and cabling can be installed in advance 
and the costly plug-in units added as needed by operating company 
personnel. 

For further economy in installation, the bay framework will be shop-wired. 
The shop-wired bay will be equipped with the shelves and sockets for the · 
plug-in packages and all of the intrabay wiring. All field connections to 
the terminal bay to be made during installation will be made at a terminal 
block located at the top of the bay. 

The initial .design of the shop-wired terminal bay shown in Figure 16-4 
mountings for three system terminals (72 channel terminals) and their 
associated power supplies. It will be 11 feet 6 inches high and nominally 
23 inche's wide. Additional bay arrangements, such as a shorter bay for 
use in buildings that will not accommodate 11 foot 6 inch bays, will 
probably be required eventually. However, they are not being provided in 
the initial design. 

A system terminal will consist of 24 channel units and 29 common equip
ment units• The channel units contain the signaling converters and e.ither 
per channel amplification or a 4-wire terminating set as required. Five 
types of channel units will be provided initially. They are: 

1. Channel unit with 4-wire terminating set accepting outgoing 
dial pulse signaling. 

2. Channel unit with 4-wire terminating set providing incoming 
dial pulse signaling. 

3. Channel unit with 4-wire terminating set accepting outgoing 
revertive pulse signaling. 

4. Channel unit with 4-wire terminating set providing incoming 
revertive pulse signaling. 

5. Channel unit with E&M lead signaling. 
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Those. channel units with built-in 4-wire terminating sets are being 
designed to provide a switch-to-switch net loss of 2. 0 ± O. 5 db. The loss 
between the 2-wire input to the 4-wire terminating set and the 2-wire 
output of the terminating set at the distant terminal will be about O. 5 db. 
The office loss between the switches and the input to the 4-wire terminating 
set will be built out to O. 7 5 + O. 25 db at each end. This will be accomplished 
by adding O. 5 db of loss whe~ever the office loss is ~ess than O. 5 db. 
Provision for adding this O. 5 db of loss is being incorporated in the intra
bay wiring of the T 1 terminal. These padding arrangements have been 
chosen to give an economical balance among minimizing clipping of loud 
talkers, minimizing noise in the absence of signal, and maintaining low 
net loss. · 

A 2-db pad will also be included in these channel units which may be 
inserted in the receiving 4-wire branch on an optional basis. This pad 
may be used to increase a 2 ± O. 5 db net-loss trunk to 4 ± O. 5 db net-loss.· 
These arrangements are shown in Figure 16..:9. 

The channel unit with E&M lead signaling will not include a 4-wire 
terminating set. It will terminate 4-wire at 600 ohms with standard VF 
patching levels (-16 db transmitting and +7 db receiving). Voice frequency 
amplification within the channel unit will be required to produce these 
levels. 

Circuit opening test jacks will be included in all channel units. They will 
be located in the 4-wire circuit, and all of the active elements in a voice 
channel will be included between the input and output jacks, except for the 
voice frequency amplification in the channel unit with E&M lead signalin,g. 
The jacks will be at -9. 5 db transmitting and +3. 0 db receiving system 
level points and will have an impedance of 2, 500 ohms unbalanced. 

Additional channel units may be developed at a later date as demand 
develops. 

The common equipment includes the compressor, encoder, decoder, 
expandor, common amplifier, and the digital control circuits. The 
sampling and demultiplex gates with their associated filters are also 
considered part of the common equipment, because it is desirable to 
concentrate t:Q.ese circuits into a few packages located physically close 
to tht:i remainder of the common equipment in order to reduce lead length. 
Therefore, the common equipment along provides 24 complete 4-wire 
voice channels. The channel units serve only as the matching units between 
these channels and the external trunk circuitry. 

The common equipment is divided into a number of packages for ease in 
manufacture and maintenance. 
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CHAPTER 16 PULSE CODE MODULATION AND T 1 CARRIER 

' The terminals will be powered from the -48 volt office battery as described 
in Section 16. 12. The power dissipation in a fully equipped terminal bay 
will be approximately 650 watts. The different voltages required by the 
terminal equipment will be obtained with de-to-de converters located near 
the top of the shop-wired bay. 

The de-to-de converters and associated regulators will be arranged for 
additional to the bay by local telephone company personnel, after the basic 
bay has been installed. 

16.12 REPEATERS 

Initially a repeater cabinet will be provided that is capable of holding 25 
repeaters, a fault locating filter and order wire terminals. This cabinet 
is shown in Figure 16-6. 

The cabinets are made of hot-dip galvanized steel to provide adequate 
service life in manhole environments. They are supplied with a 22-gauge 
PVC insulated lead sheathed cable stub for splicing into the main cable. 

With few exceptions the cables that will be utilized for T 1 carrier systems 
will be pressurized; therefore, the cabinet is provided with the nece!:lsary 
gas plugs, valves, and bypasses to keep it under pressure when closed, 
and to ·release the pres sure without losing cable pressure when it is to 
be opened. 

Connections to a repeater are made by female connectors on the repeater 
and male plugs in the cabinet. These plugs are mounted on a false bottom 
with the cable conductors fanned out to them in the chamber beneath. To 
permit repair of this wiring or the plugs without removing all _repeaters, 
the bottom of the cabinet is removable. 

The order wire terminals are accessible without opening the repeater 
cabinet. An order wire will be provided for communication between re
peater locations or between any repeater location within a span and the 
two buildings at the ends of the span. This order wire will be voice
frequency loaded and all the repeater cabinets in a span will be bridgec;l 
onto the s.ame order wire pair. 

The repeaters in each cabinet will be connected to the fault locating filter 
which, in turn, will be bridged to a fault locating pair in the cable. On 
fault locating pair will be required for each 25 systems along a route. 
The fault locating system will be used to determine repeater cabinets con• 
taining a defective repeater by tests made at the ends of the repeatered 
line. 

As discussed previously, there will be repeaters located in central office· 
buildings a~ the two terminal offices and at appropriate intermediate~ centr.al 
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offices~· These repeaters Will mount in central office repeater -assemblies. 
Two equipment as'semblies will be provided: · 

1. Span t~rminating assembly. 

2. Sy"i:jtemterminating assembly. 

The span terminating assembly shown in Figure16-10terminates span lines 
entering the .puilding from other offices. It mounts on a 23.,.inch bay, is 
10-1/2 inches high, and provides power feed, tests jacks, and incoming 
repeaters for 12 span lines. Cross-connect facilities are provided as 
part of the unit so that span lines may be interconnected as desired. 
These span terminating assemblies will be connected to the horizontal on 
the main frame by indiv.idually shielded pairs or by lead sheath cables. with 
separate sheaths for repeater inputs and outputs. Shielded jumpers will 
be required on the main frame. · · 

A system terminating assembly shown in Figure 16-11 is used-only when 
terminals are located in the same building. The terminals will be . 
connected to .. the system terminating assembly by individually shielded 
pairs. It mounts on a 23-inch bay, is 5-1/4 inches high, and provides 
test jacks and equalizers for 12 system terminals {four terminal bays).•' 
.The iine repeaters are po:Wered over the ·pal.rs· used £or-·piilse trans:rriiSsiori. 
They are powered .in a series string with the power being applied at the 
span terminating office repeater assembly. The primary source of power 
for the repeatered lines will be the appropriate combination of -48 volts 
only, +130 vqlts only, +130 volts and -48 volts, or +130 volts and -130 
volts. A particular span may be powered from both ends. Positive 48 
volts, -42 volts, +24 volts and -24 volts are obtained from 48-volts central 
office battery using ac to de transistor converters and series transistor 
regulators. ·The preferred combinations of battery voltages for 22-gauge 
cable are given in Table 2. The span lengths for the same voltages will 
be somewhat loriger for 19-gauge cable_ •... 

BATTERY VOLTAGES PREFERRED 

Span Length 

miles 

0 to 2 
2 to 4 
4 to 6 
6 to 8 
8 to 10 

10 to 13 
13 to 15 -· 
15 to 17 
17 to 19 
19 to 22 

• 

Office A 

- 48 
- 48 
+130 

+130 and - 48 
+130 and - 48 
+130 and - 48 
+130 and - 48 
+130 and -130 
+130 and -130 
+130 and -130 

volts 

12. 22 

Office B 

no power 
- 48 

no power 
no .power 

.. 48 
+130' 

+130 and - 48 
+130 

+130 and - 48 
+130 and -130 · 

TABLE 2 
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Span Terminating Assembly for Tl Carrier Trial 
(front view) 
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Bank Terminating Assembly for Tl Carrier Trial 
Figure 16-11 



CHAPTER 17 

MICROWAVE RADIO SYSTEMS - GENERAL 

1 7. 1 GENERAL MICROWAVE RADIO CONCEPTS AND TERMINOLOGY 

Introduction 
The first commercial use of radio was made by the Bell System in July 
1920 when a radiotelephone link was placed in service between Catalina 
island and the mainland of California. Si;n.ce that time, the use of radio 
has grown to include many types of services of which the following are 
illustrative: 

a. Overseas service which provides a communications lil:!-k with the 
communications systems of most of the countries of the world. 

b. Ship-to-shore service which provides a communications link with 
trans-oceanic liners and cruise ships at sea. 

c. Coastal harbor service which permits communication with nearby 
vessels in coastal and inland waterways, 

d. Domestic point-to-point service sometimes used. for bridging diffi
cult geographic situations, such as the Tangier-Smith Island circuits 
in Chesapeake Bay. · · 

e. Portable emergency service whioh ca:r;i be quickly set up fo 'replace~ 
on a temporary basis, wire circuits which have been interrupted by 
the elements. · · 

~. Mobile services which permit interconn.ecf;:i.on with normal telephone 
. facilities from vehicles such as automobiles or trains. 

g. Rural radio service which is used to provide a communication link 
into small communities or widely separated customer locations 
whe:re wire plant may be impractical or uneconomical. 

h. Short haul toll services such as "pick-up" or "side leg" television 
links using broadband microwave equipments. 

i. Long haul toll service.s such as the coast-to-coast microwave radio 
relay system used for both telephone and television services. 

l 7. 1 
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The :fact that radib wavei:do not require a phys:l.cal trans:tni.ssion path'; 
such as the cable or 6peri?'Wi~e usE!d for· lower frequency alternating'°cµr
rents, . has brought about.;,tll:eir use in tl>:e Bell System for the many serv"" ·· 
i_ces a.s indicated abov.e~· .; WhilE:r early radio transmission utilized carrier 
frequencies '.in the oraer·•'of 60;,000. <1:yc1es per second (60 kilocycles p•er 
sE!'cond o:t' 60 kc), advahc'E!s in equipment and techniques have now i:rtade 
pds·sible ope:rationwith frequen€ies a;s high as thousands 0£ megacycles 
(1 megacycle equa.ls- one Million cycles). It iS· this regiOn of thousands' .. 
o'.£ niegacyclles that has been defined as "microwave" and is now expressed 
~s km.t C''k" :for thousan4i,:; and "me•.• for megacycles). Microwave. fre-· . 
quendes currE!:ntly used f6r communications purposes are in the range · 
ha:vf:ng a Wave length of th;r,ee to seven or eight centimeters .• 

. ' 
T}le. reasons for the trenc;[ toward the use of higher frequencies are man,i
fdld.. There a:re a numbe;i" of ptopagation factbrs, which will be discusf?ed 
late:r, that favor the u;se•·i5if :1:nicJ:oWaves .. The rapid adoption of radio 
c6mm.Uhication by o1;hers'ith:a:n the Bell System has resulted in a highly · ···.,; 
competi1iiv.e demand £or c:P:annel space in the lbwer frequency spectrum. 
!n ordet that each tyPe of.'service, such as corlimon carrier, military,··· · : •. ·· · 
etc. ' niay have its fair slfii.J:'e of the radio spectrum, the individual fre-
quency allotment must, 6:f'Iiecessity, .be limited. This has forced a con..:. 
tin:ual e:n1igf'ation to hig.her and higher frequencies in order to achieve the 
necessary number of co:rrl:rrtunication channels With adequate bandwidth• 
The 'bari.dWidth 1'equi:red :£o:t- a given cbm:tnunication channel is proportional 
tb the :rate at which a· give:n. portion of intelligence is to be transmitted. 
As a :result, intelligence trans:tnitteCl at a slow rate, such as ha.rid telegraph 
signaU, · rtiay requir.e a fadlity to transmit a grt>up 0£ frequencies 0£ 50 'or 
i.OO' cy~les; wherea'S teievision~. which must convey an entire scene almost 
thstantaneousiy; w:l.11 reqli!;il;'e a bandwidth of several megacycles. It can, 
thei''efore, be· sE:len that th~ nu:rn.'ber cH communication channels which can 

· b~ pi'ovi4ed in a give·n p13r'ti0n of :radio spectrum is governed by the type. 
of i:tttelligenc:i'e which rln.ustJ:>e tl"ahsmitted. · 

$o:i:'hie' ide,a· o£thE! usE! of th~:. :i-adio ~p·ect1'um by the s1ell System over the last ·. 
·~b yea:t"s · ca:n. be. gij.ine·d frdm an emmination of Table 17-1. The first. . · 
ooitcm.ri fo.di.cates some' 6£:the desi:rabl~ characteristics of a communication 
·chiJ:,nnt9l, while· the s:e.c(i)nct:cblumn indicates the way in which a radio cir- ·· · 
cuit should meet those re\:l,'*irern~nts in order to apprG>ach wire line per.£or- .· 
xnance:. The fir.st ch:atr:aid~.:rristtc, 11dii-ectivity, '' relates essentially to the 
:retJ,liir\:~ment fo:t secrecy oi communication; the second characteristic, 
11noise, u is related to intelligibility; "transmission disturbances," are 
'obviously related to reliability; whl.le, "frequency spa.ce available, " re-. · ·· 
late·s to the number of co:thm11ni-catfon cha_ruiels possible for any given band- · 
Width requir•eme:nt. · ·· 
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17. 2 RADIO TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS ABOVE 30 -MEGACYCLES 

General 
In the early 1940 1s, frequencies in the 30 to 40 megacycle band were used 
for short haul communication services, such as local or state police and 
forestry circuits. The television and FM broadcasting industry were 
proposing the use of somewhat higher frequencies, while research organ
izations were studying the transmission properties of radio waves at 
frequencies in the thousand or more megacycle range. During World War 
II both the military and the civil need for more short distance radio 
channels caused great strides to be made in the application of frequencies 
up to 300 megacycles. Wartime development of techniques and equipment 
for ;radar use resulted in the utilization of frequencies in the ranges of 
4, 000 to 10, 000 megacycles. Sufficient information was obtained relative 
to the propagation of frequencies in this region so that consideration was 
ultimately given to the use of the microwave frequencies for communica-
tion uses. The initial Bell System application of microwave for communi
cation purposes was.in the 4, 000 megacyc;:le range. Some of the transmission 
characteristics of radio waves in the spectrum above 30 megacycles can be 
compared by reference to Figure 17.-1, which attempts '.to give a brief pic
torial presentation. The pictorial presentation is amplified to some extent 
under the Notes in the right hand column. 

Ionospheric (Sky) Reflection . 
As the frequency of transmission is increased, reflection of the so-called 
sky wave by the ionosphere is either of such an angle that it misses the 
earth's surface or disappears entirely, as illustrated in Part A of Figure 
17.-1. Thus, at the higher frequencies transmission is limited to the 
direct or ground wave of propagation. Af3 indicated in Figure 17-1, little 
interference between systems operating at the same frequency, hundreds 
of miles apart, should be expected from ionospheric reflection of the sky 
wave for frequencies above about 100 megacycles. This characteristic 
recommends the use of the. higher frequencies (above 100 megacycles) for 
short haul service, since the same frequency spectrum allotment may be · 
used at several different geographic locations. 

Shadowing by Earth's Curvature and Other Obstacles 
As indicated in Figure 17-1, the earth, due to its curvature, will inter
cept the direct wave of radio transmission at a di.stance from the trans
mitter. This distance is a function of the actual curvature of the earth, 
the surface configuration at that point and the antenna height. This point 
of intersection can be described as the radio horizon. With an increase of 
frequency, less and less signal energy will be received. With currently 

·.used transmitter powers, essentially no signal is received beyond the 
horizon, except in certain extreme cases of propagation which will be 
mentioned later. It will be noted that the shadowing effect of the earth 1 s 
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surface at the horizon is similar to the effect produced with light waves, 
and in general it is found that microwaves behave in essentially the same 
manner as light waves. As a result, it is possible to estimate microwave 
transmission range, optically, on the basis of line of sight. · 

As with light, the shadow effect upon microwaves is not complete and 
experiments in long range transmission are now being conducted to deter
mine the feasibility of 11over the horizon" transmission by using trans
mitters with very high output. A small amount of random energy will 
permeate the shadow region. By using very sensitive receivers, it is 
anticipated that communication can be established at distances well bey.and 
the horizon. Since the received energy will be of a highly scattered char._ 
act.er, it is not anticipated that fading and other irrip;;i.irments to be dis
cussed in the following paragraphs will be detrimental to over-the-horizon 
transmission. At the time of writing, data is not available as to the · 
effectiveness of this type of operation. 

At the lower frequencies, such as the range between 30 and 300 megacycles, 
shadowing due to the earth's curvature is not so serious a problem, and FM 
broadcasts have been regularly received over distances of 200 miles or, 
more using a 50 kilowatt transmitter operating on a frequency of 45 mega-
cycles. · · 

Under certain weather conditions the line of sight range may be modified 
by bending of the radio wave path. Sometimes the bending may be in such 
a direction as to cause the radio waves to leave the earth's surface, while 
at other times it may be in such a direction as to cause the radio waves to 
more nearly follow the earth's surface. While not too well understood, 
this phenomena is comparable to the bending of light waves. This can be 
iUustrated by the effect that is sometimes noticed when a stick is placed 
partially in water and appears to be bent at the surface of the water. This 
bending effect is most noticeable at the super high frequencies. 

We have discussed the shadowing effect resulting from the earth's curva
ture and have established a radio wave horiz.on. It should be pointed out, 
however, that other objects, particularly in the mi~rowave region, may 
also produce the shadow effect. A mountain, large buildings or even a 
:r:nass of trees inserted in a microwave path may result in a major reduc
tion in received signal due to this effect which is pictorially illustrated in 
Part C of Figure 1 7-1. The pictorial representation indicates why the 
lower frequencies, such as in the 40 megacycle region, are preferable for 
mobile use, since it is ·not possible to continually operate a vehicle in a 
location where hills or buildings will not at .some time intercept the path 
from the vehicle to the base station. The pictorial representation also 
indicates one of the reasons why microwave stations are generally located 
on high points in order to have a clear line of sight path to the next station. 
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Reflections 
We know that light waves are not only intercepted by intervening objects to 
produce shadows, but also reflected. In the same fashion, we find that 
radio waves may also be reflected by objects in or near the transmission 
path. As a result, the transmitted signal may reach a receiver over one 
or more paths, which will require different amounts of transmission time 
due to their length, and have different attenuation characteristics. De
pending upon the relative signal strength and time of arrival, these multiple 
path signals may either add or cancel to produce a stronger or weaker sig
nal than that which might have been obtained over the direct path along. By 
examining the pictorial pre sen tat ion in Part D of Figure .17- 1, it can be 
seen that as either the transmitter or receiver location is moved the direct 
:ind reflected path lengths will be changed. As a result the transmitter and 
receiver locations may be selected to take advantage of the effective gain 
:resulting from the addition of the signals over the multiple paths. In the 
cas 1;.' of mobile reception, it is obviously impossible to confine the vehicle 
to a specific geographic location, and as a result it may pass through 
'lternate areas of strong and weak signal caused by the addition or can
cellation resulting from multiple path reception. This results in a very 
noticeable flutter in the output of the receiver that can become very ob
jectionable, depending upon the local terrain and the speed of the vehicle. 
As the frequency is increased, this flutter effect may result in the loss of 
entire syllables of speech or may result in a form of objectionable noise, 
interspersed with the speech. In open country where clear line of sight 
paths may be obtained, the effect is less objectionable. 

Noise Considerations 
At the low frequencies in the order of 30 megacycles or so, atmospheric 
noise may become very objectionable and, at times, may make a radio 
circuit unintelligible. This is the familiar static type of noise often heard 
with broadcast radio during severe electrical disturbances, such as 
thunder storms. As the frequency of transmission is increased above 30 
megacycles, the atmospheric noise effect diminishes, since there are few 
noise components in this frequency region. However, man-made noises 
may still be very objectionable. The making or breaking of electrical 
circuits by deviGes such as heater thermostats or thermostats associated 
with home aquariums or similar devices generally produce a spark. This 
type of spark, as well as the spark plug discharge in the ignition systems 
of gasoline engines, contains frequencies over a very wide range of the 
radio frequency spectrum. These frequencies are readily radiated over 
portions of the wiring associated with the device, causing radio interfer
ence. The radiated energy from frequency components of this type dimin
ishes very rapidly above 300 megacycles and is essentially negligible 
above 1 kmc. It would thus appear that interference from noise would be a 
minor consideration when operating at the higher microwave frequencies. 
Unfortunately, this is not the case. Above 1 kmc we find that noise gene
rated in the receiver circuit elements becomes of major importance and 
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it is this noise which effectively establishes the length of the transmission 
path, since the path must be short enough to provide a received signal that 
will override the inherent receiver noise. We find at microwave frequen
cies that minute variations in plate current of vacuum tubes, called shbt 
effect, and noise due to thermal agitation of the electrons in wiring and 
resistors and similar types of noise originating in the grid circuits of 
vacuum tubes occurs at frequencies comparable to the received signal. 
This type of circuit noise originating in the front end (or low level portions) 
of radio receivers will be amplified by the same amount as the incoming 
signal and will appear in the receiver as background noise of a hissing or 
rushing character. This type of noise can only be corrected by improved 
circuit design, refinements in the technique of vacuum tube manufacture or 
by some other method which will maintain a high signal level with respect 
to the noise level. This relationship j,s often referred to as the signal to 
noise ratio. 

Effect of Antenna Height 
By bearing in mind that microwaves behave in essentially the same manner 
as light waves, it can be seen from an examination of Parts B and C of 
Figure 17-1 that increasing the height of the antenna at the receiver or 
transmitter will increase the range of transmission. However, this in
crease in range is limited by the economics of providing the supporting 
structure for the antennas; Shadowing by the eartb1s curvature or by 
iilt.ervening obstacles is not the only factor, however, in considering the 
height of an antenna above ground. By referring to the pictorial presenta
tion in Part. F of Figure 17--1, it will be noted that below 10 kmc the re
ceived signal intensity varies. in a regular manner with antenna height. 
This pattern is produced by reflection of the radio waves from the earth's 
surface in the same manner as previously discussed for intervening objects. 
Asi the antenna is raised or lowered at either the transmitting or receiving 
end, the energy reflected from the earth1s surface will combine with the 
energy along the direct transmission path in such a manner as to increase 
or diminish the effect of the. received signal. In some types of terrain, 
this. addition or cancellation due to reflection from the earth's surface be.
comes a serious problem. In some types of level terrain, such as desert 
areas, the reflective plane of the earth's surface may vary during certain 
periods of the day resulting, at times, in almost complete cancellation of 
the received signal or what is known as a deep fade. To counteract this 
effect, antenna heights are frequently staggered with one antenna on a very 
high tower and the next antenna on a low platform close to the earth 1s sur.
face. With the highly directive antenna systems used, it is possible to 
avoid the reception of the reflected wave and thus reduce the cancelling 
effect and so minimize 'the fading condition. 
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Antenna Directivity 
If a small flashlight bulb could be constructed without a base and energized 
by very thin wires from a remote power source, it would radiate light in 
all directions. 1£ a small square of cardboard were placed a few feet away 
from this bulb, it would be illuminat~d by a portion of the light produced by 
the bulb. However, it is apparent that only a small amount of the light 
generated would fall on this particular piece of cardboard. A simple radio 
antenna likewise radiates radio waves in. _all directions and consequently a 
receiving antenna at some distq.nce can intercept only a small percentage · 
of the total ai;nou,nt of energy radiated. If now an optical reflector, flUCh as 
that used in a flashlight or searchlight, is placed in back of the special · 
hulb mentioned above, much of the stray light can be redirected by me<;1.ns 
of this reflector and the illumination received by the small piece of card-. 
board will have been materially increased. In the same way, reflecting 
devices may be associated with a radio antenna so that the energy can be 
transmitted in a direction where it may be intercepted by the rec;:eiving 
antenna. Again referring to the special lamp bulb, it is possible to place 
;;;.n optical lens in such .a positipn that much of the light radiated in the 
general direction of the piece of cardboard can be collected and focussed to 
fall upon the piece of cardboard. Thus by means of properly designed re
flector and lens combinations, almost the entire light output of the bulb 
can be concentrated on the sm<'l.11 area of cardboard and it will be much 
more brightly illuminated than when it received only its small proportion 
of the light that wai;i radiated in all directions. In the same fashion, it is 
possible to produce electrical lenses which will function in much the same 
manner to collect and concentrate the radio waves and direct them toward 
the receiving antenna. By redirecting and concentrating the radiation from 
an antenna to concentrate it on a receiving antenna, an increase in signal 
level can be obtained equivalent to an increase in transmitter power of 
several million times, had a non-directional antenna been used. This in
crease in received level resulting from the directing of the antenna radia
tion is referred to as antenna gain and is the ratio of energy actually 
received to that which would have been received from a non-directional 
antenna at the same location. It should be noted that antenna gain does not 
signify an increase in energy but rather a better utilization of the available 
energy. In addition to the better utilization of the available transmitter 
power output, dir.ective antenna ar:i:-ays also provide a greater degree of 
privacy and reduce the probability of interference to receivers other than 
the one toward which the transmission was directed. 

17. 3 F.C.C. CLASSIFICATION QF THE FREQUENCY SPECTRUM 

In the early days of radio when transmission was by means of damped wave 
trains, such as produced by spar~ gaps, the operating frequency was deter
mined pretty much by equipment limitations. With the advent of high 
frequency rotary generators and the late.r development of the vacuum tube, 
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it became possible to operate radio stations on a single specified frequency. 
This meant that a greater number of stations. could operate simultaneously 
without interference to each other. During this period, operation was c'on
firied to frequencies with wave lehgths over 200 meters, With refinements 
in the manufacture of vacuum tubes, it ultimately became possible to oper
ate radio systems at frequencies having wave lengths considerably less 
than 200 meters. To differentiate between this type Of operation and the 
rotary generator operation, the terminology of 11long wave 11 and "short 
wave" radio arose. As expansion of the radio spectrum continued and fre
quencies of operation became higher and higher with the corresponding 
shorter and shorter wave lengths, the term short wave became meaningless. 
To clarify the situation somewhat, the Federal Communications Commis
sion divided the radio spectrum into groups and assigned classifications to 
these groups which could be used to quickly identify the particular portion . 
of the spectrum in which activity was being proposed. The spectrum classi
fica:tion which has been sta:1'idardized by. the F. C. C. is as follows: 

Frequency (me) 

0. O'l to O. 03 
O'. 03 to o. 3 
O. 3 to 3. 0 
3. O to 30 
30 td 300 
300 to 3, 000 
3, 000 to 30, 000 
301 000 to 300, 000 

Description 

Ve'ry low frequency 
Low frequency 
Medium frequency 
High frequency 
Very high frequency 
Ultra high frequency 
Super high frequency 
Extremely high frequency 

Abbreviation 

VLF 
LF 
MF 
HF 
VHF 
UHF 
SHF 
EHF 

It will be apparent from an examination of the above tabulation that the fre
queticies commonly referred to as long wave correspond fairly closely with 
the LF designation, while t]:ie frequencies normally referred to as short. 
\vave correspond rather closely with the HF designation. 

17. 4 GENERAL RADIO RELAY.CONSIDERATIONS 

Frbin about 1920 until the early 1940 1s, considerable research work had 
Been done toward the development of vacuum tubes and equipment compo
nents that might be used at the microwave frequencies; but a practical 
application of these components had not been made ih the Bell System 
communications network. During World War II, impetus was given to manu
facturing techniques directed toward this type of equipmeht in order to 
develop more effective radar· systems. By the end of World War II, suffi
cient proficiency had been gained in the manufacture of highly sensitive 
receivers, relatively efficient transmitters, and directive antenna arrays, 
~ warrant a trial communications circuit in the 4, 000 megacycle range. 
PriOr to the use of microwave radio, the only available method of estab
lishing broadband communications channels was by means of coaxial cable 
carrier systems. 
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The placing of cable plant is costly and is guided to a great extent by the 
configuration of the terrain over which it must pass. Furthermore, to 
provide the necessary bandwidth and compensate for the high degree of 
attenuation, vacuum tq.be amplifiers are required at relatively close inter
vals. In the Ll coaxial carrier system repeaters are spaced at approxi
mately eight mile intervals, while in the wider band L3 system the 
spacing is at approximately four mile intervals. Aside from initial cost, 
this presents a major maintenance problem. 

By the use of microwave radio transmission, employing highly directive 
antennas, it is possible to obtain line of sight transmission paths with re
peaters spaced at an average distance of 30 miles. In some special cases 
distances as great as 55 miles have been covered. This is not as economi
cally adva:p.tageous as it might at first glance appear, since the amplifiers 
£or the CO<il-xial system can be made up in small, pole mounted or manhole 
mounted cabinets, whereas a radio reiay point involves a rather large and 
expensive building; antenna supporting structure; costly precision antennas; 
and the power supply and emergency power supply problems normally asso
ciated with isolated unattended station operation. 

Other factors which might be compared, relate to the available number of 
channels per system. The normal coaxial cable system will provide eight 
wide band uni-directional channels, whereas the microwave systems 
currently used may provide as many as 24 channels of equivalent bandwidth. 
However, at the present time the maximum number of uni-directional broad
band channels applied to a microwave system is 12. This can perhaps be 
better appreciated by examining the frequency allocation which the F. C. C. 
has made for common carrier point-to-point service, as follows: 

Band (me) 

3,700-4,200 
5,925-6,425 
10, 700-11, 700 

Available 
Bandwidth (me) 

500 
500 

1,000 

Individual 
Channel Width (me) 

20 
20 
20 

The narrowest radio band of 500 megacycles appears voluminous at first 
glance when compared to the eight megacycle bandwidth of the present L3 
coaxial sy$tem. However, t;b.e operating techniques used with our present 
coast-to-coast microwave system require an individual channel width of 
2Q megacycles. In order to provide a minimum of interference between 
channels, present operation use$ a 20 megacycle separation or guard band 
between channels. As a result, ·a system such as the TD-2 provides a 
maximum of 12 wide band channels. By the use of a different type of an
tenna system and some equipment rearrangements, it will be possible to 
intersperse 12 additional channels between the presently assigned 20 mega
cycle channels with a minimum of interference. 
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Ari.oth~r factor often overlooked in the comparison of broadband channels, 
is. that of transmission distortions. These, particularly with respect to 
phase, multiply rapidly as _the number of amplifiers is increased. · 

It might also be well to point-out that the efficiency of bandwidth utilization 
is not asc great with microwave as with the carrier system. In the L3 
carrier system frequency division multiplexing is used with single sideband 
transmission, permitting the. application of l, 800 telephone channels to a 
single eight megacycle coaxial system. Due to factors which will not be 
discussed here, the microwave carrie.rs are frequency modulated with the 
result that a 20 megacycl:e band is required to. transmit the same 1, 800 
telephone channels. 

In practice it has been found that a better ·grade of wide band facility can be 
provided as economically :with microwave as that furnished with wire plant. 

17.5 COMPARISONS ·BETWEEN WIRE AND RADIO TRANSMISSION 
CONCEPTS 

General·. 
The approach to radio transmission is somewhat different than the approach 
to wire line transmission and the terminology used may differ or have 
different interpi-.etation;· ,The' following paragraphs will attempt to point<out 
some of these differences: 

Attenuation 
In> wire line circuits, we know that ther.e is. a definite loss of energy per 
unit length ·of facility fo:r a specific frequency and a given type and condition 
of line-... Wire line facilit(es. are referred to as having a loss of so many db: 
p~r mile,.• so th:at if the.lertgth of a circuit is known, the total attenuation.·· 
can be obtained. by multiplying the number of miles by the•. number of db. 
loss per mile.. · · 

IIl radio- transmission,-. the attenuation of signal between transmitter and re
ce·iver is not due to· ene·rgy)os.s:inthe transmission medium, but is deter
mined: by the density of. the'·radio field at the receiving antenna. Referring 
td 'Ou•rc previous, example, using the special flashlight bulb and the small 
p~e:ce· of cardbba:td, it can>be •Seen that as the cardboard is moved from· the 
lig]lJ source, it will inte·ltcept ·fewer of the light rays per unit of area. In 
the-·same way, the radio receiving antenna will intercept less of the trans·
mitted:. energy as it is mov~d away from the transmitting antenna. This 
r.elationship is such ;that,. ~or any given antenna arrays,. doubling the dis
tance between the antenna$ will introduce an additional six db loss. For. 
example, if·two antennas fiye miles apart are separated to a distance of· 
texrimiles·, the: overalLpath loss will be increased by six db. If they are 
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again separated to a distance of 20 miles, the overall path loss will be 
increased by an additional six d"Q. This will continue p.s long as we can 
maintain a line of sight path. 

Power Levels and Level Differences 
·hif.aximum levels, minimum levels cind the level differenc~s at a repeater 
are generally greater in radio than in wire plant. Probably the greatest 
level difference between the input and output of a repec;tte:i; in wire plant 
can be fo-µ.nd in the J ctrr~er sys.~em under adveJ;'se condit~op.s. In this 
system, a signal of one milliwatt, or 0 dbm, appliecl to the circuit termi-
1-::al may leave a repeater at a level of +20 dbrn an.cl, arrive ~t the next 
repec;1.ter input at a level of -pO P,br:p.. Nojl:mal !~vels ~n a Type K carrier 
system may run in the order of ... 6Q dbm at the inpUrt an~ +lO cl.bm at the 
(·:utput of a repeater. In voiGe :treq,uency wire circuit!:!, ipput levds are 
;,;eldom lpwer than -10 to -15 <;lbm. These levels are :n,.orm;:i.lly dictated 

crosstall~ and noise co;nsiderijttions in the lin~ fac;iUiti\:ls. In radio sys
t•:c1n2, on th~ other hand, a rood est size trC\-nsi;nitt!i:ir m~y ~lE(liver I 00 watts 
or +50 dbm to the transmitting ant€1nnq. and a di1?taJ1.t l"eceiving antenn'a may 
deliver to its receiver a !evel pf .,.100 dbm pr a total lqss between trans
rrd.tter a.nd receiver of 150 dp. This ip almost twice the J;'epeater section 
Jr.;ss of the J carrier system mentioned above, TJ;ie greater loss in a radio 
section iEt co~pensated for 1?¥ the u.se of highyr traq.1;1rr,i.itti;ng levels and 
lower receiver input levels, since the sai;ne crosstall<, considerations do 
not apply as they do in wire plant where high levels rr,i,ay induce crosstalk 
currents in adjacent conduct?rs in the same line facility. A problem is 
introducec;:l., however, at radio :i:repeaters w4erf2 input and output levels 
differ by such large amounts \fq.e to the li),rnlih9od of th~ trp.nsmitter output 
being fed back to the receiver ip.put, in spitl;) of hig');l.~y directive antenna 
systems. T4is generally r.µeans that there must be a ~requency shift in 
going through a radio repeate;i; so that the transmitted anq received signals 
will not be at the same fnequency c;nd result in a radio fr~quency singi:µ.g 
path. 

Interferenc;e Between Circuits 
As we have rr:i.entioned, in.foqnatto;n i;p.ay be transferred from one wire. cir
cuit to another wire circuit by indllc~ion. ~ a radio J?P.th, discrimination 
betweeµ two channels is prim<tfily a fqnction of the receive:t;" 1s ability to ·· 
reject unwanted signal frequencies, while efticiently pas13ing signals of 
the desired frequency. Inte;t.lfe:i;-ence between two systemf:! operating at the 
same frequency will be determined primarily by the 9-istance between the 
systems p.nd the directional c;ha,.ri;i.cte:ristics of the anten~a systems used . 
. At the lower frequencies, interference r:q.ay be introdueed by unusual pro
pagation coµditions when tqe sl<;'.y "VV?'ve from a transn;iitte:i;- thousands of· 
m.iles away may be bent o:i; reflected in an tp;msual manner. In general, 
interference between rad~o G~F~JJiis is avoided by the µs~ 0~ 9-C!.equate fre
quency separation, of geographic;: i;;eparation ai;; required ;;i.nd )of modulation 
forms of a dissimilar nature. · 
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Privacy 
Iii a wire ch:•cuit 1 the energy is confined to the conductors and is generally 
shielded from radiating by ,lead sheath. As a result, eavesdropping on a. 
wire c:l.rcuit <::art Only be accomplished at a terminal appearance, such as 
in a central office, at a switchboard or at a subscriber's termination. 
Siri.cE!, as p:tevibusly pointed out, the radio transmitter may produce radia-· 
tion bf all diI"ehions (exc·ept as confined by directional antenna systems) 
riot ail 6f the energy is collected by the receiving antenna and it is possible 
fol- unauthorized petsons to C::opy the .transmitt.ed intelligence by means of 
suitable receivihg equiprnent. · The complexity of present microwave equip
ment and the reiatively high directivity of the antenna systems does insure 
a rela.t:i.vely high degree of privacy at the present time. With increased 
developme.nt in the use of microwave equipments, additional steps may be 
required to l.nsure an adequa,te degree of privacy. However, this does not 
appear to be an itnminen.t consideration. . . . 

Level Variatiohs 
In wil:e circuits of appreciable length variations in received level of con
siderable magnitude mc:ty be expected on both a daily and a seasonal basis, 
e. g., temperature variat~ons from day to night may introduce a total loss 
variation in the otder of 50 db on a typical 1, 000 mile H-44 voice frequency 
cable circuit. Similarly, a loss variation in the order of 1, 000 db could 
occut in a TypE: K carr.ier system 4, 000 miles in length. These variations 
must be'-corrlpensated fbr at regular intervals along the circuit in order to 
provide a constant grade of ·overall transmission without allowing the input 
to any particular repeater reaching an excessively low value. Various 
types of automatic gain .regu.lators are provided for wire circuits; however, 
their cilesigh artd use is highly complex. Since the gain variation is not 
corl.staht w:Lth frequency, i.t is necessary for the regulators to provide 
differing compensations in different portions of the frequency spectrum of 
the facility antl to do this without the introduction of incidental distortions. 

. . 
The level varUttioh in a radio path is relatively s·mall under normal condi
t:i.ons. At miC::rbwaV:e frequencies the variation in r·eceived level seldom 
exceeds zd to 30 db. Unc;ler fading conditions, however, wide variations of 
received signal may be e*:pected for short periods. The level variations in 
a radh~ path arl9 pdntipally due to atmospheric conditions I Heavy rain may 
cause some l6ss BUt this .. is not a major factor at the frequencies currently 
beihg used~. At lb, ood megacycles heavy rain causes less than 1 db per 
mile of attefi:uatibn and it is probably seldom: that such rain would occur 
over an enti:re radio patp. .at one time. 

As previously mehtioned radio waves transmitted through the earth8s atmos .. 
phere may be refracted or bent in the same fashion as light waves are bent 
in passirlg from dhe transr:µission medium to another; $'((ch as from water 
to air or from glass td air,. This type of phenomenon has probably been 
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observed by everyone. Under certain types of atmospheric disturbance 
the refractive index or bending ability of. the atmosphere may change, 
sometime·s at a periodic rate, resulting in sufficient bending to cause the 
transmitted radio waves to entirely miss the receiving antenna. This may 
result in very deep fades or complete loss of signa~ momentarily. During 
fading conditions the signal intensity at the receiver at any instant is 
closely related to frequency since the refraction of the radio wave is pro
portional to frequency. It is this phenomenon which makes it possible to 
maintain radio communication between two points during conditions of 
heavy fading by operating at a slightly different carrier frequency. 

Qutput Power and_ Output Level 
Operation of wire piant over the years has been conducted at very low energy 
levels. Power transmission is gene!'ally in terms of fractions of a milli
watt with intermediate amplification. As a result, it has become common 
practice to discuss wire transmission ip. terms of transmission levels as 
related to a reference level rather than in terms of actual watts power out
put of a particular component of the transmission system. By the use of 
power ratios related to a reference power of one milliwatt, in terms of the 
logarithmic unit of "db", it is possible to avoid the use of complicated num
bers involving many zeros after the decimal point. In general, the problem 
is not to transmit large amounts of power as efficiently as possible but to 
transmit a small amount of power undiminished over long distances. The 
power 0utput of the repeate:v or amplifier must be kept low enough so that 
crosstalk is not introduced into adjacent communication channels and the 
power handling capability of such an amplifier or repeater may be only 
great enough to produce this output level without distortion of the input 
signal. · 

In radio transmission the situation is somewhat different. It has been the 
practice to use large amounts of power at the transmitter in order to pro
vide as much energy p.s possible at the most distant receiver. In the case 
of broadcast transmission it is not at all unusual to use transmitters which 
deliver as much as 50, 000 watts to the antenna. As a result, it has become 
customary to rate radio transmitters in terms of power output rather than 
in terms of i:i;iput or output levels. In the operation of microwave trans
mitter:; for Bell System services, the general procedure of the radio 
industry is not followed, Since the power outputs normally used are in the 
order of O. 3 to 1. 0 watt, outputs are generally expressed in le:vels of db 
with respect to one milliwatt. 

Antenna Gain · 
In wire-line transmission an impedance matching device is normally em
ployed to transfer the energy betwe·en the wire-line facility and the ampli
fying or term~nal eguipment. In the same fashion an antenna is used to 
transfer energy between the radio equipment and the transmission medium 
of free space. In both instances there is a loss of power associated with . 
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the· transfer, the magnitude of which will vary with design. With this in 
mind it is, therefore, sometimes difficult to understand how an antenna 
can be considered to have gain. 

A simple point source of radiation is called an isotropic antenna and is, 
assumed to radiate energy equally in all directions into free space. Thus 
the field of free radiation is in the shape of a sphere and resembles the 
light radiation from the small flashlight bulb disc·ussed earlier in this 
chapter. A single element antenna, one-half wave in length, is known as 
a dipole antenna. The radiation from this antenna has a form resembling 
a doughnut placed about the center of the antenna in a plane at right angles 
to the long dimension of the antenna. · 

In either case, signal for a receiver is obtained by placing a rece1vmg an
tenna in the radiated field and so arranging and tuning it as to pick up 
maximum energy from the field. At any reasonable distance from the 
transmitting antenna the amount of energy or the area of the radiated field 
which the receiving antenna can intercept will be small when compared to 
the total radiation from the transmitting antenna. 

Since th~ radio path loss is considered to be the' ratio of the re.ceived 
energy to the transmitted energy, the radio path loss is accordingly large. 
It can immediately be seen that increi:i.sing the size of the receiving antenna 
will int~rcept more of the radiated field and, therefore, reduce the path 
loss. However, there are physical limitations to the size of a receiving 
antenna. 

The increase in energy picked up by the enlarged antenna referred to the 
energy which would have been picked up by an isotropic antenna is called 
antenna gain, Since an isotropic antenna is a theoretical device gains are 
more often referred to the easily reproduced dipole. 

As pointed out earlier, a reflector can be used to direct the radiation from 
the transmitting antenna toward the receiving antenna and thus· increase· the 
amount of energy intercepted by the receiving antenna and accordingly de
crease the so-called path loss. This effectively produces an antenna gain. 

Since the dipole antenna has some degree of directivity as evidenced by its 
doughnut shaped field, it produces an effective gain over an isotropic an-' 
tenna. The actual gain of a dipole over an isotropic antenna is slightly 
over 2 db. It is therefore apparent that in discussing the gain of any an
tenna array it is first necessary to ascertain the base of reference since 
an antenna with a gain of 16 referred to a dipole will have a gain of 18 db 
when referred to an isotropic antenna~ . 
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It is not at a,11 i~prac'l!ical to constpv,ct bo~h t;ransmitting and receiving 
antennas which in th'i'l 4, 000 to 9, 000 megacycle range will have effective 
gains of over 40 db. 

17. 6 R.A.DIO T;E~MINOLOGY 

The following terms Ftjl"~ CPmm,Qp,ly q~ed. iu disc'Q.S sions of radio tJ;"ans ~ 
mission bµt have no col.p'lterp~rt ip. wir~ ~i~J;lt· 

Radio Wave 
A radio wave represents electric~l ene:rgy tJ;iat has escaped into fl:'fi1~ ~pace. 
A radio wave travels with the velp~Uy pf light and consists of magn.t:rtic and 
electric fields at +igbt "!,r,i.gles \!';> ~~~h,ptbe~ ~nd also at right an:gh~s to the. 
direction of travel. · · T!:ie in~~:q.;;;ity qf ~P.e ~~¢ot+ic a?ld magnetic fielQ.s; pf the 
wave a.re s"Q.ch, that oi+e'TlhFl.1£ oJ t4~ e~ec';t~i~ai e:nergy contc;i.ineq in t'j:+i:: wave 
is in the form of electrof?tCjl.t;i9 ene:r~y wlli~~ tµ¢ rei:nainin~ half is; i:q. *~ 
form of ma~net;i.c e:n.ergy. · .· . . •. . .. 

Field Strength 
The strength of a r<itc;l.~o wave is e:x:~;r~t;j ~~d i:i;i te:i;ms of the voltage· stress 
produced in space by the electric;: Hel<;l 9~ the wave, and is u,sually. expressed 
in, either millivolts e>~ micr©volts .~t:res~ peJ;' meter. The stress e:xpr.essed 
in this way has e:x;aqtly the sarr;i,e voHa~e th,at the magnetic flux of the wave 
induces .. in a conductor one metl(r l9.:P.~ whe:q. the wave sweeps across tll.is 
conductor with the veloFity of Hght. 

Wave Front 
The plane parall~l to th19 rnut;µatly perr:ae:p.q.icu1ar lines of elect;t:'osta,tic and 
magnetic flux of tQ.e way~ is tertXl-ed the w~ye fron.t. T}:ie wave tl;'avel1:1 in a 
direction at right a:q.gles to the;: wav~ ~;i,-on,t wit}?. the direction 0£ travel <J,e
pi::nding upon the re~ative di:re<::tiO:i;i. ~£ th..~ Un~!il of electromagnetic anQ. 
electrostatic flux. U the directio:p. o{ ~itb,e:i;- magnetic or electrostatiG flux 
is reversed, the dii"ect;ipn of trave~ is likewise reversed but reversing both 
sets of flux haf! no E;Jf£ect. 

Polarization . , 
The dir~cti.on of tl;le e~ec;tpostat;ic lines qf fl~;x is termed the directiQn pf 
polarization of the wave .. l'Q:µ!il wh~n t:P~ @h~ct:i:ostatic lines are ve11tic~l 
the wave ;is saicl to pe verticClllY pplai;izlf:ld. · 

. . . . . 

Trqposphere .· . . . · . . . 
The Troposphere is the pqr1JoIJ. oi tl,i~ eart;J;;t•s at~osphere, some t~n miles 
thic~, irnmediately adjacent to the ea:i;t'lt's s11r£ace .. A small discontinuity 
in the refractive index of the t:i;qpos_pJre'.l;.'e, i;;pch as can exist at the pqun- · 
d:ries of. air rnas~<;is havill~ dif~er~p.t m,oist1,:1.:i;e content, is capable of pro-, 
ducin.g small re~lectiOQ.S qf radio wavefj> Of very high freq,uency. Such 
tropospheric :J;'e£lec~:i,ons a;I;"~ of p;a.c~i9al importance ij.t frequencies above 
30 rpe~~cycles; · · 
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ionosphere 
1'he outer portion o:fi the ea:rth •s atmosphere i~ known as the ionosphere 
and consists of free elecft.ons.; .positive ibns, and negative ions in a rari- _ 
£ied gas. The ionization. of the outer atmosphere results from ultra;..violet 
light and a form bf ibnizi:tig,:racHation orig:l.nating with die. sun. The ~ffect • 
that the ionosphere has on radio waves is a result of the free electrons and 
:Ls d~termined by the distribution. of ele<1:tron density in the upper atmos
phel"e. The electron density ~t distances of 60 or tnore miles from the 
earth is sufficient tb ihfluet\ce radio waves causing reflection and bending. 
The maximum electron. d~nsity (and the e.xact way in which the density 
varies with height) depencll;:, Upon the time of day and the season, and also 
varj:es from year to year, 

l _., 

The electron density of thce·lorlosphere varies in strata or layers which ar;e' 
alphabetically designatecl:•:. the most important of these .are the E layer, ... · 
the Fl layer and the F2. la'.:yer. The E layer has a virtu.al height of around 
60 to 70 miles while the FZ. .layer has a virtual height which varies from .··. 
150 to 250 miles. At nigh:tthe E and Fl layers may tend to facile out while 
the F2-layer. descends. '1'1i:l.s accounts for the variation in. reception be.:. 
tween night an.d day 0£ l:'a:dtb freq'\lencies which are reflected by the F2 
layer. · · · · 

Sky Wave·s. . ·.. . .·. . . 
fhe term "sky wave 11 ref¢rs tb energy that is propagated in the space abov1 
the earth under conditibnS· such !3.s to be affected by the i6nbsphere. · The 
sky wave accounts for lotig.:tlistance .comrhunication of all types except at 
the very lowest of radio frequ-enciesj . The variatioh in the height of the . · . 
ionosphere and the resultan-t vad.ation of the point at which the reflected 
illky wave arrives accounts· £bl' tlie va:tiati0n in signa'.l ihtenslty between day 
and night, winter and su.mmer;, ett• in long distance signals. 

O:i:ouhd Wav'e 
When the t:ransrnl.tting and retet\ring antennas are at: the surface of the 
earth and are vertically :ptslartze~ a ground wave exists that is supported . 
at its lower edge by the p:J7·eSehce Of the earth's surface. it is this ground 
Wave (sometimes called. slitt.face wave) that accouhts for the propagation of 
broadcast signals in the daytithe. 

Space Wave 
When the antennas ate elevated tlien, i;n. addition to the ground wave that 
depends upon the presence 6£ the earth 1s surface for its existence, energy 
also propagates in the spaice above the earth in a manner that does not de-· 
pend upon the earth's sur:fac'e, This space wave can be considered as con
sisting of a ray traveling 0.ill"eCtly from transmitting to receiving antenna. 
plus a ground reflected ray( The space wave represents the principal 
means by which energy :reaches a receiving antenna at frequencies· above 
30 megacycles. . .. ·. · · -· 
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R.eliabilitx 
Th~ r~H1;1.bility of fl. circuit iei generally tei.ken a~ the pei:centagy of a 24-hour 
p~riod durin.g which it furnieihe!:i de:penAab!e ~r~usrµission. WJ;ie:i;i studies of 
;racl.i9 pa:tQ. ;reliability p.re made the qµly lQ!H' time ~onsic;lerec;l if! that due to 
the :r:ia,dio p~th itself anc;l does np:t i:p.clude tbl\).~ !t:?~t dµe to.equi:1nne:p.t defects, 
etc,. · 

l 7, 7 lY,{C>:QUj..,A TION 
. . . . . 

~ ~mplitude modµlation a (farritrr fr~qiQ.Cj}nCy i~ vax-ied in arr,ipU:tµcd,e iI1 
acco:i;cl.ap.ce yvith ~he i'tmplitud~. of th~ in.telli~~~t.~ si~n~l t~ be; tJ::'~;li+e~itted. 
'J;'P.~ _1'ate of amp:J,1tude c:P,p.nge ~~th~ ~a~«;i -~~· t~~ r~te of s1gnc:i.l a.i;inrhtt:!-de 
Fh<1-n.ge,. An AM carrier is s~id to QEil :J..qO% m~d\1.la;t~CI. when the Ji>~~ ampli
ti:fdE; of the modulate4 cµr:i;-ep,t way~ ill' tw\9~ ~b.~~ ·qf tbe a.i;nplitu~~· ai the 
µnfxiod-q.liil.ted cur.re11.t wq.ve. · 

Pl £;reqµep.cy modula ti9n the f;i;equepGy !l>f Pv~ ~~prier wave· is va,~ied an 
aro,(?UP.t propp:rt~pnal to the 'aqip~itqde '9£ t~e ~~t~llif:l~~Ce• signal tQ 'l;>e.trans
rp,i~ted. The rate of frequ~p.cy va~i;:i.tiqq. qf ~~~. ~~:i;oder is the sa;flle as the 
r4t~ o~ amplit~de v.ariatic;ui ~r ~e rnq~¥,~~~~~~ ~t~n,~V A. ~requ~AQY moQ.u
l~te~ ~~rrier is said to be l90% r.pp~u~CIJ~q W~~l\ th~ ~eak freq~~ncy change 

. ii:i ~q'18r~ t? the ;rat~d Neak chaJ;tg~ fpr th~ t:U~~~~~tier in questw.n,. 1he· 
eh~~ge in ~requency f:r;om the no:i;omal crarri~p (r~,Uiency in an F¥ 9a:i;-_rier 
~I:! :re;~r·re<;l t9 ai:; the deviatiqn. _ · · 

J\.µ.~~'her term which is usec;l to ~esc:i:il;>e th~ ~ha:ril~te:ristics of a.Pi F¥ trans
~itter ~13 the deviation ratio. This ~-SI tp.e ~ci.t~9 Qt the maxim.ui;:q trci.:q.~mitter 
£reig,uency deviation to the ma;xirp.um mo<lql,~tin~ frequency.- · 

1\ t~r~ whic~ ~s u~eful in di~cU;ssin9 ~e. $~d~l;l;;1;nQ. co~te.nt of an FM signa~ 
is tJ:ie modu,Jat1op. mdex; This is the :r;a.t~q ~~ tb~. dev1a.t:i.on to th~ rnoc.iulatmg 
f:Jieql,l.e:n~i}"·. · · 

F.re~µei;icy ~adulation Cf¥~ . ' . ·. · 
· :ir1~ure 17-2 illustratei;; frequency n}aqul8rt~o;1.1 q! ii\' carrier wave, 

The fpllowin~ three statf,H~f:mts shquld, qfa ~t~~ieA ~arefully as SB~~~fications 
of l';M; · · · · ·· ·.· · _ · . .. 

a. 'the ~mp~Huc.ie of the carrief remai:p.s ~O:Q.st~~t a~ the carrii:;r frequency 
is. Y(J,.J.'ieP, qy mo¢1.ulatiqJ;i. . ··.. . 

l;>> Prviatiqn {i.e., fre-quency s~ing) ~s pl:'o~qrtiq:nal to the at:Q.P,lit~de of 
the rpodt:!-Jation. · · .. . ' ·· ··· - •. . . ··.· · 

·'?· The rp.~e of frequency ch~ng~ .is f+"Ql?<u·t~Qll~i tp f;requ,ency <;>f the modu-
lateq '3i,gnM. · . · ·. · .·.. · · · 

' . ' . 
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Fig. 17-Z - F:r,equency Modulation of Carrier Wave 

Very closely associated':with Frequency Nfodulation is Phase Modulation 
(P. M~ ). "fhe following t}lree statements shou1d be studied as specifications 
of PM: . . . 

a, The amplitude 0£ the carrier, remains constant as. the carrier frequency 
is varied by modulation. '· " ' ' ' 

b. Phase swing is prdportional to the amplitude ofthe modulation. 
c. Deviatibn {frequency swing) is proportional to frequency of the modu

lation. 

Co,fuparisph of, FM an~.1 fM . . · 
Jt is apparent that it is impossible to var:y either freque:dcy or phase inde"
pendently. Indeed, freqµ.ency is defined as the time rate of change of phase. 
Figure 17-3 shd'ws a co~parison of FM.and PM. In each case the modula
ting signal (deliberately dhos.en not to be a sine wave) is identical. In case 
of ,FM, the carrier fteq.uehcy is seen to vary iri proportion to the signal, 
.hut iA the case 0:£ PM th'.e phase varies in proportion to the signal. Irr both 
cases, . the second curve (carrier frequency) is seen to be a plot of the 
slop~ <i>f the third curye {cti.r tier phase). 

FM. Modulation Meth6¢ls. · 
Vatfou.s schemes l:n.ay he used to produce frequency modulation. A simple 
(bu:t inefficient) method is ,to use a condenser microphohe in an oscillator 
t'Urling circuit. In this cise, souI1d waves will vary the capacity of the 
microphone and the oscillatdr frequency will vary in direct relation to the 
amplitude of·the sound.waves. · ·· · 

Another, and better method fo·r frequ~ncy modulati6n utilizes a reactance 
tube. By means of a sui~able circuit, a tube may be caused to act like a 
reactance (c.oil or contletiser) and its reactance may be varied in accord
ance with a signal applied to its grid. If such a reactance ttibe be 
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conne~ted. ih·pal'allel with the tank circuit of an oscillator, the frequency 
of tlie <)SC!illatoi' ~ill vary in direct relation to the amplitude variations 

. of the signal applied to. t~e reactance tube. 

Still another method, 'the. phase-shift method, is to use a phase splitter 
to nled the carrier ,with equal magnitude but with a 9.0-degree phase dif-. 
ference to the control grids of two paralleled amplifiers. The modulating 
signal is then fed to another grid of the tubes in push-pull. In the paral
leletl plate outputs of the two tubes the resultant voltage then varies in · 
phase in accdrdance with the modulating v,oltage. (This is PM, but may 
be cbnverted· to FM ·by. pre-distorting the modulating signal). · · 

FM .Detection . . . · 
Figure 17 ... 4 shows a block diagram of a typical FM receiver. 

R~ 
AMPL: MIXER 

Fig. ;17-4 - Typical FM Receiver 

AF 
AMPL. 

In .such .a t.etei\tel' ·the modulated carrier is first ·amplified, then beat down 
by comblrtatibh With an o.scillator frequency in a mixer stage which has its 

. plate tuned :to 'the difference of the carrier frequency and th.e oscillator 
frequency. The. -intermediate frequency which results is then amplified. 
.artd fed to a Umiter. The limiter, which is a grid-leak biased amplifier 
with 'low plate artci screen voltage, limits negative peaks by cutoff an¢!. . 
limits po·sitive peaks by grid action (not by plate saturation). The output 
of the.l'i.mite~ is constant-amplituP,e FM which is fed to a discrimi~ator. 
'rhe d1scrUn1nator .(Ji"M detector) :has zero output, both ac and de, 1f the 
carrier is unmodulated. and is exactly on the receiver frequency. If the 
car-rier is modulated, the discriminator has an ac output equivalent to 
. the 'modulating l!ligrlal. '. · , · 

17.8 RAbIO SYSTEMS. 

Types of Radio ,Systems· 
The essential elements of any radio system are (1) a transmitter for mod
ulating a high-frequency carrieli" wave with the signal, (2) a transmitting 
ahtehrta that will radiate a maximum amount of the energy of the modulate.cl 
carl'ier wave, (3) a receiving antenna that will intercept a maximum amount 
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of t'Q.e radiated energy after its transmission through space, and (4) a re
ceiver to select the carrier wave and detect or separate the sfgnal from 
the carrier. Although the basic principles are the same in all cases, 
there are many.different designs of radio systems. These differences 
depend \lpon the types of signal to be transmitted, the distances involved, 
and v;:i.rious other factors, including particula;dy the part of the frequency 
spectrum i:p. which transmission is to be effected. 

Figl:l.re 17-5 is a chq.rt of the radio $pectrum indicating at the left the 
coi:p.mon!y accepted classification of radio frequency rc;inges; and showing 
at the right the mo:,:e impor~ant frequency ranges of special interest in · 
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euifa:entrt:a-ieph'ofie p~actfo·Ei::., It.wfl:i. be noted that telephone practic1:1.i:hfakes 
us·e of · s()m·e:i parl· of; iteat.]i~ · a:t:t.' of the major fr e·quenc y ranges . It rrius't'-/ ' ·. 
a¢fl'O.;ttdittgiy'. employ a. co·r:r.-e'Sp'Ond·ing variety of types of radio facility-. It 
ts·: not pr.a:c:tic·able or· desi;t:abile~ to attempt to describe all of these in this 
bo'ok:;, and! what foUbWs W·i~r thea-efore: be limited to a. rn~ie£1 general clii; '."' .. 
cussio:n:,o£p;r.1ncipb~·s'.;apI?,l:!cab1e t6.:.all radio sy-stems~ with a few e~Pjpl.es 
of: sp~cifictfaoiiities,~. · · · · ·· · · 

aa.a.to:· T·;tansroirtters>· .· ·. " · . · . · · . . .· .· · . · ·. · 
'!lli'e· p;'ihc:ipal' C(l)rri.pone:).'J:t$·. 0£ .. a.: typi·cal' amplitude-rnodulated r.adio trans . .:. 
n:t:i:tte.f".;. sttci. a$,. nifg:ll:·tbe~· useciL ~ti: f\adio broadcasti11g-. or for· relatively·. · 
l0w:·.:..pb'We11tt.~d poin:t'•to:•·p'O-tnt ·tr.ans'thiss'ion; are indicatecl-.in·the•book dia;
g~:a.m. of Fi~U:r·e 17·;:.6~ H~:t"'t:; the: atnplifi.ed input signal plate-modulates 
t1fe, e·c:tr«±'ie,r··in.:the: otd'.E)ut'~it'cu.k·dfa Class G power· amplifier which rep;. 
X''~Serits: the fifial stl:fge ibl;_ai" G'hainof amplifiers that increases the· power 
of1 the cc:t·:t.::t'iei to an 1~~p:if<l~ittaotE!' value for application to the antenna. 

:; .. 

Audi&· 
11\jliJt.'· 

: ,·, 

Inter· 
'mediate· 

Power · 
Amplifier·. 

.. :: Audio. 
.Amplifier · · 

·Audio 
· Power 
·Amplifier 

Final 
Power 

Amplifier 

. . 

Ei'gi'. 1'7~6;_ .. AN;t; R~dio_ Transmitter•· 
. H~gi,i .. LeVe1 Modulation 

.· 
tar;: v:e'fy.· ltlhg: di:s tanc,Et p·o1:t1'tf~to:,..p,oint radio· telephone· cir.cu its~.· such a:-s:·· 
those U·S·e'd;. in:itt'anJ;.oceani·~:: s:·e:rvice1· transmitter design is naturally· so·rn.e:
wha1tt mot~'· e-1~/bora.te•. 

J\t~i·;was: p.oilitecLout1 e:a.:t~li:e,~1~<" th~·te ai"·e·a nu~ber of different types of c·ir-· 
~u+·ts! in·u$:ev£or.fr·.eqµ~n.cy;·,··~·od:ulating.a·.radio carrier·wave. Figure: 17:~·r 
ifi<t:t~ateJs: i:ri:blliak s.cliema:ti'c. the arrah·gem.ent of an« FM transmitter· in. 
vvlfiiitlLm.bduifi·ti6h is:: effEtt?:ted. by' means 0£ a r.eactartce tube circuit. B"e•· 
~:aus_e} F:M,r:adio:_(V..G:1i'he:)'lt:t'!ansn1ission: is· g~nerally in. the very high- ,.,-·. 
~lt.eq~~ncy. ran:g~'.'' iLiS:·nElc:H~S'.saty· to use frequency multiplying. circuits to;::.: . 
l:ffbfig~.the b'.Q.:slb freq9,ency::'.g¢ne·rated<by·the master oscillator up to the· · 
·c;l~tsl1fedi value:. 'The': <?s!aill21.:to:r usuaily ope1rates in the. neigpborliood of 
5'', ~·e, and. i·te output fr~,q~~~t!y must be multiplied by fact01'·S· in the order 
of!: lo~ to, 2·0 t'O· reacl'f: the fl:;equ·encies. pre.scribed for. FM.transmis.sfon. .. TW·o 
of.' th-:6.ee:·ft'~qµency.i...t'dultipl'.ic-a.tibn stages. are usually. empfoyed for this. '· 
ptU:\p'.6iS:ia•.: . . . . -
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Fig. 17-7 - FM Transmitter Using Reactance Tube 
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In order to maintain the carrier frequency at a fixed value, the reactanc;_e 
tube type of transm~tter :i:"equires the use of an automatic frequency con
trol arrangement as shown in the lower part of Figl,lre 17-7. This includes 
a crystal-controlled oscilla,tor of highly stable frequency. A portion of 
the modulated carrier is picked off and compared in a mixer (modulator) 
circuit with the output of the crystal oscillator. The difference between 
the two frequencies, if any, is fed to a discriminator, the output of which, 
after rectification, is applied to the grid of the reactance tube. The 
polarity of this rectified output will be such as to hold the mean frequency 
qf the master osc;illatc;>r efiectively constant under the control of the crys .
tal oscillator. 

Radio Receivers 
The radio signals that are picked up by the antenna of a radio receiver are 
usually very weak so that the receiver circuit must ordinarily include one 
or more amplifiers. 

The vast majority of modern receivers <;ire of the "superheterodyne" type 
illustrated in block schematic in Figure 17-8. Here, before detection, 
the r-f signal is converted by a modu1ation process to a fixed intermediate 
frequency value in which most of the required amplification takes place. 
The. incoming signal is selected by a variable tuned circuit, which in some 
ca,ses may include one amplification stage. A local oscillator, which 
supplies the mixer or demodulator (also sometimes called a converter or 
first detector), is t-qned simultaneously with the signal selecting tuner so 
that the frequency of the mix~r output, w1;i.ich is the difference between 
the frequencies of the oscillator and the incoming carrier, is always the 
same. The intermediate freq-µency amplifier circuits, accordingly, re
·quire no adjustment and may employ coupled circuits double-tuned to a 
single constant frequency. Radio broadcast receivers are usually de
signed for an interµiediate frequency v<;ilue e>f about 450 kc. Figure 17-8 
indicates a local oscillator separate ;f:rom the mixer circuit, but in most 
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g.~~d¢1!.i=;t r~<::e.~verf3:,~· $il'>iite rnulH;..gricl tube 1,tnown as a -"pentagrid 
Qpn,ye~te.r'! p~.rf(),r~.s ~.(>1~.~.'.~he; b$Gilla.tor and, ooixer fu:q.ctions. · 
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Tl:l~ s.uRe:tbet.~:rody~e ?,;e¢'.~:i·~e~·~ . although its advantage.s a:i:e sufficient to 
wat"1'arttd~s, g~netal \lsJ:~:~Jh.-as $-orne inherent capacity to produce spurious 
;t:·e.~pons~s:. Ul,\,der ce:r·t~i~\¢;Qn,ditions. One of the major sources of S'!J;.(;.h 

\J:'l1~~f3i:r~tj;.•reE!P.PP.f3eS .is, ~~C,:p9s;sil:>ie presence at the antenna of a sign.q.l 
Wb:~se valt1~ iS· tp.e '·'ip).~g\~·· .. f..;i:.eq,:i+.en.cy 11 of the tuned-in signal. . The fre-

, q~~Jil.qy o~ th~ ip::ia.ge.· s.~g;p;~~.Jf3. grea~el;' than the frequency to which the 
;e:cei\(er ii?, tut;\.ed Qy, twiq;~: .. :tl;l.~ .v~lue. ~£ the intermediate frequency if, a.s 
is.:n(!)J:~i;:p.a;lly· the case, th~ ~().cal oscill.ator is operating at a higher fre- ; 
q~~~y ~AA ~P.~t.· of tp..~·· d,,e;~;~.Ji.~.<ik signal. Sucl,l a;ri imc;i.ge signal will. mix the 
~;~.~i,i~~tO.l:'< :f;~qu~t).c;y ~Q. ,g~qtj.Q;ce a di££e.rence f:c'.eq~uex;u;:y that is exactly 
f,=l(!J.liit,i to th.:.~ i,µ~¢rr.rie:cU(:l;~~; ~req\J.ency. Thus, both signals would be a.m,pli .. 
1i~d:in tJ::le.> l.lf sie.~tiQJ;l..a_.ti.cl>~?~ea:r ~im'll,ltaneously in the receiver output. 

·, ) 

~~Q.~iv~;;. '.l:';e$:P<l.t\S.~. ~9 ipa~g~ sig;nals can o~ly be avoid.ed by blocking the; 
.t~ci.:g~.#tt ~h.~. s.e.ie.cttp;;gG:;.izj~.yi,ite .. th.atpJ."ecede the i:nixet. This i.s faC.ilit~ted 
}:2.y·t~e ll<~:~ ~f ·a...n,.. in:1le.·:t;~e.<tl:,\~.te; frequ~n.cy whiC,b, will caut;ie the im,age of the 
c;l~~ir.e.<;1 $:ig:~~l ;:re..qi,:k~~·Y.>~:9 lie a~ a <;op.si.dera}>ie distance in tb.e fre.que.ncy 
~~4:f:i:;<>.;ro, th,C!l .. CJ:e~i;r¢d,·~l:~J:1U;~n~y., E'o,t· example, if th¢ inte+mediat.e fr.e, .... 
q'.'i!i~~t;;:M.il?.·•4:.?.0:.J,tq,,. ~,n~:t:l:i,t;!,;.~~.Cl;\~i;v~:r. i$:tun.e.d to a signal ca~der at 80,Q: kc, 
~~~':(;>;$,:d.~l~~P.~ ~:t"eq\l~n.¢y. ~µ:~t/l;)e. l, z,s~o ~.c. With. ~s oscillator freque:nc,y, 
~P:~: ;!(n.~g~;., ~.~g;t)4.l tha.twoaj;4'. P,r.9d:Uce a 45-0 kc intermediate frequency would, 
~~:t~Z.5-Pi~(:p~'l:l;~.45.:01~¢ Q~; . .r~:1·QO. kc;. th.is i.s. sufiic·iently r.ernoved.froth 
~);),e :8;.0;Q:.ttc. $i~-~t S;6, tl);a.t .. l;;t~~' i~ at1,y_, is 11$.eiy t.o pass· throug)l the tuned:· 
$:,~·t~ct~g.,ci:t'.·~ll.~~ tQ; ~e~~l;l./~he ~~er. · · 

. . . . ' ·, . . . . 

~~: il.".'~'"·E;Ji>:tion.o;f lq~:g;,dl~'.ta;i;ic.~: point-.to .. pbint sig;nals, as in transoceani_c 
· ljJ·~·~'.t:\ceJI a; ¢0~~ e.J,~.l;>Q.l'at~,:)ifec;eiv~r· empioying two intermediate frequeneies 
%~:..: Q.£.1;~n.: \l.S~ci;. ".!I'l.liS,. Clol:':ttan,lg~n:±ent is sotnetii:n¢ s kriow:n as a triple "'detection 
:r;,,~¢:~i:v:e::it~ th~ fir.Stin~e.-e'.dtate.:fl'.equ,ency bas a reli:1,tively high value. to 
l?;e::t.·m~t,~~~irt,t4,;n im.,~g~. Si~ppr.~.s,sion, and the secoJ:'.l,d. intermediate fre· 
~~-~J;licy. is cQ,~p~ra,t~\r,elY: l'oNv· tq. provide. high adjacent ch,arin¢1 selectivity.. 

\~ " .• 
; ! 
'· '::, 
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Fig. 17-9 - Frequency-Mod"Q.lation Receiver 
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The pre-detection stages of receivers for FM signals are generally the 
same as those of AM receivers. As shown in Figure 17-9. however, de
tection in this case is effec:ted by means of limiting and discriminating 
circuits. For best results, IF amplification should be great enough to 
raise all peaks of the signal above the cut-off point of the limiter. This 
will automatically eliminate any amplit"Q.de variations that may be present 
so that the signal at the output of the limiter will have a uniform fixed 
an:;i.plitude and will v~ry only in frequency. By eliminating amplitude 
va;riations, noise and unwanted energy which are the chief causes of suc;h 
variations are minimized. The discriminator converts the constant 
a~plitude frequency-variations into an audio-frequency signal, which is 
then amplified in the usµal manner. 

Radio Transmission 
In analyzing the total energy losses that may occur in the transmission of 
electric power from one point to another, it is necessary now to consider 
anqther phenomenon which has, up to this point, been ignored. This is · 
the loss due to ra¢1.iatiqn. · 

In 1864, James Clark Maxwell undertook to set up a series of mathemati
cal equations that would provide a general statement of the relationships 
between electric aIJ,d 'TP-agnetic fields unqer any and all conditions. In · 
rounding out this serie1=1 of equations to achieve mathematical symmet:i;-y, 
he was led to some yery interesting conclusions. The equations seemed 
to indicate that the hitherto existing assumption that all of the energy con
tained in the electric a:p.d magnetic fields accompanying the flow of c11rrent 
in a conductor returned ip.to the c-onductor when the source of emf was cut 
off was not wholly t;rue. Sorp.e part of the field, it appeared, would detach 
its~lf entirely antj. escape irito space in the form of electromagnetic radi<(l,
tion, carrying with it a compal;'able :part of the total energy. 

This led to the further conclusion that a moving electric field can exist in 
the absence of any electric charges, despite the fact that an electric field 
is usually thought of q;s being made up of lines of electric force always 
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;te·rffiin:l:i.ting oft ·electric char:ge's. lturthermote, if a .moving electric{ 
£:i.el:d can extsl i:i:ldepen'tien~1Y' in space; it must be thought of as being 
.~qti:lVa'.l.entin oett~in\\l.,ays'/to ·a flow o:f electric cur.:tent .. In other. wor.~~,', 
the m..ov:ing electric: Held ~ji.'ftee sp·ace must set up, .or be accompan~~<;i.:,\ · 
b..Y' .a ,!'.l'i'.6\Ting ,:magnetic fi~lo 'just as it ·would be. in the case of current· '; 
!16w a.16n.g :coiiduc·tors. •.· · · . . ·· · 

'the Maxwell equatiol1~ carth:Ot:tn:l wl.-itte'n in arty form that does n.ot involve · 
b:i':anthes bf 'ixia'thema.tlc's ~.'bl.c:h :are 'beyond the .scope of this book .. With 
r:.e:spe·ct to .radiated ene1:-gy;~ hbwever, .the ·equations indicate, and experi· 
't:fftc:e ~c'bn£irms., •that fort' a ,:gtven ,cu.rr:en:f the amount of energy radiated " 
<d'ap'.ehid's 'up'tsn the .square 6$'.'the frequ-enc:y. Naturally the amount of radia
t1ioll. :~}!:Jo depends up'on the' lht'enstty of the current. What is of major ·· .. 
·s:tgnifiCan·ce fro·m a p't'·a'c'ti'C;Iid :vtewpoin.t is the fact that the a.mount of radia
tii:'O-'P \goies 'ti;p ·vet"y ·raptd\t:y ~'S· •the 'ft·e_quency increases. There .is always · 
,f-B:dial:ton \vherteV'er ther·e,iai\t''e changing current values but at voice freqta:en
:cteiei·:~ 'and at frequen.cie's ~ell\r up into .the :o;rdh1a:ry telephone "carrier .r:an.ge, '·' 
the a.im6lliit of ·r·adia'ti<i>f:l is ':~~~·Hg<ible fo.:t ;rxl'bst practical purposes .. A;t.!fir,e
'CJ:tiencie's that 'at'e m:easure.~}tin ·megacycles., on ~the othet hand, radi~tion · 
:m:ay 't:aus'e 1o:sse's tha:'t a·rre:1:~ie:ch g.reate'r than any R los-ses in the conduc-
'to'r. · ·, :,' · · . 

.. ,. 
·: ~"'.· . 

It was '.nb\t;unti\I. ·S>ome 'ftw'en'f&:'jr'ea:rs after Maxwell developed his famous 
·-eqtiatlons that ·Heinr':tch ::Me?.r:\t~ ,d:e·rn·onstrated experimentally the truth .of 
.:fh'e ·~r~c'trom'~ghetic 'zt;adia1t:i:o·h:n:YJp·othesis; and it was some years late·r he
;!-<l:ir:'e ;e·Xp"er.rment'ets ;he.gan :tb·'d'e"velop ·methods for taking :advantage of this 
f'i~;diialibh ·pherii:>.menoh to tr;a'jism:it ~leeti-ic ·energy thrbugh space fo-r \lS·eful 
!J?urjio~'e'S\ 'Ih :this ·ca:Se '..fhe,;<?'QfE:n~tive was ·not to avoid ener.gy losses by · 
~!dia:f;[0h 'bllt ;to 'db ·ev'e'r.y.th#l~g pcfi:rsible to facilitate -.maximum radiation. 
''8lh\d~-, :a:s :\w_,;-e !hav'e s'aen, ·m~_:arr.l'oU:nt df radiation increase:s with frequency 
·ia!t·\a ;ge·CJrnJ~t:Fic ¥ate:; ·pu\rpo;j;:e~ril ::rctClio 'transmission naturally involves. the 
·~ti's;~."<$£ -'high .fr:erquehcies 'and·!.t:i.'·~nsmis,s'.ion Hnes · o:t antennas designed to 
1~til:ia;te ·ma:Ximum:ert1e::r:g:Y· :· ·. · 

H 1t)fe ··;p:•ansmi's~ion.:.Of ::the :ra:(iia!te{i ·energy we'l'e through unobstructed spa~e 
··th 1t'lte :£o1•m. ·df electton;ta,gnet~t w~v.e& like light waves; there would be no 
·~lo~':s·,()£~ehe'r..gy ' 1afong 'the H2rie 1·1·because 'there would be nothing to absorb 
\tMe "ehe':r:gy. :·n ener:gy t::OUJ.d 'be ,1fa.diated .from a given point and confined in 
,'a T<h.'arr9w ·beam ·e?Ctendiri;grtl~i'rectly to ·the ·receiving point, this means of 
1tl!~tismls·s'idn •could !be .£a;r fs·t1ipe:ttor to ahy wire ttansmis s ion bee a use of , 
'tlii:s~:'l·?Ssles13'q,1uality. HdWE!v~·:r, the natural tendency of any radiator, iso
ha~ed '!iih<s·pace, 1s to send ·Ou1L'.ehergy in practically. all direc.tions although 
;·drtly ':sUch >e:tie!',gy as· actually teache's arty ·receiving point is useful. 

:( . 

'., : . 

.;· ,. 
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·~ . 
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11Line losses" in radio tr~nsmissiol!- should largely be thought of not as 
energy losses in the transmission path itself, such as occur in wire lines, 
but as energy esca.ping entirely from the effective transmission path. The 
basic transmission problem, accordingly, is to devise methods that will 
direct the path of the radiated energy. Such methods are concerned pri
marily with the radiating antennas and it is custo~ary in radio wor;k to 
measure the effectiveness of antennas in controlling the directivity of 
radio propagation in terms of antenna gain. This is merely a measure in 
decibels, or other approp;riate units, of the amount of energy received at 
a given point from a given transmitting antenna compared with what would 
have been received if the transmitting antenna radiated with uniform 
strength in all directions. Thui:>, high antenna gain in radio transmission 
corresponds to low line loss in wire transmission. 

As is discussed qriefly later in this Chapter, it is possible to design an
tennas with quite high gains - - particµlarly in the superhigh-f.requency 
:;.:ange (thousands Qf megacycles). There is no practical possibility, how
':'l"~r, of designing antennas with such directivity that all, or even a rnajor 
pC:J.rt, of tl).e transmitted energy will reach a receiver located at any great 
distance from the transmitter. In other words, there must always be a 
very substantial effective loss of energy. What is perhaps worse,· this 
lost energy may be absorbed elsewhere where it may interfere with other 
communication circuits, or be received at unauthorized points in such a 
way as to militate ag;;:i.inst the privacy of the transmission. There remain, 
therefore, obvious advantages in the employment of physical facilities that 
guide the energy directly tp the desired receiving point. An ordinary wire 
line is one type of such a guide but is satisfactory at only relatively low 
frequencies because its radiation and other losses become too great at 
high frequencies. A coaxial is a better guide because the outer tube acts 
as a shield to prevent any of the electromagnetic energy transmitted within 
the tube from radiating into space. At frequencies in the thousands of . 
megacycles, however~ the losses of any practical design of coaxial also 
become very high. The usefulness of radio transmission in practice is 
found in two principal situations. The first is where it is impossible or 
economically impractical to construct physical facilities that will guide 
the energy. Here the application is in transmission over large bodies of 
water or to moving p9ints su:ch as ships at sea, motor vehicles, trains, 
and aircraft. The second ~ituation is point-to-point service over land 
where radio trap,si;nission is considered more economical on an overall 
basis than other methods. A major application here is to microwave radio 
relay systems. But even in this case, it is necessary to use some form of 
physical transmipsion mediq.m to guide the energy through the relatively 
short distances from the tran,smitter itself to the transmitting antenna, 
and from the receiving antenna to the receiver. Within limits, shielded 
wire lines or coa;xials ~an be used for this purpose. More effective, 
however, are the s;i;rnple hollow metal tubes commonly known .as waveguides. 
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It is probably easiest to thi:hk of a waveguide as a device which merely· 
hrolates a particular path ilj space. Propagation of energy through the.·· 
gu:ide is then essentia11y no different from ordinary radio propagation, ex-
crept that it is' confined to this particular isolated path. However, the 
tran·smitting path, i. e1 , the space of the interior of the guide, must be 
la·tge enough to permit the traveling electric and magnetic fields to as
sume configurations compat'able to those that they would naturally assume 
when traveling in· free space. It can be shown that for effective propaga
tion a wave·guide mus-t hav13 a maximum cross-sectional dimension at lea.st 
eq;u.al to· one ... half the wavelength. This automatically limits the practical 
u.s·e· o·f waveguides to the transmission of very high frequencies, where 
wavelengths are of the order of a few inches. 

Waveguides commonly us·ed in telephone practice are rectangular in shape 
as illustrated in Figure l''t• 10, with the dimension b greater than one-half 
wavelength but not greatet· than one wavelength. The dimension a is. not 
critical but is usually about hall as large as b. In such .a guide the electric 
field tends to arrange itself a.s· shown in Figure 17- U (A) with the lines of 
electric force extending vertically between the top and bottom guide walls 

Fig. 17-10 .. Rectangular Waveg;uide. 

ahd having m.a:ximum. inten·sity at the center, and tape·ring off to zero at 
the sides bf the guide. The magnetic field is at right angles to the electric 
iielctas shown in Figu.re 17,,.ll(B). The lines of magnetic force, as indi
cat.edt are closed loops and the rnagnetic field has its greatest intensity 
a!Ong the sides of the guide With minimum intensity in the center where the 
eled:fic field is the greatest. 

Uthe interi.or walls of the 'guide are perfectly conducting,. the lines of. force 
o.f the eiectric field. must always be perpendicular to the top and bottom 
wal:]Sl and the field at the side walls mus·t be zero because the field there 
would be sho:t-t-circuited. Sb:nilaf'ly, the magnetic field must always be 
p'1tallel to the side walls of the guide and can have no perpendicular 
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(B) Top View 
Fig. l7-11 

component which wHl aiq.t through the conducting surfaces because any such 
component would s~t up a current that would in turn set up a magnetic field 
exactly oppqsite to the exciting field. All tMs is to say tb,at if the inner 
surface of the guide is a perfect conductor, the traveling wave in the guide 
would at a~l times be a plane wa.ve without any curvature whatever. Under 
these conditions ene;rgy would travel in tQ.e guide with practically no loss 
since no appreciable energy can be absorbed by the air dielectric. Actually, 
the inner surfaces of the guide a:ire ]1.0t perfect condui::tors, although copp~r 
and sometimes silver~plating is. used in their construction. As a result, 
the actual configuration of the fields in the guide tend to deviate slightly 
from the ic;:leal plane form. This results in some movement of the elec
tro:p.s in the surface:? of the guide and some consequent I 2 R energy loss e's. 
At 4, 000 megacy~les the loss.in a 1-1/4 X 2-1/2 inch bronze guide is 
about 1.,5 db per 100 feet. In terms of the losses that we encounte:r at low 
frequel;'l.cies in ordinary wire transmission lines, this is extremely high. 

-, 1~ It is nevertheless substantially lower m the microwave region than would 
be caused by the usual ty:pes of wire line or coaxial cable. The velocity of 
propagation qf en~rgy in a waveguiqe approaches but is always somewhat 
less than the speed of light. 

~ike any other transmission line, the waveguide should be uniform in 
structur·e alq:qg its t<;>tal :).ength. Any discont~nuity such as changes in its 
size or shape, holes in the. guide walls, or foreign conducting m,ater:l.als 
in its interior, will C"!-use ~eflections a:ri,d cronsequent energy losses. For 
the same reaso~ care has to be used in designing bends or twists in the 
gu:i.des. In con:Q.~<;ti:q.~ different types ·of g-qic;les together, or in connecting 
t;hern to anter;mas or energy s 0urees, methods of impedance matchi.n~ 
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strnila·r in general p:rihciple to those applying in wire or coaxial line~,'.;: 
m.ust be· employed to avoid.;t".·e:flection lc>sses. . ' 

l:f a waveguide :i:s "shorted 11Ji. e., closed by a conducting end plate) aVJ.ts 
far end; total reflection wH1: occur just as when a wire transmission'Hrie · 
is shorted. 1£ the waveguide: is shorted at a point wh,ich. is an odd multiple 
of a quartet wavelength distant from. the energy source, the reflected 
wave will add in phase! to the incident wave to set up a standing wave in 
the guide. In o.the·r words~ the guide is now a resonant line and relatively 
l.arge· amounts 0£. energy wgi surge back and forth between its contained · 
electric and magnetic fields- when energized or excited by the appropriate 
:tes:ortant :frequency. This JS the phenomenon that is taken advantage of to 
P'roduce the cavity resona~ors that we shall encounter later. 

Thus if a section of waveg'1ide c>n~ half wavelength long is_ closed at both 
ends to form a small box a~d energized at the center point, it tnay be con
sid~.red as two quarter wave lines, each of which is resonant. The cavity 
then acts in the same m.amie:r as an ordinary parallel resonant circuit 
r.nad.e1 up of.. an inductor and. c.i capacitor where likewise at the resonant fre
q:i;i.ency l'elatively large amounts of energy may surge back and forth be .. · 
tween: the magnetic field o·f the inductor and the electric field of the 
ca.pacitor. · 

. . . . 

:Fig. 17 ... 12 - l?i-obe ~·T;pe'Coa~ial To Waveguid~ Transducer 

the: Q'.i·O·st common method: f,c'tr ene~gizing or exciting a wavegui_de is indi
cated in Fi.g,µre.1'7-12. Hei'ie the central conductor of a coaxial is inserted 
verticza:lly int.6 the: center of the g.uide,. where the electric field~· has its 
maximum value. This.pro·b;e.acts H,.ke an antenna in delivering energy to 
th.e· guide·, or in removing e~ergy from it; The outer tube o! the coaxial . 
i&: connected electrically and me·chanically to the wall of the guide and the 
imP,edanc:es:. are matched by16cating the prbbe at a point slightly less than 

'( ;. 
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one-quarter wavelength from the closed encl of the guide so that reflections 
f;rom the end plate will be in phase with, and add to, the traveling wave in 
the tube. Guides can also be energized by inserting a loop as shown in 
Figure 17-13 at a point in the wall of the guide where the magnetic field is 
most intense. 

End 
Plate 

Coaxial 

1 

Fig. 17-13 - Loop Type Coaxial ':{:'o Waveguide Transducer 

In the above discusi;;ion we p.ave deliberately confined our attention to a 
single configuration of the electric and magnetic fields in the waveguide. 
The configuratio;q. discusstfd is clesig:i;iat.ed teGhnically as the TE IQ "mode. 11 

This mode will permit the transmission of the lowest frequency for a given 
size guide. !£ a ~uipe is made larger so that its maximum dimension is 
greater than one wavelength, other configurations or modes of the fields 
become possible. The dominant mode discussed, however, is the one of 
mq.jor applicability in telephone practice. 

17. 10 MICROWAVE COMPONENT$ 

General 
It is quite general practice to think of the resonant or tuned circu,its in 
radio systems as consisting of q. coil or ip.ductor and a capacitor connected 
either in parallel or in E;eries. Both the parallel connected and the series 
connected circuits may be used as the input or output load circuits for 
vacuum tubes. As a resuH, part of the capacity which deterr.pines the 
condition of resonan,ce is contributed by the v~cuum tube {and the asso
ciated wiring) o:r other componenti:i which may have distributed capaci
tance to the chassis or to other con;ipone;nts in the circuit. 

Since the reson;;i.nt frequency is i:p.versely proportional to the product of 
the inductance and capacita:p.ce, ~ither or bath of these elements must be 
reduced in magnitude to sec"lilre an increase ~n resonant frequency. In 
the 150-200 megacycle frequency rangE;;, :i,t is :ri.ot uncommon to have a 
tiined circuit consisting of a sing~e tur;n of wire to furnish the inductance, 
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with no external capacitance, depending entirely upon the capacitance be
tween opposite sides of the turn of wire and the distributed circuit capaci
tances. 

It is therefore apparent that, as we approach the frequency range normally 
considered as microwave,. tune4 circuits would become microscopic in 
size if the conventional coil and capacitor arrangemenf were retained. rn· 
addition to being physically impracticable, the power handling capability 
of such circuits would be so small as to render them useless. 

It will be remembere¢L from previous chapters that quarter wave sections 
of transmission line appear as resonant circuits and that as the length is 
varied, these sections of i:ine appear as reactances having predominantly 
inductive or capacitive component depending upon the length. As the 
operating frequency is rai1:1¢d, therefore, it has become common practice 
to substitute sections of tl',a11sm.ission line which may be either terminated 
in a short or open depend,j,:µg µpon the operating conditions, instead of the 
usual coil and capacitor rescmant circuit. 

It will also be remembered, that a waveguide has many of the characteris
tics and is assumed to be composed of quarter wave sections of trans
mi§sion line. This being the case, it is only natural that we should reso'rt 
to waveguides and section13 of waveguide with various configurations to 
form the resonant or tuned s:ircuits that are necessary for the generation 
and amplification 0£ energy at microwave frequencies. 

This chapter will be devot~d to a discussion of some of the more common 
microwave components that a.re related to waveguide construction. Not 
~11 of the possible combin,ati6ns are considered in this chapter since many 
of these have no present ~¢11 System application. The descriptions, 
t];ierefore, are confined to :those elements or components which are current
ly used in the microwave equipments employed for Bell System service. 

It might be of interest to p$iht out that many of these waveguide components, 
for example - directional couplers; transducers; terminations; etc. , have 
be·come so standardized in .the industry that they are furnished by micro
wave component suppliers iri: the same fashion that vacuum tubes are 
furnished for the low frequency radio equipments and a manufacturer of 
microwave systems will design his equipment around these standard com
ponents. As an illustration, a Philco microwave system would have an 
~lectrical design and physical arrangement which would be original with 
:Philco, but could very readily use a directional coupler manufactured by 
Polytechnic Research and Development or an antenna horn and reflector 
manufactured by Work Sh(}p Associates in the same fashion as the Wilcox 
Radio Company might build a VHF radio system and equip it with Eimac 
vacuum tubes. 
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Fig. 17~14 R,eactive Wave Guide Elements 
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Reactive Elements 
If .a partition is placed a.c.ross a waveguide as shown. in Figure 17-14A, it ' 
will distort the electrostatic. field. Electrons will accumulate on the sides 
of the partition, first on one ha.{Lf and then the other and the re1sultarif:~ff~ct 
will be that 6£ a shunt capa:cito:r. T.hi:s arrangement is called an iris or 
window. 

. . 
In the same way a post may be extended from one side 0£ the waveguide 
into the electric field, as :shown in Figu:re l 7-14D. This also will distort 
the electric field and will appear as a shunt capacitance. This type of 
post is caB.ed a capacitive stub and is usually threaded so that it may be 
screwed in or out of the wave.guide and a·ct as a va:riable capacitor. 

If the partition is now pla~ed vertically in the waveguide as shown in 
Figure l 7-14B, it will distort the magnetic field due to currents flowing 
vertically in the partition and producing a :resultant magnetic field. This 
type of iris or window thµs -a:cts as a shunt inductance. 

In the same fashion, a ptJs',t,;may be placed in the waveguide connectil).g the 
two parallel surfaces as shown in Figure l 7-14E. This again will have 
current flowing through it ·a~d will distort the magnetic field and thus 
appear as a shunt inductanGe across the waveguide. If the post is made 
small in diameter, it will have relatively high inductanc.e as well as con
siCJ.erable surface resistance due to the small surface area. If the post 
is made large in diameter, the inductance will be lower but the Q will be 
rnuch higher due to the reduced surface resistance. A corresponding 
e~fect can be obtained with the window . 

. if3y combining the capa.citiV~:.and inductive windows, a resonant slot or 
window is formed as showt:iin Figure 17·-14 C. This will appear as a .. 
parallel resonant circuit havt:n,g a fre'C:iuency response proportional to its 
physical size. · 

Reactive elements of thes.e: types may be used as re·s·onant circuits or for 
impedance matching in .the:·same way that·quarter wave stubs are used on 
transmission lines as disc-Q.s'sed in previous chapte:rs. 

\ . . 

Waveguide Filters . 
At super-high frequencies .it is impracticable to use tuned circuits, such 
as we have been discussin·g, employing coils ari.d capacitors. .Analogous 
principles apply, however,· in the design of waveguide filters. Thus the 
re:sonant cavity, whieh we '.h.a.ve already considered as being comparable in 
'many respects to the parallel-resonant tank circuit, now becomes the 
basic element of the waveg'\;lide £ilte.r. Superficially, at least, if such a 
cavity is inserted in a waveguide it might be expected to pass a nar.row 
ban:d of frequencies cente,rihg about its -resonant frequency, and to reject 
'other frequencies. 
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Figure 17-15 {A) is a sketch of such a resonant cavity designed for inser
tion in a waveguide having the sai;ne cross-sectional internal dimensions 
as the cavity. The sc];'ew shown centered in the' top wall of the cavity is 

A 

B 

Fig. 17-15 - Wav~guide Band-Pass Filter Section 

located in the region of the strongest electric field. Its presence tends to 
shorten the electric lines of force and thus has an effect similar to in
creasing the capacitance in an ordinary tank circuit .. In other words, in~ 
serting the screw farther into the cavity lowers the frequency of resonance 
of the cavity. 'rhis result is effectively the same as if the length of the 
resonant chc;i.mber were increased. When the cavity is inserted in the 
guide its ends are enclosed by thin plates which, however, must contain 
openings to permit the wave of energy to pass through. The openings in 
the end plates are usually known as irises. In the arrangement shown in 
Figure 17-15 (B ), the irises are vertical and the plate assembly has an 
effect like a shunt inductance because t}).e plates projecting into the region 
of greatest magnetic field effectively shorten the lines of magnetic force. 

? ? ? 

Fig. 17-16 - Two-Chamber 
Filter IrLs .. coupled 
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freely. It should be noted that the energy of the rejected frequency band 
is not absorbed in the filter but totally reflected. Furthermore, the 
design is such that the reflections from the several shunts add in phase. 

Duplexer 

Frequency Adjusted 
By Side Screws 

Fig. 17-18 - Band Reflection Filter 

A device which is kRown as a duplexer, uses a number of the principles 
already discussed and has been employed to connect a transmitter and re
ceiver ·simultaneously to the same antenna. With such a device energy 
received by the antenna is passed to the receiver without loss in the 
transmitter section. Likewise, energy from the transmitter section is 
passed to the antenna without entering the receiver. 

One form of duplexer is shown in Figure 17-19A and B. Part of the 
functioning of this device is based upon the use of a resonant cavity which 
will be discussed in a later section. For the purposes of this discussion 
it may be considered ar:; the equivalent of a parallel tuned circuit. 

The oscillator tube may feed this cavity either through the use of an aper
ture or a coaxial probe. The cavity is then coupled to a T section through 
an iris window which transforms the combined impedance of the resonant 
circuit and the oscillator output circuit to match the waveguide section. 
The transmitter leg of the T is made one-half wave in length and is turned 
at the junction with a reactive stub to eliminate reflections as previously 
discussed. 

Since the transmitter and receiver do not operate on the same frequency, 
the resonant cavity of the transmitter will appear as a short circuit at the 
receiving frec,luency. The half wave length of waveguide will transfer this 
short circuit to the main i;;ection, completing the side wall of the main 
wav~guide and providin~ an uninterrupted path from the antenna 
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to the receiver input. ;qi tbe sa,me fa.shion, the receiving filter appears 
as a short circuit at the transmUting frequency and since the receiving 
filter is a half-wave length from the junction, the short circuit will be 
transferred to the junction, completing the waveguide path from the trans
mitter to the antenna. 

Since neither the transmitter nor tJ;ie receiving filte·r short circuits are 
e;xactly zero impedance and since they wi.ll be located at a half wave length, 
within manufacturip.g tolE1ra:n,ces, i;iorne reflection might occur at the 
junction. For thia re~s9n,, the capacitive stub is placed in the waveguide 
to produce reflections j.n phase opposition and is adjusted to provide mini
mum standing wave. 

Detectors and Mixers 
As at the lower frequencies, mic:powave ~eceivers follow the superheter
o<;:l.yne principle in order to obtain the benefits, both as to gain and band
width, to be derived from intermeqiate frequency amplification. The. 
incoming microwave frequttncy is mi~ed with a local oscillator to produce 
an intermediate frequency in the general range of 65 to 75 megacycles. 
At this frequency suitable bandpass transformers may be used witb con.-. 
ventional vacuum tubes to provide the necessary gain for the ultimate 
conversion into the original intellige:q.ce signal. 

The most commqn mixing device presently used is the silicon. diode which 
is diagrammed in Figure 17-20. A tungsten cat whisker pressing against 
a bit of silicon has the property of a rectifier, passing current predqmi
nantly in one direction only. Since a rectifier is electrically a non ... linear 
device, heterodyning takes place and the difference between the RF signal 
and the local oscillator signal is used as the IF signal ... 

The use of a crystal at microwave frequencies is desirable only because 
of the large noise signals generate¢! qy vacuum tubes. The crystal also 
generates noise, but its signal to noise ratio is far superior to that µ£ t:p.e 
l:>est vacuum tubes developed so far. Two series of crystals are common
ly used in the frequency ranges at which we operate. The 1N21 series is 
designated for an operating frequency of 3, 000 me while the 1N23 series 
is designed for the 10, 000 me range. The conversion loss of the crystals 
in these two series varies from 5-1 /2 to 10 db, while the relative noii;;e 
output varies from 1-1/2 to 4. 

A practical form of firstdetec;tor(or +ni~er)is indicated in Figure 17-2.l. 
The crystal is placed in the end of the waveguide in the same fashion that 
a probe would be placed an,d acts to termin,ate the waveguide and absorb 
the power which has been transm,itted along the guide. Since the crystal 
with its associated filter circuits is not as high an impedance as a probe~ 
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itisn:ot mountedi_rt the-exact center.of the broad side of the waveguide, 
:but is .offr:tet to provide.J;1. .better impedance match. It is placed one quar-
te:t\wa.ye length frqfp. the-.end bf the guide, however, in the same fashion 

. a.s the;_pl."ti.be·. · 

·The crys:ta.1.-mpurtt C:9nsists.of a collar in.which the large end of the . 
c:ry.stalJs.Ji~<J;nly seated and held in place with a screw cap to give firm 
electrical qop.t.act be'tween·the silic.on element of the crystal detector and 

:th.e .w.a.v~_guide. 1li.e tip ... 0£ the crystal which is connected to the cat 
:,::whis!ter ·.i-~I?e~tS in a.:.si.rJ,alljack arrangement on the opposite side of the 
wav~g'4.ide. ··This .jack i,s znounted. on a polystyrene ring which serves to 
Jitsµlate the 9rystaLo:µtpµt from ·the waveguide section. T~e polystyrene 
:t:iD:gJs zr.to:µnted in a pra:ss ring and .has an inner brass ring .which, with 
~he outer :ri~g, acts as·,·a.n outp:µt by pass filter.· The two rings with the 
polystyrene diele.ctri.c· ~1.~}iqtion:as a capacitor electrically one quarter· 
'wave in 1e!lgth·£or .the -~~.4io frequency signal. This entire arrangement 
cal;l.ses. the crystal'hdl~J.l}~·'.~O appear as a-broadly tuned series resonant 

:~fgter whi.ch.effectively~·rE;}Jµoves the RF signal and leaves the IF signal 
.whichis then :fed into the;:fi:t-st lF amplifier. 

' ' ' 

· Tll,~ rci.dio .f1J'equency pe~:t'lg._passed down the waveguide from the receiving 
. ·£ilt~,r is at v.ery low level, having sustained the path loss from the pre
-ceding stat.iqn. As :pr,ev~e>-'lisly pointed out, the input filter prevents energy 
£ropi t'he a~.spciated tr.a..n.sm~tter re.aching the detector and causing damage 

-.:t.9 "the crysta,1. the le:v~i;,,a.it the crystal is thus kept low at all times since 
,c,~yst~ls. ·of this type ·a,re.prpne to burn ot1.t if st1.bjected to a high voltage. 

A:qjusta,ble .. capa,citiv¢ -stµbs .. a~e .also provided in .the waveguide section, to 
rn.:f!.:.t¢h the crystal ir.p.ped;~nt?.e to the waveguide impedance and prevent 
:S~-~nc:ling waves. '!'he stup,~ are adj-q.$ted for minimum power reflected 
.from the <crystal at the ·<i:l)i)¢.rating frequency and are locked in position . 

. '.['he :hete.:i;"~c;lm-~p.g. ir·ecJ.U.enc;y of the oscillator is in~oduced into the wave-
,,~,,g:ui.de by 111,~a,ns· of·a cp.a~ic3,.l type pro'be. This is located effectively a 

qµa·rter- wave leng.th fr_oi:;p. the short circuit provided by the input filter, 
.~t the OsQ~ll.~to:r f:i;-eq:tl_enqy, and is made adjustable so that the amount of 
:l:P,jection voltage ¢.an be g.\':>ht~olled. No tuning stubs are provided and no 

.. a:t~~-~pt.is made to. matcl} ~the. waveguide at the oscillator frequency since 
\tj:i~),e.yel is hi~h enoug~ ·~o .tha,t any losses due to mismatch are easily 
·QVe.+.·cPrne. 

'~~~.9.-~ ene:r:gy ,fr.om >the ·.h1.pl;lt-:sign~l a.nd from the local oscillator are both 
· :,.4·is.s.ipated.in :the c-tystal,'. the usual modulation products will be developed 
~~c;l th,e di#er~nce. frequency product is retained while the radio frequency 
p,r,.oducts ar.e ;Prev.~n.t.ed froi:n leaving by the bypass circuit which forms a 
p~:rt .()f ~J;ie crystal ~oµp.tirig. ' 

' ' . 
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An.other form of waveguide mixer or detector is ·shown in Figure 17-22. 
This arrangement makes use of a waveguide hybrid and operates electri
cally Jn· a fashion similar. to a balanced modulator (or balanced mixer) 
used at the· lower frequencies and shown schematically in Figure l 7-22B. 

It will be· seen from an examination of Figure l 7-22A that energy entering 
the waveguide :Section D will be polarized to pass through the T junction 
into Section:s Aand .. B. Sections A and B are terminated with crystals 
a_,5 previously· explained in.' the case of the single crystal detector. 

Energy ei:l.te:ring the waveguide from Section C will likewise be polarized 
to. enter Sections A·and Band likewise be dissipated in the crystals. 
Th'e'l'e will be no energy·trans£er between Sections C and D due to their 
difference in polarization •. · 

The difference. betweenJthe· frequencies introduced into the waveguide 
Se·ctions C and D is taken;frorn the crystal detectors in the same fashion 
as in the case of the single, crystal detector previously described. In 
the practit·al application.·of this type of mixer reactive stubs are provided 
in the· 11T 11 junctions to provide proper crystal""to-waveguide 'matching. 
Also, filters are provided i,n the output leads from the crystals to remove 
all 'radio frequency com.ponents and leave only the IF component which is 
passe~ directly to the IF 'preamplifier. 

The preceding discussion has been on the basis that both units described 
would be used· as mixers £o~ demodulation. Actually it is possible to 
apply IF frequency.to·the'·C·tystalsalong with local oscillator to the wave-

. guide and develop a ntodrilated output by following the reverse reasoning 
to that employed above. ·un:fo,rtuhately the power handling capabilities 
of crystals of this type are'. litnited and such a modulator would provide 
a very low output and would therefore. require some form of microwave 
~ul'lplifier :following it if any appreciable amount of energy were to be 
applied to ·an. ai:l.tenna. 

Iri most cases.of crystal mixer applications a direct current meter is 
placed in the IF crystal lead to read the rectified DC component of the 
IF signal. This permits 'a means of controlling the local oscillator 
le\l"elhy adj.usting the inj.ection until a dire¢t current reading is obtained 
which corresponds with the most efficient mixtng level. The actual value 
of crystal current is· deter.mined by the design of the specific equipment 
and may fall·in the ra11:ge'of O. 5 to 2. 0 milliamperes. 

Microwave, Triodes and Amplifiers. 
kmplifiers for use at sup·erhigh-frequencies (3, 000 to. 10, 000 me) present 
a nutnber of special problems· that require rather fundamental design 
differences, Chief.of the,se perhaps is the fact that the transit time of the 
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electrons in the amplifier tub es b eco mes a matter of major importance 
at these extremely high frequencies. The adverse effects of transit 
time likely to be encountered in ordina ry vacuum tubes can be overcome 
by the use of tubes of the klystron type. These tubes, however, are 
rather difficult to maint ain. Fur the r more, present designs of klystrons 
do not permit the use of more than a limited number of klystron ampli
fiers in tan dem without cumulative n oise and distortion becoming exces -
sive. 

Fig. 17-23 (A) · Microwave T r iode Fig. 17-23(B) 

Fo r application in very long radio rela y s y s te;ns requirin g dozens of 
amplifiers in tandem , accordingly, a special tube (W. E. 416) was devel
oped by Bell Te lephone .Labo ratories. Because of the wide band of fre
quencies to be handled 'at least ~ O m e ) this tube had to have very high 
transconductance. To overc olne transit time limitations, the elements 
or electrodes of the tube also had to h ave extremely close spacing. 
Fortunately, thes e two requirements are compatible. The 416 tube is 
a t r iode of the so-called p lanar type, in which the elements are ' in 
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parallel planes, with the grid grounded to the frame of the structure. A 
perspective drawing (greatly enlarged ) of the elements of the tube is 
shown in Figure 17-23. The oxide coating of the cathode is . 0005" thi ck. 
The cathode-grid spacing is . 0006". The grid wires are spaced a thou
sand to the inch and are . 0·003" in diameter . The plate-grid spacing is 
. 012 ". The large number of very fine wires employed in the grid struc
ture provides a close approach to a uniform electrostatic shield between 
cathode and plate, without interfering with the fre e flow of electrons. 
The transconductance of ·the tube is in the order of 50, 000 µ.mhos, the 
amplification factor is about 350, and the output resistance 7, 000 ohms. 

This triode always operates in a grounded g rid c ircuit arrangement, 
where the input is applied : between the cathode and ground and the output 
impedance is between the plate and gro und . This automatically eliminates 
coupling between the. output <;1.nd input c ircuits through the inter - electrode 
capacitances of the tube, a feature that is especially useful at very high 
frequencies where neutra1i:z.ation of internal capacitance c oupling by con
ventional methods is difficult. The po ssible gain, however , is less than 
that of the more usual g:t:o'l:lnded cathode arrangement because of the 
negative feedback inherent in the fact that the cathode to ground input cir 
cuit is included in the pla·te current path. 

Output 
Waveguide 

1-.---+-----f-Coaxiai to 
Waveguide 
Transducer 

Plate· Circuit 
Resonant Cavity 

---- Heater and 
Cathode l'..ead 

Three-Stage Microwave Amplifier 
Fig. 17-24 (A) Fig. 17-24(B) 
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Figure 17-24 shows one of these tubes connected in a waveguide .;circuit. 11 

The input waveguide is coupled through an iris to an input cavity which 
may be tuned to resonance by a trimming screw across the opening. The 
grid separates the input cavity from a second resonant cavity of the plate 
or output circuit. This cavity transforms the plate impedance of the tube 
to a very low resistance (a fraction of an ohm). A quarter-wavelength 
coaxial line, which can be adjusted vertically to tune the output cavity, 
matches this low impedance to the impedance (about 45 ohms) of a short 
coaxial line leading to the transducer probe which extends into the output 
waveguide. Three tubes of this type are used in the transmitter ampli
fiers of the TD~2 microwave radio relay system. The three stages of 
the amplifier, which is illustrated in the accompanying photograph, are 
connected in cascade through waveguide tuners that effectively form 
double-tuned critically coupled transformers. The overall gain of the 
amplifier is normally adjusted to 18 db with an output power of 0. 5 watt, 
although a somewhat higher gain is possible. The overall transmission 
characteristic is flat over about 20 me between points 0. 1 db down. As 
the output power of the close-spaced triode is increased, its maximum 
possible gain decreases. Accordingly, the gains of the three stages of 
the amplifier are not alike. The first stage has an output of about 80 
milliwatts and a gain of about 9 db. The second stage output is about . 25 
watt with a gain of about 6 db, and the third stage output is about O. 5 watt 
with a gain of about 3 db. 

Klystrons 
A cavity type vacuum tube frequently used for microwave operation is 
known as the Klystron or the velocity-modulated tube and is shown sche
matically in Figure l 7-25A. Two resonant cavities are placed longi
tudinally between a cathode and plate. These cavities have apertures or 
so called "grids 11 in their top and bottom surfaces, in line with the cathode 
and plate. The tube is usually operated with the plate grounded and a 
relatively high negative voltage applied to the cathode thus producing a 
stream of relatively high velocity electrons moving from cathode to plate. 
The entire assembly is contained within an evacuated envelope with suit
able glass-to-metal seals at the surfaces of the resonant cavities. 

An emission builds up between the cathode and plate, there will be a ran
dom variation in the cathode current over a wide range of frequencies and 
it is conceivable that some electrons will pass through the first cavity at 
the resonant frequency of the cavity. This will produce an oscillation in 
the cavity that will be sustained for several cycles. Let us assume that 
at a particular instant the cavity oscillation has made the side towards 
the plate positive and the side towards the cathode negative. The elec
trons leaving the cavity will be slowed down som.ewhat and attracted 
toward the positive surface. Electrons entering and passing through the 
cavity will likewise be speeded up and attracted by the positive side of 
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the cavity and a concentratidn, or bunch, of electrons will result. For 
this reason the first cavity is often referred to as the buncher and its 
surfaces as the bunoher grids. As the bunch of electrons move toward 
the plate the polarity of the .catvity reverses during the second half cycle 
of its oscillation. This again will produce a bunch of electrons near the 
cavity1s surface next to the cathode .. 

As oscillation continues in the buncher cavity, a series of bunches of 
electrons will move down the tube, from cathode to plate, having a spacing 
determined by the resonant frequency of the buncher cavity .. As these 
bunches strike the grids of the second resonant cavity they will give up 
their energy and produce and sustain an oscillation in the second or 
collector cavity. The electrons will then pass on and be collected by the 
plate as shown in Figure l 7-25B. 

If the collector or output cavity is now coupled to the buncber cavity with 
a section of coaxial cable., .as indicated in Figure l 7-25C, an oscillator 
will be produced since some of the energy given up in the output cavity 
will be returned to the buncher cavity in the proper phase relation to. sus
tain oscillation. It is also possible to use this type of tube as an amplifier 
if energy is introduced into the buncher cavity and ta.ken from the output 
cavity. 

The resonant cavities themselves are usually arranged with some form of 
tuning device either in the form of slugs or compression devices which 
will change the physical spacing between the top and bottom surfaces of 
the cavities. Such cavities are usually rather broad in their frequency 
response and where a highly stable oscillator is desired an arrangement 
is used similar to that depicted in Figure l 7-25D . 

. In this case the feedback loop has, in series with it, an invar cavity which 
can be made to have a very sharp frequency response and which retains a 
relatively constant physical size with wide changes in temperature. The 
amount of energy fed back is small in the case of most tubes of this type, 
and therefore that a Q of a very high value can be obtained. 

Klystrons, currently being used, can develop an output power of as much 
as 3 watts at 6, 000 megacycles with comparatively low plate voltages and 
with modest physical si.'ze. It is customary to manufacture tubes of this 
type with mica windows in the cavities so that direct connection to wave
guide can be made. These windows retain the internal vacuum without 
obstructing the flow of electrons and are made of a size to provide the 
pro.per impedance match .to standard waveguides. A rough sketch of a 
commercial type tube is shown in Figure 17 ~25E. 
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In order to dissipate the heat produced by the plate current, the plate is 
usually made of a heavy solid piece of metal with radiating fins. The two 
cavities are' closely spaced and terminated with flanges ·for waveguide 
connection. A heavy metal plate is provided with adjusting screws which 
can be used to deform the cavities and thus change their resonant fre
quency. These plates may be provided on top and bottom or on only one 
side. Emission is from a rather heavy cathode and the stream of elec
trons leaving the cathode are focused and directed through the grids of 
the cavities by beam forming plates which also act as accelerators. 
Power connections for the heater, cathode, and beam forming plates is 
usually made through an octal base of conventional type. 

An application of the klystron developed by the Sperry Company and used 
in some of our equipments is called the synchrodyne mixer. In this 
application radio frequency is applied to the first cavity as shown in 
Figure 17-ZSF, and output is taken from the second cavity. This is the 
same arrangement that would be used for a klystron amplifier. Energy 
is then applied in series with the cathode at the intermediate frequency. 
This IF voltage will vary the plate-to-cathode potential of the klystron at 
the intermediate. frequency rate and will therefore change the accelerating 
voltage on the bunches of electrons leaving the first cavity. This results 
in a form of phase modulation of the electron stream and by properly 
proportioning the potentials the modulation products are confined to the 
first sideband. The second cavity is then tuned to the frequency of either 
the upper or lower sideband as desired and used to feed the antenna. A 
means is thus provided for shifting from IF to RF frequency while per-. 
mitting a high degree of oscillator stability since. the oscillator loading is 
maintained at a constant value. 

If the second cavity is removed from the klystron and the first cavity is 
made positive with respect to the cathode, electrons can be made to pass 
through the cavity at relatively high velocity and they will be bunched as 
before. If the plate is then connected to a negative voltage the bunches of 
electrons leaving the cavity will be repelled and returned toward the cavity 
and the positive potential. If the spacing between the cavity and the nega
tive plate is properly chosen and the potential on the negative plate is 
properly selected the bunches of electrons returned to the cavity will be 
in phase with the original energy producing the bunches and sustained 
oscillation will result. Such a tube is known as a reflex klystron and is 
commonly used in microwave systems and microwave test gear. The 
"plate 11 of a reflex klystron is commonly known as a repeller or reflector. 
(Figure l 7..;2.6B) 

The frequency of oscillation of a given tube can be varied over a consi
derable range by deforming the cavity to change its resonant frequency. 
This is illustrated in the view of a reflex klystron sketched in Figure 
l 7-26A. By expanding or compressing the bow .shown at the right of the 
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last ten years have led to favorable chemical compositions and manufac
turing procedures which permit materials with high permeability and low 
core losses. 

Manufacture of the ferrites consists of mixing the raw materials, mostly 
paint pigments, so thoroughly that chemical combination progresses 
readily when the mixture is heated to firing temperatures. The mixture 
is poured into forms and compressed in a hydraulic press before firing. 
This insures that the final body will be chemically reacted and bonded 
into a ceramic solid. Since the ferrites are too hard to be cut with steel 
tools after firing, core designs are made simple; of a form easily pressed 
in economical dies; and such as to require minimum subsequent grinding. 
The ferrites used for microwave application are of a non-permanent mag
net type and are used as the cores of electromagnets in which the magnetic 
field can be controlled by the amount of current passed through the wind
ing about the core. 

It can be shown that when a magnetic field is properly oriented with, respect 
to a radio wave the polarization of the wave can be rotated. By placing a 
piece of ferrite in a waveguide it is possible to rotate the plane of polari
zation as the electromagnetic wave presses the ferrite. By controlling 
the magnetic field of the ferrite with the DC current through the energi
zing coil the amount of rotation of the polarization of the wave can be 
controlled. 

One of the first applications of a ferrite to a waveguide has been called an 
isolator. In Figure l 7-27A a linearly polarized wave is coupled into a 
circular pipe containin,g a piece of ferrite magnetized along the axis· of 
the pipe, forming the isolator. At the other end of the circular guide is 
a second section of rectangular guide which is rotated 45° with respect 
to the first section of guide. By a suitable choice of ferrite dimensions, 
and applied field, the wave trc;i.velling from left to right.is rotated 45° and 
so travels freely through the rectangular section of waveguide at the right 
hand end. A wave entering from the right hand end will'also be rotated 
45° and will arrive at the left hand end polarized at 90° to the rectangular 
waveguide so that it cannot be received. A polarized absorbing vane is 
placed at the end of the circular section to absorb this polarization 
selectively. Therefore, a wave entering the structure at the right and 
travelling from right to left is totally absorbed by the polarized absorber 
and is not transmitted. The result is a one-way transmission device. 

A variation of this device has been called a circulator. By coupling addi
tional rectangul~r waveguides to the circular section as .shown in Figure 
17-27B the polarization previously absorbed by the resistive vane can be 
taken out. Now it will be seen that a wave entering at A is rotated through 
45° so as to emerge at B. A wave entering at B is further rotated and 
emerges at C. Likewise, C couples to D and D to A. <,)ne can place a 
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transmitter at A, an antenna at B, a load at D, and a receiver at C, ~nd 
simultaneously receive and transmit on the same antenna with crosstalk 
limited only by the degree to which the antenna is reflectionless. The 
load at D serves the purpose of absorbing any power which may be re
flected from the receiver at Terminal C. 

A form of modulator can be devised, using the isolator of Figure l 7-27A, 
by varying the field from the previously assumed value through zero to an 
equal value in the opposite direction. This variation of the field in the 
ferrite will produce a rotation which will vary from +45° to -45° and the 
transmitted power will vary from 100% to zero. In actual practice the . 
minimum transmitted power is down about 50 db (0. 001%). Here then is 
an electrically controlled attenuator which becomes a modulator if the 
field is varied at the modulation rate. This permits amplitude modula ... 
tion, without frequency modulation, from such tubes as Klystrons which 
have not previously been useful for other than frequency modulated ou~puts. 
Many other applications of ferrites to microwave transmission are possi
ble and have been tried, however, the above will serve to illustrate the 
basic principles concerned. 

Travellini Wave Tubes 
In Figure l 7-28A the solid lines are assumed to represent the lines of 
electric field in a wave travelling from left to right. The wave is travel
ling in an undefined cylindrical space at a velocity of propagation that is 
less than the velocity of light by ten or twenty times. The method by 
which the velocity of the wave has been slowed down in immaterial at the 
moment .. Through the center of the cylinder, represented by the dotted 
area in Figure 17-28A, is assumed to be flowing a stream of electrons. 
The electrons are travelling at the same velocity as the wave. 

Initially the electrons flowing through the field will be eve~ly distributed 
as in Figure l 7-28A. However, some of the electrons as at a. in Figure 
l 7-28A are in retarding fields while others, as at b., are in accelle:i:-ating 
fields. As a result the electrons will be speeded up or slowed down and 
tend to congregate in alternate regions of zero longitudinal electric field 
as shown in Figure l 7-28B. The average velocity has not been changed 
because as many electrons were slowed as were speeded up. Therefore, 
once this bunched condition has been achieved no further changes will 
take place and the beam and the wave will travel together in this config-
uration. · 

1£ now the electron beam is speeded up or slowed down a little the b~ches 
can be changed in phase relative to· the wave so that .they will always lie 
in either a retarding or an accellerating field. 1£ the bunches always lie 
in a retarding field they will be continually losing energy and this energy 
is given to the wave. The result is an increase in the wave amplitude and 
the device which results is actually an amplifier. 
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If the electron beam is faster than the wave the electrons will be moving 
past the wave from left to right in Figure l 7-28A at a slow rate. As the 
electrons move through the wave pattern they are alternately speeded and 
slowed by the electric field. In the regions a. in Figure l 7..,28A they 
move more slowly. In the regions b. they are speeded up and move 
rapidly. The electrons are thus bunched in the regions of slowest motion 
or at every point of retarding field. The electrons will, therefore, spend 
a long time in the regions of retarding field and a comparatively short 
time in the regions of accellerating field. For this reason more energy 
is lost to the wave than is gained back. The wave is continually growing 
in amplitude and the beam is being continually slowed. An amplifier · 
that operates in this fashion is called a travelling wave amplifier. 

To build a practical amplifier it is necessary to find a way of slowing a 
wave to a velocity that can be approximately matched by an electron 
stream. One way of doing this is shown in Figure l 7-28C. A straight 
conductor is coiled to form a helix and placed inside a waveguide. Form
ing the helix does not alter the distributed capacitance particularly but 
does increase the inductance of the conductor. This is equivalent to 
loading on a voice frequency conductor and increases the phase constant. 
The phase velocity for the line is, therefore, reduced and can be reduced 
by any amount merely by winding a tighter coil. Besides being slowed the 
wave field in the waveguide is modified and there are fields both inside 
and outside the helix. The field inside is very similar to that shown in 
Figure 17-28A. 

To make a complete amplifier tube an electron beam is provided down the 
center of the guide and a means for applying and removing energy from 
the ends of the interaction space as shown in Figure l 7-28D. In a tube. of 
this type there will generally be a reflected wave from the helix in the in
put and another reflected wave from the output guide on the helix. The 
first reflection, if kept. small, will do no particular harm but the second 
wave which is travelling backwards along the helix can cause the tube to 
oscillate if sufficient precautions are not taken. 

Assume that the voltage gain of the tube is 100 times and that 10% of the 
field is reflected back from the output waveguide. If we assume that the 
helix is essentially lossless we will have the full amount of the reflected 
power transmitted back to the input end of the tube. There will be no 
appreciable interaction with the electron stream because the beam and 
wave are travelling in opposite directions and any effect of one on the 
other will average out. At the input end of the tube the wave is again re
flected and let us assume that 10% is the amount effectively reflected. 1% 
of the output wave is thus now travelling down the tube in the proper direc
tion for amplification but 1% of the output is just equal to the input if the 
gain is 100. · It is apparent that this is sufficient to produce oscillation. 
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This effect is mq.deu.se of in the backward wave oscillator. To avoid 
oscillation in a practical tube a combination of low reflection and lossy 
line may be rused,. 

If we refer to Figure 17-28B we see that the bunched electrons are in 
regions where there is a weak field tending to spread the beam sidewise. 
Also the electrons in the beam repel one another. If suitable action is 
not taken the beam will eventually be drawn out to the sides of the wave
guide. To avoid such an occurance in a practical tube focusing action is 
utilized. This can be done by providing a longitudinal magnetic field of 
constant magnitude as shown in Figure l 7-28D. The field is along the 
direction of the electron or current flow. As the beam tends to spread 
a flow of electrons (or of current) will be crossing the magnetic field. 
The lateral force of the magnetic field will, however, cause the electrons 
to be forced back into the beam thus counteracting the effect of the electric 
field. This is the same action that occurs in a motor when a current
bearing conductor is placed in a magnetic field. 

A second form of travelling wave tube is the double-stream amplifier. In 
the travelling wave tube a special transmission line that would pass an 
electromagnetic wave was required. This line was such that the electro.
mp.gnetic wave was approximately matched in velocity to the velocity of a 
stream of electrons. It is possible to replace this waveguiding structure 
with another electron stream. 

In Figure 17-28E is shown a stream of electrons from an e0lectron gun 
directed into a field free region. This stream of electrons has been den
sity modulated. In examining the field along the axis of the beam it will 
be seen that the electric field variation is the same as that in Figure l 7-28B. 
The arrows in Figure 17-28E show the direction of the electric field. Thus 
a wave is travelling with the beam and at the same velocity as the beam. 
If a second beam is projected down the same space it might be reasonably 
expected that somewhat the same action would take place as in the travel.., 
ling wave tube just described. Actually such action does take place, how
ever, the actual action is much more complex than the simple analogy 
just used. The basic components of a simple two-beam amplifier are 
shown in Figure 17-28F. The two electron guns provide beams of differ-
ing velocities. An input helix is used for coupling to the beam and an 
output helix is used for coupling from the beam. These two helices act as 
short travelling wave tubes, however, they serve primarily for coupling 
and contribute very little to the overall gain of the tube. The main ampli
fication takes place in the space between the two helices. The double-beam 
tube eliminates the need for a waveguide structure and reduces the elec
tron tube amplifier to its bare essentials; a vacuum envelope and a. stream 
of electrons. 
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BQth the travelling wave tube and the double-beam tube can be constructed 
to operate over a wide band of frequencies, since the interaction space in 
which the gain is realized is essentially a transmission line and the waves 
on this line can exist over large frequency ranges. The power gain in a 
typical travelling wave tube is 10, 000 and the bandwidth is 600 me centered 
at about 3, 000 me;. Thus the product of gain and baD:dwidth is greater than 
any of the other existing microwave amplifiers. The efficiency of present 
travelling wave tubes, however, is only in the order of 10 to 15 percent. 

1 7, 11 ANTENNAS 

The effectiveness of a transmitting t,intenna is measured by .its ability to 
convert a maximum amount of the power developed by a radio transmitter 
into radiant energy in the form of electro-magnetic waves, which will be 
transmitted in such a direction as to produce maximum field strength at 
the receiver. In point-to-point transmission, and to some extent in broad
cast transmission, the factor of major importance is usually the degree of 
directivity or antenna gain that can be secured. Transmitting and receiving 
antennas are sometimes alike but there are many situations where economic 
consiqerations and other factors require quite different designs for the two 
conditions. 

There are many different antenna designs and arrangements in practical use 
in radio· work. The various designs may be grouped into a limited number 
of major types, however, in which the controlling design factors are the 
frequency range in which the antenna is to operate .and the d·egree of directi
vity desired. In general, antenna effectiveness can be more economically 
increased as the frequency of the radio wave is increased. 

Transmitting antennas for medium radio frequencies quite commonly employ 
a simple vertical radiator which may consist of a single wire or a slender 
steel tower. Such radiators are tuned, to' resonance for the carrier frequency 
to l::>e transmitted by making their.total height equal to an appropriate frac
tion of the carrier wavelength; or, if the wavelength ~s too long to make this 
practicable, by adding lumped reactance in series with the radiator at its 
top (capacitive) or base (inductive). In either case,. the antenna when ener
gi~ed at its resonant frequency, behaves li,ke a resonant transmission line 
with a standing wave of current extending along the conductor. 

TP.e typical radio broadcast antenna is a steel tower slightly more than one
half wp.velength in height and effectively grounded at its base where the 
e;nergy is applied. 

For radio transmission in the very high and ultrahigh-frequency ranges, 
thl';l basic form of antenna is a half-wavelength resonant wire commonly 
known as a half-wave dipole. 
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!!,-

Radiation of electromagnetic energy in the super-high frequency range 
involves principles and methods that are analogous to, if not identical 
with, those of light transrnis sion. Antennas used at these frequencies 
may be grouped under the general designation of aperture radiators. 
Their basic function is to transform the spherical wa~efront, which is 
normally developed from a point source of radiation, to a plane wavefront. 
To the extent that this is accomplished, the radiated energy may be pro
jected in a very nar:tow beam in the desired direction. In microwave 
practice, antenna gains in the order of 30 to 40 db are commonly obtained, 

One method of obtaining a directive plane wavefront employs the optical 
technique of a pa:raboI.ic reflector comparable to that of the ordinary 
searchlight. The geoi;netrical characteristics of the parabola are such 
'that waves emanating from a point source at the focus will be reflected 
in parallel straightlines that will all reach the plane of the mouth of the 
parabola at the same titne. 1£, as illustrated in Figure 17.:..29, an auxi
liary reflecting su:tface<iS placed in front of the energy source to prevent 
any direct radiation, all bf the energy will be reflected from the para
boloid and will appear: as a plane wave across its mouth. Since, as has 
already been pointed out, electromagnetic energy can escape directly 
from the open end 0£ a waveguide, the same effect can be produced by 
means of a wave.guide leading to the focal point of the parabola with its 
open end turned back to direct escaping energy toward the reflecting . 
surface:. .as illustrated ·in Figure 17-30. A plane wavefront across an 

===:::::t::::::::::::::::; ).._...... Reflecting·.·• £tement 
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aperture may also be attained by simply flaring out the end of a waveguide 
to form a long horn in which the fields in the guide can expand gradually to 
pl'od.uce a uniform field -across the mouth of the horn. To accomplish this 
l'es.U:lt, however, the flare angle of the horn must be small and an aperture 
comparable in size to that of the parabolic reflector could only be reached 
with a horn that would be too long to be practicable. In the major Bell 
System radio relay systems {TD-2.), this difficulty is overcome by using 
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a comparatively short horn having a high flare-angle but with a "lens" 
across its mouth that acts like an optical lens to produce a plane wave
front. This arrangement, known as a delay lens antenna, is illustrated 
in Figure 17-31. As indicated there, the lens cross-section is of plano.,
convex form and is placed at the mouth of a pyramid-shaped horn in a 
housing 10 feet squar~ and 3 feet deep. The effect of the lens is much 
the same as that of a plano-convex lens on the transmission of light. 

Pyra:rnd Shaped Horn 

Fig. 17-31 - Delay Lens Antenna 

Superhigh-frequency radio waves coming from the waveguide connected to 
the rear of the horn diverge, as indicated by the arrowed broken lines, to 
form a spherical wavefront. When they.reach the lens, however, the 
velocity of the rays· near the center is decreased enough by the thicker lens 
structure at that point to cause delay equal to the time required for the 
outer rays to traverse their geometrically longer path. All of the rays 
ad~ordingly reach the front of the lens at the same time and proceed in tb,e 
parallel paths of a plane wavefront. The entire lens is tilted back slightly, 
as shown in the Figure. This is done to prevent any energy that might be 
reflected from the face of the lens from being focused back to the wave
guide outlet. This lens, although its action is very similar to that of a 
glass lens, is actually made up of a very large number of narrow alumi
num strips held in place by slabs of foamed polystyrene. The effect of 
these metal strips is essentially the same as that of the molecules of a 
glass lens in re,tarding light waves . 

• 
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To relieve congestion in the 4, 000 megacycle band, development work has 
progressed on a 6, 000 megacycle microwave system and consideration is 
also being given to operation in the 11, 000 megacycle band. To further 
relieve congestion it is desirable to use cross-polarization of the signals 
on adjacent channels, i.e. placing the electric vectors of the fields of 
adjacent channels at right angles. To derive all these benefits the horn 
reflector type of antenna has been developed and is now being used on all 
new microwave installations. 

The horn reflector antenna, coded KS-15676, is capable of simultaneously 
transmitting horizontally and vertically polarized signals in the 4, 000, 
6, 000 and 11, 000 megacycie common carrier bands with good transmission 
characteristics. Basically, the antenna is very simple and consists of a 
large horn feeding a section of a parabolic reflector. Although having a 
smaller aperture the gain at 4, 000 megacycles is approximately the same 
as that of the delay lens antenna previously discussed. The general 
physical arrangement of the antenna is indicated in Figure 17-32. 

Circular copper waveguide will be used with the horn reflector antenna to 
permit transmitting simultaneously signals of both polarizations in the 
three frequency bands. In addition to handling this entire range of fre
quencies and polarizations the circular waveguide has a lower transmis
sion loss than the rectangular guide previously used. At 4, 000 megacycles 
the loss is approximately one-half that~£ a rectangular guide. 

It is possible to use a flat, smooth surface to redirect a beam of micro
wave energy in the same fashion that a mirror might be used to redirect 
a beam of light. An antenna can be placed on the ground,. aimed to radi
ate vertically, and the radiation redirected horizontally by means of such 
a reflector. The reflector may be mounted on a tower or other antenna 
supporting structure instead of the conventional antenna. This arrange
ment eliminates the cost of waveguide as well as the loss of the waveguide 
which would be required up the tower and permits placing the antenna close 
to the transmitter. Thus when a modulated oscillator, such as a reflex 
Klystron, is used non-linearities due to oscillator loading are kept at a 
minimum. 

In Figure 17-33 is shown a reflector mounted at an angle of 45°. The re
flector is assumed to be plane, with an elliptical shape, such that when 
placed at 45° to the vertical the projected refl.ector area is circular, both 
horizontally and vertically. The diameter of the projected circle is 2R. 
An antenna is placed below the reflector having a diameter of 2A. This 
antenna is assumed to have an aperture field which is plane, circular 
symmetric, with maximum field at the center. The incoming energy is 
assumed to be a uniform plane wave of value Eo. If the reflector inter
cepts this uniform plane wave, the diffracted wave behaves as would light 
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that had passed through an aperture in a perfectly absorbing screen. The 
areq. of the aperture would be equal to the projected area of the reflector. 
This results in what is known as Fresnel diffracticm and the aperture field 
i~ divided into Fresnel zon.es. 'rhe dir:itribution of the field intensity over 
the antenna aperture will be circularly symrr.i.etric but will vc;i.ry along any 
radial from the center of the antenna to the edge. AJ_so ther~ will be a 
variation in the cross sectfonal distribution of field intensity with distance 
between the reflector and the antenna. Due to this focusing effect, under 

. tp_e l,"eflector, . the energy received by an antenna at ground level may be 
more than the energy which would be received by the same antenna were 
it mounted in place of the reflector. Practica,l gains of about 2-1 /2 db · 
are quite feasible with reasonable ref1ecto:r and antenna, sizes and reason
able spaciµg between the antenna and the reflector. The reflector size 
ml:l.st, of course, be kept large in relc;i.tic;>n to the antenna size io assure 
tp.at as large an area of the wave front will be intercepted a.nd, reflected to 
the antenna asi would have been intercepted by the antenna had it been 
loc;:ated in the direct beam, instead of the reflector. 
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CHAPTER 18 

TD - RADIO SYSTEMS 

18. 1 INTRODUCTION 

Radio systems as used in intertoll plant are a type of line facility. They 
serve as an alternative to physical lines such as open wire, cable pairs, 
or coaxial tubes. Like coaxial tubes, radio systems are one-way facilities. 
Therefore, twin systems must be used to accomplish transmission in both 
directions. 

Several types of microwave equipments have been used in providing Bell 
System radio relay service. The original Long Lines installation for toll 
use was between New York and Boston and used what was then coded the 
TDX equipment. This system operated in the 3, 700-4, 200 megacycle 
frequency band and provided wide band communication channels suitable 
for television or multi-channel telephone service. From experience with 
this system the TD-2 system was developed and this now forms the back
bone of our pre sent coast-to-coast radio relay network. 

Under o-µr present radio system coding the "TD" designation indicates a 
super high frequency, broadband, relay system. The TD-2 system is a 
hj.ghly refined transmission facility which can accommodate an ultimate 
of 24 channels although only 12 channels are currently being used. Each 
channel has sufficient bandwidth to accommodate a full L carrier terminal 
or a 4. 5 megacycle television signal without undue distortion. 

The new system, TD-3 is a solid state, long haul system designed for new 
routes and to supplement TD-2 on existing routes. TD-3 operates in the 
same frequency range as TD-2, however, it can accommodate 24 channels 
each consisting of two L-Carrier terminals. 

Another system operating in the 4,.000 megacycle frequency range has been 
used for short haul radio relay, although primarily intended for single link 
pickup service. This was coded the "TE" system which signifies a super 
high frequency, one-way, television link. The TE equipment was designed 
for television transmission only and was ~uch simpler and much less 
costly than TD-2 equipment. The equipment is no longer being manufactured 
but many units are still in service. 

A major disadvantage of TE equipment for radio relay was that the signal 
was converted from radio frequency to video frequency and back to radio 
frequency at each repeater point. In other words, it was a series of 
circuits connected in tandem rather than a continuous circuit and resulted 
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in considerable signal distortion. Similar types of equipment have been 
manufactured by RCA and by Motorola and are used by many of the operating 
companies. 

A short haul system designed solely for television transmission which avoids· 
the difficulty of translating the signal to and from video frequency at each 
repeater point is manufactured by the Philco Corporation and has been used by 
Long Lines and some of the operating companies. This system is coded the 
"TLR-2A11 in its fixed station form and the "TLR-2B" in portable form and 
operates in the 5925-6425 megacycle band. 

None of these systems have the reliability or freedom from distortion that the 
TD-2 system enjoys but' do provide an economical means of obtaining relatively 
satisfactory transmission over moderate distances. As a result these systems 
are used for "side-leg" feeds to isolated stations from main TD-2 routes and 
for shorter circuits such as studio-to-transmitter links or for service be
tween remote pickup points and the customer's studio or transmitter. 

One other type of microwave system has been used by the Long Lines Department 
and is also manufactured by Philco. It is coded the CLR-6 system and was 
designed for light route telephone service. It provides a single channel having 
a bandwidth of approximately 300 kc and operates in the 6, 000 megacycle fre
quency range. By using Philco's multiplexing equipment, which is coded 
"CMT-411 , 24 telephone channels of standard bandwidth can be provided~ The 
CMT-4 e·quipment does its multiplexing with a system of pulse modulation. In 
some Long Lines applications the multiplexing has been accomplished on a 
frequency division basi.s using type ON carrier terminal equipment. 

All these systems have certain things in common. First, a means is provided 
for translating the audio or video signal frequencies to the radio freqtie!).cy 
range selected for transmission. The radio frequencies are either generated 
in, or amplified by, a transmitter which applies them to an antenna having 
directed radiation characteristics. One or more repeaters are then employed 
depending upon the total length of the transmission path. 

A repeater consists of an incoming directive antenna; a receiver which con
verts the radio signal to an intermediate frequency or to video frequency; a 
transmitter to convert back to radio frequency; and an outgoing directive 
antenna. At the receiving terminal the receiving antenna and radio receiver 
are followed by suitable terminal equipment to make the necessary translation 
between the radio system and the ultimate wire plant destination of the cir
cuit. . 
Since all of the systems discussed have power outputs in the range of O. 3 to 
1. 0 watt, and antenna systems of comparable gain, the repeater spacings are 
generally the same - averaging 25 to 30 miles with an o_ccasional spacing of 
as much as 50 miles where suitable heights of antenna can be obtained to 
compensate for the earth 1 s curvature. 
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CHAPTER 18 TD - RADIO SYSTEMS 

18. 2 MAJOR ELEMENTS OF A MICROWAVE SYSTEM 

Microwave Transmitting Terminal 

Present microwave transmitters operate with frequency modulation. One 
of the simplest forms of such a transmitter is shown in block diagram form 
in Figure 18-1. This is illustrative of the single link type systems such as 
the RCA~ Motorola, TE or Philco CLR 6. In this type of system a special 
vacuum tube is used to generate microwave frequencies. This tube is known 
as a reflex klystron. In general, the oscillator is directly connected to the 
antenna or radiating system. This make.s an economical arrangement but 
has certain deficiencies since variations in loading will affect t.he freque·ncy 
response of an oscillator and, therefore, introduce non-linearities in.its 
modulation characteristic. 

S:i,nce an antenna and its coupling system does not make a perfect impedance 
match between the oscillator and free space at all frequencies, the modulated 
oscillator has a limited application. Where systems of this type have been 
used for multi-link application a two-stage microwave amplifier has 
sometimes been used to isolate the oscillator from the antenna. However, 
such as amplifier materially reduces the economy inherent in the use of this 
type of system. 

Occasionally a device kI}own as an RF discriminator is connected to the output 
of the os·cillator and used to stabilize the outgoing frequency. The discrimi
nator continually samples the oscillator output and if the frequency drifts 
from its normally assigned mean the discriminator furnishes corrective 
information to the oscillator. 

In order to obtain sufficient voltage to vary the frequency of the oscillator 
the input signal is amplified through a wide band amplifier usually called a 
video amplifier. This nomenclature stems from the fact that systems of this 
type with the exception of the CLR 6 have been used for video or television 
transmission. 

A more elaborate form of microwave trans1nitting terminal is diagramed in 
Figure 18-2 and this is representative of the techniques used with the TD-2 
and the Philco TLR-2A or -B microwave systems. In this arrangement the in
put signal is amplified and applied to a device which may be known as an FM 
transmitter or a deviator. A low level frequency modulated signal is thus 
produced in the 70 to 150 megacycle range.' This intermediate frequency is 
then amplified through an IF amplifier and applied to a frequency shifter. 
The frequency shifter is' essentially a mixing or beating device which 
translates the intermediate frequency to the final radio output frequency. 
The output of the frequency shifter may then be passed through several 
stages of microwave amplifier and from there applied to the radiating system. 
By using a broadband antenna system and inserting bandpass filters between 
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the output of the radio frequency transmitter and the antenna several trans
mitters may be connected simultaneously to the same radiating system. This 
type of radio system is a.:menable to control of frequency stability to a 
much greater degree than the previous system shown in Figure 2 and also 
can be built to introduce much less distortion in the transmitted signal. 

Microwave Receiving Terminals 

All of the systems discussed above follow the same general procedures at 
the receiving end; however, the individual circuit arrangements differ with 
the specific system. The general receiver configuration is outlined in 
Figure 18-3. · 

The signal from the receiving antenna system is passed through a microwave 
filter to a mixer. The input filter serves two functions: first, to separate 
the individual channels of a multi-channel system and secondly, to prevent 
the output from an adjacent transmitter at the same location from feeding 
into or overloading the receiver. The mixer or first demodulator uses a 
diode of a silicon crystal variety and is furnished with signal from a local 
oscillator to produce the intermediate frequency at which most of the ampli
fication is done. 

Closely associated with the mixer is a pre-amplifier to raise the IF level 
for feeding to the main IF amplifier which may be located at some distance 
from the mixer assembly. The main IF amplifier provides the necessary 
gain to make the very low output from the mixer useful. IF amplifiers may 
have gains as high as 90 or 100 db. The IF amplifier output is then fed to 
.a frequency modulation receiver which may consist of a limiter to maintain 
constant input into a discriminator, which is a frequency modulation detector. 
The discriminator in turn feeds a video amplifier provided to raise the output 
to standard transmission levels. 

The output of the IF amplifier is generally sampled and fed to an automatic 
gain control circuit which, as its name signifies, automatically controls the 
gain of the IF amplifier to provide a constant IF output. This circuit com
pensates for amplitude variations of a random nature in the radio trans
mission path. 

The output of the discriminator may also be applied to an automatic frequency 
control circuit which will vary the frequency of the local, or beating, · 
oscillator to always produce the same mean IF frequency. This permits 
the receiver to follow a transmitter which may drift in its average frequency 
~~- . . 

Microwave Repeaters 

A repeater provided for the use of single link units consists essentially of 
a microwave receiving and a microwave transmitting terminal operated back
to-back. In other words the output of Figure 18-3 would be connected direct
ly to the input of Figure 18- l. It is quite appare.nt that any distortions 
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CHAPTER 18 TD - RADlO SYSTEMS 

introduced in the transition from radio frequency to signal freql,lency cµid 
then back to radio frequency will be multiplied at each repeater point and 
such~ arrangement is undesirable for long microwave circuits. 

The more common arrangement for long haul circuits will follc;>w the general 
for:rn indicate<;]. in Figure 18-4. In this case the output of the inte:;rmediate 
frequency.amplifier 'associated with the receiver is applied to the inter
mediate freque:p.cy input of the .. "ansmitter and again translated to radio 
frequency for direct radiation on ~~ ·:: air. In this way any trans~ation to 
signal frequency is «;Lvoided and thus numerous distortions are eli;minated. 
The methc:>d of accompUshing this translation is different wit:q. diffeJ;"ent . 
systems an.Cl. resultr;; £+om the fact that the repeater outpu;. frequency is made 
to differ from the repeater input frequency by 40 megacycles in order to 
av9id a repeater sing. · 

If the input an,d outpv.t frequencies were identical some of the trcµismitted 
signal wquld~ of :p.ecessity, reach the receiving antenna· since the antenna 
systen::\s cannot l:)e :n;iade to have zero radiation from the ;rear .. Inasmuch as 
the r~dio frequertcy filters must have a bandpass of 20 megacycie:;i to pro
v~de the ZO mega.cycle channels previously mentio:Q.ed the minimum E;Jafe fre
quel').~Y difference between transmitting and receiving frequ~ncies is 40 mega.
cycles. 

In one microwave syste;in the. sa:me microwave oscillato·r is ueed tp fu:i;-nish the 
beat signal at t~e :receiver mixer and also the best frequency for the output 
freqµ~;ncy i:ihi;fter. In t;his case a frequency shift is made in the lF inter
connection to provide the 40 megacycle input-to-output diffe;renc;:e. 

In another mic+owi'tve system the IF is maintained at the sa:me frequency on 
both the receivip.g and transmitting sides but the local osci~lator used fo~ 
the outpµt frequency shifter is ip. turn shifted 40 megacycles to provide in
jection freque:p.cy for the receiver mixer. 

Frequencie~ 

It is desirable to r,naintain operation over a route with the use of as :few 
frequencies as possible and still provide the minimum o;f interference be
tween stations. Figure 18-5 indicates the layout o:f the initial TDX micro
wave system betwe~n New York and Boston. l'wo one-way channels were 
provided in each direction with a total usage of four frequencies. These are 
indic~t;e9 !n the table on Figure 18-5. It will be noted that.to avoid crosstalk 
l;>etweer:i:. channels q, separation of 200 megacycles was provided between 
channels" transmitting in the same direction. A 40 megacyclEf txanslation 
c;:>ccurs at each ;repeater point as previously discussep.. 

It will be noted' th<;l.t transmitting from New York toward Boston ci.nd transmitting 
;fro:i;:n. Birch l:lill toward Boston the same frequency is used. This means that it 
would be possible :for the Spindle Hill receive to copy signals from either 
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New York or Birch Hill (under certain atmospheric conditions) if the stations 
were all arranged in a straight lin~. To avoid such a possibility a microwave 
system is laid out in a zigzag fashion, with sufficient offset to avoid tlie . . 
possibility of pickup from any but the proper transmitting' station~ The amount 
of offset introduced in a route of this type is determined by the directional 
characteristics of the antel1na system and the terrain over which the route is 
operating. By using as few frequencies as possible for the main route main;.. 
tenance is materially simplified since the duplication of equipment cOm- ·. 
ponents ·is high. In addition, frequency spectrum is ·ava~lable for future· 

. side-leg feeds from .each of the main repeater points. 

With improve:r;nents in the design and rn:an~facture of micro.wav.e channef filters 
it has been possible to operate with much closer freqµency spacing and the 
TD-2 now operates with an 80 megacycle channel separation. A typiCal siX 
channel repeater might operate with input frequencies of 3730,. 3810; 3890, 
3970, 4050 and 4130 megacycles while the corresponding output frequencies 
would be 3770, 3850, 3930, 4010., .4090 and 41 70 megacycles . 

. It appears that further improvement in spectrum usage will not be derived 
··from improvements. in filters alone but more likely in controlling the type 
of radiation. It is expected that, when band congestion becomes suffi~ient 
to warrant the necessary expenditures, five additional channels could pro
bably be interspersed between the six channels just mentioned py using the 
opposite. polarization of the radiated wave. The additional discriminatfon 

·between horizontal and vertical polarization of the transmitting and receiving 
systems would materially relieve the requirements on skirt selectivity 
of the bandpass filters without reducing the desired 20 me bandpass. 

In the following paragraphs the Bell System Microwave Systems in present use 
are discussed. 

18. 3 "TD-2" SYSTEM 

·The TD-2 Radio System operates in the common carrier band between 3700 and 
4200 me. This 500 me band is divided into 12 microwave channels, the 
midband frequency of each being spaced 40 me apart, with a channel band
width of 20 me. Channels in any one direction are spaced 80 me apart 
with a 40 me shift between receiving and transmitting frequencies to prevent 
a transmitter from interfering with a receiver. This allocation of frequencies 
allows six channels in each direction of transmission. to be spaced within 
the common carrier band. A typical channel frequency allocation arrange
ment. at two adjacent radio repeater stations is shown in Fig. 18-6. At any 
one station the transmitting frequencies in both directions are the same .. This 
also applied to the receiving frequencies. All transmitting channels are served 
by one antenna, and all receiving channels by a second antenna of identfoal 
design. The system therefore requires only two antennas at terminals and 
four at repeater .relay points. In practice, two 20-mc channels are usedfor 
each. of six two-way channels numbered as indicated below: · 
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CHAPTER 18 TD - RADIO SYSTEMS 

Frequencies 

3720-3740 me and 3760-3780 me 
3800-3820 me and 3840,..3860 me 
3880-3900 me and 3920-3940 me 
3960-3980 me and 4000-4020 me 
4040-4060 me and 4080-4100 me . 
4120-4140 me and 4160-4180 me 

Although these frequencies are the general standard for through circuits on 
a backbone route, it is possible to use "slot" frequencies where spur or 
other routes intersect at an angle of approximately 90 degrees. The slot 
frequencies are spaced 20 me, or halfway between the standard frequencies. 
Where such spur channels are required, interference may result from the 
use of the sarne frequencies in more than one direction at a radio station. 

Figure 18-7 is a simplified block schematic of the TD-2 transmitting 
terminal. As there indicated, the input signal, which may cover all or part' 
of a band between 30 cycles and about 4 megacycles, is first amplified 
by a video amplifier, which increases the amplitude of the signal waves to a 
maximum of 8 volts peak-to-peak. When multiplex telephone signals are 
being· transmitted, the. output of the video amplifier is applied to the FM 
modulator. For television, a clamping circuit is included between the 
amplifier and modulator. This adds a d-c component to the signal to clamp 
it tb the amplitude value of the trips of the horizontal synchronizing pulse 
as a base line. 

Frequency modulation is obtained in a comparatively simple m<µmer by applying 
the signal directly to the repeller electrode of a reflex-klystron oscillator, 
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which is tuned to a nominal frequency of 4280 me. A signal level of 8 volts 
peak-to-peak at the repeller produces +4.mc frequency modulation. The fre
quency-modulated carrier is then applied to a converter, whose active component 
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is a point-contact varistor, where it is mixed with the output of a 4210•mc 
beating oscillator. The resultant converter output is an intermediate frequency 
normally centered about 70 me and ranging between 74 and 66 me. This of 
course represents the difference between the·two frequencies applied to the 
converter. The four-stage IF amplifier raises the level of the modulated IF· 
signal to +13 dbm. A small portion of the amplifier output is picked off and 
applied to a slow acting automatic frequency control circuit,. which, in the 
case of telephone transmission, measures the average frequency at the 
amplifier output and adjusts the beating oscillator so that this average . 
frequency remains constant at 70 me. For video transmission, the AFC circn:i.t 
measures the amplifier output frequency only during the horizontal 
synchronizing pulses and adjusts the beating oscillator frequency to hold this 
frequency constant at 74 me. 

All the components discussed above comprise what is· generally known as the 
FM transmitting terminal. The modulated signal output of this terminal, after 
passing through appropriate switching or patching circuits, is applied to the 
microwave transmitter itself. The transmitter modulator Figure :18-8 trans
lates the IF signal to the desired microwave frequency. The modulator employs 
a 416 type tube, and is supplied with the proper beat-frequency from a micro
wave generator whose output frequency is 70 me removed from the desired 
microwave channel frequency. The basic unit of the microwave generator is a 
very .stable crystal-controlled oscillator operating iri the frequency range from 
17. 5 to 19. 0 me, depending on the frequency of the crystal employed~ The 
basic oscillator is followed by a series of frequency-multiplying stages 

. providing a total multiplication factor of 216. The modulated output is l.ed 
through a band-pass waveguide filter, which selects the upper side-band. The 
microwave transmitter amplifier is capable of producing an output of +27 dbm 
(slightly mor.e than l/ 2 watt). This output. is fed through a channel filter 
where it is joined by the outputs of five other transmitting channels and 
applied collectively to the transmitting.antenna. 

At the receiving terminal of a microwave chamiel, the incoming channels are 
separated by channel filters, as indicated in Figure 18-9. The incoming 
energy for each channel then passes through an image rejection filter. This is 
a band~pass filter designed to have particularly high suppression characteristics 
in the neighborhood of the image frequency 140 me away from the signal 
frequency. The receiver converter is a demodulator employing pod.nt-contact 
v~ristors, in which the SHF signal is rriixed with the output of a microwave 
generator to again produce .the 70 me IF. This is passed through an IF pre
amplifier having a gain of about 12 db to an 8-stage main IF amplifier having 
a maximum overall gall+ of about 60 db. Associated with this amplifier is a,n 
automatic volume control circuit which c.ompensates for differing input 'levels 
due to fading and holds the output power constant at approximately +9 dbm. 
The FM receiving terminal includes limiting and discriminating circuits which 
convert the frequency-modulated 70 me signal· back to its original amplitude
varying form in the frequency range between 30 cycles and 4 megacycles. 
This signal is applied to a video amplifier whose pushpull output voltage is 
about 2. 0 peak-to-peak. 
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Repeater stations, which are located at intervals of about 25 miles along the 
radio relay routes, are of two types - main and auxiliary. Main stations 
include switching and branching circuits, while auxiliary stations are arranged 
only to receive, amplify and re -transmit the radio signal. The layout of the 
main repeater station may be represented by connecting together, through 
patching circuits, a microwave receiver as shown schematically at the left 
of Figure 16-9 and a microwave transmitter as sho'Wn at the right .of Figure 18-7. 
The 40-mc frequency shift that is made at all repeaters is obtained by using. 
conversion frequencies that differ by 40 me. In the auxiliary repeater 
arrangement which is shown in block schematic in Figure 18-10, a single 
microwave generator is used to supply both the receiver converter and the 
transmitter modulator. The 40-mc shift is secured by the use of a "shifter 
converter" which mixes the microwave generator output with the output of a 
separate 40-mc oscillator to provide a supply for the receiver converter that 
differs by 40 me from the microwave generator frequency. 
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It will have been noted that the general operating principles of the m i c r owave 
system have much in common with the more usual radio and carrier systems. 
Because of the extremely high frequencies employed, however, most of the 
apparatus units differ radically in design from those of relatively low
frequency systems. One of the most interesting examples of such design 
difference is found in the channel filte rs of the TD-2 system. The key com
ponent of these filters is a device known as a waveguide hybrid, one form 
of which is illustrated in Figure 18-11 together with its circuit analog. 
When the impedances of the four waveguide arms are properly matched, 
energy entering arm C will divide equa lly between arms A and B and none 
will reach arm D. Similarly, energy applied at D will divide equally between 
arms A and B with no output to C. However, when the input is to arm C, 
the outputs of arms A and B are in pha se opposition, while with the input 
at D, the outputs at A and B are in pha se. This may be understood by 
referring to the circuit analog. It follows that when equal and in-phase 
voltages are applied across arms A a n d B there will be no output to arm D 
and full out put to arm C. On the othe r hand, if the equal inputs of arms A 
and B are 180° out of phase, there will be no output at C and full output at D. 

Fig. 18-11 (a) One Form of 
Waveguide Hybrid 

Arm D 

Fig. 18-11 (b) Waveguide 
Hybrid and Circuit Analog 

Microwave Channel Separation Network (Branching Filter) 

The arrangement for employing these waveguide hybrids to obtain filter action 
is illustrated schematically in Figure 18-12. The total microwave energy 
coming from the antenna enters the upper hybrid at arm C and divides equally 
between A and B with no transmission at D. Inserted in series with both arms 
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A and B are identical band-reflection filters tuned to reflect the frequency band 
of one particular microwave channel but to pass all other frequencie s. The 
frequenc ies of the reflected channel band travel back to the hybrid and are 
applied to arms A and B. Because one of the band-reflection filters is located 
one-quarter wavelength farther away from the hybrid than the other , the 
energy reflected by one has to travel a half-wavelength farther than that 
traveled by the other in going from the hybrid to the reflection filter and back. 
The reflected waves are there 180° out of phase when they reach the hybrid 
and the total reflected energy is therefore transmitted to arm D and thence to 
the channel receiver. 

Fig. 18-12 (a) Microwave Channel Branching Filte r 
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The energy that was not reflected by the filters passes on to arms A and B of 
the second hybrid in phase and is accordingly transmitted to arm C. This is 
connected to another arrangement identical to that of Figure 18-12 except 
that its filters are tuned to reflect a different channel band; and so on until all 
channels have been dropped off to their respective channel receiving circuits. 

18. 4 INTERSTITIALi CHANNELS 

In the ten years since the first· TD-2 system was installed the demand for 
intercity television and voice circuits has increased tremendously. To meet 
this expansion the Bell Telephone Laboratories has devised a method of. adding 
interstitial on "in-between" channels to existing TD-2 systems. This ·addition 
was possible since the present TD-2 channels are seperated by 20 megacycles. 

Six additional two-way microwave channels may be derived by utilizing the 
interstitial bands mentioned above. A frequency plan for such operation is 
shown in Fig. 18-13, in which the six additional channels are shown as dotted 
lines. It will be noted that here adjacent receiving channels are only 20 me 
apart and, furthermore, the minimum difference in frequency between 
transmitters and receivers on the same tower is also 20 me. · 

Inasmuch as the total discrimination of the repeater to frequencies 20 me from 
midband is not great, supplementary means had to be found for improving the 
discrimination between such closely spaced channels. For far-end interference 
between. similarly directed channels only 20 me apart, additional discrimination 
may be obtained by transmitting one set of six channels with vertical 
polarization and the other set of six channels with horizontal polarization, as 
shown symbolically in Fig. 18-13. The two sets of oppositely polarized 
channels are separated at the receiving waveguide by means of a suitable netwerk. 

It is essential that during fading the amplitude of the vertical component of 
any particular horizontally polarized carrier shall not become excessive 
relative to the amplitude of the vertically polarized carrier located 20 me 
away, and vice versa. Cross-polarization during fading periods was studied 
experimentally on a 23-mile path between Murray Hill, New Jersey, and 
Holmdel, New Jersey. This was done by transmitting a vertically polarized 
carrier at 4008 me and a horizontally polarized carrier at 3980 me, and 
observing them with a receiver tuned to each but with both receivers 
arranged to accept only vertically polarized waves. Fig. 18-14 is a 
cumulative distribution curve of the instantaneous difference in level 
between the two received components obtained in the month of September 
1954. It should be pointed out that, by nature of the recording means, 
there is an inherent uncertainty of + 5 db in the observed values of 
discrimination. Fig. 18-14 shows that during this period the cross
polarization discrimination was poorer than 20 +5 db for only about O. 002 
per cent of the time. -
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Fig. 18-13 Frequency Plan For 12 Channels 

While the use of cross-polarization materially improves the inter-
ference from far-end couplings, it does not appreciably increase the 
side-to-side coupling loss between antennas; consequently, near-end cross
talk becomes an impo.rtant consideration in interstitial channel operation. 

18. 5 TD-3 SYSTEM 

The following comparison of system characteristics wilf show how long haul 
microwave operation will be improved with the introduction of TD-3. 
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Carrier F::req. 
Min. Repeater Gain 
MSG Ckts/Channel 
Noise Figure 
Noise Performance 
Transmitter Output 
Baseband Width · 
Reliability 

TD-3 Components 

TD-2 

4GC 
81 db 
600 

12 db 
40 dbao 
2 7 db (1 watt) 

6 me 
0.16% 

TD-3 

4GC 
101 db 

1,200 
7 db 

35 dbao 
37 db (5 watts) 
12 me 

0. 01% 

In considering cha;racteristics of the various components of a TD-3 repeater 
bay, the objectives discussed here are in general terms only as the design 
of some components may not be final at this time. · 
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A simplified:block diagram of the TD-3 Repeater is presented in_ Figure 
18-15. The most pronounced difference between TD-2 and TD-3 that may 
be noted here is \he incorporation of a Parametric Amplifier in the front 
end and a Traveling Wave Tube {TWT) final output amplifier. Except for 
the TWT, the electronic circuitry is of solid state de sign. 

The TD-3 system will operate on the same frequency plan at TD-2, 3, 700 me 
to 4, 200 me and will provide for 12 two-way channels. 

Antenna 

Since TD-3 is to be compatible with TD-2, the antenna and much of the .. 
waveguide will be common. 

Waveguide Networks 

The channel dropping networks and channel bahd pass network will be similar 
to those use4 on TD-2 but with greater band width and more stringent re
quirements on the loss and phase characteristics. The channel dropping 
networks consist of resonant cavities coupled to the main waveguide. In 
order to obtain adequate control of the coupling, both the dia.Ineter of the 
coupling orifice and the thickness of the waveguide wall must be held to 
tolerances of+ 0. 001 in<i:h. Also, to obtain the desired temperature· 
stability, invar copper laminate waveguide will be used in place of the •· 
normal copper in construction of the channel dropping and channel band 
pass networks. Where TD-2 and TD-3 are to be intermixed the TD-.2 bays 
will have to be equipped with the new channel dropping networks in order 
that the TD-3 portion meets its objec,tive s. 

The channel .pass filter is made up of a number of resonant cavities spaced 
along the waveguide. In order to achieve the more stringent requirements 
for TD-3 it was found necessary t.o incr.ease the .number of cavities over 
that used in TD-2. The spacing between cavities has been reduced from 
three quarter wave length to one quarter wave length to hold the filter to a 
reasonable length. This closer spacing of the cavities entails the use of 
three post construction to reduce the coupling between cavities over the one 
post TD-2 type. Also, the position of the posts must be controlled to 
+ 0. 002 11 and the post diameter to+ 0. 002". - - . 

Isolators 

There will be considerably. more isolation between components in the TD-3 
system than was necessary on TD•2. The isolator characte-ristics a.r~ less 
than 0. 2 db forward loss, 37 db reverse loss and about 35 db return 16'ss. 
There will be eight of these isolators used in the TD-3 repeater bay. ·· 
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The paramp, tripler and varactor assembly is a very complex part of TD-3. 
The assemblt also includes a circulator, level amplifier and other associ
ated coax and waveguide apparatus required for filtering, isolation and 
monitoring. 

Energy is coupled from the microwave generator through the power splitter 
to the tripler (Figure 18-16). Here the frequency of this energy is multiplied 
to three times the incoming signal frequency and is referred to as the "pump 
frequency". The pump frequency is fed to the paramp through an isolat9r, 
filter and directional couple.r where a sample is fed to the automatic Level 
Control Amplifier which is coupled to the tripler and controls the tripler 
output by varing the circuit loss. The incoming signal is coupled to the 
para.mp through a four port .circulator. 

The paramp is essentialiy two tuned circuit~ (cavities) coupled with a 
varactor diode. The pump frequency is fed to one of the tuned circuits and 
is applied across the varactor diode. The characteristics of the .diode are 
such that its capacitance varies in an nonlinear fashion with voltage. This 
varying reactance is applied to the two tuned circuits and as the incoming 
signal is coupled to the second tuned circuit, non linear mixing or multipli
cation of the two signals· occur. It is in this non linear conversion that · 
amplification is attained with the energy being derived from the pump source. 
The amplified signal is then coupled through the circulator to the Receiver 
Modulator. The importance of the parametric amplifier is that this gain may 
be obtained over a wide frequency band with very low noise. 

'.'1 

The amplifier will have a frequency response that is flat within..+- 0. 01 db 
over a band+ 6 me from midband frequency. Over a+ 10 me band width the 
response must be fiat within+ 0. 05 db, In addition, there must be no 
discernable ripple over + 20 me from the midband frequency. - ' ·, 

The nominal input signal level is - 30 dbm. With a short hop this could 
increase to - 24 dbm. The amplifier gain is ·12 to 15 db and the noise figure 
will be about 4 db. 

Modulators 

The receiving modulator has the IF preamplifier, which is a printed wiring 
board assembly, mounted in ~recess in the modulator housing.· The . 
nominal loss for the mo~ulator is about 6 db and the noise figure for the. 
combined modulator and IF preamplifie'r assembly will be about.12 db 
or lower. 
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The shift modulator is similar to the receiving modulator with the 
exception of t:f,te p:rinted wiring board which in this case will be the 40 me 
oscillator circuitry. · 

The transmitt~ng modulator again is similar to the other two except for the 
printed wiri~g board assembly which is the IF driving amplifier. · Carrier 
suppression thro~gh the modulator must be 30 db and the conversion gain 
will be approximately 10 db. 

IF Amplifiers 

The total IF amplification is accomplished in four stages, preamplifier; 
main amplifier, limiter amplifier and IF driver amplifier. 

The IF preamplifier is intimately associated with the receiver modulator 
and as previously stated is mounted in a recess in the modulator block 
assembly. The preamplifier has four stages of amplification with a no~se 
figure of approximately 4. 5 db and a gain of about 19 db. The nominal 
input signal level is - - - 18 dbm to the modulator and approximately - 24 dbm 
to the preamplifier. However, the amplifier must be able to accommodate 
a signal level of - 18 dbm to allow for an upfade and an increase in a : . 
signal level due to short hops. The amplifier is assembled on a printed 
wiring board about 3" by 3 1I2 11 • The printed wiring boards for all the 'IF 
.circuits are made of a teflon glass laminate . 

. The main IF amplifier consists of 18 transistors and 7 diodes. Figure:. shows 
a typical stage of the IF amplifier with an associated vario-losser circuit. 
There are seven vario-lossers in the amplifier assembly which function in 
connection with the AGC amplifier to control the over-all gain of the IF 
amplifier. In order to maintain the gain-frequency characteristics r~quired 
for TD-3 it is de sir able to operate the transistor amplifier stages und.-er 
·fixed bias conditions. The AGC amplifier output is applied across a diode, 
which is connected between the signal path and ground, between amplifier 
stages. In this arrangement the AGC output varies the diode (vario-losser) 
resistance to ground and thereby controls the over-all gain of the IF amplifier. 

The maximum gain of the amplifier is 47 db with an AGC range of 35 'db. The 
amplifier is designed to maintain its gain.:frequency characteristics through 
the AGC range. The objective is a response flat to within+ 0. 01 db over 
the band 70 + 6 me and 0. 03 db over the band+ 10 me. The amplifier 
assembly isi.n two sections mounted in a common panel. The associated 
AGC amplifier portion is a separate assembly and panel. .• 

The IF limiter follows the main amplifier and will provide 30 db suppression 
of amplitude variations for modulating frequencies up to 6 me. The phase 
shift introduced must be less than 0. 20 degrees per db of amplitude 
variation to limit the amount of AM to FM conversion. 
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The IF driver amplifier is incorporated with the transmitting modulator 
and mounted :the same as the IF preamplifier. The driver amplifier has a_:_, 
response require.ment of+ 0. 01 db over a band of+ 6 me and+ O. 03 db 
over a band of + 10 me. 

Traveling Wave Tube Amplifier 

Final amplification is accomplished with a new design traveling wave tuqe! 
This tube (461A) is a 6. 5 watt TWT amplifier operating from 3 .. ~ to 4. 2_ 
Ge, periodic permanent magnet focused with waveguide coupli:n.g. The_ 
magnetic circuit commonly referred to as a PPM package is reusable. · .. 
The reconditioning to be done at the factory. In order to get the waveguide 
input and output circuits between the magnets it was necessary to reduce : 
the waveguide "B" dimension to O. 100 inches and 0. 328 inches respectively 
for the TWT input and output. The 21A (input) and 32A (output) transduqel's _:
were designed to transform from these heights to standard WR229 wave
guide. The amplifier is about 3 inches x 4 inches square and. about 16 < . 
inches long and mounts on top of its power supply. A heat sink is inco!po
rated for cooling the collector of the traveling wave tube, thereby eliminating 

· the need for forced air cooling. 

The amplifier assembly has a gain of 32 db with an output level of + 37 dbm 
and a noise figure of about 30 db. The power supply operates from - 24 volt 
battery and contains a solid state inverter which operates at about 5, OQO cps. 
The output of the inverter is stepped up by a transformer and rect~fied.by 
solid state diodes to provide the high voltage necessary for the traveling 
wave tube. 

Carrier Resupply 

If the IF carrier is lost in a TD..;3 channel the AGG voltage drops and~the IF 
main and limiter amplifiers go to maximum gain. Under this condition 
circuit noise is amplified and is equal in amplitude acres s the band. This . , · 
noise is fed through the modulator to the TWT. Within two repeater· 
sections the TWT amplifiers are saturated at full power with noise spr'ead . 
over a wide band. This noise power, being fed through channel combini:n.g 
and channel separation networks, becomes greater than information in . 
adjacent channel sidebands. Therefore, the loss of the IF: carrier in one 
channel may destroy the information in the adjacent channels. To prev~ent 
this from occurring, a carrier resupply panel has been incorporated. The .. 
carrier resupply replaces the lost carrier with an IF carrier _modulate_d with 
either 7 me or 9 me within less than 0.1 milisecond and prevents subsequent 
repeaters from being saturated with noise. This fast reaction time is 
necessary to prevent a burst of noise from getting into adjacent channels 
_with enough duration to initiate automatic switch actions. 
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Microwave Generator 

The TD-3 microwave generator, (Fig. IB-18). differs from the G-3 mode~ 
used on TD-Z' primarily in its solid state.design and closer noise requirements. 
Basically, the generator consists of a crystal controlled oscillator in the 
125 me region, frequency multiplication to achieve 4 lane, output amplifi
cation and the necessary tuners, filters and waveguide apparatus. Some of 
the basic objectives are that noise not be greater than 14 db above 
theoretical at 3 to 4 me and no greater than 60 db above theoretical neq.r 
the carrier (4 lane) at 0. 5 watts output. 

TD-3 ,Advantages 

A, loo~ at the advantages of the TD ... 3 radio repeater will now show: 

l. aetter gain-frequency response and greater band widtq to provide 
~proved i:rapacity. 

2. J;leduced system noise providing for extended routes to 8, 000 miles. 

3. J;mproved reliability due to solid state and improved de sign! 

4. Reduced DC power requirements providing for more eGonomical 
Qperation with no forced air cooling required. 

The above factore will all contribute to reduce the cost per message mile 
for a loa¢led system. The present TD-2 cost is about $2. 46 while the 
latest estimate ~or TD-3 is $1. 76. 

Trial Inst~llation 

There will be two trial installations for the TD-3 system. The first will 
be in the Memphis to Little Rock route (Figure 12) with main stations at 
Alexander, Arkansas and Arkabutla, Mississippi. The repeater statiop.s 
will be at TuGker, Stuttgart, Palmer, and Helena, Arkansas. This trial 
inE!taJ.lation wUl be 'rD-3 only and the equipment will be shipped during the 
lq.st quarter of l 9p5 anc;l early 1966. 

The second trial installation will be an intermix of TD-i and TD-3. q.ncl will 
run from Sequin to Ennis in Texas. Equipment for this installation will 
aj.so be shipped early in 1966. Normal production will begin in the "fourth 
quarter of 1966. 
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CHAPTER 19 

l'H RAOIO SYSTEM 

19. 1 INTRODUCTION 

TH radio is a microwave systeJ:X1, designed to provide long-haul facilities 
suitable for handling television,, multiplex telephone, or any other wide
band comm\mication rsi~na!s. The system operates in a common carrier 
band between 5925 and 6425 me. Radio waves at these frequencies have 
propagation characteristics simila+ to those of light, therefore, for 
systems such as TH, line~of-$ight pa;rts between stations is essential. 

T}fe system is set up to p:i:-ovide a ma~dmum of eight broadband radio 
communication channels· ap.d two narrow-band auxiliary channels in each 
direction of transmission. At a normal repeater point, this will mean a 
2-way system with a maximum of ei~ht broadband channels in each direc
tion, six of which are available for regular use, and two reserved for 
protection. 

Each broadband channel accommodat~s a baseband signal of approximately . 
10 me which may comprise 1, $60 or more message channels (Potentially 
2, 220} or a standard 4. 5 me TV signal and 420 or more message channels 
(potentially 780) in combination. The present capacity of a fully developed 
TH route would be 11, 160 message channels, or 2, 520 message channels 
plus six two-way television channels. (Based on 6 regular and 2 protec
tion channels). 

The TH system vvill use the J<S., 15676 horn-reflector antenna and circular 
wave-guide as shown in fig. 19 .. 7, The horn-reflector antenna is capable 
of handling a very wide J;"ange of frequencies, including the 4, 000, 6, 000 
and 11, 000 me common carrier bands. Conseque·ntly, a TH system may 
be added to p.n e:;idsting TD-2 route if all the stations on this route are 
equipped with horn-ref~ector antennas. There are obvious economies in 
being able to add a n,ew system of large cross-se.ction to an existing route 
instead of having to c;onstruct <;1.n entirely new route. 

Trqnsmission perfoz-mance chaJTacterist;i.cs of the TH system will meet 
objectives which have been established for 4, 000-mile systems. 
Considerable thought was given Jnto maldng the TH equipment more time-, 
stable than TD-2. equipme;n,t. An automatic protection switching system 
was developed for use in conjunction with the TH system to assure that 
transmission performance will be maintained at the desired level despite 
fading and equipment troubles, 
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The TH system differs fr.oin. the TD-2 system in having an auxHiary c·hannel 
fo,r automatk switching and radio order, alarm and control pu'.tposEfl:f as an 
integral part of the system. ·On a TD-2 route it is necessary to bring a 
··separate radio system· or wire line into each repeater .station·for order and 
alarm~purposes. The TH auxil:irary channel has a capacity of approximately 
48 circuits, which is .con;siderabiy in exces·s of the number needed for· . 

. ord,er, .alarm· and control functions. This additional capacity may be used 
for short haul toll purposes . 

. Output power on each TH/broad band .channel approximates 5 watts .and 
frequency modulation is :•employed. The narrow band auxiliary radio order 
.channel uses amplitude ·modulation or possibly single· sideband f;l.nd the · 
ou,tput power -will be 5, rn.}V. The higher power on the broad band channels is 

· .. obtained through the us~··of traveling wave tubes. These. tubes require 
voltages well above 1, ooovolts, ·SO that the power supply for the TH system 
will be quite different fr.om the TD-2 power supply.. : Batteries are not suit
able for such high voltages; instead,. rectifrers are employed and rotating 
machine::arrangements;'Similar to· those used with coaxial systems ar:.e 
provided to assure ·con:.tinuity 0£ operations. 

Preliminary and tentative• details of the TH Microwave System are d.escribed 
in the following paragr:,~PJ:fs.. · · 

·19.2 TH. FREQUENCY.PLAN 

:Figure ·19 .. 1 illustrate·sthe frequency plan for the TH sy·stem; ·This plan 
provides for a maximum of eight broad band and two na·rrow. band auxiliary 
channels in :each direc#on. ·Channels 11 to 18 arid 21 to 28, . inclusive', are· 
the broad band FM cha'.pn~ls for TV, telephone or telegraph servic;:es: · 

·Channels lO, 1<], 20 ari.d''29 are the narrow band AM or SSB auxiliary· 
channels for order, alarm and short haul toll circuits. · 

Note that all transmittlng frequencies are located at one end of the 5925-642.5 
m.c"band. and the receiving frequencies placed· at the other. end .. Thee auxiliary 
channels are situated i_n the guard band between_ the broad band transmitting 

.and receiving ·frequenciies as well as in the guard 'banc;ls between the TH 
<S:ystem and other serv'!i~e;s in adjacent bands. Note2,al$0 that-adjacent broad 
'barid channels are ·alte:rl).ately polarized to minimize crosstalk. .. , Cro.ss · 

. polarization permits .oye~.lapping channels slightly so that: the effective 
frequency use is 514 mc,in a band only 500 me wide. . . 

·rn :the-·Tn:0.2 .system it.·is possible to minimize converging route interference 
'by employing slat frequ¥ncies at critical points. With the TH system and 
-.its much more intensiye frequency utilization, no such alternative is· av·an
:able. It will be necessary, therefore,· to lay out TH routes with more care · 

'and to choose angles which will not produce excessive inte#erence .. The 
-:s.arne precautiohs will',b.enceforth be necessary als'o ·in the engineering of 
.new :TD-2 routes whicl,i may later have ·TH added. . 
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Channelizing 

Figure 19-2 shows the IO me TH baseband, designed to accommodate a 
theater television signal. Figure 19-2 illustrates the normal line frequency 
assignments for the L3 carrier, indicating that L3 terminals can be 
employed with the TH system. In actual practice, however, the standard 
L3 signal would not be applied to a TH line except on an emergency 11make
good 11 basis, owing to pilot, line regulator and interconnection level 
problems. 

It is planned to transmit not only TV or telephone, but also combined TV 
and telephone signals over the TH system. The combined signal, as · 
portrayed in Figure 19-2 will require a multiplex terminal similar to the 
L3 terminal except that it will translate master groups to the locations 
shown. The TV signal is placed at the low end of the band because a micro
wave system is capable of transmitting such signals without a frequency 
translation. Also, modulation products are less troublesome with message 
signals above TV. 

For the sake of flexibility and standardization of channelizing equipment, it 
is proposed to arrange multi.plex terminals for TH to be capable of producing 
the frequency translations shown in Figure 19-2. The user will then have 
the option of equipping master groups l and 2 or providing a TV channel 
(and omitting supergroups 317, 318 and 325). Note that master groups 1, 2 
and 3 and supergroup 112. have exactly the same frequency assignments as 
in the L3 coaxial system. 

In figure 19-2 the 1. 5 me gap between the TV i;.;i.gnal. and the adjacent master 
group is required for crossover of the cutoffs of a high-pass - low-pass 
filter pair which separate the telephone and TV frequencies. 

The gap at 7. 2 me in master group 3, obtained by omitting supergroups 317, 
318 and 325, is required to a,void interference to message circuits from the 
second harmonic of the TV color subcarrier., 

The existing 10 me channel bandwidth is of sufficient width to accommodate 
an additional 360 message channels. However, this potential increase in. 
capacity will not be available until supplementa1'y tt:ch.niques are devised 
and incorporated into the TH Systerx1 to meet noise objectives. 

19. 3 MEETING TRANSMISSION OBJECTIVES 

Intermodulation noise in the TH system is primarily a result of transmission 
gain and phase distortion. Son.1.e intermodulation noise comes from non
linear conversion of amplitude into phase modulation, largely from the 
traveling wave tube amplifier. In the TH system the spurious phase modula
tion due to amplitude modulation is minimized by including a limiter in each 
repeater to reduce amplitude modulation. 

19.5 
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The traveling wave tube used in the RF amplifier is a broad band device. 
It has very little phase distortion as compared to th.e TD-2, in vvhich the 
resonant frequencies of the tube cavities in the RF anip~ifier vary with' 
ambient temperature and produce systematic changes in delay distortfon · 
from repeater to repeater. :·· 

The IF amplifier for the TH system is being designed with an emphasis on 
stability of components in order to minimize the dependence of transmission 
distortion on tube parameters. Most of the out-of-band frequency shaping 
will be provided by passive networks. 

The carrier /noise ratio at the TH converter is about 13' to 15 db better on 
the average than TD-2. This margin could be used to improve 'noise 
performance or .to increase message handling capacity. The latter 
alternative has been chosen, so that the fading performance of the TD-2 
and TH systems will be almost identical. · 

Filters and Equalization 

The TH system is engineered for a maximum of 16 pairs of FM .terminals , 
in tandem on a 4, 000-mile circuit. Because combined TV arid telephon~ 
signals will be handled, high-pass - low-pass filter pairs will pe . 
required to separate the telephone and TV. There is one filter per FM 
terminal, or a maximum of 32 filters in tandem for a 4, 000-mile ·circuit. 
The low-pass filters will be provided with built-in delay equalization. 
Each 'J;'V side leg or terminal leg will be equipped with an additional low
pass filter to cut down ringing. 

Through circuits will be equalized at I. F. on a switching link basis. When 
a protection switch is made, there will be slight variations in the overall 
4, 000-mile circuit which will not be mopped up. There may be provisions 
for mop-up at baseband from terminal to terminal. 

19A MICROWAVE CARRIER SUPPLY 

The TH system uses a common carrier supply which will furnish ten trans
mitting and receiving beat frequencies for 16 broad band receivers, 16 
broad band transmitters, 4 narrow band auxiliary transmitters and 4 
narrow band auxiliary receivers. Four frequencies, 29. 7, 59. 3, 6049, arid 
6301 me, which are derived from a 14. 83 crystal through multipliers, are. 
supplied from this system. The 6049- and 6301-mc microwave supplies 
are used along or in combination with the 29. 7- or 59. 3-mc shift. · 
frequency supplies to provide the beating oscillator or carrier frequencies 
required at the transmitter or receiver modulators. Where the desired 
carrier frequency is a sum or difference of 6049 or 630land 29.,.7 or 59. 3,. 
a carrier supply (shift) modulator is provided on the appropriate transmitter 
or receiver unit wherein the microwave carrier and shift frequency are'. 
combined. · · · · · 
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In order to assure the reliability necessary in a common carrier supply 
system, two carrier supply generators, powered from separate primary 
sources, are provided, one ;regular and one standby. Both generators 
operate continuously, with the regular always in service except in case of a 
failure when the standby will take over. 

Crystal oscillators are provided in duplicate. A frequency comparator 
monitors the outputs and gives an alarm if either drifts. !£one fails, the 
other will be auto~atic<.illy switched into service by a 223-type switch. 
Other 223-type switch~s are used to transfer the shift frequency outputs 
from regular to standby <;:artier supply. Switching of microwave 
frequencies is accotnrpliahe.Q. with ferrite gyrators. Switching time is in· 
the order of 5 rnillisecoq.ds, There is also a 11slow switch" arrangernent 
which will monitor all the frequency multiplying chains and switch a whole 
chain whenever the output of one stage gets low. Maintenance switching is 
designed to complete the maintenanc;::e switching operation in 200 to 300 
microseconds. 

19.5 TH TRANSMITTE1' 

The microwave transmitter ui:1ed in the ·TH system will combine an IF 
signal from a receiv~r or an f'M transmHter with a local carrier supply 
frequency. ·The IF and local carrier supply signals are combined in the 
Transmitter Modulator and amplified by a traveling wave tube. The output 
at +37 dbm is fed tc;> the antenn;a syst~m. A block diagram of the 
transmitter is shown in ;Figure 19-5. The appropriate carrier supply 
frequency for a particular transmitter is obtained by combining in the 
Shift Modulator one of the microwave frequencies and one of the shift 
frequencies from the station carrier supply. 

The TH antenna is qapable of radiating l~ kmc, so that a P,armonic filter is 
required after the traveling wave tube to reduce the second harmonic.. The . 
isolator is required between the traveling wave tube and the antenna because• 
the tube has a low :i;-~tt;i.rn lOS!? and might otherwise tend to produce echoes . · 
in the waveguide system,. 

19.6 TH RECEIV~R 

The TH receiver cqrnbines in. a Receiver Modulator the incoming microwave 
signal ;and a local carrier frequency, and produces an lF signal of 74. 1 me. 
As in the transm,itter, the bec;tt freql,lency is produced by a Shift Modulator in 
which one of the two qasic microwave frequencies and one of the two basic 
shift signals from th~ sti;ltion~!? carrier supply are combined. The 
approximate equal~~atio11 £o+ the repeatev station is included in the receiver. 
The precise eqµali~ation, a~ mentioned previously, will be done on a mop
up basis. The receiver qlock diagram is-shown in Figure 19-6. 
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CHAP'l'ER 19 TH RADIO SYSTEM 

19. 7 FM TERMINAL~ 

The TH system employs an FM terminal tr;;i.nsmitter and an FM terminal 
receiver similar in design aµd function to tho~>e used with the TD-2 system.. 
It is, of course, neoessa:t;y tq i;neet rn,ore stringent performance require-
ments with the new tel,"rninal13 i:p. ord,er tg handle the larger number of · 
telephone circuits anq the wide bp.nd, TV $ignal. 

19.8 AUXILIARY RADIO CHANNEI,, 

The TH auxiliary radio channel is a low i;>owered (5 mw) AM or SSB micro
waye system. Operation at 5 mw is possible }>ecause the number of 
circuits to be handle4 is i;rnall ancl the n;i.a:x;imum circuit i'ength'Ts"sliort. 
The principal f\lllction of the au~iHary channel is to provide circuits for 
automatic switching, orc;ler, alq.ri;n and control purposes for the TH system.. 
The circuit req~irements for these purposes are small, however, so that 
the majority 0£ the 48 circuts will be aviiilable for short haul toll use. 
Type ON channelizing is employed ar:i.d maximum circuit length approximates 
200 miles. Cir~uits can be dropped or added at any repeater. 

In prder to make ui;;e of as much standard TH equipment as possible, includ
ing the microwave carrier supply, a special intermediate frequency of 
63.6 me is being employed, One traveli;ng wave tube is used instead of two. 

Referring to Figure 19-1, it will be seen that there are two auxiliary channels 
in each directioJJ., One is used q.s a regular and one as a protection channel. 
The chance of a simultaneous faCl.e on botp. c;hannels is negligible, as the 
frequency separation is greater thq.n 24:0 me. 

19.9 ANTENNA AND WAVECUIPE 

The TH system employs the KS-15676 Horn..,.Reflector antenna and circular 
waveguide, shown in Fig. 19-7. 

Three types of coupling <:liavices are i;>rcivi<:led for connecting the TH equip
ment to the circ'l.llar waveguide installation. If a two-antenna per dil'ection 
arrangement i1;1 used ... o:qe antennq. for transmitting and one for receiving -
and the number of two .. way channels dc;ies not exceed four, then a simple 
rectangular-to-cilr'c;ular waveguide transd,ucer may be employed. This 
transducer is similq.r t<? the ED .. 594l0-90 transducer available for the TD-2 
(4 kmc) system. 

For a single an,tenna ar~angement or for Flo two-antenna arrangement han
dling more than :f'.our one.,.way chi;i,nn,els., H is necessary to employ both 
polarizations oq. eacl;i antenna, A, speGial coupler will be required for this 
purpose, similar in d~sign. to the l 1A CO\ipler available for the TD-2 System 
and described i,,n ~. E. L. 57i~. 
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CHAPTER 19 TH RADIO SYSTEM 

Where it is planned to use a commQn antenna and circular waveguide installq.
tion for both TD-2 and TH systems, a systems combining network will be ' 
required. This network, described in P. E. L. 5438, will also make it 
possible to connect a TJ (11 kmc) system to the circular waveguide run and 
horn-refle~tor antenna. 

19.10 TH REPEATER 

In the foregoing sections the various components of the TH repeater have 
been described individually. To produce a repeater these components will 
be combined as illustrated in Figure 19-81. The channel separation 
networks shown are similar in design to those used in the TD-2 system. 

Radio Repeater Stations are stations which provide transmission gain or 
maintain line-of-sight paths, or do both. They comprise the majority of 
the stations in any large system and are normally unattended. When any 
facility beyond fixed equalizers or pads is added at a repeater station, such 
as a television drop, it will then be classified as a main station. 

The spacing of main stations along the radio relay route depends partly on 
traffic, maintenance, or other con,siderations. On an average, however, a 
main station occurs every fifth Ol" sixth station. This is a maintenance 
requirement since sections of the radio system between main stations will 
normally be operated as a uniL In the arrangements of the TH system, it 
is expected that not more than ten radio links will be permitted without a 
protection switching station. 

Normally end and intermediate main stations will have similar facilities for 
switching, testing, and branching. At end main stations, all of the regular 
channels terminate in baseband facilities, whereas in intermediate main 
stations the channels may terminate or be connected through the station at 
intermediate frequency. 

19.11 COORDINATION AND INTERCONNECTION OF TH AND TD-2 

The intermediate frequency band of the TD-2 system extends from about 60 
to 80 me. The TH intermediate frequency band is approximately 58 to 
90 me. Both systems use a maximum deviation of + 4 me. It is possible, 
therefore, to transmit from a TD-2 system into a TH system and make the 
interconnection at intermediate frequency. Obviously, however, a connec
tion from a TH system into a TD-2 systei:n cannot be made at IF on account 
of the narrower band width of the 'rD-2 system. 

As disq1ssed or implied in preceding sections, TD-2 and TH systems can 
be installed on the same route, using common sites, common buildings, 
towers, antennas and waveguides. Pow~r supplies, alarm and control equip
ment and autom;;ttic switching for the two systems would be separate, 
although some of the spare circuits on the TH auxiliary channel could be 
used to provide order, alarm and control circuits for the TD-2. 

19. 13 
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Fig. 19.7 - KS- 15676 F!orn-Jleflector Antenna 
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CHAPTER 20 

T J RADIO SYSTEM 

20. l INTRODUCTION 

The TJ Microwave system provides short-haul line-of-sight facilities for 
frequency modulated microwave transmission of monochrome or color tele
vision signals, multiplex telephony, or other broadband communication 
signals. The system operates in the common-carrier frequeni;:y band b'e., 
tween 10, 700 and 11, 700 megacycles, and provides as many as six broad
band 2 -way communication channels. The number of mes sage circuits 
obtainable in a single broadband channel of TJ radio is a function of many 
variables. The length of the system, its signal-to-noise ratio, fading mar
gin, intermodulation products, the delay equalization, and the permissible 
degradation of transmission are some of the more important factors. 

In TJ radio, each 2-way broadband channel is designed to transmit 96 ONZ 
type message circuits, or 240 message circuits {lower super groups) of L 
carrier over ten hops for a total distanc~ of a.bout 200 miles. Suitable qut
side supplier message carrier equipment may also be used. In television 
service each radio channel is designed to transmit one standard mono
chrome ·Or NTSC color televi_sion signal over six hops for a distance of about 
I 00 miles. The repeater spacings for either message or television applica
tion will average between 15 and 25 :miles, depending upon the terrain, 
over-all economies, fading, the expected rate of rainfall, and other micro
wave considerations. 

For maximum reliability and protection against multipath fading and equip
ment failure the T J radio system can be operated as a one -for -one frequeni:;y 
diversity system. In this system two channels are used in pairs and a 
diversity ~witch and transmission unit provides facilities for comparing the 
signals from both channels and through a logic or control circuit determines 
which channel should be used.. When operated in this manner, as it will for 
general Bell System use, a fully loaded system provides three working and 
three protection ch2..nnels in each direction of transr.nission. 

The basic element of the TJ syste1n is the transmitter-receiver bay which 
includes a transmitter, receiver, and associated power supply operating 
from 117 volts ac. AU equipment and adjustments are accessible from the. 
front. Plug-in equipment units are used to reduce down-time and facilitate 
maintenance. Equipment components are derated for extended life and re-· 
liability. Waveguide connections to the bay are made with flexible waveguide 
to facilitate installation. The Dl alarm system and the required number of 
diversity switch units, plus the associated 11 7 volt ac operated power sup
plies are contained in a separate order wire, alarm, and control bay. 
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A single antenna with du~l polarization is used in each direction of trans
mission £.or simultaneous transmission and reception. As many as six 
t:r-a:nsrnitters and six receivers may be connected to a single antenna through 
cha:rinel dropping and combining networks. The antenna system of TJ radio 
must he engineered to obtain line-of-sight transmission with adequate 
clearance. There are several methods of arranging the antenna systems, 

'depending on terrain, building, and other considerations: · 

;(a) If the r_adio equipment .is located on a hill or in a tall building, where 
. there is adequate clearance, the parabolic antenna may be located on 
the building roof, or affixed to a side wall and directly horizontally to 
the distant station. 

{b) If there is inadequate clearance, a tower will be necessary, in which 
.case there are two methods which can be used: 

(l) The antenna can b'e mounted on the radio station roof just above the 
_ radio equipment, and directed vertically to a reflector on the tower 

whiCh mounts at approximately 45 degrees. This reflector redirects 
the beam horizontally to the next station. It is expected that this 
method will cover the majority of installations requiring towers. 

(2) The parabolic antenna may be located on the tower and pointed 
_ directly toward th~ distant station. This arrangement requires 

long waveguide runs with accompanying greater attenuation. 
However, there will pe applications where reflectors are not 
.practical where this method should be used. 

Material covered· in later paragraphs will discuss in greater detail the tower 
aria antenna considerations. 

'l'he bea.in .Width of T J radio is comparatively narrow and must be directed 
·within cl'osely held margins. Rigidity of construction is a requirement 
whiCh has been designed into the antenna and towers, and must be con
·side:red in the design of any supporting structures not controlled by this or 
s:upplementa:ry specificat:i,ons. 

ZO. 2 'I'J FREQUENCY PLAN 

F:i,gure 20-1 illustrates the frequency plan for the TJ system. 

Iri; order to prevent interference from other T J stations on a particular 
route, and to insure that a given receiver will demodulate radio energy 
.£rom. orily one radio transmitter the TJ system uses 24 radio channel fre
quencies and two polarizations. 

20.Z 
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The 1, 000-megacycle £requency band between 10, 700 me and 11, 700 me is 
divided into 24 channels with 40 me sepa;ration between midchannel fre
quencies. (See Table A.) 

On any one system hop alternate channels (12 total) havfog 80 me separation 
are used. These channels are alternately polarized giving 160 me separa
tion between adjacent chan:D,els of the same polarization. The adjacent radio 
paths use the alternate 12 channels resulting in 40 me separation between 
channels on opposite sid.es of a repeater station. To provide adequate fre
quency sepai-ation betwee;n transmission and receiving at any one station, 
the upper half of the frequency band is allocated to transmitting when the 
lower half is receiving. Since transmitters work into receivers of the same 
frequencies, altern;;i.te. station,s will necessarily be inverted, with receiving 
in the upper half ;;i.;nd transmitting in the lower half of the frequency band. 
In addition, r.eference to Table A will sl,i.ow that the separation between the 
two channels adjacent to midband is 90 me rather than 40 me. This fulfills 
the requirement for a minimum separ;;i.tion of 130 me (90 + 40) between any 
transmitting and receiving channel combined at one antenna. 

20. 3 MEETING ~RANSMISSION OBJECTIVES - MULTIPATH FADING 

Multipath fading for the 11 KMC frequency band (TJ) is expected to be essen
tially the same as patb fadir.irg in the 4 KMC (TD-Z) and 6 KMC (TH) frequency 
bands. The number of fades per given period is expected to be greater for 
the 11 KMC band. Multipath ~ading is basically an atmospheric problem 
where the theoretical path loss for a microwave signal varies from the line 
of sight patl,i. calculation due to changes in air temperature and humidity. 
Since the fading pattern varies with frequency it has b.een found that two 
microwave signals in the 11 KMC band will have fade at different times if 
displaced by 240 ;MC. This makes it possible to obtain a good toll quality 
circuit for a long period of time using the frequency diversity system with a 
signal comparator switching un,it on the receiving end of a radio link. 

Diversity Switching is used with the T J radio system to provide a one for 
one spare ra<lio path. TMs affords prqtec;:tion against equipment failure and 
fades. The transmitting portion of the diversity switch allows two TJ radio 
transmitters to be fed with the same baseband information and it also adds 
a 3, 700 cycle pilot ton,e to the transmitted signal. The receiving side of 
the diversity switch may be divided into two sections. In one the 3, 700 
cycle pilot tone is sensec;l'from each receiver. If the pilot ton,e is lost, tQ.e 
channel is assumed to b,ave failed and will be locked out to prevent the drop 
side from being COJ!U).ected to a l;>ad cham;i.el. In addition an appropriate 
alarm is transmitted, The second section of the diversity swit~h panel 
consists of a logic circuit which determines the signal strength a:t each 
receiver. This circuit will cause t:Q.e d:rop side to be connected to the best 
radio path at all times. It is this portion of the diversity circuit which re
moves one of the large objections to 11 KMC operation, namely the effects 
of fades. 

20.3 
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TABLE A 

[ T 

Chann,el Ce;nter 
Frequ,.encx: i:q KMC Channel 

KlAC = 'I, OOQ 1mc Number Letter 
j,I I 

10.715 4 
lQr755 l 

10.79$ 10 
10.~35 11 

io.s1~ 6 
i O. ?JS 7 A 

10,95~ 2 
10.995 3 

11. 03~ 12 
u. 07$ 9 

11.119 8 

I 
u.1~s 5 

11. 245 9 
11. 28? 12 

l l. 325 5 
p. ~65 8 

11. 405 1 
11. 445 4 B 

ll. 485 11 
p. 525 10 

11. 565 7 
'Pr 605 6 

ll.6't5 3 
11. 68!:? 2 

' ' 
The 11 TJ 11 terminal ~tatiQp £+e8_uency arrangement is derived from the fol
lowing data: 

A-1) .. All channels t:p,msmi~ting North or East have odd numbers. 

2) - All channels tr~n~:µiftting ~outh or West have even numbers. 

B - All channels tl'ansmitting in one direction on a specific hop are 
designe~ A; ~n the oppo~ition direction B. 

C - Two chap.nels Vfith,~p ~ diversity group are oppositely polarized. 
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dHAPTER 20 TJ RADIO SYSTEM 

Meetfng Tr,a~smission Objectives - Polarization 

With the exception of a. short length of circular waveguide at the antenna and 
the ant~nn;;11 feed. itself, rectangular waveguide is used exclusively by the T J 
radio system. ' In such waveguide at wave lengths less than cutoff value, the 
electric £ield re.p±'esenting the dominant mode is transverse to the guide axis 
and extends bet\vi!len the two walls that are closest tbgether ~ · . 

In G:ircu.1ar wavegutde the dominant circular mode is introduced into the guide 
will run a.cross the tubing~ · 

It is possible by the use of a special piece of waveguide plumbing to intro
duce two tJOlarizations into a section of circular waveguide. This unit for 
the 11 KMC ban.a is designated as a 1405A dual polarizer. When applied to 
free ai:r ttanstnission the two types of polarizations are known as horizontal 
where the eiectric fl¢ld w~ll be propagated parallel to the ·earth's surface 
and vertkal where it will be perpendicular to the earth's surfac-e. Hence in 
any given TJ transmission path as mentioned above, the signal from one 
diversity pair Will he cross polarized. · 

20. 4 11 TJ 11 TRANSMlSSl:bN 

The Western Elettric type 445A Reflex Klystron oscillator is the heart of 
the T J transmitter. This· klystton has a normal opetating frequency range 
C>f 10 •. 7 to l 1. 7 KMO {KMC = 1, 000 MC) with a power output of l / 2 watt. 
The kiyst:Jtli>fi assembly as applied tb T J radio is air cooled by a self con
tained blbw~:r. The 445A is essentially a single cavity klystron which 

. produces an F¥M• signal l::>y application of an amplified base band signal to 
its re'.[)eiler. · · 

It might be well to mention at this point the territe isolator, a radio check 
valve, - since these units are used throughout the T J system. 

ln. brief the ferrite isolator (Western Electric IA) is a special section .of 
waveguide cohtii.ining a section of ferrite material. The entire unit is then 
placed with th~ ,ti.eld of a strong permanent magnet. The resulting device 
wili pass micr~wave frequencies quite freely in one direction but will show 
a retur'n 16ss approliitnately 30 DB. 'l'hese units are' placed iri. the waveguide 
configu:t'atibn Ju~t after e\rery transmitting klystron to prevent reflected 
~nergy frb:rn <ita.usin.g klystron pulling (i.e., change in normal operating 
frequency due to the insertion of a delay~d wave or new frequency into a 
klystron cavity.) These units are also pared in the waveguide connecting 
the transmitter and receivers of a TJ system in a common antenna system 
when any reeeivel' £rom t1:'J.e 7 to 12 group. This ·is required to eliminate 
beat frequ~ndes produced by the combination of several receiver local 
osc~llators. · 
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CHAPTER 20 TJ ;RADiq SYSTEM 

The TJ radio transmitter - r~ceiver bay, Figure 20 .. 2 provides the equip
ment for a single one way cha:r:mel at a repeater station, or the transmitting 
and receiving equipment for sepa;-ate chann~ls at q. repeater o;r at a termi
nal point. The e~uipme:nt consists of a single frame which has two funda
mental divisions: 

(a) Receiver 
{b} Transmitter 

The equipment is so q.r;ra:r:,1.ged tb~t either a tran,smitter, receiver, or both 
m.ay be furnished. A comr:non pow~r supply is provided o:µ the bay, having 
a strapping arrangement to keep the load relatively constant regardless ·of 
the equipment arrangeme;nt~ · 

20. 5 TRANSMITT~Ul OPE~.A.TION 

Transmission of a baseil>and ~i~nal begins at some V. F. freqµency device
telephone, telegrap:P,, or pu,lse system 1:1uch as SAGE. These V ~ F. signals· 
are passed th~oug:q. a multiJ?lexing q.evice which combines up to 240 channels 
into one broad ban4 Sfectrur.n. The signal then enters the 124 ohm baseband 
amplifier and is ~plifie4 su.tfici.entiy to deviate the transmitting klystron 
to a maximum of 8 MC J)eak to peak. A portion of the transmitted signal 
.then ente;rs the transro.itter q.utomatic frequency control circuit which se~ve·s 
to keep the transmitter on frequ.ency by meq.ns of an eleqtromechanical servo 
system and ~ Inva;t,' cavity tuned to the operating frequ~ncy. This portion 
of the transmitter ~ls~ ~onta,ins a directional coupler for sampling a small 
amount of power to provide an inqi~ation. of output power and to energize 

I . • 

alarms in the event of qq.tput faUure. 

Next, the transmitted signal ente;rs the isolator which transmits freely in 
the forwar<l direction while absorbil).~ reflections arising in the waveguide 
and antenna system which would otherwise distort the FM microwave signal. 
At the output of the isolati;>r, a wav~guide switch is provided to permit test
ing and adjusting the trAnsmitter without inadvertently emitting an interfer -
ing signal. The transmitted i:Jign~l then rec:i.ches the channel combining 
network, where it is cq:r;nbined with the other transmitted frequencies from 
the associated transmitter bays. ';['h,e combined signals are fed into the 
polarization combining networ~ which combines the horizontally and verti
cally polarized si~nahi. The C:Qn\P9Site signal is transmitted by means of 
circular waveguide to the ~ntenPa syste;m. See figure 20~3. 

20. 6 RECEIVE;R OPE.R4'r~ON 

At an antenna the ip.c;oming mierQwave sig:i;i~l from a distant station may 
consist of frc;>m one to six radio <;1ha,Il;nc:rls. This complex signal is received 
by either a paraboloidal an.ten;na <;ii;rected toward the next station or a com
bination of an elevated :microwave reflector and its ae;sociated paraboloidal 
antenna, The signal is then carried through circular waveguide to a 

20.1 
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CHAPTER ZO TJ RADIO SYSTEM 

polarization· separation network which separates the horizontally and verti
cally polarized frequencies. The separately polarized channels are trans
mitted through rectangular waveguide to the radio transmitter-receiver 
bays. In a particular bay, the received signal ente~s a channel separation 
network which selects the particular signal required fot that receiving 
channel. The desired signa1 then enters the receiver thr<Dugh a waveguide 
spacei', a bahd-pass filter, a 40:3A. tuner, and finally thro°:g~ a second 
waveguide spacer to the balanced silicon· diode· modulator. Although the sum 
of the spacer lengths is held constant to provide a constant over-alt length 
of the waveguide coitnecting the channel separation network to the receiver 
modulator, the lengths of the individual spacers are determined by the 
received f:L"equency. The spacer lengths are selected to minimiZe the over
all receiver noise figure by' insuring that the image frequency developed in 
the mixer is reflected bac~. into the mixer in the optimum phase:·:,·:. ·· 

In the balanced modulator, the irtcoming signal is combined with the output· 
of the receiver local os9illator, a reflex klystron, and the resulting 70-mc 
IF E!ignal is amplified iri a low-noise IF preamplifier. For message service, 
the signal from the preailiplifier is conhected direct~y to the IF main ampli
fier by means of coaxial ~able; however, for television applications a delay 
equalizer is required betWeen the preamplifier an~ the IF main amplifier. 

~··. -

ZO. 8 ALARMS 

The D-Z. alarm system has been designed for use with T j radio. This alarm 
system. is basically a single tone 2, 600 cycle device using step switching. 
It is combined with a:n orderwire circuit and transmitted over the baseband 
0£ the initial TJ diversity pair installed on a given system. By means of 
loop testing it is possible with this device to locate trouble on a"TJ route 
fro:m one central :maintenance center on the route. 

. ' 
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CH:APTER 21 

TL-Z RADIO SYSTEM 

21. 1 INTRODUGTI<;:>N .. 

The TL-2 system is designed to meet the ex:panding requirements for an 
economical s);lort-haul light route rnir:::rowave system, ';rhe system provides 
b:i;oadband radio chan.nellil in the i 1, 000 megacycle common carrier range 
for telephone,· data, facsimtle, teletypewriter and other services. The· 
present system ¢1.esign does not provide for television transmission. Sig
nificant savings of power and ei:p~ce, ht~h equipment reliability, and reduc-. 
ti on. of testing and maintena:p.ce time a.;r:e achieved by the e:x tensive use of 
·splid state devices. ThE;i o:n.ly "electron tube" d,evices in the TL system are 
two Klystrons used af:I micrpwave osci119'tors. The system is intended to 
have application in at leai?t thJ;'ee area.a of need; namely, short very light 
toll or tributary tl!'unk ro1;1.tes, su,pplementary circl,lits along somewhat 
heavi~r routes and Rrivate line telephone service routes. 

21. 2 TJ.., ... 2 FREQUENCY P~AN 

The system operates on any of ?4 channel assignments standardized in the 
common cq.rrier panc:l l;>etwe~n 10, 700 and i1, 700 megacycles as shown in 
figµ:re 21-1. Fq.ily loac:led, the TL system is capable of handling sixtwo
way broadband microwave channels when used as a non-diversity system, 
or three channels with one-for-one frequency diversity. Although the system 
design provides for short-haul service over distances in the order of 20 to 
75 miles, the m;;txh;n1;1m. system length in dry regions topographically suited 
for optimum m~crowa.ve tra;nsmiss~on may approximate 200 miles. TL 
transmissipn in the U, 000 megacycle band eliminates the problem of inter
ference with lo1'1rg .. haul systems like TH and TD-2 in lower common carrier 
ba;nds. Transmissio:p. in this 1;><:1-nd also allows TL microwave to be inte
gra,ted with existi:p.& 'r ;J rP'Urtes where expansion or diversification of T J 
routes is dei;;ired, In adc;litio~ •. order wire and alarm systems or light 
route spurs for existing or new microwave systems in lower bands can be 
providec:l in many cases by using 11, 000 :M;C. TL microwave equipment, 

21. 3 CDIANNEL~ZING .ARRANGEMENTS 

Carrier System Minimum Circuit Capacity (10 hops) 

ON 
N 
T 
L 

21. 1 
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96 
48 
48 
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Gttf\.l?TER 21 TL-2 RADIQ SYSTEM 

Although designed :priro-a:rily for use as a light ... route facility, carrying a 
relatively small se~tion 0£ IDe$sage circuits, the TL radio system is ex
tremely flexible and wH~ <:!rCCp:mm.odate many d~fferent types of chc;i.nnelizing 
equipment as shown above. Among these are the present ON, N and L 
multiplexing arrange~ents, a:;; well as the new transistorized versions of 
these systems under developmen.t. Also developed for use with TL radio is 
T-1 Carrier combif,li:q.g equipme:r;:i,t. This will permit the use of the solid 
state pulse code m6qulation (:PCM) ;multiplex. 'Since the FM radio frequency 
signal is reduced to baseband at each repeater and terminal, dropping and 
inserting of message circuits is simplified. 

_9N!._ N, and L Multiplex Equipment 

An 8 to 48 channel ON carrier package will be available for use with the TL 
system. Also available is the existing L-type multiplex equip1;nent l,1,Sing the 
A-5 channel bank. :6oth the N and L carrier multiplex equipment which is 
currently being redesig:p.ed to make full use of solid state devices wiU be ar -
ranged for use with TL microwave. In addition, proposed 60, 120 and 240 · 
channel L packaged bays will also be suitable for us~. 

T-1 Car+ier System 

The stacking of two 24rchannel groups of T-~ c;arrier wiU provide 48 mes
sage circuits on TL radio. T-1' carrier with its 1. 5 MC pulse rate is 
expected to be attractive for providing a high speed data transmission 
facility over TL micrc;>wav~. At present1 it is planned to center the second 
T Carrier group of 24 c~ann~ls at a.bout 4, 5 MC in the TL baseband. 

21. 4 BASIC BUILDING l3LOCK 

The basic building block for the TL System will be a cabinet conta.ining a 
radio transmitter, ·a radio receiver, alarm and order wire equipment, 
power conversion equipment, multiplex dropping equipment and storage 
batteries as shc;:iwn in fi~µ.re Zl r2. ';fhis basic unit would be COI'flpletyly 
equipped at the fp.cti;>ry with the exception 0£ the storage batteries. At the 
radio site it should qnly be necessary to mount the housing, install the 
batteries and connect the antenna, multiplex and AC power. This unit would 
be a radio terminal. At a repeater there would be two such units, intercon
nected at baseband to fp:rm ·a terminal type of repeater. Diversi~y, if 
applicable, would involve four Sl,1,Ch units at a repeater or two at a terminal, 
The equipment is desi~ned £p:r ou~door ambient tem:r;>eraturei;; of .. 40°F. to 
120°F. 

The transmitter -receive;1:1 and a$sociated power conversion unit uses solid 
state circuitry throl,lghout except for the transmitting and receiving klystrons. 
Plug-in equipment indudes the ;Re~eiver Unit and Control Pariel. The Re
ceiver Unit (figure zl ..-3) includes t:P,e IF :p:rearripHfier, IF mai:q. amplifier, 
limiter discriminci.tor, receiver basel;>a.nd a;n;iplifie;r~ and the receiver AFC 

21. ~ 
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,::·_:.~cf.A.QC: amplifiers and squelch.circuit. The Control Unit includes meters · · *~9: c9ntrol circuitry. The transmitter baseband ampiifier is a separate 
, , Ufiit .. mounted inside the Control Unit housing. (figure Zl -4) · 

>?;;; ;;:.'i~·~SkLYSTRONS AND FREQUENCY STABILITY 

:': 

••. -,·': 1." .. ' 

;: ~~~·TL~System will use a nominal power output of 100 milliwatts. ·iJ:'fiis' 
>·~:··p(;Wer will provide adequate system performance over path lengths up to the 

¥:" ,;;o,:rd~.r_,c;>f7. 5 to 20 miles depending on locality and geographical considera-
,.. . ti~_s. ·.T:he Western Klystron (457A) is used for both the transmitte·r- and 
/\:'!''._ "'·.~~ceiver local .oscillator. The klystron when operated at the 100 milliwatt 
:·i;(;:>J;(l~etwill be-operating considerably below its full power capability. This 
~>{';: ·t•'s\llts; in extended life, increased reliability, and much less battery drain . 
. ~;::,.;:~·";·/~ :.' ·. :. 

:J::.~·:A. .. #ewv~pbt ph~se cooling technique is used with the klystrons to obtai~ the 
·<:y: :.:11ecessary frequency stability. The vapor phase cooler is a closed condens • 

{: "ing system consisting of a boiler, a condenser, and an expansion chamber. 
'JJ~~t from the klystron transfers to the boiler, which has intimate contact 

· · 'W'tth the klystron, and boils an inert fluorochemical liquid •. ~ince the liquid 
boiis at nearly a constant temperature the klystron is held at essentially a 
:.constant temperature and frequency stability of the klystron is achieve4. 
·t1&1e of the.vapor phase cooler eliminates the need for transmitter automatic 

:·······.· <·;pfrequ1e~cuy· contrtol. .thF1t··hgurk.el 2lt-5 show1s. a photo of the tt·ransmitter-receiver 
\ ~Ile·. eq ipmen w1 e. ys ron coo mg arrangemen . 

,· ,;·;. 

ZJ\6 TRANSMITTER-RECEIVER BAY . . . . . . 

~transmitter-receiver bay mounting is provided for central office or radio 
.. -:tiU:t clPPlications. (figure Zl -6) The equipment is mounte.d in a single 19" . 
. ·;,·relciy rack with space provided in the bottom of the bay for batteries.· Any 
.. > ·: t#Ultiplexfog equipment required will be mounted in a separate bay • 

.... '· . . . 

' .. z:r~7 DIVERSITY SWITCH 
' ' ~ .. 

. ·/w;he,l'e, a:ervke reliability permits, diversity protection will normally not be 
, :.:p3rovided.£or the TL system. In much of the country, paths are not e"Pected 

.. tp,J;>e: of such length as to require protection from sele9tive fading. However, 
'bi:~ry.,triduntaiilous regions, 'Where natural elevations and light rainfall make 

. . the use oflonger pat_hs possible, selective fading may make diversity neces ... 
':aary. (figures 21-7 and 21-8) In these situations, fading ·will be positiye at 
.'.ti#1es. Conditions that produce deep fades can also:cenhance the signal as . 

' · ·niuch as 6 db over its fre.e space value. In addition, equipment protectfon 
·.· could be provided by fre'quency diversity, whiCh might be needed in,:situa-
·. tions :where access for repair is difficult or where complete service protec ... 

t.ion is essential. · 
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Ctt.A,PTER 21 TL-2 RADIO SYSTEM 

Two TL cabinets qp~i.'~t~Q. bac~.,.to-bac~ make up a two-way non-diversity 
repe;'lter; p. two"'Vlff'l.Y ~lfve+sity ;i;epeater can be provided by installing four 
cabinets ii;:i pacJ;t~~~"'Qac~ ~air13 as iJJ. figure 21-9. 

The TL dive:r~ity i;;w~t<;:;t\I, ~s loqated wHhin the diversity channel radio cabinet 
and occu~ies the !;ipq.ce which is i;iormally used for the order wire and alarm 
pai;ie~ in i;ion-dive:i;'l?iW g~pinets, The diversity switch uses solid state cir
cuitry except fQr the lp~ic;: i;lnd signal switching functions performed by wire 
spring relays.. ··. · · 

Basically, th,e i'!W\~~h i;s ~ont:rqlll'!(d by 2, 600 cps pilot monitors and a fade 
comparator circt,iit~ 'rhe pilot monttors sense the presence of the sanie. 
2, 600 cps tone ~s '11:1~4 ~:q, th~ alal'm system and provides the logic circuit 
with inforr.p.a!tio~ otj. ~cp.dp;m.e:rtt fail't,1res. The comparator Circuit monitors 
vario-losser Gurren~~ t:n. the rei;:~ive'.1:1 IF ampU£ers and notifies the logic 
circuit' when on.~ r~c::;~iv~:r f~Pr!fS relative to the other by a pre-determined 
arriount. · · 

The diversity swit¢~ \i~el3 ;make -,before ... brea,.~ contacts with hitless switch
ing on ~adesi $wt'tl)';h~s ~q.~ to ~quipment f;'lilures will result in trans;mission 
interrttpticm,~ Ci)~. lfii~s tQ.~p f~fty millisec;c;mds. . ' 

In ~dc;lition tq t];;e switch, c::o;ntrol function; the logic c;ircuit notifies the alarm 
system wlJ.eP. a £c;i.i~q.;i:-~ occur El o;n one of the received pilots. If both pilots 
fail ~ir:Q.ultan,~Qui;i~y 1 wP,lch migf\~ qc;cur when the pilot tone is temporarily 
removed, JJ.O ala.~m i:r;t<:i,catio;n ~Iii p;rovided. 

· 21. ~ POWE]r\ 

The TL System wfil o:perat~ ;frqm storage batteries through transistorized 
DC to PC s<?nverterl'l. The batte:ries will be contimiously charged from 
commercial ll 7 volt 60 cycle· ,A.C power and upo:n. AC power fail~re the 
eqq.ipment will c9nt;inue to op~rate on battery reserve until the voltages are 
reduced to some pr~~et~:i;mi:ned. level. This system has the advantage of 
providing hitlesl:i op~;r~tifl,g when th,e c;orpmercial power fails and eliminates 
the need for costly' st;~:q.d,lj>y :power sets. Four 6-volt 100 ampere-hour high 
specific gravity lea.d .. a.cid batteries are provided. At 0°F. they will sustain 
the syeitem fo:i,- ~:Rol;lt la hP'\l;l:'S. At temperatures below 0°F. somewhat less 
than 10 hours :re~e;i;rye pq.;n 'Qe expE1ctec;l. In emergencies, 6 or 12-vol~ com
mercial auto:ril<?bil~ ba.tt~l'iee ccq.:u. be used. In .the outdoor cabinet arrange
ment ter:n:tiAA<~s at'~ p~9ivid.~~ fcy:r;- ![:(>nnecting a portable engine-alternator 
during :pl'olo:n~ed qQ~J.1;1l~:rcial' CJ..c :powe37 failures. 

. . . ' . . ~. . . . : . 

In genera.1 1 it ii;; ~~~«;:c;ited th~t; central office i:n.stalla_tions of TL radio will 
utilize ';i;1L b~tte;iii~~lii ~~tll~f tb,~:t'l the regv.l~li central office power supply. In 
offices witli ~4;- .. v9t~iil .fY~i.la"Ple the cost of rq.n,p.ing feeders and of using up 
office :f!lC!>W~r <::~:pfA.ci~y <;l!:tVild. ~fl.s~ly e~et:red the battery c;ost. In 4{3..:volt 
o:ffices~ t4~:r~ wpµ,~~ .. 'Pe ~p ~~Q,tt;ion~l cpst £pr a,. de voltage :reducer. There
fore, et9-ndfll.;rd 9pt\p:q.~. ;;i.:i,'~ ~ot provided to 9mit TL batt;eries. If the use of 
aJ;l e~isFng q~ri,~;r~l g#~Qe ~~trfii¥Y S'IJ.PJ?ly is. <ies;i.:red special engineering is 
;require~. 
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Figure 21 -5 
TL Radio - System - T/ R Pu.nel Equipment 

With Klystron Cooling Arrangement - Fi ont View 
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Figu11~ ~1- 6 T ran smitte r - Re ceiv e r ~ay 
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CHAtfi'ER 21 TL-2 RADIO SYSTEM 

21. 9 OR.DEA WIRE AND ALARM SYSTEMS 

A simple and inexpensive ~rd.er wire and alarm system is provided. '..Bas -
ica.lly, the cob.ditions alarrn.E'.d are channel transmission, ac power,"t1&w· 
battery voltage, and tower. lighting failures. Up to 11 radio station:~:'.~.~- the 
same radio system may be '.alal"med from one main station alarm ce:df~r .. 

;:::. ~ . 
, , 

Both the alarm and order ~ire Circuit are derived from the same 4~'.wi.~~ 
ci:rcuit in the. low end of the baseband. The 4-wire circuit will car:ry a.· 
2-~ 600 cycle continuity>tone arranged on a loop basis. A detector. at the 
alar:rfi center will indicate interruption Of the steady tone to provide an 
alarm. alert telling of trbuble in the system., The 2, 600 cycle tone will be 
interrupted for a timed inter,v·al and then be automatically restor_ed under 
all alarm conditions except for transmission failure of a non-diversity 

. system. . ., 

After receiving an alarm alert a series of discrete station tones must be 
ma1mally applied to the order wire at the alarm center for station tro_uble 
identification. All tones.· including the 2, 600 cycles are generated from a 
single oscillator which is manually keyed. A filter tuned to the discrete 
frequency of the station will.pick off the tone and return it to,.the alarz:n. 
center if no trouble exists;~, .. If trouble _exists a no tone or continuous coded 

·tone will be returned, Th'e~_discrete station tone conditions a;te: 

a. Full tone - station OK 
b. No tone - radio failure :an~/ o:i:' lightning arrestor failure 
c. Code A - battery voltage ala:rm 
d .•. Code B· - both top lights and/ or ac power failure 
e~ Code C - flasher failure, . 

. £. ·Code D - side light or ~ights and/or single top light failure 

The alarm system will loc'~te all' trouble conditions to the precise statioti 
except £o:r radio equipment -t:rouble. A.radio transmission failure of a rton:
diversity system can be lo.cated to a particular statio:h or precedihg statidn 
in frouble where as for a· diversity system a particular statiori or one of the 
adjacent stations could be .:j:ri trouble. 

Tower· lighting alarm equipn!rent will not be induded as pa~.t. of the basic 'l'L 
Ala.rm Panel._; For those cases where tower lighting, alarms. are required a 
s·epa.:rately mounted tbwer lighting alarm box. will be:add.ed to provide addi • 
tionaJ coding and alerting ~quipment. 

A permanently wired conn~c,tion to the order wire, wit}l a jack appearance 
and plug-in telephone head; set is provided at each radio station. Operation 
of a "signaling in" key will create an alarm for calling the main station. Nb 
£eature is provided for ca.Hing the substation. , · 

'··. 
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A typical TL microwave 
diversity repeater station . 

Figure 21-9 Four Cabinets back-to-back 
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I 

The order wire ~n4 alarm r:Q.ain station unit can be located anywhere pro
vided 4-wire vQice faciliti~, are used back to the near -end radio terminal 
station. The ord~:r wir~ i$ e~tEfndable over 4-wire voice facilities to a 
remote location ~rom the majn statioq. unit or from a far-end radio terminal. 
Also, arrangemero.ts arEl a.vf'-U~.'t;>le fqr extending the alarm from a main 
station unit by connE;ictio:p to q. fegµlar central office alarm sending circuit. 
However, it should be ;noted that statipn interrogation to determine the loca
tion and nature of the trouple must be do;ne from the main station. 

21.10 ANTENNAS AND R:J!;F~~CTO~S 

It is expected that TL radio will norm~.lly use 5 ft, dish antennas (KS-16.386) 
and 6 1 x 8' plane :reflect9:rs (KS-l632Q List 1) i;n "periscope" systems 
(figure 21-10) and 5 ft. or lO ft, dishe~ (~S-16386 or KS-15~52) in direct 
radiating syste:i;ns. 1 For Jo~g hops and tall towers, 8' x 12' plane or curved 
passive reflectors (~S .. 1~320 List 2) may be used in conjunction with 5' 
dishes. 

Initially, the stan~ard K.S-l638q will be used for horizontal mounting of a 5 
foot dish on an H-frame Sl.l-pport structure. Hardware will be made available 
for mounting this an.tenm,~ .. i~ a vertica,l pof:iition on a tower. Where :roof 
mounting is required, the stal'!.Uar4 TJ radio ~rrangements will be used. 

Development i!$ :precedi;ng on a sta,ndard type antenna mount for 5 foot dishes, 
which may be used for either horizontal or vertiCal moun.ting in the TL 
system. 

21.11 WAVEGUIDE 

Waveguide connections (!\.re maP,e between tqe dish antennas and the radio 
equipment in the cabil}et,a or l;>ays using the polarizer when required and 
rectangular waveguide c;ompr;>nents developed for TJ systems. Waveguide 
runs from the antenna to the. cabinet .consist of rigid and flexible sections. 

Generally, i;n the TL system, it is npt planned to use a dehydrator for 
pressurizing the waveguide w.ith dry air to prevent condensation of moisture. 
However, to care fol," vert.ic~1runs of w~veguide on towers, standard arrange
ments will be prov~q~d for ·~A openiD,g at the bottom of the waveguide run to 
permit drainage of a,ny cqndensation. 

21.12 TOWER~ 

Three types of a.:q.t(;}nna Sµ.J?pqrting structures have been developed speci£i -
ca.Uy for TL Rad'o as ~<;!>ll(!)W$: 

1. Steel - Gq.yed 'rower 75, 90, and 105 
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-Figure 21 -10 Periscope System 
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21. 12 TOW:g:RS (~f?~i'i:i,) 

2. ~teel ~· ~el~ .. $upp<;>rth:ig Tower 

Heights (ft.) 

~0.45,60,75,90 & 105 
Up to 60 3. Wootj.ep. "" Ji r FrarpE1 

Thef e towe;r1;1 ~re. q~s~gn~d (or 30 PSF wind loa4ing, inclu~ing 1 /Z inch of·• . 
raP.ial ice, whJi;::~ $po~tq, ~~ ~deqq~te for the typical areas of TL aRplication~ 

.. ' ... ' ,,,.,t 

SUMMA.RY 

~!lN~~fA.L CHAR,t\.CT~RISTICS OF·TL.,2 

System Capacl1;Y .·· 
' . 

Systen:i Len$th 

R~peate:i;- ~pacln~ 

1'A.ultiplex 

I):rpp:pin~ 

Radio Spurs 
I 

Transfi1itte:f (l1J.tp~.t 

Basic Equipm~nt 

fower: Primary 
. :aese~ve 

Baseband :aan<iwidtl?

¥req~1e:rwy l\s ~t~Jlil?nr~n.t 

Freque:p,cy O~y~r~~i'Y1 

Ambient TemperA-tµ'i'e 

Towers 

Ante pp.a 

Al~+me> 

Order Wir~ 

6pO Meissage C::ircuit1;1 ··,:··':;,.··: 

250 Mi./ l 0 R6ps {Short--ha~l) ·. 

7. 5 ti;> ZO Miles 

T. ON, Other .· .. ,_·: '"·: 

2 to 48 Cir.cl,lits 

One Per Repeater 

~ 90 Milliwatts 

Si;mple Tr~nsmitter-Receiver. ~o;x: . 

U 7 V. 60 Cycle AC 
Storage :Batteries · 

6 Mc 

10. 7 - l ~. 7 kmc 

.t\.vailable 

Outdoors (-40° to +120°F) 

. ':-:','•' 

; . ! , , • 'I '~ 

100 1 Guyed Woode:ri H Frame ... ·· 
or Steel ';rower ... :·.' 

_5' and 1 O' :par a bolas · 
+ 6' x 8 1 and 8 1 x 12' reflectors 

~itn:ple Loop System 

Built-in 

Outdo~r Cabinet 

Zl.16 
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CHAPTER 22 

TM-1 RADIO SYSTEM 

22. l GENERAL 

In common with TL-2, TM-1 will feature compact design, high reliability, 
battery operation, simplified maintenance, low cost, and will be compl~tely 
tra;nsistori,zed except for the transmitter and receiver klystrcms. The 
basic TM .. l radio eql,lipment units will be applicable to either message or 
televi~ion trans:qiis sion. · 

Sine~ the 6 gc frequency band offers freedom from rain propagation outage 
eXJi!e~ie:n.ced on 11 ge systems, common carriers have made extensive use 
of 6 gc frequencies for short haul and long haul systems. f!owever, there 
has been mounting concern that the widespread usage of 6 gc frequencies 
wi.U exha\iLi;;t the 6 gc ba:11.d prematurely. Application of 6 gc frequel).cies 
on p:q.e-for-one frequency diversity systems is of particular concern, and 
consider1;3.ble attel).tion has been focussed on alternatives whic::h would better 
conserve 6 gc frequencies. 

Crossha:J;J,d divers~ty utilizing one 6 gc channel in diversity with an 11 gc 
cJ;ia.nnel minimizes usage of 6 gc frequencies at substantially no sacrifice 
in reliabiHty or economy over 6 gc diversity operation. TM-1, ther~fore, 
is designed to be applied in crossband diversity with a channel of 11 gc TJ, 
TL, OJ;' TL-2 and has been presented to the FCC Staff on the basis of 
crossband divers~ty application. TM-1 in combination with TJ, TL, or 
TL.-2 ii; being designed to meet a 10 hop yearly outage objective of . 02% 
for all c;:auses in any area of the country when applied on the basis of the 
TM-1 hqp capability. 

22. 2 TRANSMISSION 

The TM-1 design capacity is shown in Table A. These fig\;Lres assume 
hop lengths which will yield a minimum received signal of -45 dbm and 
35 dbrn (C weighting) at the OTLP (29 dbaO) maximum noise in the worst 
mes~age cil,·cuit, The .. 45 input signal includes a ~ qb maintenance margin 
to allow for minor imperfections in system lineup, degradation of the 
.system witP, time and such matters. It will be noted that TM-1 is being 
designed to meet an objective of 35 dbrnO which represents a 2 db reduction 
in aUQwable noise over the previous objective of 37 dbrnO. The capacities 
indicated in Table A are design objectives subject to verification on 
workin~ equipment. For network television service, color standards and 
spur route operation are assumed. In the case of monochrome ETV 
f;!ervice, it is expected that the maximum allowable number of hops will 
exceed ~ O; however, tests on working equipment are required to determine 
a ~ore final figure. 
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Table A 

TM-1 ·Radio Channel Design Capacity 

Type of Message Number 
Load Circuits of HoEs 

L Carrier 600 10 
ON II 96 10 

N II 48 10 
Network TV * 6 

ETV )'.c 10 

~c 1 TV channel per radio channel. 

Table B shows the principal transmission characteristics of TM-1 and 
TL-2 as designed for application in a crossband diversity system. 

Table B 

TM•l and TL-2 Characteristics 

RF Frequenc:y Range 
Frequency Plan 

Number of Available RF Channels 
Transmitter Power (Minimum) 
Transmitter Frequency Stability 
Rated Peak Deviation 
Nominal Receiver Input 
Receiver Noise Figure 

(Receiver Inputs of -45 dbm or 
lower) 

Fading Margin 
IF Center Frequency 
IF Bandwidth 
Baseband Width 
Amount of Pre-emphasis 

(600 channels) 
Maximum Hops Per Alarm Section 

TL-2 

10. 7 gc - 11 . 7 gc 
TJ Plan 

24 
+20 dbm 
±o. 05% 
ts me 
-45 dbm 

11 db 

30 db (min.) 
70 me 
20 me 

10 cps - 6 me 
9 db 

10 

TM-1 

5. 925 gc - 6. 425 gc 
Split Channel TH 
(see Figure 1) 

32 
+20 dbm 
±0. 02% 
±5 me 
.,.45 dbm 

11 db 

30 db (min.) 
70 me 
16 me 

10 cps .;. 6 ;me 
9 db 

10 

For television services, both TM-1 and TL-2 will be arranged to accept 
and deliver a 0 dbv video signal. The video output signal will be undamped 
and input apd output impedances will be 75 ohms unbalanced. 
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22. 3 FREQUENCY PLAN 

Figure 22-1 shows the TM-1 frequency plan together with the TH frequency 
plan. Since TM-1 can carry 600 voice channels, as contrasted to 1860 
voice channels for TH. less RF bandwidth is required for TM-1 than for 
TH. It will be noted in Figure 1 that the TM-1 frequency plan places 2 RF 
channels in each TH channel assignment. The TM-1 carriers are spaced 
approximately 15 megacycles apart, and are displaced about 7. 5 megacycles 
from each TH broadband carrier. A total of 32 RF channels are therefore 
provided in the TM-1 frequency plan which is referred to as the Split 
Channel TH Frequency Plan. 

The Split Channel TH Plan as applied at a repeater is shown in Figure 22-1. 
It will be noted that this is a high-low frequency plan. At the station shown, 
all transmitters are assigned to the 16 high channel frequencies, and the 
receivers are assigned to the 16 low channel frequencies. At the next 
repeater, all transmitters would be assigned to the 16 low channel frequen
cies and the receivers would be assigned to the 16 high channel frequencies 1 
Figure 1 also shows that adjacent channel frequencies are assigned to 
opposite directions of transmission. Each direction of transmission is 
further subdivided into horizontal and vertical polarization. In a given 
direction of transmission the Split Channel TH Plan, as applied to TM-1, 
provides for a total of 8 two-way channels; 4 polarized vertically and 4 · 
polarized horizontally. 

22. 4 DIVERSITY TECHNIQUES 

It is planned to make the following three diversity techniques available for 
application of TM-1 with 11 gc systems. 

1. Revertive Switch - where the switch prefers closure on one diversity 
channel over the other channel. Switch transfer and closure on the 
non-preferred channel takes place only during periods of non
correlated failure or deep fading on the preferred channel and reverts 
to the preferred channel when the trouble on it disappears. Revertive 
switching is desirable on hops where there is a significant difference 
in the noise performance of the diversity channels. 

2. Linear Combiner - where both channels of the diversity pair are 
combined to give one output. When the two channels which are to be 
combined yield exactly the same noise performance, a noise im
provement of 3 db will result. If the noise performance of the two 
channels differ by 2 db, an improvement of about 2 db over the better 
channel will result. There will be no combiner improvement over 
the better channel if the noise pe.rformance of the two channels differ 
by more than 4. 8 db. Any noise improvement through application of 
combiners on a system could be translated into increased capaC1ity; 
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howeve~r, at this early stage in development, it is recommended-that 
combil}~r advantage be omitted from system design estimates since 
an eva~,uatii;m of the specific design must be made to determine .. 
realizable gains under various· ope rating conditions. The linear 
combiner is expected to be applicable on TM-l/TL•2 systems whe.re 
noise perfo.~mance versus received signal power for a given load i.s 
expected to'. be practically the same. Present plans are to provide 
linear combiner arrangements only for TM-1 I TL-2 application. '! 

3. Bistable Switch - where the switch closes on one channel of the diversi-; 
ty pair until that channel fails, or fades a predetermined amount 
relative to the other channel, whereupon the switch transfers and · 
closes on the better channel. This is the present diversity technique 
employed on TJ, TL and TL-2 and it is expected to .have limited 
application when these systems are used with TM. 

2 2. 5 ANT E:N.NAS 

There will be. two antenna types initially available for 6/ 11 gc crossband 
operation; the horn reflector and a dual-frequency antenna manufactl.ired 
by the Gabriel Company. 

The horn reflector will accomodate dual polarization at both the 6 gc and 
11 gc frequencies and, therefore, can accommodate 8 two-way channels 
of 6 gc TM-1 plus 6 two-way 11 gc channels or up to 6 two-way crossband 
diversity channels plus 2 two-way 6 gc channels. · · 

The Gabriel dual-frequency antenna, shown in Figure 22-2, provides for 
dual polarization in the 11 gc band and plane polarization in the 6 gc band 
on 3 separate rectangular waveguide feed lines. Although the Gabriel 
antenna is offered in. sizes from 4 to 16 feet in diameter, it.is planned 
to provide standard mounting arrangements and KS specifications for the 
6 and 10 foot sizes only. This antenna design will accommodate up to 4 
two-way channels of 6 gc· TM-1 plus 6 two-way 11 gc channels or up 'to 
4 two-way crossband diversity channels plus 2 two-way 11 gc channels. 
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POLARIZATION 
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Fig. 22-2 Gabriel Dual Frequency Antenna 
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CHAPTER 23 

MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION CONSIDERATIONS 

2 3. 1 GENERAL 

Radio wave propagation is by means of sky waves, ground waves or space 
waves, Since the ground wave has very high attenuation, and since the sky 
wave is reflected at such an angle that it rriisses the earth's surface, the 
space wave is the only useful method of propagation at microwave frequen ... 
cies. As previously mentioned, the space wave consists of two components, 
a, direct component and a reflected component as indicated in Figure 23-1~. 
The direct component is subject to bending or refraction by atmospheric 
conditions as is also the reflected wave, however, as discussed later, these 
conditions occur at infrequent intervals. 

If radio energy is considered to be 1'adiated from a point source or isotropic 
antenna, the wave front will be in the form of the surface of a sphere having 
a radius which is expanding at the speed of light. A reflector or reflector 
and lens system would concentrate the radiation into a narrow cone or 
pyramid but the wave front would still be spherical. These cond~tions are 
indicated in Figures 23-lb and 23-lc. Although a plane wave front is 
desired, it is impractical to obtain with present radiating systems. This 
effect of the rapidly expanding sphere or section of a sphere is known as 
dispersion and results in dispersion losses. 

If an antenna having an area of one square foot is placed at a distance from 
a transmitting antenna such that it will correspond to 1I100 of the surface . 
of the spherical wave front at that distance, it is apparent that only a small 
portion of the total radiated energy will be intercepted. Bearing in mind 
that the surface of a sphere is proportional to the square of the radius, it 
becomes evident that when the one square foot receiving antenna is moved 
twice as far from the transmitting antenna, it will then cover only one
quarter as much of the area of the spherical wave front and will therefore 
receive one-quarter as much power as it did originally. A four to one 
reduction in power corresponds to a loss of 6 db. It thus becomes apparent 
that each time the distance between the ·transmitting and receiving antennas · 

·is doubled the effective loss is increased by only 6 db. This assumes, of 
course, that there is no change in antenna configuration at either end when 
the distance is doubled. 
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23.2 LINE OF SIGHT CONSIDERATIONS 

It was pointed· out earlier that microwave propagation follows optical pr'in
ciples and that if an electrically opaque object is placed in the path, a 
shadow results which would increase the path loss. It was also'. pointed out 
that the shadow could be produced by intervening objects such as buildings, 
a water tower or the surface of the earth due to the earth's curvature. To 
provide the minimum path loss between two antennas, it is therefore 
apparent that there must be the equivalent of an optical line of sight between 
the two antennas. It has been determined that at 4 kmc a receiving antenna 
located behind a steep hill 500 feet high and ten miles distant from a trans
mitter would experience a loss of approximately 30 db as compared to. a 
receiving antenna located at the top of the hill with a clear line of sight. 
It is also possible to experience a loss from an intervening object which 
produces a knife edge effect such as the edge 0£ a sharp cliff. If the radio 
beam just grazes an edge of this type, diffraction or bending of the beam 
occurs just as in the case of light. This type of obstruction in the line of 
sight path may introduce losses of as much as 20 db or more. 

23. 3 CLEARANCE 

In addition to clear opti,cal line-of-sight, there must be further height of 
the beam above intervening obstacles to obtain minimum loss between the 
transmitting and receiving antennas. By referring to. Figure 23-la it will 
be seen· that the receiving antenna is energized by radio waves arriving from 
two different directions; one the direct path, and another the reflected path. 
If the reflecting surface is near the line-of-sight, the reflected wave will 
have traveled over a longer path than the direct wave and will have been 
shifted by 1800 in phase at the reflection point. Consequently, the direct 
and reflected waves will not combine in phase and the useful energy at the 
receiving antenna will have been reduced due to cancellation. 

As the line,..of-sight is raised above, or away from, the interfering object. 
or the point of reflection, a condition will be reached where the reflected 
path will be one-half wave length longer than the direct path. Under this 
condition, the reflected energy will add to the direct energy in phase, 
resulting in a gain of about 6 db over the energy that would be received 
over the direct path alone. This condition is known as the fir at Fresnel 
zone of clearance. At the second Fresnel zone of clearance the reflected 
path will be a full wave length longer than the direct path and cancellation 
results. With third zone clearance, addition once more results. This 
again is a situation which follows optical laws. 

The lo.ss in the clearance range up to the first Fresnel zone can reach. 
values as high as 60 db, with loss values in the order of 35 db at the · 
second, fourth, sixth, eighth, etc~, Fresnel zones. The gain over the:· . 
free space loss in the first, third, fifth, seventh, etc., Fresnel zones is 
the order of 6 db. It therefore becomes apparent that a line-of-sight 
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clearance equal to the first Fresnel zone is desirable from an. economic 
standpoint .. ~lea~ances in excess of the first Fresnel zone would require 
impractical a;ntenna heights, whereas clearances substantially less than .. 
the first Freshel ,~one results in excessive loss. The loss gain pattern is 
indicated in Figure 23-2a. · · · · · 

An equation·rrtay oe derived which will indicate first Fresnel zone clearance. 
The direct path TR shown in Figure 23-2b is one-half wave length shorter 
than the reflected path TPR .. The dotted line is the locus for the point.P 
under which first Fresnel zone clearance exists. The distances Dl and D2 
are expressed in miles from the ends of the path to the point under con
sideration. The equation for the clearance C in Figure 20-2b then is: 

c = 131. 5J Dl x D2 A 
Dl + D2 

If the wave length k is in meters, the clearance obtained by.this eqllati~.n 
will be in feet. · · 

·.::·:, 

(-1 -·: 

23.4 FADING 

If transmission were stable, it would be possible to select antenna heights. 
so as to work on the peak of the characteristic where the widest maximum 
occurs at first Fresnel zone clearance as shown in Figure 23 •Za. Atmos
pheric refraction or bending of the radio waves will change the .. effective 
clearance and will become more serious as the· reflection coefficient · . . 
becomes higher. Some experimental facts have been observed with respect 
to fading, as follows: 

a. Fading is greater at night than during the day; is greater in warm 
and hum.id· seasons than in cool and dry seasons; is greater over 
water or smooth terrain than over rough ground; and is differen.t 
in different parts of the country. 

b. Ground reflections are usually negligible in rough country; in smooth 
terrain with numerous trees; and in urban areas with m:.unerous 
buildings of varying heights. 

c. On paths having strong ground reflections fading can be minimized·. 
by using one high and one low antenna. This could be accomplished 
either with a molintain to valley path or from a high tower to a very 
low tow:er. · As a result of the above facts, empirical relationships . 
have been worked out which can be applied to modify the clearance 
factor obtained in the above expression for paths that are predom.i- .·. 
nantly over water or smooth barren country; or for paths that ih.clude 

,,•_:· i ,. 
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irregular or wooded terrain; or urban areas with numerous buildings 
of varying height, and also for regions where dense ground fogs are 
common. These relationships are based upon experience and must 
be applied with engineering background and engineering judgment. 
The actual modifying factors can be obtained from texts which are 
devoted to the engineering of microwave paths. 

23. 5 DUCTING 

At times, in the spectrum region above 30 megacycles, transmission beyond 
the horizon has taken place as the result of a phenomenon known as ducts. 
Ducts appear to be a sort of atmospheric waveguide which may. be caused 
by moisture content and temperature variations that result in energy being 
conducted along the surface of the earth beyond the horizon. They provide 
a channel of high level energy beyond the earth's shadow area. This 
phenomenon has been used in several instci.nces over moderate water path 
distances to provide temporary circuits during times when the elevation 
obtainable was not sufficient to overcome the effect of water reflections. 
The microwave antennas in these instances were found to function best 
at elevations of only a few feet above the surface of the water. It is not 
anticipated that this phenomenon would be utilized for normal transmission 
paths. 

23. 6 OVER THE HORIZON TRANSMISSION 

It has long been known that ultra-high frequencies travel over the horizon 
under certain conditions, but they were thought to be too weak apd unde
pendable for practical use. In the course of investigating occasional inter
ference attributed to these waves, however, both the Bell Telephone 
Laboratories and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology discovered 
that many actually overshot the relay towers they were aimed at and arrived 
at points farther along the radio path with remarkable consistency. 

By erecting larger antennas such as shown in Figure 23-3, and by using 
higher power than is employed in the conventional microwave system, 
transmission has been accomplished over distances as great as 600 miles 
without intermediate relay. The effect of this system is vel"y much like 
that of a powerful searchlight which casts a beam in a straight line. A 
searchlight aimed at the sky can be seen from the ground miles away, even 
when the searchlight is behind a hill. This is possible because some of 
the light is reflected to the ground by the atmosphere. 

In order to make use of over the horizon transmission, 100 kilowatt trans
mitters and 120 foot diameter antennas have been used. This is 20, 000 
times the power and 30 times the antenna area used in the present trans -
continental microwave system. It was found necessary to employ the lower 
frequencies (in the UHF band) to develop, with available equipment, suf
ficient power to attain a satisfactory degree of reliability. 
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Over the horizon signals are not to be confused with a similar type of trans
mission known as "ionospheric scatter" which is useful in long distance 
transmission of telegraph signals at relatively low frequencies. Unlike 
ionospheric signals, the over the horizon technique provides signals that 
are useful for the wide-band widths required for as many as 240 telephone 
channels. 

23. 7 NOISE 

As shown in Figure 23-4 noise of the static type, either natural or man
made, becomes less objectionable as the frequency is raised and is non
existent above about 1, 000 megacycles. In the microwave region the thermal 
or resistance noise which originates in the front end or low level stages of 
the receiver is the controlling factor. · 

The interference to good transmission produced by noise is not so much 
dependent upon the absolute level of the noise as it is upon the relationship 
between the signal level and the noise level. Obviously, a given amount of 
noise would be much more disturbing when superimposed upon a received 
signal of 1 microvolt than would the same amount of noise when superimposed 
upon a received signal having a level of 2, 000 microvolts. Accordingly, 
although a noise may be rated in terms of power related to 1 milliwatt, it 
is more frequently expressed in terms of a ratio of signal to noise. It has 
been determined by subjective tests that a minimum television video 
signal-to-noise ratio of 40 db is required on an overall basis. This noise 
ratio of 40 db is expressed in terms of a peak-to-peak signal and rms 
noise. 

To achieve an overall signal-to-noise ratio of 40 db, the individual radio 
links must have. a much better signal to noise ratio. For example, in a 
three link system, to allow for radio fading and the individual contribution 
of each link, a signal-to-noise ratio of at least 52 db is required per lirtk. 
To accomplish this with normal receiver signal levels, the receiver 
inherent noise output must be in the order of 85 to 90 db below 1 milliwatt. 
This places very stringent requirements on receiver design and maintenance. 

23. 8 PATH LOSS 

The free space path loss between isotropic antennas may be computed,. in 
db, from the following expression: 

~oss (db)= 10 log~4td~2 

,, 

In this expression the wave length (~) and the path length (d) are given in 
the same units of length. Curves have been plotted for this relationship 
in terms of path length and transmission frequency, and are to be found 
in many of the texts associated with microwave transmission engineering. 
A typical curve is indicated in Figure 2 3-5. 
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By referring to the curve in Figure 23-5 (or by using the formula) it will be 
found tqat a 30 mile path at 4, 000 megacycles has a loss of 138 db. If horn 
reflector type antennas are used at each end of the path a gain, of 43 db per 
antenna can be expected. This reduces the path loss to 138 - 86 or 52 db. 

In an actual measurement of such a path loss, the attenuation of the wave
guide, waveguide filters and any other components included in the measuring 
path must be added to the 52 db to arrive at the correct overall loss. This 
is also true when estimating the received power at the receiver input in 
terms of the power delivered by the transmitting tube. In practice, it is 
also customary to include additional loss to care for moderate fades and 
this may be in tJ:~e order of 10 or 12 db, which must be compen.sated for ·by 
the autornatic gain control in the receiver. 

From. the above it can be seen that the gain of an average microwave receiver 
need not exceed 75 db. Where longer path,s are to be utilized or where 
greater fading margins are desired, the receiver gain must be increased 
accordingly qr antennas having a higher gain must be used. 

23. 9 SITE LOCATING 

As previously pointed out, it is desirable to have a clear line of sight path 
betwee:i;i the transmitting and receiving antennas at microwave frequencies. 
The first requirement of any prospective radio relay station site, therefore, 
is that it be capable of providing an unobstructed view of other stati,ons i;n 
the system with which it must work. 

The requirement of line-of-sight transmission paths immediately puts a 
restriction on the repeater spacings that can be used. It has been found 
that the depth of fading ~f the microwave signals increases rapidly with the 
path length and this factor tends to limit the repeater spacings even though 
longer optical paths might be available. Practical paths of about 35 miles 
are common although spacings as great as 50 miles have been used • 

. As previously mentioned, first Fresnel zone clearance is desirable and 
thii:; also is a determining factor in the location of microwave antennas. 

The type of terrain likewise is of importance, since fading is apt to be 
objectionable over large bodies of water or through river valleys and such 
paths should be avoided wherever possible. 

A further consideration in laying out a microwave route is that of over-reach. 
intel."ference. For example, if four consecutive repeater stations on a route 
are considered: transmitter No. 1 would be operating at the same frequency 
as transmitter No. 3 and thus could produce interference if receiver No. 4 
could copy both transmitters. It is, therefore, desirable to stagger the 
intermedJate stations slightly when directive antennas are used, increasing 
the amount of stagge:r; as the directivity of the antenna is decreaseq, and 
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to change the polarization of transmission each time a frequency is re-used. 
To select sites in accordance with the above requirements, as much infor
mation as possibl!e is first collected on the topography of the route over 
which the transmissions will occur. Aerial surveys may be made or maps 
may be secured from various federal agencies, state and aounty. govern:rr1ents, 
U.S. geologisal surveys, or even the road maps distributed by oil compa..; 
nies. Tentat'ive sites are selected and their elevations plotted on a profile 
sheet. 

The profile is normally plotted above a 4/ 3 earth radius curve drawn on the 
paper to take into account the bending or refraction of the radio waves . 
around the curvature of the earth. The vertical scale of the profile is in 
feet of elevation and is plotted accurately to ten or twenty feet. The · · · 
horizontal scale is usually in miles. 

Having established tentative site locations, by means of the topographical 
maps and the profile sheets, which will give suitable path loss and suitable 
clearance, it becomes necessary to .determine whether the locations will 
meet other requirements. Among these are interference due to over-reach; 
interference due to buildings or large objects, such as water tanks, which 
might appear on the maps; interference from other services operating in the 
microwave region; right-of-way problems, especially access to the location · 
for personnel and vehicles; availability of power supply; access to other .. 
telephone plant facilities for order wires; line connections, etc., and 
whether the tower heights required for adequate clearance are sufficiently 
remote from air fields to receive concurrence by the Civil Aeronautics. 
Administration. It has been found that even though a particular -site may 
meet all requirements for satisfactory transmission, it still cannot be used 
because of excessive price or regulations. It is therefore necessary to · 
make preliminary field inspections and wherever possible select alternate 
sites for each of the preferred sites along a route. 

As a final check, it is desirable to make actual tests of the line-of-sight, 
which may be done either optically or electrical~y. For a rapid check, a 
sealed beam type of spotlight, which is prefocused to provide nearly 
parallel light, is available. This is rated at 40 watts and operates from 
6 to 8 volts. · 

A spotlight may be equipped with a flashing device to permit easier identi
fication and can be used up to distances of 30 miles. This technique is 
suitable for many of the shorter paths, but may not be adequate for es -
tablishing first zone cle,arance on longer paths. In such cases, a path loss 
testing set, which consists of a portable transmitter and portable receiver, 
is available. These may be set up at the respective site locations and ci;n 
actual measurement made to accurately check the location of reflection · 

. points. · 
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23. 10 STRUCTURES 

Many types of physical arrangement of building, antennas and towers have 
been used, depending upon th.e location and degree of permanence of the 
service. On main routes using TD type of service, permanent buildings 
are usually provided of concrete or concrete block and provision made for 
adequate emergency power installation such as engine driven alternators. 
On side-leg routes or routes involving temporary service, prefabricated 
metal or wood buildings may be used. Wood is not recommended, however, 
if gasoline engines are to be used for emergency power. At the terminals 
of radio routes, where possible, the equipment is mounted at the top of 
telephone buildings or other high buildings, using existing space or adding 
penthouse structures. · 

Antennas may be mounted on heavy four leg towers, structurally design~d 
to handle four to eight of the horn type radiators. In other cases, it may 
be desirable to use an A frame type of tower, with a reflector suspended 
at the top, and the antenna mounted at ground level. This is frequently 
done on side-leg routes where the parabolic or dish type antennas are used. 
In such cases, consideration must be given the antenna location. It may be 
placed inside, close to the transmitter and an electrically transparent 
window placed above it. . 

Several window materials are available and include both plain window glass 
and ple·xiglass. A composite material utilizing two facing sheets of fibre
glass, separated by a core, is manufactured by the U. S. Plywood Corpo
ration and has been found to be quite satisfactory. Flat glass or flat 
plexiglass has in.tr.educed difficulty due to reflectfons and, therefore, i,s 
usually made up in the form of corrugated sheets. When window materials 
are used, they should normally be placed at an angle of at least 15° to the 
radio path to avoid undesirable reflections back into the transmitter. 

When a dish type antenna is placed horizontally outdoors, provision must 
be made for drainage and for the melting of snow and ice that may coll~ct 
in it. Provision must also be made for avoiding a collection of leaves and 
debris. In some instances, the antenna has been mounted to radiate 
horizontally into a reflector which redirects the energy upward to a second 
reflector at the top of a tower. This in turn directs the energy horizontally 
in the desired line-of-sight. Whether transmission is directly from antenna 
to antenna, such as in the lens type radiators, or whether it is from 
antenna to antenna through one or more reflectors, provision must be made 
for properly orienting the transmitting antenna, the receiving antenna and 
the reflectors, so thaf maximum energy is received for a given power 
output; This orientation becomes quite complex as additional reflectors 
are included in the transmission path. In addition to proper directivity, 
the receiving antenna must also be checked for polarization, since under 
some conditions there may be a shift in polarization of the transmitted 
signal. 
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A further cdinplication appears in the form of antenna lobes. A directive 
antenna is assumed to radiate its energy in a narrow angle which gives a 
transmission pattern resembling an elongated tear-drop, called a lobe. 
Unfortunately, -With practical designs, additional pairs of lobes of much less 
intensity are usually to be found at an angle to the main or major lobe. 
It is, therefore,. possible to orient antennas so that the energy is. being 
transmitted and received on minor radiation lobes. A check of measured 
path loss versus computed path loss will quickly determine whether. or not 
this is the case. 

23. 11 ORDER WIRE AND ALARM CIRCUITS 

Although order wire and alarm circuits are not generally made up of micro
wave components, a microwave system is incomplete without them. Micro
wave repeater stations are normally unattended and there must be a means 
of communication between stations and between stations and control offices 
for the use of maintenance men on routine and trouble locating trips. Alarm 
circuits are essential to keep the terminal offices informed of the. operation 
of the intermediate points. Such alarm systems run the gamut from very 
simple to very complex arrangements. A more complex alarm system 
will indicate. loss of received RF signal, loss of transmitter power output, 
loss of commercial power, starting of the auxiliary power plant, open doors 
or windows, fire, fuse alarms, and many other types of information. These 
alarm circuits may also be used for control functions and permit the remote 
turning on or turning off of equipment, starting of gas engines for test runs, 
remote switching of side -legs from one channel to another as well as many 
other special functions. 

Where wire facilities are not available, it is possible, with permission of 
the Federal Communications Commission, to use a paralleling microwave 
system to furnish the order wire and alarm circuit facilities. 
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CHAPTER 24 

G!CNERAL CONSIDERA'l'IONS INVOLVING CARRIER SYSTEMS 

2.4. l INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that a:µy one Pf the 50 mHl~on telephone subscribers in the 
E.~ell Systym can talk to any otbeJj, and further, tJ;iat he can expect the con
n~ction to be established quickly arid that the charge will be reascmabl~ .for 
the serviee rendered, When one reali2;es the many out-of-way places in 
which telephones a;re locatecl. 1 and the dev~ous routes by which the connection 
may be established, th,is pe+fo:a;:i;n,a:p.ce loo:r;ns lar~e as a technical achieve
rnent. Thirty years ago there ry.v~re only 36 long distance circuits whose 
length e~ceedeq l~ 000 rnJ\es. Toclay that number has increased more tpan 
one hundred fold, · 

For +nany years, the mediu:m used to connect two remotely situated sub
scribers has b~en divided into two par~s. the exchange area system and 
the toll or long distance system. Just as faster and faster ai:rplanes have 
removed the ~eeming impedime),lt of di:;itance, so do improved mechanical 
meap.s of switching tend to m9-ke artificial the distinction between local and 
long distance service. Rathe:r, the dist~µctic:m is one of the toll or charge 
to be billed against the. ~1,:1,stqmeli fo:r the extended range of the service. 
Even thi~ point 9£ view r:nq.y be brushed aside as we gaze hopefully into the 
crystal ball ar,i,d 1:1ee futu;t'e transmission systems carrying thousands of 
messages from coast to cqa13t at such a low cost that they will perhaps 
necess~tate a cha:rge of only a few additional res sage units. 

Needless tc;> say, this bright vision of ei:isentially local service o:o. a nation
wide basis will not be l}ad ;merely 9Y wishing for it. The present state of 
the art has 9ee:r;i. rea(.;hed ~4~otigh continu01,:i.s efforts to bring about improve
men1;s apd ecor:i.omiei;; ;;ind hy i;>lan:p.ing to take advantage of each new advance 
as it ;matEfdali~ed. The 9ver-all telephone system is today divided into 
exchange and toll catego:Jiies. 

The transm~ssion afto;rded by the toll plant must always be considered in 
combination with that provided by the loci3-l pliii-nt. While this must always 
be so, the philosophy of wo:r~ing ~ai::h inte:i;toll trunk at the m;;i.ximum of its 
capability tends to divorce tqll c~r9uit design from the exchange area design. 

The great increai:;e in the nurqber o.f long toll circuits was made possible 
by the advent of hig:h velocity carrier c~;rcuits. By virtue of careful design, 
noise and crosstalk have been, :relegated to secondary importq.nce so that 
echo tends 1;o be the controlHng factqr in circuit design. 
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24. 2 CHARACTERISTIC::S AFFECTING USE OF INTERTOLL FACILITIES 

There is no simple formula sharply defining the fields of use of various 
types of intertoll £acilitier;;. Over-all economy should determine the instru
mentality selected for· each installation. Intangible factors may well take 
pre.c~dence over simple dollar calculations. For example; the use of a. 
radio system to parallel an existing landline, rather than to provide a less 
costly relief of like type, may be justified in some cases purely from the 
standpoint of continuity of service. Such a decision would be based on the fact. 
that the likelihood of simultaneous failures involving both types of systems 
is very remote. 

Figure 24-1 list.s the principal toll systems in the orde:t; of their. velocities 
of propagation. Echo becomes more critical as the yelqcity is decreased. 
Echo is the primary consideration today in determining minimum a.Uowable 
circuit loss. Other· conditions being equal, .the nearer the top, of the Table, 
the lower the permissible net. loss of the facility. · 

PREFERRED ORDER OF CHOICE OF INTER TOLL F ACILil'IES 
FROM THE STANDPOINT OF ECHO 

Choice 

Best 
(High Velocity) 

II 

II 

II 

Poo.rest 
(Low Velocity) 

- Facility -

Radio System Channels (All Types). 
Type L Cable Carrier 
Open Wire Carrier Systems 
Type K, N or ON Cable Carri.er . 
VF Open Wire or 4-Wire Light Loaded Cable 
VF .4 - Wire Medium Loaded. Cable 
VF 2-Wire Loaded Cable 

Figure 24-1 

Since all types 0£ voice-frequency facilitie.s are gradually being superseded 
by carrier circuits for intertoll usage, we will confine the following dis -
cussion to cc;t.rrier systems. 

In practice, system lengths are subject to considerable variation. The 
minimum lengt}l is determined by the relative costs of line facilities and 
terminal equipment. M~ximum length is determined by fundamental system 
design and the noise and. crosstalk performance of the line facility. Develop
ment of systems to work over long distances requires particular attention 
to regulatlc>n, distortion, and system noise problems. Components of the 
terminal equipment must be manufactured to finer tolerances as the intended. 
length of the system is increased. 

. . 
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The number· of systems that can be qperated in parallel on a given route is 
deterr.p.ined principally by the refinen::\ent of design and care in construction 
of the outside plant. This is particularly true of open wire systems. By 
sacrificing channels and limiting system length, use is frequently made of 
open wire that is of a grad~ materially lower than that contemplated when 
the system was develo:peCI., 

Least 

To 

M,ost 

NOTE: 

Systems. Listed in Aeproximate Order of 
Ultimate 1 · ' Line and Repeater · Terminal Costs 

Route Capadty · .Coets per Circl,li,t per Circuit 
I 

01 L3 Nl 
Nl Ll 01 
K ON ON 
ON Nl K 
Ll K Ll 
L3 01n> L3 

Flexibility 

L3 
Ll 
K 
Nl 
ON 
01 

(1) The Une costs for 01 vary over a very wide range, depend}ng on 
circumstances, and on some routes may be less than for ON or Nl 
and on others more than for K. 

Fi~ure 24-2 Summary of Charact~:iristics Affecting Field of Ui;;e of 
Carrier Systems 

Figure 24-2 lists some of the more common systems in relative order with 
respect to characteristics which determine their selection for a specific 
applicat;ion. (Flexibility i;ndic~tes the smallest block of channels that can 
be conveniently drop:ped off Ftt intermediate offices along the route.} OtP.er 
pertinent considerations not shown in the Table are: 

a. The system must be capab~e of providj.ng an acceptable quality of 
transmission over the dj.stp.noe tc;> b~ spanned. 

b. If existing outside plant 'is to be employed, it must be made suitable 
for the proposed system. This wo;rk may be an important factor in 
the cost of a project, Voice-frequenc:y loaded cable must be deload~d 
for carrier operation. Cable pairs to be used for K carrier require 
special treatment to miJ:~.imiz~ crpss~alk. K, N or ON routes may· 
need protection <!.gainst the influence pf ~wise from external sources. 
Realizing the ultimate higher fregµency carrier capacity of an open 
wire lead usually entails ~xtensive transposition rearrangements. L3 
cannot be substituted for Ll without substantial expenditures for new 
repeater stations. 
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c. The proposed system must be compatible with those already in. op~.r
ation on the route. Type J and higher frequency 0 systems usual.ly 
cannot be operated on the same lead. Only under the most favorable 
coriditidns can Nor ON systems be added to a K carrier route without 
sacrificing several channels per system. · _ . · .. '. 

. • ": -. '• .. ,. . " :: i ~ -~- ! 

d. If the system do~s not have suitable built-in signalliil.g features/ the 
cost of the necessary auxiliary equipment must be considered. 

e. The tYPe and capacity of available power plants may be an important 
consideration. ' i ' • ') ' 

As with the choice between the several types of carrier systems, there is 
nb unique field of use that'may be said to be assignable to radio in perference 
to the construction of land_. line facilities. Each case must be studied on its 
own -merits, and considerations other than the purely economic ones may be 
conti'Olling. Generally carrier is most economical around 15 to 25 mile;s .. 

Any system for giving a pailticular type of service is under constant pressure 
from a val'iety of for~es. '•T-h-ese may result from natural growth, competition 
based cm new discovEiries :or improved arts, need for increased revenue, or 
.greater efficiency. ·Generally, all these forces are acting at all times, . 
though one will usually be more significant than the others. An effort to 
maintain the s_tatus quo in ·a system tends to make it outmoded because o_f 
the very considerable etfort toward improvements in present-day industrial 
:research. On the other h~n'.d, a coordinated effort to apply new devices to 
existing systems tends to improve the economics of operation and at the. 
same time to give better S·ervice. -

2-4. 3 THE INCEPTION OF'A NEW SYSTEM 

Growth, expansion, and change are stimuli which are within the experiep.ce 
of each one of trs. They appear in plant, animal, social, and economic life 
and they also appear in industrial life. In the telephone business, these 
forces a,re constantly at work and it is the operating telephone people who 
feel them at the custome·r level and interpret them into telephone needs. 
Frequently these needs cannot be met by existing arts, and further study 
will indicate the need for a- new system. Needs are not the only factor. -
Sotnet~es research and invention indicate that a task can be performed 
by new methods which are faster, better, and more ·e'conomical. Depending 
on the c'legr·ee of improvem,e:rit,. the new system may be installed where 
plant ·extensions are requir:ed or it may actually be used to replace existing 
pl-ant. It is the purpose of.. this section to touch briefly on some of the factors 
which individually 01' in combination may lead to the inception of a new 
system. ',· 
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Functionally there are three main organizations involved in recognizing the 
need for a new system. First, there is the operating telephone company 
which is the consumer of _a new system, and which is in best position to 
know the needs of the customers. Then there is the American Telephone 
and Telegraph Company which acts as a co-ordinator among the various 
operating companies, analyzes transmission problems, advises on policy 
and problems too complex for an individual company, and confers with the 
Bell Telephone Laboratories regarding the needs for new development. 
Finally there is the Bell Telephone Lal:;>oratories which is primarily con
cerned with research and its application and the improvement of existing 
systems. There is also some GOntact at the higher organizational level of 
the Laboratories with the operating telephone people, generally in company 
with representatives of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company. 

The operating telephone companies are directly concerned with the collection 
of revenues and the payment of operating expense. They are therefore 
acutely aware of situations which tend to increase expenses and they are 
likewise cognizant of the need for any service which would increase revenues. 
To keep abreast of the situation, they make provisional estimates which 
include the best guesses concerning plant requirements for the future,· 
sometimes projecting as much as 3 to 5 years ahead. These studies include 
estimates concerning the direction and amount of population growth and the 
most economical means of handling the traffic. As an example, it may be 
shown that the traffic between two moderately sized cities forty miles apart 
will double in 5 years due to an increasing Gommunity of business interest. 
Since the present traffic utilizes practically the ultimate development of the 
existing plant, it will be necessary to increase the capacity by the same 
type of plant or to find some new medium. 

The American Telephone and Telegraph Company will be informed of the 
expected expansion and need. It may receive similar information from 
other companies and may then poll those remaining as to whether or not 
they expect such situations to arise. If there are sufficient affirmative 
answers, the American Telephone and Telegraph Company will transmit to 
the Bell Telephone Laboratories, through suitable channels, a statement 
that a new transmission system is needed which can operate over existing 
facilities and prove in economically over additions similar to the present 
facilities which might be 19-H-88 loaded cable with or without repeaters, 
The solution might indicate development of a new carrier system which 
would be radically cheaper than any heretofore produced. This period 
of discussion leading up to the decision to go ahead would be called the 
inception of the new sy_stem. 

Similarly, provisional estimates might be expected to indicate the need for 
improved telephone sets, negative impedance repeaters, community dial 
offices, or rural radio. 
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Higll.-1evel management must at times indicate the need for new syste'xff"~ 
because of its recognition of social trends. This source· of inceptionmay he 
a dec:iding factor in ca.ses that would otherwise tend to be indeterminate ... · In 
this category might be. plac.ed such systems as transoceanic radio, ,~ehiclilar 
:radio, and the rapid advance of a coaxial network which can be used'fdtO::' 
television if the demand a·rises. t ·;' 

•' J ... ' 1,, t . 

Members o.f the Laboratories are also in a favorable position to 'bring. about 
the birth of a new system. Because of their familiarity with existing. systems, 
they are in a particularly good situation to recognize the applicability :of new 
devices resulting from research and development. · ·· ··' · ·· 

When new systems originate wi.thin the Laboratories, the focusing is in the 
reverse direction. This. takes place by sending a. development letter, gener
ally called a DL, through)ines of organization to the American Telephohe 
and Telegraph Company,. calling attention to the new development, stating 
its important transmissio.n characteristics, cost, and field of application. 
The American Telephone ~nd Telegraph Company in turn transmit this ' 
information to each telephone company, requesting data conc~rning the . 
possible number of applications and inviting further inquiries. 

The foregoing discussion h~s indicated the m·eans by which information con
cerning the need for a new system or the availability of a new system is · 
focused into the proper channels for action .. It will now be of interest to 
inye.stigate in som.ewhat more ·detail the procedures within the Laboratories 
by which the general requirements are set up, which in turn lead to. the .. still 
r.n,ore detailed design of circuit components. 

S:ystem Requirements 

Having de.cided that there is need for a new transmission system, it next 
becomee• necessary to specify more completely the conditions under which 
it will work so that the transmission engineer can set up some general trans
mission requirements. In any such development, it is always necessary to 
do a certain amount of looking ahead at the transmission aspects in orde_r 
to reach more general co];iclusions. This tends to make the distinction 
be.tween inception and planning a rather artificial one which is mainly us.eful 
for purposes of discussion. In. many developments, progress is in the nature 
of e:v:~r-widening circles, 'based on a central core or idea. 

As a starting point, the b~oad objectives are restated with boundaries w;h.ich 
fix t}ie scope of the system under consideration and indicate the probably · 
direction of detailed investig~tion. This review is made at a conference or 
s~ries of conferences· attended by representatives of those departments who .• 
be.cause of prior expe~ien,c;:e or present aptitudes, are in a position to con
tr1~ute molt to the ultimate development. Among the matters resolved about 
the new system will be such questions as: How will it fit in with existing 
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plant? Will it require new and unfamiliar types of maintenance? In what 
sort of traffic will it be used - tandem trunk, interoffice trunk, .single or 
multilink toll connection? Is it amenable to growth? Does it possess 
flexibility with regard to.transmission losses and traffic handling capacity? 

The result is a broad statement indicating such decisions as 

1. Trans1nission rnust be satisfactory over a particular gauge in aerial 
cable, under certain extremes of temperature. 

2. A carrier system. will be used. 

3. Each can·ier system should have not less than a certain number of 
channels, four, for example, and need not have more than eight 
·channels. 

4. The cost rr1ust be as low as possible and must not exceed a specified 
limit. 

5. The system will be used as a terminating circuit; that is, it will not 
be used in tandem with other circuits on each side. 

6. Voice -frequency signaling will be used. 

These conclusions are tentative and some may be based on information 
provided by certain of the conferees who are familar with current technical 
developments. 

At this stage it becomes possible to draw a schematic in box form, indicating 
the basic circuit functions such as filtering, modulating, amplifying, mixing, 
and demodulating. 

The early planning is an extremely important part of the work and requires 
considerable knowledge and familiarity with the existing telephone plant. A 
carefully considered plan will take into account such things as the pas sibility 
of additions, changes in tra.ns1nission or operating requirements, and the 
possibility that the initial requirements are not complete. On the other 
hand, a plan which adheres strictly to a stated requirement may necessitat~ 
later changes which are expensive, particularly if they must be made in the 
field. Obviously the cost is a factor and it is not reasonable to spend money 
unnecessarily, but if on the other hand it is possible to devise an arrange
ment of greater potenti9-l at very little or no extra cost, it is a wise plan 
to adopt. 

Formulation of Transm.ission Requirements 

Having decided upon a rough schernatic of the new system, it becomes 
necessary to specify in quantitative transmission terms exactly what function 
each block shall perform and under what condition it shall work. As in most 
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phases of d~velopment work, there is a considerable amount of discri~1etfbn 
1back and forth, consideration from all viewpoihts, evaluation of one type·· of 
element relative to another or one method versus anothe.r. This pr6gteefs 
i& generally not continuous· in· a: single direction, proceeding from the· · · • 
original objective to a completed circuit element. It is more like a drift 
containing the Brownian movement of physics in which progress is in cii~crete 
steps, frequently moving sideways or even backwards when it bum.pa into, 
the impedance of another related component. This represents compromise 
and it results from weighing the relative importances in the best interest 
of the ultimate objective. · · 

Each of the various schematic boxes must be separately considered so that 
its performance is satisfactory and integrates with the other boxes to pro
vide an over-all assembly which possesses the economic advantage that is 
desired. The impor~ance of the cost angle must be constantly in the fore-
front of consideration. . · · 

The i'esult of these analyse:s, which 4o contain a certain amount of forward 
looking, backward looking, and assumption, is a tabulation of significant' 
quantities which will enable the circuit and apparatus designers to specify 
existing circuit elements or design new ones. These points are extremely 
important as they bear directly on the future activities of a good many people, 
and an error in decision which costs manpower is a grave matter, particu
larly at times when a shortag.e of manpower is incident. It is not to be · 
expected that perfection will be achieved immediately but it is a worthy ' 
objective in any and all problems. Some of the quantities derived and their 
significances are discussed below. ' 

Noise is a determining factor in all design problems. Basically, telephone 
transmission is satisfactory when the customer receives his message at' a 
loudness which is such that the noise present is not a disturbing factor.' · 
this relationship is described by the signal-to-noise ratio,· frequently written, 
S/N, and is well known from long experience with the problem. The required 
value of S/N depends on the type of service and the point in the circuit being 
considered. It is important throughout the system, regardless of the frequen
cy or nature of the signal. · Noise is important to the new system from two 
points of view: first, that which is introduced into the system by its own 
components. Needless to say, components must be so designed that they 
do not act as noise sources to other systems. This last point is one of the 
"broad system" aspects which arises when it is proposed to introduce a "new11 

system were to be the only system of any sort in operation. A very acute 
example of this systems aspect arises when a radio link intended for point .. 
to-point service is integ'rated into an existing system. 
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Knowledge may be lacking when a new system is proposed for operation in 
an area which has peretof~re been une~plored. In such a case, it may be 
necessary to make ass1;m:1ptions regarding the noise, based of course on com
putations, extrapolatiolls, a;nd best guesses. These should be justified as 
soon as possible by measurements in the proposed field of application of the 
new system, 

Level of the sig;r;ial is closely rylated to noise and is a very important para
.m.eter in determining the cpoice 0£ such cpmponents as modulators, tubes, 
ma.gnetic elements, or nonlinear elements. There are two important aspects 
to level. The first is given by th,e ratio of signal level to noise and the 
second is the variation ~n the levEfl of the signal from its average yalue. · The 
necessity for knowing tl;ie SYN ratio gives rise to the level diagram which 
plots the level of the average signal (or a test tone) and the noise at various 
points in the ovyr -c;ll systE1m. I}y :rn,eans of this chart it is possible to fix 
the relation betweer:i: gain and S:8acing of repeaters. The distribution of 
signal powers in an amplitude system determines the maximum power 
handling capacity of an element at a given level point. This interrelation
ship in a wire transmission system of repeater gain, spacing, and size of 
tubes is an irnportant 0;r;ie which must be worked out on a cost basis, taking 
into account such impcm.derables as accessibility of repeater locations and 
maintenance. 

The crosstalk problem involves unwanted transmission into or from the 
circuit under consideratipn. Its importance depends on the magnitude of 
the coupling between .the two circuits and is generally expressed as a decibel 
loss. The amount of crosstalk power delivered into the disturbed channel 
is related to the levels; hence, these two factors, coupling loss and level, 
must):>e properly co-ordinated. Crosstalk coupling may exist by virtue of 
direct capacity c;oupling, as between, two adjacent pairs in a wiring plan or 
cable .. In this case, the loss decreases with increasing frequency because 
of the, nature of capacity reacta:t\ce. It also depends on the construction of 
the cable with regard to the length of a twist in the pair, the arrangement 
of color groups, the nature of the insulation, and other factors. In open
wire lines, the crosstalk is by-inductive means and depends on such factors 
as spacing of pairs, position on the cros sarp:is, and transpositions which 
a.re analogous to the twist of cable pairs. Crosstalk may also occur 
indirectly through an intermediatp coupling path. It is sometimes denoted 
by the position in the circuit at which it occurs, such as near end or far 
end, When crosstalk does occur, it ~Hect is generally to place a penalty 
on some other factor such as repeater spacing. The art of ameliorating 
crosstalk effects is ir:ppoI!tant and highly developed and is of course co
ordinated through the medium e>f cost studies to determine the most economi
cal system. The resultant figure is adqpted as the allowable crosstalk, 
subject always to later revision if developments indicate that such action is 
advisable. 
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The permissible level of cross modulation relative to the signal is sfalgcr 
for multichannel systems. This factor will have a bearing on the liri.earlty 
of amplifiers, the types of modulators and demodulators, and the discrfm.i:.. 
nation of filters. It is generally more severe for higher signal powers;. 
hence it enters into consideration of the number of channels and the power 
handling capacity of circuit elements such as magnetic cores and vacuum. 
tubes. A figure is chosen which represents the best compromise among 
these several factors. 

The frequency band in which the signal is to be transmitted must be fixed as 
the r~sult of a rather critical review of a set of somewhat complicated' 
interrelated factors. In a typical cable, an increase of frequency make.s 
the crosstalk problem more acute. It also increases the attenuation, but 
tends to have compensating effects because the difference in attenuation at 
the two ends of the band decreases for a given bandwidth and the effects· of 
temperature variation are more conveniently handled. In open-wire lines., 
an increase of frequency teil.dS to increase difficulties, due to noise of an 
impulsive type, such as static; to make the crosstalk problem. more severe; · 
to make the matter of bridging circuits more difficult because of quarte,r 
wave length phenomena; a'.nd possibly to interfere with or be interfered py 
low-frequency radio propagation. The number of channels to be transmitted 
4etermines the bandwidth,and thereby affects its location because as already 
pointed out there are advantages to keeping the band as narrow as possible 
on an octave (or per cent) basis. The location and width of the working band 
is chosen as a result of these considerations. 

Signaling is a necessary operation to prepare any telephone connection for 
the talking condition. Bearing in mind what has been said about good planning, 
it is desirable to consider the best means for including signaling in the new 
system. This must resolve the question of whether it is cheaper to apply 
existing techniques or to develop entirely new methods; whether each channel 
should signal over its •own transm.is sion channel or all signaling should be 
over a separate channel restricted for that purpose only. 

Protection of the new system from. foreign potentials must be accounted for. 
Likewise, the system must be restricted to maximum voltages which al:°e 
not hazardous to operating personnel or possible sources of fire in case of 
failure. Underwriter laboratory rules must be carefully considered in'this 
COil.llection. 

Power ·supply is always an important factor in the c:ost of a new system., 
especially if it must be supplied at remote points. The need for a reserv·e 
power supply in order to insure continuity of service is sometimes an 
expensive item which weighs heavily in the ultimate choice of both power 
supply and routing of the new system. Power is sometimes supplied over 
the channel conductors or added conductors where maximum economy is 
essential, but it mu.st be counterbalanced by the significance of voltage 
dr·op in the lead wires and regulation at the point of consumption. These 
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matters also bear on the type of tube which is to be used and vice versa so 
that ultimately power supply, tube type, tube gain, tube power handling 
capacity, and repeater spacing are all interrelated in typical systems 
fashion. A choice is reached after proper consideration of the various 
angles. 

Maintenance is a continuing expense; hence, it also is a factor in formulation 
of a new transmission system. Circuit elements which have long life, uni
formity, ease of manufacture, ar;i.d low cost must be chosen or designed. 
lvlaintena.nce also affects the arrangement and accessibility of parts. 

The final for1nulation for the new system results when the various factors 
indicated above have been thoroughly co-ordinated by all the groups interested 
in the problem. This formulation enables filling in the characteristics of 
the boxes in the block schematic and represents the best way of laying out the 
new systern, in the judgment of those who have participated. At this stage, 
the plan m.ust be reviewed at the top executive level where approval is given 
for the general arrangement, and authorization is granted to proceed with 
the detailed design of the components wh~ch will go into the manufacture 
of the systen-1, 

The executive authorization to proceed with the developme:nt brings about 
a considerable change in the character of the effort expended. Up to this 
point the work has been on a broad basis with some of it being on an explora
tory .and speculative basis. This planning stage is therefore charged to the 
telephone companies in accordance with the contractual obligation to assist 
them in realizing the benefits of scientific research and development. In 
the detailed design stage, which follows thereafter, there is a need for 
injecting specialized knowledge, experience, and skill into the project. 
Accordingly the over -all plan is broken into its various parts, with the 
result that the number of people engaged in the work is greatly increased. 
Since the design effort in this next stage is directed toward the production 
of physical components, the work is charged to the Western Electric 
Company which will manufacture the parts and assemble and install the 
system for sale to the telephone companies. 

Design Stages 

Having acquired full approval and general agreement up and down the line 
of organization for the general formulations of the new system, it next 
becomes necessary to convert the ideas expressed into a working reality. 
The work is parceled out as agreed a:nd the designers begin to assemble 
tubes, resistances, conc}ensers, and other components into a circuit 
arrangement which it is believed will perform the desired function in the 
most satisfactory manner. 
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All that has beeri said conC:erning the advantage of planning of good system 
applied with equal force to planning a good design to perform one of the 
necessary functions within the system. A few of the attributes which might 
be m.entioned are the following: The design must be economical to build and 
operate; it must be rugged. in const\-uction; it must have fong life and low 
maintenance with easy replacement of parts; it must be uniform in performance 

. with a minimum effect from c_ircuit variables; and it must be easy to manu
facture and install with the adjustinents made noncritical, not interdependent, 
and few in number. These attributes are not easy to meet, and so once again 
design planning of the highest type is_ the order of the day. 

To carry out the design, it is desirable to analyze the formulations in critical 
fashion to be sure that none has been omitted and to be certain that those 
stated are correct. It will be recognized that a number of different groups 
are designing at the same time, all aiming at the same objective of producing 
a good circuit function element at a specified future time. This time element 
is important, for if 10 per cent of the work is unfinished, the whole system 
is unfinished. To reach completion Sometimes requires a pragmatic com
promise with perfection, As each design group progresses, ·a very close , 
co-ordination is necessary to insure that changes deemed necessary by one 
group are known by all so that any adverse effects may be compromise'd and 
any unforeseen advantages evaluated and utilized. · 

The result of the design work in a group is to produce a "breadboard" model 
which is· the physical embodiment of the working prineiples, but which lacks 
the physical arrangemen~ and wiring of parts that go into a final model. The 
term had its origin in the. fact that designers working in the laboratory found 
it convenient to fasten thelr circuit elements to a breadboard of the type used 
for rolling out pastries in. the home. In the successive stages of design~ it 
is quite common to transfer _the model to a metal plate, particularly if the 
circuit operates at relatively high frequencies.. Although the term "brass 
board" has sometimes been applied to this step, it is commonly understood 
to be included in the general process of breadboarding. The development of 
a breadboard model is a continuous process of adjustinent and measurement, 
aimed at evaluating such factors as variability of precision in manufactured 
circuit components, aging effects, changes in operating voltages, and changes 
in temperature. At the same time it is necessary to be on the looko·ut for 
second-order effects such as unwanted mutual impedances between circuit · 
meshes or between one panel and another (possibly that of another designer), 
excessive levels, unexpected noise sources, modulation products, or 
longitudinal effectS. 

Inevitably, breadboarding• leads to some changes in design and sometimes to 
a revision of the initial requirements. These may result due to some new 
outside developments reaching fruition after the start of the design or from 
failure of an element to perform its intended function satisfactorily. Within 
-a given breadboard there may be one or more pieces of new apparatus each 
of which represents a design project to which all the usual criteria have. been 
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applied. Thus, within a MOdulator~DEModulator unit there may be new 
amplifiers, new filters, and new varistors contributed by specialist designers 
who turn the:m over to the circuit designer of the modem unit who is doing 
the breadboarding. 

Equipn1ent design,~rs will be vvorld.ng somewhat in parallel with the circuit 
r.na.n to p1·o·iride a permanent :mounting and wiring arrangement of the bread
hoa:t·d n1.1.xlel. Th.es e tvvo g:roups will prepare manufactu:ri:ng information 
frorn which the final p:i:'od.nct is turned out. Standardization is an important 
aspect at this stage and a c1:itical review is made to be sure that the maxi
xnu.xn nun:1ber of standa:1:'d coded eler.nents has been used, and that the nUID.ber 
of new codefl has been n1inim:i.zed, The importance of this point will be · 
:appreciated ·when it is :realized that drawings must be on file, machinery 
design13d and stored., and raw. r:naterials stocked for each and every coded 
item." 'This :rr~qui:res a large investment in space and mate:rial and is a very 
expensive p~:opositi.on, especially :for items of small demand. 

iU:'ter a. lapse of time during which there has been much co-ordination, 
c01n1xc0n1.ise" ·e, and ~~etreat, ·each design group will arrive at its 
b:readboa1°d :r.nod.el a:;-1d r.nanufacturing and testing information will be pre
pared" The Western .Electric Company then manufactu.:res and assembles 
a smci,ll nurn.be:t of tool=:rnai,de models according to the specifications, and 
if the future production is expected to be large, the samples may actually 
:rep1·esent trial production from a pilot plant set up to gain manufacturing 
e:ii::pe:.riien;ce. These models will then be used for a limited sea.le trial 
installation, the location of which will be arranged by the American Tele
phone and Telegraph Company in co-operation with the operating telephone 
companies, In turning out the tool-made sample~ there is likely to be 
considerable collaboration with the designers to iron out kinks which show 
up in the specifications and testing routines. The extent of this collaboration 
might involve sending a Bell Laboratories man to assist the Western or, 
conversely, the Western might send a man to learn more about circuit 
functioning, 

Design of te@ting equipment for the operating field people must proceed in 
parallel with the design of the: system. This is particularly true when the 
system operates by virtue of a new or unfamiliar technique. The designer 
:rnay have such tools as part of his stock in trade but frequently they are 
not in suitable fo:i:'m fox field use, He must therefore modify the form or 
design new test equipment, bearing in mind all the foregoing discussion 
and adding to it the cardinal principle that test equipment must be an order 
of magnitu.de more precise than the quantity it is intended to fix. 

Before full-scale production is started, it is cus'toma:ry to subject the new 
system to a period of field testing. At this point it will suffice to say that 
field conditions can never be fully duplicated in the laboratory and there= 
fore they may ~how up weak points in the new system, When such is the 
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case, ways must be.found for correcting the deficiency, and appropriate 
changes made. The proper co-ordination must be effected all th!'.ough the 
design organization to be sure that changes which are made cure:lhe ill and 
do not transfer it to another member. Manufacturing specifications and 
testing routines must also be modified, as needed, · ··· · . . 

Part of the objective of field trials is to obtain information and 'e:X:'perience 
which will assist the transmission engineer to write the necessary material 
for Bell System Practices, which are a body of instruction and information 
written for the help of the telephone company engineers. Since they are to 
be delivered to the operating companies, they are released by the .Am.erican 
Telephone and Telegraph Company, which also writes certain _ones. · 
However, the more technical aspects are drafted by the Laboratories and 
submitted to the .Am.erican Telephone and Telegraph Company £or its comments. 
This division of work is somewhat fluid and is fixed by mutual agreement, 
hinging on such factors as man power and complexity of the transmission 
system. 
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